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Foreword
This is the final report of an eighteen-month study conducted by the California Commission on Campaign Financing. The Commission, formed in 1984, is a bipartisan, non-profit,
private organization funded by the Weingart Foundation of Los Angeles. Twenty-one Californians from the state’s business, labor, agricultural, legal, political and academic communities,
both Republicans and Democrats, agreed to serve as its members. The Commission’s broad
purpose,publicly announced at the time of its formation,was to study and make recommendations for improving California’s system of campaign financing so that it might better serve the
citizens of this state.
The Commission decided early in its existence to focus on a study of campaign financing
in the California State Legislature.In so doing it turned its attention to the institution believed
by many experts to pose the most serious campaign finance problems in the state. The Commission believes that the problems discussed in its report require urgent action and hopes its
unanimous recommendations will stimulate discussion leading to useful reform.
The Commission was deeply saddened by the death of its esteemed member Donald
Wright during the course of its work. The Commission members and staff benefited greatly
from his good judgment. We all miss his wisdom and integrity.
The Commission extends its warm appreciation to the Weingart Foundation, its trustees
John T. Gurash, Dr. William H. McGill, Sol Price, Marcus H. Rabwin, M.D. and Harry J. Volk,
and its President Morris A. Densmore, who were so generous in funding the Commission’s
work. Without their support this report could not have been written.
In the course of the Commission’s research, Commission members and staff met with
hundreds of political experts, academicians, politicians, political consultants,reporters and
concerned citizens. A list of these people appears in Appendix C to the full report. We thank
them all for their valuable comments and advice, and we absolve them of responsibility for any
Commission conclusions which may differ from their own.
Particularly useful to the Commission were the extensive materials published by the
California Fkir Political Practices Commission, including valuable analyses of raw data collected by the FPPC since 1975. Where figures and statistics appear in this report without
specific attribution, they are from published FPPC studies.
For supplemental printing grants so that thisreport could be widely distributed, the Commission thanks The Ahmanson Foundation,Carter Hawley Hale Stores,Inc. and Philip Stern;
and it thanks the Annenberg School at the University of Southern California for its help and
encouragement.
The Commission wishes to express its particular gratitude to its talented staff.Executive
Director nacy Westen oversaw the Commission’s study and was responsible for the preparation of the report. General Counsel Robert M. Stern brought to the Commission a wealth of
experience as former FPPC General Counsel and former counsel to the Legislature’sAssembly Elections Committee. Associate Counsel Dennis M. Orfirer added his knowledge as a
campaign consultant. Office Manager Janice E. Lark contributed her outstanding administrative skills. The Commission looked to Attorney Catherine Rich for valuable editing and research. Interns Russell Kramer and Robert Martin assisted the staff in gathering essential
information and analyzing campaign reports.
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Introduction
and Summary
California’sNew Political Gold Rush
California’s political campaigns for the
State Assembly and Senate are the most
costly in the nation. In 1982 candidates in
one Assembly race spent over $3.2 million
for the right to occupy a seat which then
paid $29,000 a year. Four additional legislative races each cost over $1 million-the
first such million-dollar races in the nation’s history. By 1984, $1 million-plus
races had become fixtures on California’s
political landscape. Campaign spending
reached an all-time high-$44.8 million
for 100 legislative seats.
California.is witnessing a new political
gold rush, Candidates are enticed by professional consultants, dazzled by expensive
new campaign technologies, alarmed by
rising costs and frightened by last-minute
spending attacks. Candidates have come
to believe that money is the key to political
success. They are throwing themselves
with increasing abandon into a fundraising arms race in which each tries to
outraise and outspend all opponents.
The resulting fundraising fever is distorting many aspects of California’s
political process. Reporters warn that legislators are being corrupted with money.
Contributors complain they are hounded
with incessant fundraising appeals. Lobbyists protest they are covertly “shaken
down” with threats of adverse legislation.

Candidates report that some spend 50%to
70%of their time raising money. Incumbents vastly outraise challengers.
Newcomers are deterred from politics.
Money may be the “mother’smilk of
politics,” as former Assembly Speaker
Jesse Unruh once said, but for many its
taste has turned sour. The vast quantities
of money flooding into the state’s political
races, the drumbeat of press accounts
linking contributions to “special interest
legislation” and the lack of competitive
new candidates in many elections have all
drawn alarmed criticism from contributors, politicians, lobbyists, academics, the
press and most importantly, the public.
Dan Stanford, current Chairman of the
California Fair Political Practices Commission (FPPC), reports: “Virtually every
legislator, political action committee representative, lobbyist and corporate executive
I’ve talked with agrees there is a tremendous need for campaign financing reform
in California.”
Ten years ago California adopted the
most detailed campaign contribution disclosure law in the nation. Yet today
California remains one of the few jurisdictions without legislation to stem the gush
of money into political coffers. California
state law places no restrictions on campaign contributions or expenditures. If
campaign spending is not limited in this
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state, the average competitive Assembly
race by 1990 may cost over $1 million.

The Commission’s Recommendations
After extensive study the Commission
has concluded that comprehensive reforms
are necessary to address the full range of
legislative campaign finance problems in
California. It believes that piecemeal solutions will be ineffective. Strict limitations
on the amounts of campaign contributions,
for example, may deprive candidates of
enough money to communicate adequately
with voters and handicap newcomers in
their competition with incumbents. Ceilings on total campaign expenditures have
been declared unconstitutional by the
United States Supreme Court unless they
are accompanied by limited public funding. Yet limited public financing will not
slow the escalation in campaign spending
unless coupled with expenditure ceilings.
The Commission therefore believes
that effective proposals for campaign finance reform in California must include
limits on both contributions and expenditures and develop new sources of funding
to encourage candidates to accept expenditure ceilings. The Commission has
drafted two model laws for possible use in
California. It hopes they may be of use in
other states as well.
The Commission’sprincipal recommendation embodies a combination of
expenditure ceilings, contribution limits
and limited public matching funds for candidates who accept expenditure ceilings. It
includes the following major provisions:
Expenditures are capped in all legislative races where candidates accept
limited matching funds. Assembly candidates can spend no more than $150,000
in the primary and $225,000 in the general election. Senate candidates can
spend no more than $250,000 in the primary and $350,000 in the general
election.
Contributions by individuals, PACs, corporations, businesses and labor unions
are limited to $1,000 per election; spe-

NEW GOLD RUSH

cially qualifying “Small Contributor
PACs” (receiving all member donations
in amounts of $50 or less) can make
contributions up to $5,000.
w ’hansfers of money by candidates or legislators to other candidates are
prohibited.
Fundraising during non-election years is
prohibited.
Honoraria and gifts are counted towards
the contribution limitations.
Political parties and legislative caucuses
are allowed to make contributions up to
$50,000.
W Candidates are prevented from receiving
more than an aggregate of $50,000 (Assembly) or $75,000 (Senate) from all
PACs, corporations, businesses and labor unions combined.
W Candidates accepting expenditure ceilings will qualify for limited public
matching funds; candidates who do not
raise threshold amounts or who lack
competitive opponents (who raise, spend
or have cash on hand of at least $35,000)
will not qualify.
Candidates are encouraged by higher
matching fund ratios to seek smaller indistrict contributions.
Spending by independent expenditure
committees and wealthy candidates is
discouraged.
The Commission estimates its proposed
matching funds program will cost the
state approximately $4.6 million a year, the
lowest amount of any comparable matching funds proposal in recent years. The
program will be funded by a voluntary
individual $3 state income tax checkoff.
The Commission’s alternative proposal
substitutes for limited matching funds a
combination of (i) 100%tax credits for
small in-district contributions and (ii)
large political party and legislative caucus
contributions for candidates accepting expenditure ceilings. The Commission
estimates this alternative tax credit proposal would cost approximately $4.7
million a year.
Further details of the Commission’s
principal recommendation and alternative
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proposal are contained in this Introduction and Summary under the caption,
“Synopsisof the Commission’sProposals.’’
One-page summary charts appear at the
end of this Introduction and Summary. A
comprehensive analysis of both proposals
will be found in Chapters 12 and 13 and
Appendix B of the full Commission report.

Skyrocketing Campaign Costs
In 1958 all legislative races in California cost a total of $1.4 million. In 1984
these same races cost $44.8 million (an increase of 3100%in 26 years) and the
average legislative election cost $448,000.
Tom Hayden spent more ($2 million) running for his 1982 Assembly seat than did
all 1958 California legislative candidates
combined.

California’s Legislative Campaign
Costs Are Rising Sharply
California’s rising campaign costs have
outstripped inflation and population
growth. In 1958 candidates for the State
Assembly spent an average of lo@per vote.
In 1984, discounting for inflation, Assembly candidates spent an average of 51C per
vote. In “competitive”races, defined by the
FPPC as races in which either side had a
reasonable chance to win, 1984 candidates
spent $1.23 per vote after adjusting for inflation. Contributions to California
legislative campaigns have increased three
times faster than contributions to California congressional campaigns.
Campaign expenditures in legislative
races doubled between 1978 and 1982 alone
-from $20.2 million to over $43 million.
Spending in competitive races increased
even faster. A typical competitive Senate
candidate spent $98,000 in 1976. By 1984 a
competitive Senate candidate was spending $556,000, 5% times more. One
Assemblyman won his 1982 race spending
$235,000;two years later he narrowly won
reelection spending $636,000, 2% times
more.

hcumbents Are Widening Their
Fundraising Advantage over
Challengers
Incumbents win elections for many
reasons: proven ability, experience in office, widespread name recognition,
reapportionment and one-party districts
and, increasingly, superior fundraising
power. Challengers need large sums of
money to compete effectively against incumbents. Yet challengers are falling
further behind incumbents in the fundraising wars.
In 1976 the median Assembly incumbent spent $25,100 while the median
challenger spent $9,400, a ratio of almost
3-to-1. By 1984 the incumbent’sadvantage
had increased to 14-to-1.Incumbents’ cash
outlays increased four-fold during this period (from $25,100 to $115,400) while
challengers’ expenditures actually decreased from $9,400 in 1976 to $8,500 in
1984. In the 1984 primary elections, Assembly incumbents outspent challengers by
105-to-1.Senate incumbents outspent challengers by 229-to-1.
findraising superiority along with reapportioned districts are major incumbent
advantages. From 1974 to 1984,legislative
incumbents won an average 96%of all
their races. In 1984 incumbents won 98%
of their elections.

Competitive Races Are
Diminishing in Number
Although overall legislative spending
increased between 1980 and 1984, these increases were concentrated in fewer
competitive races. nuly competitive races
(defined by this Commission as races
where two candidates each spent $35,000
or more) are decreasing in number. In
State Senate primary elections the percentage of such competitive races dropped
from 10%to 5%.In Assembly primaries
competitive races dropped from 21%to 6%.
In competitive districts spending is
often extreme. Like political black holes,
high-spending races suck in time, talent
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and money at an accelerating rate. Newcomers are deterred by high costs from
entering politics; incumbents are driven to
contributors with a large economic stake
in pending legislation; and the public is
dismayed by apparent quid pro quo arrangements between contributors and
candidates.

Overall Election Expenditures Are
Rising Primarily Due to Increased
Spending, Not Increased Costs
Campaign expenditures in competitive
races are rising because candidates are
deciding to spend more, particularly on direct mail. Between 1968 and 1982,
Assembly candidates increased their direct mail expenditures from 43%to 61%of
their overall budgets. Spending on other
items decreased proportionately- from
8%to 7%on radio and television ads, 10%
to 1%on newspaper ads and 11%to 4% on
outdoor advertising. Candidates in most
races avoid broadcast advertising due to
its high costs per voter. California’s
fundraising arms race has been fueled by
direct mail techniques which candidates
believe they must utilize to remain
competitive.
Increased direct mail expenditures by
competitive candidates are not due to inflation or population growth. Although
direct mail spending increased 155%between 1978 and 1982, the number of
registered voters only increased by 12%.
Bulk mail postage costs of 8.4Qper letter
in 1978 actually dropped to 7.9Qin 1982
for candidates using carrier route presort
and to 3Q for political parties.
Psychological Factors Are
Destabilizing Campaigns and
Increasing Costs
Fear and money are the principal factors stimulating California’s fundraising
arms race. Candidates fear that opponents
will outspend them, that first strikes will
overwhelm them, that last-minute attacks
will unseat them, and that innovations will
make their contemporary weapons and defenses obsolete. Candidates turn to

deterrence, the massive buildup of money
and arms, for security. They seek the expensive campaign consultants and
technologies often identified with the political military-industrial complex.
The increased availability of political
money has added a new destabilizing element to modern legislative campaigns.
Twenty years ago candidates knew their
opponents could only raise modest
amounts. Today the rapid growth of private contributions and partisan political
transfers has given candidates quick access to enormous sums of money. This
increased access has intensified candidates’ fears of being outspent, hit by a lastminute blitz or faced with wealthy opponents. Candidates know they can lose
elections by spending too little. They therefore spend twice what they need to ensure
their success. Some unopposed legislators
spend over $100,000 on campaigns just to
deter future challengers.
Modern fundraising pressures are
linked to the politics and psychology of
self-defense. Threats to job security from
the reapportionment battles of the past
five years have heightened legislators’
fears and stimulated fundraising. The 1980
Assembly Speakership battle between
Howard Berman and Leo McCarthy raised
the psychological incentives another notch.
Legislators then saw they could raise
larger sums than any had thought possible,
and the fundraising genie was let out of the
bottle. Fundraising events shifted to Sacramento. Dinners were pegged at $100 a
plate, then $250, then $500 and even $1,250.
Legislators were asked to contribute a
portion of their receipts to legislative leaders for transfer to other party candidates.
findraising quotas were set. Committee
and leadership positions were assigned to
legislators who anted up large sums of
cash. Even legislators in safe seats began
to raise more money. Incumbents pressured contributors for larger contributions,
and contributors expected political returns
for their money.
Some legislators increased their
fundraising to defray the cost of trips to
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their districts and conventions, supplemental living expenses, Sacramento
apartments, office supplies, constituent entertainment and staff salaries. Many
legislators came to view these expenditures as “perks”of office and raised
increasing amounts of money to preserve
their political lifestyles.
The lack of significant adverse public
reaction has lessened incentives for candidates to moderate their expenditures.
Without voter resistance at the polls, high
spending will continue. The psychology of
modern campaigns encourages more
spending, not less.

ents. In 1982, for example, winning
Assembly candidates received 92% of their
itemized contributions ($100 or more)
from out-of-districtsources. Two successful candidates, Alister McAlister and
Bruce Young, received 100%of their
itemized contributions from out-of-district
sources. Former FPPC Chairman Tom
Houston has commented on the emergence
of out-of-district money: “These figures
represent a startling shift of influence
away from local citizens and alarming
growth of the power of outside special interests in determining the outcome of
legislative district elections.”

Shifting Sources of Campaign
Money

Contributions from Individuals
Are Relatively Minor
Individuals supply a very small portion
of candidates’ funds. In the 1984 general
election, individuals contributed only 13%
of the money collected by legislative candidates in amounts of $100 or more. By
contrast, presidential candidates in the
1980 primaries received 98%of their contributions from individuals, and California
candidates for the U.S. House of Representatives in the 1982 general election raised
73%.Large organizational and partisan political contributors in California are the
largest, most predictable and most easily
accessible source of money for candidates.

Rising campaign costs force candidates to seek new funding sources.
Candidates find it less efficient to seek
small contributions from individual constituents inside their own districts. Instead
they cultivate large, organized contributors in central state locations. Candidates
today have thus acquired two separate
constituencies: the district residents who
vote for them, and the statewide contributors who pay for their campaigns. These
two constituencies have diverged almost
totally over the past ten years.
A recent Riverside race may be the
prototype for future California campaigns.
In 1982 a Democratic Assembly candidate
raised $195,000 against a tough Republican
opponent who raised $229,000. Of the
Democrat’s money, however, only $2,319
(or 1%) came in amounts under $100, only
six contributions of $100 or more came
from individuals within his district, and
only 68 contributions of $100 or more were
received during the entire campaign. Instead, the Democrat received $134,000
from other legislators and emerged
victorious.

Contributions from Lnside
Candidates’Own Districts Are
Vanishing
Legislative candidates are no longer
principally funded by their own constitu-

Small Contributions Are Becoming
an Anachronism
Contributions under $100 are rapidly
becoming an insignificant part of the
state’s political system. In 1982 small contributions comprised only 6% of all
campaign money received by legislative
candidates. Between 1980 and 1982, the
percentage of small contributions in California dropped 33%.
Many candidates do not actively solicit
small contributions because the effort is
costly and time-consuming and the returns
are small. Soliciting contributions by mail
often takes years to become profitable. A
$500-a-plate fundraising dinner costing
$50 to prepare is more rewarding than a
$50-a-plate dinner costing $20.
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Some individuals make small contributions through political action committees
(PACs) and not to candidates directly.
However, candidates perceive PAC contributions differently than individual
Contributions. PAC contributions are normally linked to specific positions on
issues and thus carry more weight than
dispersed individual contributions. The
shift of small contributions from candidates to PACs has increased the clout of
organized givers.
Large Contributions Are Few but
significant
In the 1981-1982 period, contributions
from 580 donors in $5,OOO-plus amounts
provided 47% of all the money received by
general election legislative candidates. Of
these contributors, 370 were interest
groups (174 businesses and 196 PACs), 84
were officeholders transferring funds and
24 were candidates contributing to their
own campaigns.
Very large contributions are influential
but infrequent. Although $43 million was
spent on 1982 legislative races, only six
contributions over $50,000 (excluding
transfers) were received by candidates. Assembly Speaker Willie Brown received
three of these, totaling $373,000. Twentythree contributions in the $25,000 to
$50,000 range were given. Speaker Brown
received 12 of these, totaling $359,000.
Large contributions are few in number because contributors interested in legislative
access or influence often believe they can
achieve it with smaller amounts. Large
contributions may tag a candidate as a
tool of a particular interest group.
Some organizations disperse large
sums of money to many candidates. The
California Medical Association PAC gave
$614,000 to candidates and the California
State Employees Association gave
$391,000 in 1982. Some large contributors
are partisan in their giving. The United
Fhrm Workers gave $750,000, exclusively
to Democrats. United for California gave
$536,000 and the Gun Owners PAC
$123,000, almost exclusively to
Republicans.

PAC, Corporate and Labor
Contributions Are the Largest
Source of Campaign Money in
California
During the 1980 through 1984 general
elections, legislative candidates received
an average 56%of their Contributions from
PACs, labor unions and businesses. Incumbents gathered much of this money. In
1982, California PACs supported incumbents over challengers by an 8-to-1ratio.
PACs and other organizational contributors hedge their bets by giving to all
candidates regardless of party or philosophy. Some give to all incumbents; others
even give to opposing candidates in the
same race.
PAC-corporate-labor contributions are
a more significant source of campaign
money in California than are national PAC
contributions at the federal level. Under
California law, corporations and labor
unions can contribute directly to candidates (unlike under federal law) as well as
make additional contributions through corporate and labor PACs. California
Assembly and Senate candidates thus received 66%of all their reported
contributions from PACs, corporations and
labor unions in 1980,48%in 1982 and 55%
in 1984. By contrast, U.S. House of Representatives candidates nationwide received
29%of their contributions from PACs in
1980,32%in 1982 and 36%in 1984. Presidential candidates received only 2.1%of
their contributions from PACs in the 1980
primaries. In 1982, California Assembly
candidates from districts half the size of
congressional districts raised $7,000 more
in PAC-corporate-labor contributions than
the average California congressional candidate raised from national PACs.

Partisan Contributions Are
Rapidly Growing in linportance
During the 1984 general election, legis-

lative candidates combined received 28%
of their contributions from partisan
sources. Partisan contributions include
transfers of money from one candidate or
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officeholder to another, caucus contributions from the members of each party in
each house of the Legislature and donations from the state Democratic and
Republican Parties. Such contributions
have rapidly become one of the most
important sources of campaign money in
California today. Democrats and Republicans both rely on partisan
contributions,although Democrats stress
transfers (mostly from Assembly Speaker
Willie Brown and Senate President pro
Tem David Roberti) while Republicans
rely equally on transfers, caucus contributions and party donations.
Zkmsfers are an important source of
money for legislative campaigns. In 1982
Democrats received $5 million in transferred funds and Republicans $1.1 million.
Between 1980 and 1982, transfers to successful Assembly candidates rose from
10%to 20%.lkansfers to winning senatorial candidates increased from 4%to
25%.One Democratic Assemblyman received 75%of his $213,000 in transfers in
1982; in 1984 he received $294,000 in
transfers.
lkansfers have mixed effects on campaigns. In some cases they enhance
competition,help new candidates with
poor fundraising power, immunize some
transfer recipients from special interest influence, allow candidates to spend less
time fundraising and more time debating
issues and offset the advantages of
wealthy candidates. In a 1982 Santa Barbara Assembly race, for example, a lesserfunded Democratic candidate defeated a
wealthier Republican by a narrow 50.6%
margin only after receiving $122,000in
transfers from Assembly Speaker Brown.
But transfers also destabilize campaigns. In 1984,for example,Republican
legislators pumped $193,000 into one general election race in an unsuccessful lastminute attempt to surprise an incumbent
Democratic Senator. Ransfers bankroll
last-minute attacks, encourage stockpiling,
allow incumbents to deter challengers in
primaries, weaken candidates’ bonds with
their own constituents, obscure sources of

money and dismay contributors who see
their money end up in other candidates’
hands.
lkansfers have their most damaging
impact on the legislative process. They encourage legislators to raise transfer money
from special interest contributors, increase the appearance of quidpro quo
arrangements between contributors and
public officials, require transferring legislators to spend more time raising money,
influence the selection of legislators to
leadership and committee posts, factionalize legislative leadership and undermine
the public’s opinion of the Legislature.
Legislative caucus contributions flow
to candidates from the members of the
two major political parties in each house
of the Legislature. In 1982 Democrats received $440,000 from their caucuses and
Republicans received $1.2 million. Although Republicans rely more heavily on
caucus contributions and Democrats on individual transfers, the differences between
the two approaches are often indistinct.
Democratic transfers are controlled by a
small group of Democratic leaders; Republican caucus contributions are also
controlled by a few key Republican
leaders.
Political party contributions in California are heavily Republican. In 1982 the
Republican Party gave over $1.2 million to
candidates; the Democratic Party gave
only $85,000. The Republican Party has
spent a decade successfully building a list
of 400,000 contributors throughout the
state. Democrats have barely started this
task.

Off Year Fundraising Is
California’s Secret Campaign
Finance Problem
California legislators raise enormous
sums of money in off-election years. In
1983 incumbent legislators raised a record
$14.3 million even though they were not up

for reelection, had no foreseeable opponents and most had no debts. O f fyear
fundraising has increased 150%in the past
six years.
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Off year fundraising exclusively benefits incumbents. In 1983 incumbents raised
99.7%of all off year money ($14.3 million)
while their challengers raised only 0.3%
($46,000). Some candidates raised large
sums and were unopposed in 1984. One
Assemblyman raised over $250,000 even
though his opponents raised only $5,000 in
1982 and no money in 1983.Another candidate raised $190,000 and then retired.
Off year fundraising is particularly
susceptible to legislative abuse. In 1983,
legislators raised 76%of their off year
money by soliciting Sacramento-based lobbyists, businesses and PACs that had
ongoing relations with legislators. Legislators often schedule fundraising events
shortly before key legislative votes. Lobbyists complain that undue pressure is
placed on them to contribute during the
off year. Fewer disclosure reports are filed
during the off year and incumbents lack
opponents and press attention to scrutinize their receipts.

Wealthy Candidates and
Independent Expenditures Have
Not as Yet Been Significant in
California
A few personally wealthy legislative
candidates have campaigned in California,
but they have not been a major factor in
most campaigns. In 1982 only 14 candidates spent more than $20,000 on their
own campaigns and only two spent more
than $100,000.Low salaries and the diminished visibility of legislative office attract
fewer wealthy candidates than statewide
or national offices.
Independent expenditure committees
have gained prominence in national campaigns but not in California races.
Independent expenditure committees are
difficult to organize, expensive to operate
and unlikely to coalesce around comparatively minor legislative races.
Independent expenditure organizations
spend large portions of their revenues on
administration,overhead and fundraising,
and they typically have little remaining for
direct campaign expenditures.

The Appearance of Corruption and
Diminished Competition
Californians pay a heavy price for their
current campaign finance system. Experienced reporters for major newspapers
have sounded repeated warnings:
w

“[Tlhepassage or defeat of a bill fkequently is tied directly to a bidding war
and little else.” (William Endicott, Los
Angeles Times)

“[Vloteson legislation are being bought,
sold and rented on a wholesale basis.”
(Dan Walters, Sacramento Bee)
w “[Tlhoroughlyinstitutionalized corruption.. .permeates the current system of
politics and government in this state because of the skyrocketing costs of
political campaigns.”(Vic Pollard, Gan-

nett News Service1
“Powerfulspecial interests bankrolling
the election of our representatives have
attained such a position of privilege that
even some lawmakers fear that the Legislature is becoming a kept house.” (Gale
Cook and James Finefrock, San €+an-

cisco Examiner)
“One veteran and well-placed lobbyist
privately estimates that 50 or so bills
each session are decided by how much
is given by whom in campaign contributions that more accurately could be
described as bribes.” (Martin Smith,

Sacramento Bee)
Sharply rising expenditures and shifting
sources of money have distorted the legislative process, changed the nature of
electoral competition and undermined
public confidence in the state’s legislative
institutions.

The Appearance of Legislative
Corruption Is Growing
Newspaper stories suggesting a quid
pro quo between campaign contributions
and legislative votes are difficult to verify.
But their constant repetition has created
the widespread public impression that the
California Legislature is unduly influenced
by money.
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In 1983, for example, the California
Podiatry PAC contributed $146,000 to legislators to support a bill giving podiatrists
the right to operate on the ankle. The Legislature reversed its seven-year opposition
to the measure and passed the bill. The
President of the California Podiatry Association said, “There is only one way to get
the attention of legislators in a turf fightfinancially.”A doctor said, “I think they
bought the bill, but you can’t prove that.”
Other examples are readily available.
Fireworks magnate Patrick Moriarty reportedly gave over $260,000 to lawmakers
and candidates. The Senate and Assembly
passed bills (vetoed by the Governor)
which prevented local governments from
banning the sale and use of fireworks.
Moriarty later pleaded guilty to laundering
his contributions illegally. The truckers
PAC contributed $57,000 to state legislators. A bill was passed into law giving
truckers amnesty from violations of the
state’s loaded truck weight limits. The
farm workers union contributed $750,000
to legislative campaigns in 1982. Bills they
opposed which had passed the Legislature
in previous years were defeated in both
Senate and Assembly committees. FPPC
Chairman Dan Stanford has observed:
“There is a direct and disheartening relationship between the amount of campaign
contributions and the level of interest by
the contributors in pending legislation.”

Coalitions Multiply Contributors’
Clout
A number of contributors often make
simultaneous contributions when a particular legislative measure is considered.
Nine separate organizations supporting a
bill to weaken local rent controls, for example, gave $304,000 to legislators during
the first 4% months of 1984 and spent an
additional $488,000 on lobbying. The Assembly passed the bill, despite the fact
that California’s voters in 1980 had rejected a similar measure by a 2-to-1
margin (the measure died in Senate com-

mittee). Coalitions multiply the
contributors’ clout and enhance the appearance of a link between contributions
and legislation.

Local Decisions Are Being
Overruled
Contributors use the Legislature as a
“court of appeals’’to overturn local zoning
decisions. A San Francisco developer gave
legislators over $22,000 in 1982 during
consideration of a bill to overturn a San
Francisco ordinance blocking his condominium development, and spent another
$50,000 in dinners and lobbying fees while
his bill was pending in 1983.A San Diego
developer contributed over $20,000 to legislators at the time a bill was pending to
remove certain land from agricultural preserve status. A Carlsbad planning
consultant described $150,000 in campaign
contributions as a “potential requirement”
for passage of a bill exempting local property from environmental coastal
protection. A Riverside developer gave or
arranged for $68,000 in legislative contributions during consideration of a bill to
override a local decision blocking sewer
hookups for his new shopping center. All
these contributions were given while legislation was being considered to reverse
local governmental decisions.

Questions of Public Safety Are
Raised
Contributions are occasionally made in
support of bills that involve questions of
public safety. Whether podiatrists should
be able to operate on the ankle, whether
fireworks should be sold in local communities, whether raw (unpasteurized) milk
should be recalled throughout the statesuch questions raise legitimate public
health and safety concerns. When healthrelated legislation is preceded or followed
by large contributions,members of the
public will inevitably question whether
bills are considered on their merits or the
strength of their financial backing.
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Taxpayers Are Shouldering Higher

bill] without its passing,” one legislator
observed.

costs
California’s current system of campaign finance is costly to taxpayers. The
horse racing industry won a $20 million
tax break in 1980 after it donated $1 million to legislators over a five-year period.
Doctors received a $40 million fee increase for treating iqjured workers after
the California Medical Association contributed nearly $600,000 to legislators in
1980 races. Beer wholesalers made contributions for years to protect a threedecade-old regulation prohibiting beer
wholesale discounts at a cost to consumers of $100 million annually. The oil
industry contributed $2.5 million to California candidates between 1979 and 1982
and an oil severance tax worth an estimated $400 million a year consistently has
been rejected-making California the
only large oil producing state that does not
tax the “severance” of oil from the ground.
“The net result of years of special interest
fiddling with the tax code is that the state
loses about $9 billion per year in revenue,’’
estimated Dan Walters in the Sacramento
Union.
.

Legislative EfficiencyHas
Decreased

Fundraising pressures have impaired
the effectiveness of the State Legislature.
Legislators spend large amounts of their
time raising money. One commented, “I’ve
been sitting here for two hours this morning trying hard to listen to testimony. But
all I ended up doing was making lists of
people who might put down $1,000 for a
table at my next fundraiser.” Leadership
posts often go to legislators who commit
themselves to substantial fundraising activities for caucus members. Relatively
minor issues disputed by large contributors command disproportionate attention.
Heavy contributions on both sides of
important issues make the Legislature reluctant to act. “Everybody’strying to
make money off [the unitary tax revision

E@ Campaign Costs Have
hhibited Electoral Competition
California’s campaign finance system
has discouraged new candidates from presenting their views to the voters. By early
1982, for example, one new candidate
raised $150,000 for an Assembly seat, then
dropped out of the race and ran for another office when his opponent raised ovei
$600,000. Voters had no opportunity to
choose between the two.

Incumbents Use Their Fundraising
Advantages to Deter Challengers
To many contributors a losing candidate represents an investment with no
return. Contributors seeking access to decision-makers thus favor incumbents with,
their donations since incumbents have
won overwhelmingly in recent years. In
1984 incumbents outspent challengers 14to-1 in the Assembly and 6340-1 in the
Senate and won 98%of their elections.
Incumbents often raise large war
chests to dissuade potential challengers
from running against them. One Assemblyman reelected by wide margins during the
past ten years still raised $1.1 million in
campaign funds between 1981and
mid-1984. Challengers have great difficulty
persuading contributors to support them
in the face of such awesome war chests.
Incumbent fundraising advantages
also impede competition in primary elections. Statewide interest groups which
provide the bulk of campaign funding see
little advantage and great risk in helping
challengers tackle incumbents.

Partisan Contributions Have
Altered Competition in Targeted
Races
Partisan transfers, caucus and party
contributions have changed the competitive balance in selected election races. One
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Democratic incumbent lost his 1982 race
against a Republican who received almost
half his contributions from out-of-district
partisan sources. A Republican open seat
candidate lost his Assembly race after his
opponent received $170,000 in partisan
Democratic transfers. Increasingly the outcome of electoral battles is being
influenced by out-of-district political
money.

Candidates Spend Excessive Time
Fundraising
Candidates believe they need large
sums of money to communicate their message through direct mail and paid media.
They spend their time raising money instead of talking with voters, canvassing
door-to-door, attending local events or
studying important issues. “California politicians think about campaign money when
they get up in the morning, they think
about it all day and they think about it at
night,” said Assemblyman Art Agnos (DSan Francisco). Candidates who dislike
fundraising leave politics. “If good people
...feel that 80%of their time has to be devoted to fundraising, they’ll get out,”
observed Lieutenant Governor Leo
McCarthy.
Political Parties Remain Weak
Massive fundraising by candidates, incumbents and legislative caucuses has
dwarfed California’s political parties. Without money to distribute, parties lack the
clout to attract new candidates and develop political platforms. Although
Republican candidates have traditionally
received money from their party, Democratic candidates receive almost no funds
from their party and bypass their party apparatus altogether. In California’s highspending climate, political parties continue to play a minor role.
Public Confidence in Government
Has Diminished
Opinion polls indicate low public confidence in state government. “The voters.. .

11

envision Sacramento as a distant sinful island surrounded by a green sea of money,”
says former FPPC Commissioner Mickey
Ziffren. In 1981California residents ranked
their state legislature 23rd out of 34 national institutions in public confidence. In
1984, 74%of Californians reported that
“state legislators are either very or somewhat obligated to their campaign
contributors”;46%of this group believed
the result is “unfairness”to the average
citizen. Massive campaign expenditures,
large private donations and legislative bills
linked to sizable donations contribute to
the loss of public confidence in California’s governmental institutions.

Comparisons with Other
Jurisdictions
Although California was once the leading state in campaign finance reform
legislation, this reputation has largely been
lost. Other states have adopted campaign
finance reforms that greatly surpass California’s in imagination and breadth.

California h p o s e s No Limitations
on Campaign Contributions or
Expendit ures
Nearly 100 years ago, California enacted the most sweeping campaign
finance reform in the nation- including
campaign expenditure ceilings and prohibitions on transfers and independent
expenditures. Today California has no laws
restricting the amount of money candidates can receive or spend. The state’s
1974 Political Reform Act requires only
that contributions and expenditures be disclosed. Bills changing the way campaigns
are financed have failed to pass the Legislature or have been vetoed by the
Governor. Proposition 40 on the 1984 ballot would have severely limited campaign
contributions, but no money was spent on
its behalf and it was defeated at the polls.
Other States Have h p l e m e n t e d a
Wide Variety of Reforms
Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis
observed that the states are “the laboratories of reform.’’ Other states’ campaign
finance laws confirm this observation. Al-
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most three-fourths of them limit
contributions,impose expenditure ceilings,
provide tax credits for political contributions, offer limited public financing or
impose other controls:
Twenty-three states limit the size of individual contributions;
Twenty-two states prohibit and 13 states
limit corporate contributions;nine states
prohibit and 17 states limit labor union
contributions;
Seventeen states limit PAC contributions; one state (Montana) limits the
aggregate money candidates can receive
from all PACs;
Seventeen states limit or prohibit transfers; one state (Wisconsin) limits the
aggregate money candidates can receive
from political parties and/or legislative
caucuses;
w Two states (Minnesota and Texas) limit
off-election year contributions;
w Eleven states offer limited public financing from the government; three states
offer it directly to legislative candidates;
still other states give it to statewide candidates or to the political parties;
w Four states offer partial or total tax
credits to encourage small contributions;
Five states impose expenditure ceilings
on candidates accepting partial public
financing; and
Seventeen states raise campaign money
through their income tax systems.
Most states are satisfied with their reforms. Many have strengthened them.

Contribution Limits in
Congressional Elections Have Met
with Partial Success
Congress limited all contributions to
federal candidates in 1974. Individuals can
give no more than $1,000;PACs can give
no more than $5,000. These measures have
successfully reduced the influence of single large contributors. But election
expenditures continue to rise, candidates
spend more time fundraising, “bundlers”
of contributions have gained in influence

NEWGOLD RUSH

and independent expenditure committees
have grown.

Limited Public Financing in
Presidential Campaigns Has
Achieved I t s Announced Goals
The campaign finance system for presidential races includes not only contribution limits but also expenditure ceilings
and limited public financing. The presidential reforms have met with considerable
success. Campaign expenditures have been
controlled (inflation-adjusted expenditures
in 1980 were 31%less than in 1972).Candidates have decreased their reliance on
large contributions. Individual contributions are substantial. PAC contributions
remain a modest 2.1% of all contributions.
The costs of public financing are relatively
small (less than the money one cigarette
company spent on advertising in a single
year). Incumbents have not gained an advantage (challengers have won two out of
the last three elections). Despite the
growth of independent expenditure committees, campaign expenditureshave been
capped, fundraising pressures reduced and
the appearance of corruption lessened.
Public support for the tax checkoff program has remained relatively constant.

Synopsis of the Commission’s
Proposals
The Commission has concluded that
California’s rising election costs and
changing patterns of campaign financing
have seriously distorted the state’s legislative and electoral systems. In some races
too little money is spent to inform voters
of relevant issues. In other competitive
races far too much money is spentdeterring qualified newcomers from entering politics, encouraging candidates to
solicit money from organized statewide interests and drawing legislators into
seeming quid pro quo arrangements with
contributors.Small local contributors are
disappearing.Legislators are spending
more time raising money and less time formulating policy. Partisan political battles
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are intensifying. Public confidence is eroding. Without comprehensive measures to
address these most serious problems, the
situation in California will worsen.
Campaign Finance Laws for

California Must Have Balanced
Objectives
Experience with campaign finance
laws at the federal level and in other states
suggests that campaign finance laws for
California must seek to restore public
trust in the state’s legislative institutions.
This can be done by:
Decreasing the perception (and the reality) that large contributors with
financial or other interests in pending
legislation unduly influence legislative
votes;
Decreasing the time candidates and legislators spend on fundraising and
increasing the time they spend addressing important state issues;
Increasing competition between legislative candidates in many races;
Increasing the flow of information to the
voters; and
rn Offering all individuals and interest
groups regardless of wealth a fair and
equal opportunity to participate in the
state’s electoral and legislative
processes.
These objectives can only be achieved
with a balanced package of reforms.

The Commission Recommends a
Comprehensive Model Campaign
Finance Law for California
The Commissionrecommends a combination of campaign finance reforms
including voluntary expenditure ceilings,
contribution limitations and limited public
matching funds for candidates who accept
expenditure ceilings. (See one-page chart

of the Model Law at the end of this Introduction and Summary, and see Appendix
A, “Model Law,” at the end of the full Commission report.)

Expenditure Ceilings Will Limit
Excessive Fundraising. The critical
campaign finance problem facing the state
is candidates’ potentially unlimited demand for money. So long as elections can
be won or lost by the expenditure of
money, candidates will devote excessive
attention to fundraising, open themselves
to influence-peddling and neglect important state issues. Newcomers will be
deterred from seeking office; increased
political gamesmanship will take place in
the State Capitol; and the responsiveness
of the Legislature will suffer. Expenditure
ceilings stabilize campaigns, diminish the
fear of last-minute attacks, reduce access
by special interest contributors, ease the
fundraising advantages of incumbents, decrease the time spent raising money and
help abate the fundraising wars.
The Commission’s proposed Model
Law thus establishes expenditure ceilings
for all candidates in primary and general
elections. Assembly ceilings are $150,000
in the primary and $225,000 in the general
election. Senate ceilings are $250,000 in
the primary and $350,000 in the general
election. These ceilings are high enough to
allow for vigorous competition between
candidates yet low enough to curtail excessive spending. These ceilings would
have required 77%of the competitive candidates running in the 1984 general
election to reduce their total spending by
27%.
Contribution Limits Will Mitigate
the Real and Apparent Influence of
Large Contributors. Contribution limits
lessen the impact of money on the legislative process and encourage candidates to
seek their funding from a larger number of
smaller contributors. Legislators are able
to solicit contributions without subjecting
themselves to the charge that they favor
large donors. Prohibitions on transfers and
off year contributions stabilize campaigns
and allow legislators to focus on legislation. Limited seed money exemptions to
contribution limits allow candidates to
raise larger initial contributions to start
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are indexed to California cost-of-living
increases.

their campaigns. Contribution limits can
improve public confidence in the legislative process.
The Commission’s Model Law places a
basic limit of $1,000 on all contributions
subject to a few exceptions. Small contributor PACs (receiving all their money in
amounts up to $50) can make $5,000 contributions. Tkansfers and off year
fundraising are prohibited. Political parties and legislative caucuses can jointly
contribute up to $50,000. Limits are placed
on the aggregate amount of money individual candidates can receive from PAC,
corporate, business and labor contributors
combined. Candidates are allowed to raise
$35,000 of seed money in amounts exempted from contribution limits.

Limited Matching Funds Will Encourage Candidates to Accept
Voluntary Expenditure Ceilings. The
U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that expenditure ceilings cannot be imposed on
candidates against their will, but that expenditure ceilings can be required as a
condition for their receipt of public funds.
The availability of limited matching funds
encourages candidates to limit their expenditures. Matching funds also substitute
a new source of campaign money for special interest contributions, create
incentives for candidates to seek funds in
their districts and allow candidates to
spend less time raising money.
The Commission’s Model Law contains
a unique limited matching funds proposal.
Candidates will not receive matching
funds unless they voluntarily restrict their
expenditures and face competitive opponents who raise, spend or have cash on
hand of at least $35,000. In-district contributions up to $250 are encouraged by
matching them at a higher ratio (5-to-1)
than out-of-district contributions (3-to-1).
Surplus matching funds are returned to
the state. Expenditures by independent
committees and wealthy candidates are
discouraged. Voluntary taxpayer checkoffs
fund the matching grants. All prov@ions

’

The Commission Has Addressed
the Arguments Opposing Reforms. Opponents of expenditure ceilings contend
they hurt challengers and are difficult to
enforce. The Commission, academic experts and experienced politicians believe,
however, that the Commission’s proposed
expenditure ceilings are set high enough to
permit strong competition between candidates. Opinion polls show that 81%of
California residents support expenditure
ceilings. Expenditure ceilings have been
successfully adopted in presidential and
other states’ campaigns.
Opponents of contribution limits contend they hurt challengers, force
candidates to increase their fundraising
efforts and reward bundlers (who raise
contributions from others and transmit
them in packages to candidates). The
Commission believes, however, that these
arguments do not apply to contribution
limits accompanied by other reforms.Limited matching funds compensate for
reduced contributions, expenditure ceilings
limit time-consuming fundraising and special provisions in the Commission’s
proposed Model Law disclose the participation of bundlers. Twenty-three states
and the federal government already limit
individual contributions. Public opinion
polls show strong support for such
limitations.
Opponents of limited public financing
contend it will support frivolous candidates, favor incumbents, increase
campaign costs, force taxpayers to subsidize candidates they oppose, risk
governmental meddling in the electoral
process and be opposed by a majority of
the public. The Commission believes, however, that the Model Law’s special
matching funds provisions avoid these
problems. The Model Law withholds
matching funds both from frivolous candidates (who cannot raise the threshold
amount) and from candidates whose oppo-
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nents are not competitive (who fail to
raise or spend at least $35,000). Limited
matching funds and expenditure ceilings
enable challengers to become more competitive in selected races and
simultaneously restrain incumbents from
vastly outspending their opponents. Expenditure ceilings prevent election costs from
rising. Voluntary tax checkoffs give taxpayers the freedom to withhold their
support from the matching funds account.
Governmental oversight is kept to a minimum. And public opinion polls
demonstrate acceptance of limited public
matching funds when part of a comprehensive package including expenditure
ceilings and contribution limits.

The Costs of the Commission’s
Proposal Are Modest. The Commission
estimates that its limited matching funds
program will cost approximately $4.6 million a year based on fundraising patterns
for candidates in the last three California
elections. These net costs are modest and
far less expensive than any limited public
financing proposal for California yet advanced. (The proposal‘s costs are less than
the $6.5 million a year California now
spends on advertising to promote tourism
and business expansion.) The Commission’s Model Law minimizes costs by
withholding matching funds from candidates who fail to raise threshold amounts
and do not face competitive opponents.
The proposal also repeals California’s political tax deduction which now costs $2
million a year. To the extent that limited
matching funds help sever the connection
between large contributors and costly legislation, they will save Californians far
more than they cost. A limited matching
funds program is an efficient and effective
investment in the state’s political future.
The Commission Has Also
Designed an Alternative Proposal
The Commission believes its basic proposal presents the best long-run solution
for California’s campaign finance prob-
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lems. Some political observers question,
however, whether the public will support
even limited matching funds. The Commission has therefore designed an alternative
proposal that some Commission members
believe to be a more practical approach.
(See one-page chart of Alternative Proposal at the end of this Introduction and
Summary,and see Appendix B, “Alternative Proposal,” at the end of the full
Commission report.)

Candidates Accepting Expenditure
Ceilings Would Qualify In-District
Contributors for 100%Tax Credits.
Contribution limits are imposed on all
candidates, as under the Commission’s
basic proposal. However, candidates accepting expenditure ceilings can authorize
their individual in-district contributors to
receive state tax credits of 50%for contributions up to $100 a person or $200 for a
married couple. When this 50%state tax
credit is added to the existing 50%federal
tax credit, it will give in-district contributors the ability to make virtually “free”
contributions. Contributors will also receive 100%tax credits for contributions to
political parties and legislative caucuses.
(The Commission notes that the recent Administration bill to revise the federal
income tax would eliminate the 50%
federal tax credit. Passage of this provision
would require the state portion of the tax
credit to be raised to loo%.)
The federal government, four states
and the District of Columbia currently provide tax credits for political contributions.
Minnesota and the District of Columbia
provide 50%local tax credits which, when
added to the existing 50%federal credit,
give contributors a 100%return on small
donations. Approximately 6.5%of Minnesota’s taxpayers and 7% of federal
taxpayers take advantage of tax credits. A
statewide Commission poll indicates that
35%of California residents would either increase their political contributions or give
for the first time if they received a 100%
tax credit.
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Candidates Accepting Expenditure
Ceilings Would Also Qualifyfor
Larger Variable Party andor Caucus
Contributions up to One-Half of the
Candidates’Allowable Expenditures.
In a system of contribution limits and no
limited matching funds, candidates need
some alternative source of money to remain competitive. The Commission’s
alternative proposal would allow the parties and/or caucuses to give Assembly
candidates accepting expenditure ceilings
up to $112,500 and Senate candidates accepting expenditure ceilings up to
$175,000. The availability of large party/
caucus grants will encourage acceptance
of expenditure ceilings and still provide
candidates with enough money to communicate their views to the public.
Candidates who decline expenditure ceilings will only be allowed to receive
$10,000 party/caucus Contributions.
The Commission Has Considered
the Pros and Cons of the Alternative
Approach. Although this alternative is
new and untested, the Commission believes that tax credits would encourage
candidates to raise money from their own
constituents, increase the willingness of
smaller contributors to participate in the
political process, substitute a new source
of money for special interest contributions,
strengthen the political parties and allow
contributors to target contributions to
those candidates they support. On the
other hand, tax credits may give a windfall
to individuals who already contribute, generate insufficient new funding to
encourage candidates to accept expenditure limits voluntarily, fail to compensate
for the loss of special interest contributions, encounter opposition from federal
and statewide candidates who will not
benefit, possibly favor Republicans over
Democrats in the initial stages of implementation and be criticized as an indirect
form of public financing.
Variable party/caucus contribution limits are a new concept. Under the
Commission’s proposal a basic limit is first

NEW GOLD RUSH

imposed on all contributions to candidates
from parties andor caucuses. This contribution limit is then raised for candidates
accepting expenditure ceilings. These
larger party/caucus contributions may provide a large source of money to
candidates, are simpler than matching
funds, will encourage candidates to accept
expenditure ceilings and may strengthen
California’s political parties. On the other
hand, party/caucus contributions are unavailable in the primaries. Variable party/
caucus contributions may give political
leaders excessive control over disbursement of funds and may not sufficiently
reduce the appearance of corruption.
Moreover, questions have been raised
about their constitutionality which have
not been tested in the courts.

The Costs of Tax Credits Are Also
Modest. Political tax credits might cost
the state approximately $4.7 million a year.
This estimate assumes that 7%of California taxpayers would claim tax credits (as
in Minnesota and at the federal level), that
credits would be available only to in-district contributors, that contributors to
political parties would also qualify and
that California’s current political tax deduction would be repealed. Although tax
credits are less efficient than limited
matching funds, their $4.7 million estimated cost is approximately the same as
the estimated $4.6million cost of the Commission’s limited matching funds proposal.

The Need for Significant Change
Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes once commented that “judicial reform was no sport for the short-winded.”
The same might be said of campaign finance reform. Numerous legislative bills
have been introduced in the past ten years,
but none has been accepted. The reasons
are found in the intricate politics of campaign finance reform.
Incumbent legislators are openly reluctant to change a fundraising system they
have mastered. Money is the lifeblood of
politics and members of each political
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party fear that even slight changes in the
fundraising process may give their opponents an advantage. Reforms also involve
long-range uncertainties. Even the proponents of change fear loopholes or
unanticipated consequences.Many legislators want to preserve the rules of a
fundraising game they have won and hope
to win again.
Campaign finance reforms have been
offered by legislators and various groups
in the past. Some have been piecemeal;
others have been regarded as benefiting
one party or the other. For example, contribution limits and bans on transfers are
opposed by some Democrats. Public
financing is opposed by some Republicans.
Prohibitions on off year fundraising are
opposed by many incumbents (both Democrats and Republicans). Expenditure
ceilings are opposed by candidates who
hope to outspend their opponents.
The Commission believes that partial
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solutions such as bans on transfers or limits on contributions will be ineffective or
generate stiff political opposition. Only a
comprehensive package of measures can
fully address California’s wide range of
campaign finance problems. The Commission has thus designed its Model Law as a
package of carefully balanced solutions.
The component parts are interrelated and
cannot be adopted separately or with substantial modfications without seriously
changing the Model Lawk overall effect.
Political deadlock over campaign finance reform will perpetuate a system
which is rapidly growing worse. If unchecked, current campaign finance
practices may seriously damage political
institutions in this state. The Commission
hopes its report and proposed Model Law
will contribute to the process of public education and debate and provide the
stimulus which can lead to meaningful
and constructive change.
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THE COMMISSION’S
PRINCIPAL
CAMPAIGN FINANCE PROPOSAL
FOR CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS
Expenditure Limitations, Contribution Limitations and Limited Matching Funds

1.

Expenditure Limitations
Primary

General

111. Limited Matching Funds
Total

Assembly $1 50,000 $225,000 $375,000
Senate
250,000 350,000 600,000

II. Contribution Limitations (per election)
Basic limit (individual, business,
labor union, PAC)

$1,000

PACs receiving all contributions
in amounts of $50 or less
(“Small Contributor PACs”)

$5,000

Transfers

Prohibited

Legislative Caucus and/or Party
$50,000
(general election only)

Off year contributions

Prohibited

Aggregate contributions received from
non-individuals per election
Assembly candidates
$50,000
Senate candidates
$75,000
Limit on total contributions in a
2-year period to all candidates by:
-Individual, business,
labor union, PAC
$25,000
-Small Contributor PAC
$1 00,000
Contributions to PACs/year

$1,000

Contributions to parties
and caucuses/year

$5,000

Seed Money (exempted from
basic contribution limits)

$35,000

Threshold amount candidate must raise
(in contributions up to $1,000)
to qualify for matching funds:
Assembly candidate
$20,000
Senate candidate
$30,000
Candidates cannot receive limited
matching funds unless at least
one opponent raises or spends
at least $35,000
Contributions matched at following ratios:
3:l
$250 or under
$250 or under
from in-district sources
5:l
Maximum amount of funds per candidate:
Primary

General

Total

Assembly $ 75,000 $1 12,500 $1 87,500
Senate
125,000 175,000 300,000

IV. Miscellaneous
Limits on receipt of gifts, honoraria and
contributions in any 2-year period from:
- Individual, business,
labor union, PAC
$2,000
-Small Contributor PAC
$10,000
Improved identification of PAC
sponsoring organizations
FPPC administration and enforcement
Income tax checkoff to finance limited
public matching funds:
maximum $3 per person
Cost of living adjustments
Return of surplus matching funds to
government on a pro rata basis
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THE COMMISSION’S
ALTERNATIVE
CAMPAIGN FINANCE PROPOSAL
FOR CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS
Contribution Limitations, Expenditure Limitations and Tax Credits

1.

Contribution Limitations (per election)
Basic limit (individual,
business, labor union, PAC)

$1,000

PACs receiving all contributions
in amounts of $50 or less
(“Small Contributor PACs”)

$5,000

Legislative Caucus and/or
Party (general election only).
(Will be increased for those
candidates accepting
expenditure limitations.)

Primary

$10,000

Transfers

Prohibited

Off year contributions

Prohibited

Aggregate contributions received from
non-individuals per election
Assembly candidates
$50,000
Senate candidates
$75,000
Limit on total contributions in a
two-year period to all candidates by:
-Individual, business,
labor union, PAC
$25,000
-Small Contributor PAC
$100,000
Contributions to PACs/year

$1,000

Contributions to parties
and caucuses/year

$5,000

Seed Money (exempted from
basic contribution limits)

II. Expenditure Limitations

$35,000

General

Total

Assembly $150,000 $225,000 $375,000
Senate
250,000 350,000 600,000

111. Incentives for Accepting
Expenditure Limits
Tax credit for contributions of $100 or less
to parties, caucuses and in-district
legislative candidates: state credit is 50%
plus federal credit of 50% for $100
contribution.
Disincentives for wealthy candidates,
those who exceed expenditure limitations,
and independent expenditure committees.
(Unlimited party/caucus money and no
expenditure limitations for opponents.)
Maximum contributions from
partylcaucus:
General Election
Assembly
Senate

$1 12,500
175,000

IV. Miscellaneous
Limitations on all gifts, honoraria and
contributions in any two-year period from:
- Individual, business,
labor union, PAC
$2,000
-Small Contributor PAC
$10,000
Improved identification of PAC
sponsoring organizations
FPPC administration and enforcement
Cost of living adjustments
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PART I
Campaign Finance Today
in California:
Problems, Causes and Consequences
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CHAPTER 1

The Problem of
Skyrocketing Costs
[T]horoughly institutionalized corruption. . .
permeates the current system of politics and
government in this state because of the skyrocketing
costs of political campaigns.
- Vic Pouard, Gannett News
senrice’

M

oney is the lifeblood of modern political campaigns. Contributions pay for the mailings, newspaper ads, radio and television commercials, billboards, leaflets and campaign events that familiarize voters with candidates and their positions. Without
money, candidates would lose their ability to speak to the public through the communications
media of the twentieth century.
In many California campaigns, however, there can be such a thing as too much money.
California now has the most expensive state legislative races in the nation and each election
sees higher and higher spending. Rising campaign costs in the State Assembly and Senate are
placing increasing pressures on candidates to raise larger and larger amounts of money. The
resulting distortions in the state’s legislative and electoral processes are raising serious problems for all Californians.

A. Costs of Campaigning for the California Legislature Are Escalaeing
Dramatically
During the 1982 California election, legislative candidates spent over $43 million, candidates for Governor and all other statewide offices spent nearly $41 million, committees supporting or opposing statewide ballot measures spent $36 million and congressional
candidates spent $31million? Tom Bradley and George Deukmejian alone spent more than $18
million on the Governor’s race, a 120%jump over the $8.2 million spent by gubernatorial
candidates Jerry Brown and Evelle Younger four years earlier. The 1982 Bradley-Deukmejian
gubernatorial race cost more than the 1952presidential contest between Dwight Eisenhower
and Adlai Stevenson.
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Over the past 26 years, however, the greatest campaign cost increases in California have
occurred in state legislative campaigns. In 1958 all races for the State Assembly and Senate
combined cost $1.4 million. In 1984 these same legislative races cost $44.8 million-an increase of more than 3,000%.(See Table 1.1.) This rate of growth has far outstripped that of
campaigns for Governor. (See mble 1.2.)

Table 1.1

TOTAL CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES
FOR STATE SENATE AND STATE ASSEMBLY
1 9 5 8 - 1 9 8 4 PRIMARY AND GENERAL ELECTIONS
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S o u r c e : FPPC S t u d y , "Campaign C o s t s : How Much H a v e Tb,y
I n c r e a s e d and Why?" f o r 1 9 5 8 - 1 9 7 8 e l e c t i o n s , and C a l i f o r n i a
Commission on Campaign F i n a n c i n g d a t a a n a l y s i s f o r 1 9 8 0 - 1 9 8 4
e l e c t ions
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Increases in campaign spending are also apparent when calculated per vote cast (thus
aausting for population increases) and discounted for inflation. According to such calculations,candidates for the State Senate in 1958 spent an average of 9Qper vote while Assembly
candidates spent 106 per vote. By 1984, after discounting for inflation,these expenditureshad
risen to 46@per vote for Senate aspirants and 51@per vote for Assembly candidates. (See Table
1.3.)

Table 1.2

TOTAL CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES FOR GOVERNOR
1958-1982

PRIMARY AND GENERAL ELECTIONS
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Source: FPPC study, "Campaign Costs: How Much Have They
increased a n d Why?" for 1 9 5 8 - 1 9 7 8 elections, a n d California
Commission on Campaign Financing data analysis for 1 9 8 0 - 1 9 8 2
electtons
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Table 1.3
COST PER VOTE
State Leglslature
1958-1984 General Electlons

Assemb i y

Senate
Year
1958

Current
Dol lars

s

.09

Constant
Dol lars

s

.09

Current
Dollars

s

.10

Constant
Dol lars

s

.10

1960

.08

.07

.14

.13

1962

.10

.10

.17

.16

1964

.10

.09

.15

.14

1966

.25

.22

.29

.25

1968

.18

.15

.28

.23

1970

.35

.26

.35

-26

1972

.28

.20

.38

.26

1974

.42

.25

.72

.43

1976

.66

-33

.69

.35

1978

.79

.35

1.07

.47

1980

.97

.33

1.82

.62

1982

1.70

.49

2.24

.65

1984

1.70

.46

1.87

.51

The average cost per vote dipped in 1984 because there were
only four open seat races out o f 100 where incumbents were not
r u n n l n g for reelection--the l o w e s t number since 1968. Open
seat contests are h l g h l y competitive and drlve u p expenditures.
In 1982, b y contrast, there were 28 open seat races. Moreover,
the 1984 d l p was caused b y a 35% drop in non-Incumbent
spendlng. Incumbents Increased their spending b y an average
22%.

Source: FPPC Report, "Campaign Costs: How Much Have They
Increased and Why?" January, 1980, for years 1958-1978, and
Callfornia Commlssion on Campaign Flnanclng data analysis for
years 1980-1984
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These average figures understate the cost escalation in many races since incumbents
from safe districts can often win their campaigns without spending much money. In competitive races, however, the typical Assembly candidate spent $4.56 per vote in the 1984 general
election. (See Eible 1.4.) Adjusting these figures for inflation to 1958 levels, the median competitive Assembly candidate in 1984 spent $1.23per vote-or 12 times more than the average
candidate spent in 1958.
Table 1.4(a)
COST PER VOTE
1982 General Electlon Competltlve Assembly Campalgns
~

Assembly
District
2
5
9
14
25
27
31
33
35
37
38
44
65
66
68
71
78
80

Expenditures

Name*
Hauser-D
Parta I n-R
Moorhead-D
Grenz-R
F I I ante-R
Chlgnel I-D
K I ehs-D
Duncan-R
Arelas-D
Norr 1 s-R
Cond I t-D
Nyegaard-R
Bronzan-D
SIInkard-R
Rogers-R
Means-D
O'Connell-D
Flrestone-R
W r ight-R
St I ne-D
LaFol lette-R
A f r lat-D
hay den-D
Hawklns-R
Bader-R
Cr arner-D
Gogg I n-D
MI I ler-R
CI ute-D
Stanton-R
AI I en-R
Wray-D
KiI lea-D
Baker-R
Peace-D
Perry -R

S

Votes
Received

cost
Per Vote

60,610
54,945
65,522
48,810
67,619
55,035
51,728
41,870
48,949
25,677
52,606
26,064
51,815
32,443
39,617
37,769
51,870
50,680
55,849
38,574
58,558
45,866
65,435
54,637
37,147
33,421
41,289
38,741
44,945
38,659
48,103
41,734
60,494
41,041
36,709
32,954

S 4.02

243,904
181,206
256,983
197,196
230,359
153,489
84,796
109,083
168,965
144,073
325,706
134,049
288,150
132,773
386,198
432,600
20 1,780
330,043
265,792
107,195
278,726
210,190
1,310,268
778,352
204,064
193,072
240,556
87,290
196,751
229,517
212,470
159,882
289,840
158,813
232,672
209,233

MEDIAN COST PER VOTE

-

3.30
3.92
4.04
3.41
2.79
1.64
2.61
3.45
5.61
6.19
5.14
5.56
4.09
9.75
11.45
3.89
6.51
4.76
2.78
4.16
4.58
20.02
14.25
5.49
5.78
5.83
2.25
4.38
5.94
4.42
3.83
4.79
3.87
6.34
6.35

$4 67
I

*Winner Ilsted first.
The campaigns Ilsted In thls table were deslgnated as
competitive b y the FPPC. The FPPC defines a competitive
campaign as one where both candidates had a reasonable chance
t o win.
Source: FPPC Report on the 1982 General Election; Secretary of
State Statement of Vote for 1982 General Election
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Table 1.4(b)
COST PER VOTE

1984 G e n e r a l E l e c t i o n C o m p e t l t l v e A s s e m b l y Campaigns
Assemb I y
Dlstrlct
2
5
8
26
33
35
39
63
66
68
72

Expenditures

Name*
Hau s e r - D
Wai sh
Moorhead-D
Les I l e - R
Sebastlanl-R
Jad I ker-D
Johnston-D
W I 1 hot t - R
Rogers-R
Tack e t t -D
O'Connel I - D
Car p e n t e r - R
Katz-D
Thoreson-R
G r 1 sham-R
X I tco-D
Eaves-D
Hen I ey-R
C I Ute-D
Ollvarria-R
Robinson-D

long shore-R

S

cost
Per Vote

73,496
66,698
70,450
69,071
76,167
70,219
64,486
48,393
59,302
39,637
77,470
50,117
48,562
41,208
53,199
43,004
52,588
39,935
59,504
53,786
37,112
36,856

S 4.51

331,225
303,054
257,619
268,734
283,259
200,523
403,255
236,318
354,612
191,515
250,599
281,647
257,3 19
115,258
242,670
241,249
167,215
239,893
284,982
204,214
636,456
139,821

MEDIAN COST PER VOTE
*Winner

Votes
Rece i v e d

-

4.54
3.66
3.89
3.72
2.86
6.25
4.88
5.98
4.83
3.23
5.c2
5.30
2.80
4.56
4.98
3.18
6.01
4.79
3.80
17.15
3.80

54.56

listed flrst.

The c a m p a l g n s I l s t e d I n t h l s t a b l e w e r e d e s i g n a t e d a s
c o m p e t l t l v e by t h e FPPC.
The FPPC d e f i n e s a c o m p e t l t l v e
campalgn as one where b o t h c a n d l d a t e s had a r e a s o n a b l e chance
t o win.

S o u r c e : FPPC R e p o r t on t h e 1984 G e n e r a l E l e c t l o n ; S e c r e t a r y o f
S t a t e S t a t e m e n t o f V o t e f o r 1984 G e n e r a l E l e c t i o n

The recent sharp increases'inthe costs of many legislative races are also significant.From
1978to 1982 alone, the costs of campaigning for a seat in the California Legislature doubledfrom $20.2 million to more than $43 million-even though California's registered voters only
increased by 12%. In competitive races the cost increases were higher. In 1978 the typical
Assembly candidate in a competitive general election campaign spent $101,000. In 1982 that
candidate spent $221,000. In 1984 that same competitive Assembly candidate spent $257,000
-up two-and-a-half times in six years.
Spending in specific districts illustrates this trend. In 1982, for example, Assemblyman
Dan Hauser (D-Eureka) won a narrow general election victory in a highly competitive district,
spending $244,000. Two years later Hauser won the 1984 general election by an equally narrow margin, spending $331,000.
In another 1982 general election race, Assemblyman Richard Robinson (D-Santa Ana)
spent $235,000against a Republican opponent who spent $28,000.In the 1984 general election,
Robinson spent $636,000 against an opponent who spent $140,000.
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In 1982 dollar escalation had produced the first instances in the United States of legislative races (primary and general) costing a total of $1 million or more:
- Hayden & Hawkins (44th A.D.)
$3.0 million
- Hart & Imbrecht (18th S.D.)
$1.4 million
$1.2 million
- Doolittle & Greene (6th S.D.)
- Torres & Garcia (24th S.D.)
t 1.2 million
- Robbins & Michael (20th S.D.)
$1.0 million
Tom Hayden alone spent more ($2 million) running for his Assembly seat than did all California legislative candidates in 1958 combined. By 1984 million dollar-plus races had become a
fixture in California politics:
- Morgan & Gregorio (11th S.D.)
$1.7 million
- Doolittle &Johnson (1st S.D.)
$1.6 million
- Marks & Belli (3rd S.D.)
$1.4 million
$1.1 million
- Robinson & Longshore (72nd A.D.)
California is thus witnessing dramatic growth in campaign spending for legislative office.
If uncontrolled, the factors that generate this growth will continue to produce further increases in future elections.Commission projections indicate that by1990 the average competitive general election Assembly campaign may cost over $1 million-or at least $500,000 for

every candidate.
1. Arguments in Defense of High Campaign Spending
Some political observers argue that too little is actually spent on many California political campaigns. First, they contend that the essential question is not how much money is spent
but whether enough is spent to inform voters adequately. Candidates must spend significant
sums to establish name recognition, describe their positions on issues and rebut their opponents’ claims. New candidatesin particular must reach a high threshold of spending merely to
gain visibility with voters. As candidates spend more and more, voters may acquire a greater
understanding of campaign issues and be able to cast their ballots in a more enlightened
manner. Because many voters are ignorant of political issues, some observers feel spending is
actually too low.
Second, some observers suggest that California legislators have to spend far more money
to reach their constituentsthan do legislators in other states. Campaign spending is arguably
high because California has the largest population of any state (24.7 million) and its legislators represent the most populous districts in the country. (See Table 1.5.) California’s 80 Assembly districts each contain approximately 309,000 people. New York, the second largest
state, has Assembly districts slightly over one-third the size of California’s- containing an
average of 117,700people. Vermont and New Hampshire have Assembly districts containing
approximately 3,400 and 2,400 voters, respectively. California would have to create 210 new
Assembly districts to match New York’s district populations, 7,272 to match Vermont’s and
10,302 to match New Hampshire’s.
Third, some argue that California candidates spend far less money on their campaigns
than private companies spend to promote their products, and that California campaigns are
relatively cheap by commercial standards. Proctor & Gamble, Sears Roebuck, General Motors
and Philip Morris, for example, each spent more money on advertising apportioned to California than all 1982 campaigns spent to elect the entire California Legislature? Compared to
private sector advertising, therefore, California’s campaign costs seem small.

2. Arguments Against High Campaign Spending
Those who rebut these arguments concede that too little is spent to educate voters in
some California campaigns, but contend that this low spending has been caused by a campaign finance system which allows incumbents to use their fundraising advantage to deter
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competitors and by reapportionment (which has carved out non-competitive safe districts).
They acknowledge that California’s districts are larger than in other states, but they point out
that California’s campaign expenditures are higher per vote than elsewhere.
More significantly,many politicians, campaign consultants and other experts believe the
destructive consequences of California’s high campaign spending have overwhelmed any resulting benefits from increasedvoter awareness in a few races. (See full discussion in Chapter
7, “Negative Consequences.”) Growing pressures to raise huge sums of money discourage
qualified new candidates from running for office. Candidates who do run spend too much
time raising money and not enough discussing vital issues. Those with personal wealth acquire a substantial advantage over those who must raise money from outside sources. Incumbents with superior fundraising powers gain enormous leverage over challengers. Candidates
and legislators are tempted to exchange their legislative consciences for campaign contributions. High campaign costs in California thus undermine the integrity of the state’s legislation
and the quality of its elections.

T a b l e 1.5
LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT POPULATION SIZES ACROSS THE COUNTRY

.

State
California

No. o f Cal
D l s t s . Needed
t o Match t h i s
Pop./District

No. o f
Lower
House
Dlsts.

Pop. P e r
Dlstrlct

No. o f
Senate
Dlsts.

80

309,000

40

Pop. P e r
Dlstrlct

Lower
House

Senate

80

40

210
243
426
255

85
50
104
127

2,268
3,170
7,272
1,682

1,128
1,480
1,437
86 1

790
685
763
10,302

246
171

618,100

Largest States
New York
Texas
Pennsylvania
I I I lnois

150
150
203
118

117,700
101,900
58,000
97 ,000

61
31
50
59

289,500
492,900
237,300
194,000

Smal l e s t S t a t e s
A I aska
Wyom I ng
Vermont
Del a w a r e

40
64
150
41

10,900
7 ,8 0 0
3,400
14,700

20
30
30
21

21,900
16,700
17,200
28,700

Other Selected S t a t e s
Georg I a
Massachusetts
Nebraska
New Hampshire

180
160
49
400

31,300
36,100
32,400
2 ,4 0 0

56
40

100,700
144,500

24

39 ,6 0 0

--

--

S o u r c e : C a l i f o r n i a Commission on Campaign F i n a n c i n g d a t a a n a l y s i s
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High campaign costs can also undermine a basic tenet of democracy. In principle,voters
are offered a choice between a number of candidates qualified to transact the state’s legislative business. In practice, however, California voters are increasinglyoffered a choice between
candidates whose threshold qualification is the ability to raise money. This emerging phenomenon is seriously threatening the vitality of California’ssystem of government.

B. Incumbents Are Widening Their Fundraising Advantage over
Challengers
Incumbents have widespread name recognition and superior fundraising power. Challengers, in contrast, often have difficulty raising enough money to bring their candidaciesto
the attention of the average voter. Although the median Assembly candidate spent $87,000 in
1984 (a nearly four-fold increase from $22,000 in 1976),these median figures do not reveal the
startling expenditure differentialsthat exist between incumbents and challengers. (See Table
1.6.)

In 1976 the median Assembly incumbentspent about $25,000 in the general election, while
the median challenger spent $9,400,a differentialratio of nearly 3-to-1.This ratio increased to
5-to-1in 1978,8-to-lin 1980,9-to-1in 1982 and 14-to-1in 1984.While incumbents’expenditures
jumped four-fold from $25,000 to $115,000, challengers’ expenditures actually decreasedfrom $9,400in 1976to $8,500 in 1984,the lowest level since the FPPC began compiling its data.

T a b l e 1.6
CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY MAJOR PARTY CANDIDATES
C3MPARISON OF 1976, 1978, 1980, 1982 AND 1984 GENERAL ELECTIONS
MEDIAN EXPENDITURES

Type
of
Cand I d a t e

1976

1978

1980

1982

1984

S 22,064

S 42,861

$ 68,996

S 78,766

f 87,048

Democrats
Republ l c a n s

25,540
16,935

42,434
42,861

68,531
68,996

80,959
61,274

88,195
82,924

Winners
Losers

36,582
12,643

53,415
13,070

96,248
18,229

117,924
26,760

118,306
8,406

Incumbents
Non-Incumbent
Challengers
Open

23,135

47,379

84,956

94,122

115,410

9,421
66,306

10,359
45,013

10,108
163,377

10,705
154,222

8,475
202,253

70,571

100,520

166,443

220,994

253,959

12,643

30,192

34.709

53,877

74,619

AI I

Compet i t l v e
Candldates
Non-Competltive
Candldates

Source:

FPPC R e p o r t on t h e 1984 G e n e r a l E l e c t l o n
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Assembly figures for the recent 1984primary election are even more striking. Incumbents’
median primary expenditures rose to $122,000 from $94,000 in 1982.Non-incumbents, on the
other hand, virtually dropped out of sight. They spent practically nothing in the 1984primary
-$1,165. (The lowest before 1984 was $5,190 in 1976.) The highest amount spent by a nonincumbent challenger ($114,000) was $8,000 less than spending by the average incumbent.
Challengers were thus outspent by a 105-to-1ratio.
Figures for the State Senate, with only twenty incumbents up for reelection each year,
demonstrate the same trend. In the 1976general election,the median incumbent State Senator
spent $86,000 while the median challenger spent $26,000-a 3-to-1ratio. In 1984,the median
Senate incumbent spent $242,000 while the median challenger spent only $3,800-a 63-to-1
ratio.
The fundraising disparities are more pronounced in Senate primary elections. In the 1976
primary elections, the median incumbent spent $36,000 while the median challenger spent
$8,600. In 1984 the median incumbent spent $205,000 while median expenditures for nonincumbents dropped to $899, the lowest sum in the FpPC’s records. Challengers for the State
Senate were outspent by a 229-to-1 ratio.
During the past ten years, California legislative incumbents have won an average 95.8%of
all their primary and general election races. In 1984 incumbents won an average 98%of their
elections. (See ’bble 1.7.) Fundraising superiority is a clear advantage incumbents have over
challengers.
Incumbents raise far more funds than challengers for several basic reasons. First, incumbents have well-establishedname recognition with voters and are in a better position to act on
legislation at the request of major contributors. Campaign contributors seeking to support
winners traditionally place their bets on incumbents.
Second, reapportionment of districts has given many incumbents relatively safe seats.
Challengers have great difficulty raising money when they enter what appear to be hopeless
contests.
Third, incumbents are able to raise huge sums in the off-election year, while challengers
raise virtually nothing. (See Chapter 6, “Off Year Fundraising.”)This off year advantage gives
incumbents a major fundraising edge.
Fourth, although incumbents in safe districts can often coast to victory without waging
active campaigns, they frequently raise and spend large sumsjust to deter future opponents
from running against them. State Senator Alan Robbins (D-San Fernando), for example, recently announced a fundraising goal of “having $500,000 in the bank by the beginning of
1986.” He commented, “While that may seem like a lot of money to have for the start of a
campaign, I want to discourage any possible serious would-be challenge< either in the primary or the general ele~tion.”~
Fifth, incumbents feel compelled to spend considerable sums of campaign money on
constituent mailings, trips to their districts and non-election related payments for office staff.
Incumbents thus have a strong incentive to raise and spend greater amounts of money than
challengers.

C. Competitive Races Are Diminishing in Number
Although total legislative spending increased between 1980 and 1984, this spending was
concentrated in fewer and fewer competitive races. (For purposes of this discussion, this
Commission defines a “competitive”race as one in which at least two candidates each spent
$35,000or more.) Competitive State Senate primary elections dropped from 10%in 1980to 5%
in 1984. Competitive Assembly primaries dropped from 21% to 6%.(See %bIe 1.8.)
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These figures highhght an important aspect of California campaign expenditures. In a
handful of very competitiveraces, campaign spending is extremely high.Like political “black
holes,”these races suck in time, talent and money at an acceleratingrate. In perhaps 80-90%of
the remaining races, however, relatively little money is spent by any challenger. In these races
the incumbent is almost always victorious-either by spending very little and coasting to
victory, or by spending large amounts to deter future competition.
Differencesbetween competitiveand non-competitivecampaignsare striking.In 1982 the
median Assembly candidate spent only $79,000 (an average figure for both competitive and
non-competitive candidates) and some candidates spent far less. In the general election, for
example, incumbent Assemblyman Tom Bates (D-Oakland) won his race by spending only
$32,000.

T a b l e 1.7
INCUMBENCY REELECTION: CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATURE

Prlmary E l e c t l o n

I
I

1974

1976

1978

1980

1982

1984‘

Ave.

0
100%

0

1
94%

0

IOO$

100%

1
93%

100%

97.98

Assembly

Senate
lnc. Losers
% o f tnc. Winners

0

General E l e c t i o n
Assembly
Inc. Losers

$ o f I n c . Winners

,

4
93%

2
97%

2
88%.

3
79%

,

6
91%

4
94%

2
97%

0
100%

95.3%

2
87%

1
94%

2
86%

1
94%

88.3%

Senate
Inc.

Losers

% o f Inc. Winners
TEN YEAR AVERAGES:

--Incumbents winnlng i n primary e l e c t i o n s :
--Incumbents winning I n general e l e c t i o n s :
--Incumbents winning I n both e l e c t l o n s :

97.6%
93.8%
95.8%

S o u r c e : C a l i f o r n i a Commlsslon on Campaign F i n a n c i n g d a t a a n a l y s i s o f
Secretary o f S t a t e ’ s Statements o f Vote
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T a b l e 1.8
NUMBER OF COMPETITIVE CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATIVE RACES*

1980

1982

1984

17 ( 2 1 % )
30 (38%)

16 ( 2 0 % )
33 ( 4 1 % )

5
(6%)
17 ( 2 1 % )

2 (10%)
7 (35%)

5 (25%)
1 1 (55%)

1
(5%)
7 (35%)

Assembly ( 8 0 S e a t s )
P r imary
Genera I

Senate ( 2 0 S e a t s )
Primary
Genera I

* C o m p e t i t i v e r a c e s a r e d e f i n e d a s r a c e s I n which a t l e a s t two
c a n d i d a t e s e a c h s p e n t o v e r $35,000.

S o u r c e : C a l i f o r n i a Commission on Campaign F i n a n c i n g d a t a
analys I s

By contrast, the median competitive Assembly candidate in 1982, defined by the FTPC as
a candidate with a reasonable chance of victory, spent $221,000, and the median competitive
Senate candidate spent $351,000. Some candidates far exceeded this median. In the general
election, for example, Republican Bill Hawkins spent $778,000 only to lose a hotly contested
race for an open West Los Angeles Assembly seat. (His opponent Tom Hayden spent even
more.) In 1984 the median competitive Assembly candidate spent $254,000 while the median
competitive Senate candidate spent $543,000.
A key factor affecting the competitiveness of elections is distribution of party strength
throughout a particular district. In a district with fairly even Democratic and Republican
strength, campaigns can be highly competitive. Candidates have to spend large amounts to
influence the crucial swing voter and tip the electoral result. As a result of reapportionment,
however, voter registration in most districts gives either a Democrat or a Republican a relatively safe seat. In such districts the incumbent can generally coast to victory without spending much. Despite this, safe incumbents often raise large sums -as insurance against
potential competition, or for transfers to other candidates.
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D. Election Expenditures Are Rising Primarily Due to Increased Use of
Direct Mail,Not to Increased Costs
Campaign expenditures are rising in competitive races because candidates are deciding
to spend more money-particularly on direct mail. Indeed, the history of modern legislative
campaigns is essentially the story of direct mail and its growing importance.

1. Direct Mail and the Birth of the Modern Campaign
In the early 1950scampaign costs were relatively low. A typical Assembly candidate might
have spent between $2,000 to $10,000 on his campaign, depending on the size of the district
and whether the candidate was an incumbent or a challenger? By the late 1960s campaign
costs had risen. However, according to one veteran campaign manager, most competitive
Assembly campaigns still cost only $45,000 to $50,000.
These early legislative campaigns were less aggressive or professional than today’s. Candidates would typically put up billboards and signs, send one or two mailers to each voter and
operate a telephone bank allowing campaign workers to contact voters directly. Campaign
workers were often unpaid volunteers. Office space and other supplies were occasionally
donated. Radio and television were infrequently used in Assembly campaigns.
In 1972 West Los Angeles Democrat Howard Berman’s campaign for the Assembly revolutionized legislative campaigns. Berman successfully challenged incumbent Republican
Charles Conrad, winning with over 58% of the vote. His victory was particularly notable
because the same voters were simultaneously favoring Nixon over McGovern by 54% to 44%
and rejecting school busing by a 63%to 37%margin.
Berman’s campaign, engineered by his younger brother Michael, made extensive use of
relatively new direct mail techniques. Berman entered into a computer detailed information
taken from voter registration forms on every voter in the district. Voters could thus be classified by sex, age, place of birth, occupation and other characteristics.By dividing the district’s
voters into smaller and more specialized groups, Berman no longer had to write campaign
messages in general terms. Instead, he could address the concerns of specific groups.
This direct mail program allowed strategist Michael Berman to bypass those voters felt to
be unreceptive to his brother’s appeal. It also allowed Berman to keep the number of appeals
to friendly voters to a modest (and inexpensive) level. Campaign resourceswere freed to focus
on “swing voters,” some of whom received as many as 40 different pieces of mail from the
Berman campaign. These sophisticated campaign techniques came with a price-Berman
spent in excess of $100,000,probably a record at the time.
One anecdote illustrates the refinement of Michael Berman’s technique. As part of his
brother’s campaign, Berman designed an endorsement letter to be sent from Assembly
Speaker Bob Moretti to all Italians in his brother’s district. This came to be known as the
“Italian letter.” Shortly after the letters were mailed, Deputy Secretary of State Tom Quinn
called to ask why the letter had been mailed to the Quinn household. Berman reacted with
shock, thinking perhaps that all the Italian letters had mistakenly been sent to Irish households. He quickly interrogated Quinn about his family’s history and was relieved to learn that
Quinn’s wife had been born in Rome. Berman then explained: “We checked each voter’s birthplace on his or her voter registration statement and sent the Italian letter to all voters born in
1taly.”
The dramatic success of Michael Berman’s direct mail techniques demonstrated that targeted mail could be “a devastating tool of political persuasion,’’ according to one veteran
Republican campaign manager. Another experienced campaign manager has commented,
“Whether it’s arms for Israel or nuclear weapons control, there’s something that is the cutting
issue for each household. If you know what that issue is, you’ll win.”6
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Candidates across California began to concentrate their efforts on extensive direct mail,
causing campaign costs to rise sharply. While few strategists have matched the high technology sophistication of Berman's operation,all have substantiallyincreased the quantity of mail
they send. F'rom 1968 through 1982, direct mail has been the largest and fastest growing portion of overall spending. (See lhble 1.9.)

2. High TechnologyAvailable Today
Today computers can store at least 160 separate bits of information on each voter. Basic
information on each voter, such as address, precinct number, party registration and sometimes birthplace and occupation, is available for purchase on computer tapes from county
registrars and the Secretary of State. Campaigns can also obtain information from other
sources such as census tracts, voter registration forms and county tax records. Information
learned about the voter from precinct walking or telephone bank operations may be added to
the data bank.
Once campaigns have assembled these data they can program their computers to analyze
them in useful ways. This can be as simple as identifying family units at one address (so that
only one letter need be sent to the family) or as sophisticated as searching for young males
with differentlast names living at one address in a predominantly gay neighborhood (for a gay
rights message):

I

CAMPAIGN BUDGET ALLOCATIONS
FOR COMPETITIVE ASSEMBLY CANDIDATES

General E l e c t i o n
Amounts
1968

1978

1982

Percentages
D l r e c t Mal I
B r o a d c a s t Ads
Newspaper Ads
O u t d o o r Ads

Operations/Mlscellaneous

43%
8%
10%
11%
27%

52%
9%
3%
5%
31%

61%
7%
1%
4%
27%

S o u r c e f o r 1968 and 1978: FPPC R e p o r t on Campaign C o s t s
S o u r c e f o r 1 9 8 2 : C a l i f o r n i a Commlsslon on Campalgn F l n a n c l n g
data analysis
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Computer-assisted direct mail allows a candidate to send highly targeted, almost personalized messages to very narrow groups. “I’ve been involved in campaigns in every one of the
50 states, and there is no place else in the world as sophisticated as the Westside [of Los
Angeles],” reports political consultant Bill Butcher? But this level of sophistication, while
expensive and labor intensive, comes with no guarantee. “Most consultants agree that direct
mail is not a science.A great deal depends on the creativity of the specific consultant.Consultants have their own trade secrets, but they also copy each other’s ideas,” says Los Angeles
Times staff writer Lyndon Stambler?

3. Rising Direct Mail Expenditures
From 1968 to 1982 the average competitive legislative campaign increased its direct mail
expenditures by 763%-from $15,600 to $134,800. Between 1978 and 1982 alone, direct mail
spending increased 155%.These increases are a result of candidates deciding to spend more
total money and a larger percentage of their campaign budgets on direct mail.
Today 61%of a modern day competitive campaign’s budget might typically be spent on
direct mail. Most campaigns currently emphasize quantity rather than sophistication. One
campaign manager has said, only half jokingly, that the ideal legislative campaign would
spend 100%of its funds on direct mail.
Increased spending is not caused by inflation or increased population. Only a small portion of increased spending may be attributed to the overall growth in the number of registered
voters in California (which was only 12%between 1978 and 1982).
Postage rates were also not a factor in rising direct mail expenditures during the 1978 to
1982 period. While the basic bulk mailing rate increased from 8.46 to 10.9s per piece, a discount for carrier route presort was introduced in 1979;this reduced the effective bulk rate in
1982 to 7.9s. In 1985 this rate was 8.3s. Even though some added costs are associated with
presorting by carrier route, the costs of postage actually declined during this period. Moreover, mail sent directly to voters from the political parties (which may urge the election of an
individual candidate) now qualifies for a subsidized non-profit rate. When carrier route presorted, such mail could be delivered in the fall of 1982 at just 3s per piece. In 1985this rate was
3.3s.
The dominant factor in the rise of direct mail costs has been the higher volume of mail
that candidates now send. Higher printing costs add somewhat to this increase as do the fees
of professional consultants needed to advise candidates on text, design and targeting. Direct
mail is sent today with higher levels of sophistication than ever before.
Direct mail costs vary substantially according to the number of registered voters the
candidate needs to reach. While Assembly districts in California are approximately equal in
population (about 309,000), the number of registered voters per Assembly district varies
widely-from 54,000 to 196,000.It is considerably cheaper to send mailers to districts with
fewer registered voters.
In primary elections, candidates need only to reach voters registered in one party. Yet the
number of voters registered within each major party also fluctuates widely among California
districts. Registered Republicansin Assembly districts vary from 6,200to 104,000,while registered Democrats range from 40,000 to 123,000.A Republican candidate in a heavily Democratic district might spend relatively little to reach Republican voters in the primary, yet be
required to increase direct mail costs substantially if he or she tries to reach all the district’s
voters in the general election.
Campaigns sometimes reduce the size of their mailing lists by sending “purge”mailings.
This mailer looks like any other campaign mailer but is sent out early in the campaign. The
envelope bears the legend, “RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED.”The postal service returns
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all undeliverable mailers and the campaign then deletes these households from its mailing list.
Campaigns thus avoid wasting money sending mailers to people who have died or moved
away.
A typical single mailer in a competitive race today might cost 20q. Sending 100,000mailers
to all voting households in a typical district might cost $20,000. This figure reflects lower costs
available to professional consultants who can order campaign supplies in bulk quantities for
several campaigns.
Many factors can vary these typical figures. Although mailer costs include typesetting,
graphic design, photography, printing, computer address labels and postage, computer processing must be done before address labels can be produced. Adding supplemental computer
data from other sources can raise costs substantially.A computer-printedletter is more costly
but may be made to look more personal and allows for variations in the text. A mailer which
contains a giveaway item-for example, a potholder with a special envelope to hold it-will
more than double the 20C basic mailer cost, but it increases the likelihood that the envelope
will actually be opened and offers an opportunity to keep the candidate’s name before the
voter.

E. Broadcast Advertising Is Effective but Not Cost-Efficient for Most
Legislative Campaigns
The biggest variable in shaping a modern competitive campaign budget for some districts
is the availability of broadcast advertising. Most campaign managers like to use television and
radio whenever possible. Many feel that television is the most effective way a candidate can
communicate with the voters. Radio and television, however, are too expensive or economically inefficient for most legislative campaigns. About two-thirds of the state’s voters live
in the Los Angeles and Bay Area media markets. The coverage of a radio or television station in
these markets is much greater than the geographic size of an Assembly or even a State Senate
district. Candidates who buy expensive advertising on Los Angeles or San Francisco broadcast stations reach the relatively small number of constituents within their own districts, but
these candidates are also forced to pay for millions of viewers or listeners who live outside of,
and who do not vote in, the candidates’ districts.

In smaller California media markets where broadcast stations can target voters more
efficiently this problem is less severe. Legislative candidates frequently use broadcast media
in communities such as Sacramento, Fresno, San Diego and Santa Barbara.
The costs of producing and airing broadcast advertising vary widely. The production of
radio spots can be quite inexpensive. A candidate producing four different 60-second spots
might pay less than $500 for production. These costs might drop to zero if a radio station on
which the candidate plans to advertise agrees to produce a very simple spot at no charge.
Television production, on the other hand, is comparatively expensive. A simple 30-second
spot produced in the studio might cost $4,000 while a more sophisticated spot featuring
location shooting and computer graphics might cost $20,000 or more. Since the costs of
materials are relatively low, most of these costs are for professional services. Occasionally
these services may be donated or offered at reduced rates.
The cost of air time on both radio and television depends on the ratings which indicate
how many viewers or listeners the station has at the time the commercialis aired. Federal law
requires stations to sell time to candidates at the lowest rates they make available to commercial customers. In Sacramento, for example, a 60-second spot during “morningdrive time” on
a highly rated radio station would cost $59, while a 30-second spot on a top rated prime time
TV show could cost as much as $5,000. Campaign managers and media consultants agree that
it takes many airings of a spot to have a significant impact on the public.
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The costs of broadcast time have increased markedly over the past ten years. Radio spots
nearly doubled in cost from 1975 to 1982 and the price of television spots more than doubled
during the same period. The cost of television time to candidates also increased 110%from
1980 to 1984.”These increases have driven up campaign costs for those who use the broadcast media. For campaigns in which broadcast usage is marginal, rising electronic media
costs encourage candidates to rely more heavily on direct mail.

F. Other Spending Categories Vary Between Campaigns
Legislative candidates spend varying amounts on campaign management, person-to-person campaigning,outdoor advertising and newspaper advertising. Candidatesand campaign
managers frequently disagree over the effectiveness of these expenditures. “Is too much
money spent on campaigns? No, too much is wasted,” says political consultant Doug Watts.

1. Campaign Management
Fees paid for campaign management vary widely. Seriouscampaignsrely on someone in a
managerial capacity even if their time is donated. Managers are often drawn from public
relations or advertising agencies. However, to an increasing extent candidates are turning to
partisan strategists and other professionals who specialize in campaign management.
A professionalcampaign consultant might charge $25,000to $50,000 or more for his or her
services. Some campaigns receive free services from the legislative caucuses-such as the
Assembly Democrats campaign organization-and thus might spend only $5,000 for a field
coordinator.
Professional consultants supply a wide range of services. Some map out a campaign with
detailed scenarios.These scenarios includepolling, suggestedadvertisingthemes,recommendations on tactics and timing and contingency strategies-for example,the defensive steps a
candidate might take if attacked by an opponent on specific issues. Consultants also make
recommendations on staffing, advertising agencies, media buying and budget priorities.
2. Person-to-Person Campaigning
While person-to-person campaigning is a less sigruficant part of legislative campaigns
than it once was, some campaigns still consider this activity important and a significantshare
of the campaign budget can go to support it. A campaign may hire a staff person and rent a
headquarters office to coordinate these activities. Computers produce lists of registered
voters block-by-block with telephone numbers when available. Many candidates spend the
bulk of their own time during the campaign walking door-to-door.Throughout the campaign,
and especially during the final weeks, volunteer andor paid canvassers may also go door-todoor distributing the candidate’s brochures. On election day these same people may contact
loyal party members to remind them to go to the polls and vote. Voter registration programs,
often conducted in conjunctionwith the officialparty organization,can also be a critical part
of a legislative campaign.
3. Outdoor Advertising
Outdoor advertising has declined as a medium for promoting legislative candidates.Outdoor advertising includesbillboards,bus signs, signs posted on public property and construction sites, and yard signs posted on private lawns. One California company does a significant
business posting signs for candidates on city property and vacant lots. However, the US.
Supreme Court recently ruled that cities may under the Constitution prohibit the posting of
signs on city property.”In parts of the state, outdoor advertising is out of favor because some
voters regard it as a form of environmentalpollution. Many campaign managers now feel it is a
poor medium. Outdoor ads took 11%of the average competitive campaign budget in 1968;in
1982 the comparable figure was 4%.
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4. Newspaper Advertising
Newspaper advertising has declined in campaigns even more substantially than outdoor
advertising. The reason appears to be a widespread conviction among campaign managers
that this type of campaign advertising is ineffective. Some ads are still placed in hopes of
inducing a friendly editorial policy, but as a whole newspaper ads have fallen from a 10%share
of the budget in 1968 to a 1%share in 1982.

G. Similar Trends Have Been Found in a Recent Washington State Study
California’s rapid growth in campaign spending on legislative contests has been paralleled in other states. Early in 1984 the Washington State Public Disclosure Commission released a thorough study of campaign spending in selected districts from 1974 through 1982:
Many of Washington’s trends are similar to those found in California.
Spending on direct mail in Washington, for example, was up sharply. “[Alfteradjusting for
increases in postal rates, the amount of money spent in 1982 to mail campaign materials was
double the amount reported in 1974,”the Commission noted. It also reported that spending on
broadcast advertising and professional consulting was on the upswing while spending on
newspaper advertising had declined.
Many political observers have asserted that inflation in the costs of goods and services
used in political campaigns has increased at a rate far in excess of the general inflation rate.
The Washington study rejects this claim. “Inflationin the major types of political campaign
items-printing, postage and advertising-has been only slightly higher than inflation in the
components of the consumer price index.” In Washington, as well as California, candidates
are deliberately spending more money and opting for bigger and more professional legislative
campaigns.

H. A Variety of Spending Choices Is Apparent in 1982 Campaigns
The following tables summarize campaign expenditures in four competitive 1982 California Assembly general election races. The figures show a wide range of expenditure choices and
indicate how campaigns in’different areas allocate their campaign dollars. (See a b l e 1.10.)

I. Expenditure Ceilings Can Stem Rapidly Escalating Campaign Costs
Escalating campaign costs can be controlled by placing a legal ceiling on the amount of
money each candidate can spend. The United States Supreme Court has held, however, that
expenditure ceilings imposed on candidates against their will violate their First Amendment
freedom of speech.’3Instead, candidates can be bound by expenditure ceilings only if they
voluntarily accept them in exchange for some public benefit-such as partial public financing
of their campaigns.
A few state governments (as well as the federal government) now impose expenditure
ceilings on candidates accepting limited public financing. (See Chapter 10, “Laws of Other
States.”) Hawaii, Minnesota and Wisconsin impose expenditure ceilings on legislative and
gubernatorial candidates.Massachusetts, Michigan and New Jersey impose expenditure limits on gubernatorial candidates only. U.S. presidential candidates are bound by expenditure
limits in both primary and general elections.
The critical issue in California is determining the appropriate dollar ceiling for legislative
races. If ceilings are set too low, candidates may lack the funds to wage competitive campaigns and new candidates may be unable to communicate their message adequately to
voters. If expenditure ceilings are set too high,they will be ineffective in limiting candidates’
demand for contributions.
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T a b l e 1.10
CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES IN FOUR 1982 COMPETITIVE
GENERAL ELECTION ASSEMBLY RACES
9TH ASSEMBLY DISTRICT
(Marln/Sonoma)
FILANTE-R(lnc.)(W)
55% o f Vote

D 1 r e c t Ma I I
B r o a d c a s t ,Ads
Newspaper Ads
O u t d o o r Ads

Operatlons/Mlscel,laneous
TOTAL

CHIGNELL-D
45% o f V o t e

$90,505
37,272
3,029
17,928
78,301

40%
16%
1%
8%
35%

$112,124
0
2,668
5,443
30,172

74%
0%
2%
4%
20%

$227,035

100%

$150,407

100%

35TH ASSEMBLY DISTRICT
(Santa Barbara/Ventura)

0' CONNELL-D ( W 1
50.6% o f V o t e

FIRESTONE-R
49.4% o f V o t e

64%
15%

Operatlons/Mlscellaneous

$145,957
34,613
722
5,318
42,959

2%
19%

$130,567
114,148
10,910
5,991
96,388

36%
32%
3%
2%
27%

TOTAL

$229,569

100%

$358,004

100%

D 1 r e c t Ma I I
B r o a d c a s t Ads
Newspaper Ads
O u t d o o r Ads

0%

*

66TH ASSEMBLY DISTRICT
(San B e r n a r d l n o )
GOGGIN-D(lnc.)(W)
528 o f V o t e

D I r e c t Ma I I
B r o a d c a s t Ads
Newspaper Ads
O u t d o o r Ads

50%

M I LLER-R
48% o f V o t e

Operatlons/Mlscellaneous

$111,526
964
11,581
8,671
89,730

5%
4%
41%

$78,927
0
0
978
7,530

TOTAL

$222,472

100%

687,435

0%

90%

0%
0%
1%
9%
100%

68TH ASSEMBLY DISTRICT
(Rlverslde)
CLUTE-D(W)
54% o f v o t e
D l r e c t Mall
B r o a d c a s t Ads
Newspaper Ads
O u t d o o r Ads

Operatlons/Mlscellaneous

$151,267
36,172
1,072
14,075
81,143

TOTAL

$283,729

STANTON-R
46% o f V o t e
53%
13%
5%
29%

$144,676
2,924
250
14,952
64,841

64%
1%
0%
7%
28%

100%

$227,643

100%

0%

S o u r c e : C a l l f o r n l a Commlsslon on Campaign F l n a n c l n g a n a l y s i s o f
candidates' c a m p a l g n s t a t e m e n t s
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The Commission’s Model Law
The Commission has proposed a Model Law (see Chapter 12,“Commission’sRecommendations,” and Appendix A, “Model Law”) which would create the following expenditure ceilings for the State Assembly and Senate campaigns:
Table 1.11
PROPOSED EXPENDITURE CEILINGS FOR LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES

Assemb I y
Senate

Pr lmary

Genera I

Tota 1

$150,000

$225,000
350,000

$375,000

250,000

600,000

Source: Callfornla Commisslon on Campalgn Flnanclng Recommended
Model Law

These limits are near the median spending levels in 1982 general election competitive campaigns and include all categories of spending. They would have required 77%of the competitive candidates running in the 1982 general election to reduce their total spending by 27%.
Under the Commission’s proposal, Assembly candidates in primary elections would be
allowed to spend up to $150,000. These ceilings are generous in the primaries to encourage
greater competition. In 1982,245 major party candidates running in contested races could
have comfortably campaigned within these limits and 13 would have exceeded them. (The
highest amount spent in the 1982 primary was by Tom Hayden who spent $750,000; next was
Gray Davis who spent $356,000.)In 1984,four candidates would have exceeded the limit. (Top
spenderswere Ken Carpenter and Gil Ferguson who spent $363,000 and $256,000 respectively
for an open Orange County seat.)
The spending limit for Senate primary elections is placed at $250,000.Although Senate
districts are roughly twice the size of Assembly districts, many campaign costs remain constant and Senate expenditure ceilings need not be twice as high as Assembly ceilings. Only
two of the 60 candidates running in 1982 senatorial primaries (Art Torres and Alex Garcia,
who ran against each other) would have exceeded the specified amount.
In 1984, four senatorial candidates running against primary opponents would have exceeded the limits. These candidates included Rebecca Morgan who spent $443,000 to defeat
former Senator Marz Garcia who spent $309,000 for the Republican nomination in a Santa
Clara County open seat.
In the general election the proposed expenditure limits are higher due to the candidates’
need to reach a larger number of eligible voters (voters of both parties and independents). In
the 1982 general election, 19 of the 150 Assembly candidates would have exceeded the $225,000
limitation set forth in the proposal. These include Tom Hayden who spent $1,310,000, his
opponent Bill Hawkins who spent $778,000, and John Means who spent $433,000 against
Kern County incumbent Don Rogers who spent $386,000.In 1984,20 candidates would have
exceeded the limit. The largest spenders were Assemblymen Robinson (D-Santa Ana), Johnston (D-Stockton) and Filante (R-Marin), who spent $636,000, $403,000 and $389,000,
respectively.
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In the 1982 State Senate general election, eight of the 38 candidates would have exceeded
the $350,000 level. These include Gary Hart who spent $568,000 and Chuck Imbrecht, his
opponent, who spent $494,000.
In the 1984 State Senate general election, nine of the 41 candidates would have spent more
than the $350,000maximum. Rebecca Morgan spent $701,000in her winning campaign for an
open seat in Santa Clara County, while her Democratic opponent Arlen Gregorio spent
$382,000.
Within the proposed expenditure ceilings, candidates would be free to spend money as
they pleased. In an area where the use of broadcast media is cost-effective, an Assembly
campaign might spend its money as in lpdble 1.12:
Table 1.12
$225,000 BUDGET WITH BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Assembly General Electlon
Dlrect Mal I
(Includes prlntlng, postage,
labels a n d lists, a n d computer
servlces)

$1 10,000

Broadcast Advertising

50,000

Signs a n d Blllboards

5,000

Operatlons a n d Miscellaneous
(Includes consultants, staff,
telephone, polling, headquarters
rental and fundralslng costs)

60,000

Source: Callfornia Commlsslon on Campalgn Flnanclng analysis

In an area where use of broadcast media is less efficient, such as Los Angeles or San
F'rancisco, the same budget might be allocated as in Table 1.13:
Table 1.13
~~

$225,000 BUDGET WITHOUT BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Assembly General Election
Dlrect Mall

$ 1 50,000

Slgns a n d Billboards

10,000

Operatlons/Mlscellaneous

65,000

Source: Callfornla Commlsslon on Campalgn Flnanclng analysls
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An overall direct mail budget of $150,000would give an Assembly candidate wide latitude
in developing a direct mail program. Each candidate could send an average of seven to eight

simple mailers to each household in the district. Many candidates could be expected to make
extensive use of direct mail targeting, sending fewer mailers to all voters but more mailers to
narrower subgroups in their districts. Senate candidates could be expected to spend proportionately less on “operations/miscellaneous” and more on direct mail and broadcast
advertising.
The proposed expenditure limits would be indexed to inflation and allowed to rise in
reasonable increments over time. The Commission’s proposed expenditure ceilings would
provide ample fundingfor competitivecampaigns yet curtail the current escalationin California campaign costs.

NOTES
1. Vic Pollard, Campaign Financing: ItB ThoroughlyInstitutionalized Corruption,Stockton Record, Nov. 19,
1984.
2. Unless otherwise indicated, statistics in this report are compiled from published reports of the California
Wr Political Practices Commission. For 1958 through 1970, the FPPC relied on J. OWENS,TRENDS
IN
CAMFNGNSPENDING
IN CALIFORNIA,19581970:TESTS OF FACTORS
INFLUENCING COSTS (citizens’ Research
Foundation 1973). Campaign reporting prior to 1974 was incomplete and total spending was probably
under-reported.Data from prior years may therefore be imprecise. FPPC reports on the 1984 legislative
races in California became available too late for extensive study. Data on 1984 races is included where
possible.
3. See 100 Leading National Advertisem, Advertising Age, Sept. 8,1983. Figtues are for national advertising
budgets and apportioned to California according to California’s 10.8%of the U.S. population.
4. Fundraising letter from State Senator Alan Robbins, June 25,1985 (emphasis in original).
5. DEANCRESAP,
P m P o m c s IN THE GOLDEN
STATE
88 (1954).
6. Lyndon Stambler,Direct Mail Advisom Put Their Stamp on Political Campaigns, Los Angeles Times, July
8,1984.
7. Frank Tobe, New lkchniques in Computerized Voter Contact, Campaigns & Elections, Summer 1984.
8. See Stambler,supra note 6.
9. Id.
10. TVAd Rates Raise Campaign Costs, New York Times, Oct. 25,1984.
11. Members of the City Council of Los Angeles v. laxpayers for Vincent, 104 S. Ct. 2ll8 (1984).
12. WASHINGTON WBLlC DISCLOSURE
COMMISSION,THE INCREASED COST OF LEGISLATIVE CAMPAIGNS: 1974 TO
1982, web. 1984).
13. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 US. 1 (1976).
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CHAPTER 2

The C a u s e s of
EscalaWg
Fundraising and
CampaignCosts
QUESTION: How much money had you estimated
i t would cost to runf o r election in 198-4against
Sebastiani?
ANSWER: $500,000.
QUESTION: Why would it cost that much?
ANSWER: Because he would spend that much or
more, and in order to w i n I needed to come close to
spending as much as he did.
QUESTION: What if you were both limited to
spending only $250,000?
ANSWER: That would be t h f i c . I would have
enough money to get m y message across and I
wouldn’t be afraid that I would be outspent by him.
-Mike Gage, former
Assemblyman‘

w

hy have California’s campaign costs risen so rapidly in the past few years? Why do
many legislative candidates raise and spend far more than they need to win elections? Why are contributors being pressured to donate campaign funds as never

before?
Spending for legislative campaigns has increased at a dizzying pace-over 3000 percent
since 1958. Yet there seems no limit in sight on the dollar amounts that can be spent in
competitive races. Each year new records are set.
Nearly all legislative candidates complain about the rising costs of running for office and
the expensive new campaign technologies they feel compelled to buy. Yet the money to fund
high-spending campaigns flows unabated into campaign coffers.
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Many political professionals and candidates believe competitive races now cost twice as
much as they should. Even legislators who are unopposed or face token opposition often
spend over $100,000on phantom reelection campaigns.The causes of rising campaign costs in
California are embedded in the psychology of modern political campaigns.

A. An “Arms Race” Mentality Destabilizes Campaigns and Increases
campaign costs
Modern political fundraising is often compared to an armaments race. In both campaigns
and weaponry, fear is a principal motivation. Candidates and countries are afraid the other
side will outspend them. They fear that sneak attacks will overwhelm their defenses. They
believe the best security lies in deterrence. They raise and spend massive sums out of fear they
will be outspent by their opponents.
Candidates and countries also feel compelled to develop new technologies. If one side
builds a new weapon, the other side must construct comparable or superior weapons. Both
sides worry that innovations will make existing defenses obsolete. But new technologies are
often costly and unstable. So combatants turn to professionals with expertise to perfect new
implements of destruction. These professionals are expensive and have a stake in ensuring
that costs are kept high.
Publicly candidates often support limitations treaties. Privately they express doubts. The
superpowers are incumbents who have achieved their status through the existing system.
Limitations require new rules. maties necessitate inspection systems. Change brings uncertainty. One side always fears the other will cheat.
The arms race analogy is appropriate to modern political campaigns. Today’s uniformed
soldiers in the campaign wars are mailmen who deliver targeted hit pieces. The insecurity of
each side, the access to ever-improvingtechnologies, the reliance on deterrence,the urge to
stockpile resources and the instability of a system in which last-minute spending at the margin may provide a slim victory-all these factors increase the candidate’s demand for money.
In today’s campaign wars there are winners,but there are more losers than just candidates.
The growing arms race mentality is undermining the integrity of this state’s political
democracy.

B. Easy Access to Large Sums of Cash Accentuates the Fear of Sudden or
Unexpected Defeat
All candidates fear losing. But in recent years, three new elements have intensified this
fear. First, as the Legislature has become more involved in governmental decision making,
some legislators increasingly fear the loss of their newly-acquired status,visibility and influence. One legislator has said he could retire and receive three times his current salary as a
political consultant but he decided to stay in office. “I love the power,” he conceded.
Second,many legislators fear a defeat at the polls would deprive them of their only profession. Unlike the part-time legislator of earlier days with a separate business or profession in
the district, today’s incumbent is often a professional politician. Many began their careers in
Sacramento as legislative aides, made the right connections, gained the support of party
leaders and successfully ran for an open seat. They have no fallback profession and are nervous about losing their seats. As Dan Walters has described it, they comprise “a corps of
legislatorswho ha[ve] no other trade than politics.’’2Senator H.L. Richardson (R-Arcadia) has
commented:
Today, we have the slick professional politician, the career legislator whose sole profession is politics
and staying in office.. ..Today 30 percent of the California Legislature is comprised of former staff
members of other legislators. Eighteen years ago there were none?
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Third, candidates fear their opponents have increasing access to large sums of campaign
money. Twenty years ago candidates knew that campaign funding was relatively limited and
their opponents could only draw on modest resources. Today the rapid growth of massive
partisan transfers and legislative caucus contributions gives each candidate potentially instant access to extremely large sums of money. (See Chapter 5, “Partisan Sources.”) The
growth of PAC, business and labor contributions has added a new reservoir of capital from
which to fund last-minute surprise attacks. (See Chapter 4, “PACs.”)Money has thus become
a new and destabilizing element. The widespread availability of campaign money has intensified candidates’ fears of a higher spending opponent, a last-minute blitz or a wealthy
opponent.

1. Fear of Being Outspent
Candidates are raising larger and larger sums of money because they are afraid they will
be outspent. In 1974Jack Mayesh ran for a Los Angeles Assembly seat against Republican Paul
B m a i . Mayesh used the services of Democratic strategist Michael Berman. As the campaign
drew to a close, Berman prepared one last mailer that could be delivered at a cost of approximately $20,000. But Berman was uncertain as to whether Mayesh should spend the money
since it would force him to go into debt. After intense discussion they decided not to send the
mailer. Mayesh lost the election by fewer than 500 votes. Berman has blamed himself ever
since. He believes that last mailer would have given Mayesh a narrow margin of victory.
The Mayesh story has been told and retold to candidates whenever they question the need
for an additional mailer or the expenditure of an additional sum of money. Candidates are
advised, “You have already invested enormous amounts of time and money into this campaign.
Don’t lose the election by not sending out one last mailer.”
Campaign management is not a scientific process and strategists cannot predict the precise impact of an additional mailer or an extra $50,000. Candidates therefore raise and spend
as much as they can, hoping their campaign will not be overwhelmed by larger expenditures
from the other side. At the very least they try to spend as much as the other side to prevent
defeat or ensure victory.
Some candidates manage their campaigns like chess games, always looking several steps
ahead. Incumbents often raise and spend large sums of money to deter well-funded competitors from entering future elections. California Congressman Fortney (Pete) Stark (D-Alameda) recently demonstrated a tactic often used by state legislators. Stark faced a littleknown and under-funded challenger who had no chance of unseating him. Yet Stark spent
close to $400,000because he wanted to score an overwhelming victory. Stark reasoned that a
huge 1984 victory would deter strong challengers from entering the race against him in 1986.
Such pre-emptive strikes are not uncommon at the state legislative level.
2. Fear of Last-Minute Spending Blitzes
Last-minute sneak attacks are a relatively new feature of California campaigns. In the
past, candidates were unable to raise the huge sums of money necessary to mount surprise
attacks. If word leaked out that one candidate was trying to raise a large war chest, opponents
had time to respond in kind. In 1980, however, the last-minute sneak attack emerged as a new
weapon.
The classic last-minute blitz was the 1980 Sacramento race between Democratic Senator
Albert Rodda and Republican challengerJohn Doolittle. Rodda had served in the Senate for 22
years. His district contained a high percentage of registered Democrats. But Republican strategists noted that Rodda had not run a serious campaign in many years and that many new
voters moving into the district did not know him well. Doolittle, who had been an aide to
conservative State Senator H.L. Richardson (R-Arcadia),decided to mount a last-minuteblitz
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against Rodda. Senator Richardson agreed to supply much of the necessary cash. Doolittle
spent almost all of his $145,000 during the closing days of the campaign. His mailings and
saturation radio spots accused Rodda of being soft on crime.
Rodda was caught completely unprepared and was only able to prepare a few newspaper
ads in the last days of his campaign. Rodda spent just $77,000 and ended his campaign with
over $20,000 in the bank, helpless to mobilize a strategy to defend himself. Doolittle won with
51.6%of the vote to Rodda’s 48.4%.
Doolittle’s last-minute blitz was made possible by large contributions of partisan funds.
Republican Party organizations contributed over $18,000, Richardson provided $20,000 and
Richardson-controlled political action committees gave over $33,000. These sums were
roughly one-half of Doolittle’s total expenditures.
Rodda’s defeat had far-reachingrepercussions.Rodda had been a respected veteran. The
message of his defeat to many Senators (and especially to Democrats) was that no one was
safe. Previously, Senators had not aggressively sought to oust fellow incumbents and had
restricted partisan competition to the occasional open seat. Rodda’s defeat caused many
incumbent Senators to increase their fundraising efforts. Senator David Roberti was elected
Senate President pro Tem in part on the basis of his pledge to protect Democratic incumbents
by raising and transferring more money, much as the Speaker had done in the Assembly.
The last-minute blitz has also been used in a primary. In 1980 the battle for the Assembly
Speakership raged across the state. Strategists for Assemblyman Howard Berman saw the
telltale signs of a sleeping incumbent in Assemblyman Jack Fenton (D-Montebello), a 16-year
veteran and ally of incumbent Speaker Leo McCarthy. Although Berman and his allies transferred funds directly to challenger Matthew “Marty” Martinez, Berman also asked his supporters to contribute to Martinez directly. Jack Holland gave $25,000 and Max Palevsky and
Jerry Weintraub each made $10,000 loans. Martinez received $60,000 in large loans and contributions that were attributable to Berman. These funds comprised approximatelyhalf of Martinez’s total contributions and were received in the closing days of the campaign.While Fenton
spent almost as much as Martinez, he could not withstand the barrage of Martinez mailers to
district residents in the final days of the campaign. Martinez received 49% of the vote to
Fenton’s 41%.

3. Fear of Wealthy Opponents
Incumbent legislators often express the fear that wealthy opponents will enter the race
against them. Incumbents therefore build large campaign war chests to deter wealthy potential opponents. Their fear, however, may be misplaced. There is little evidence in California
that wealthy candidates have been a serious threat to legislative incumbents. (See Chapter 8,
“Wealthy Candidates and Independent Expenditures.”)
When wealthy candidates have run for legislative seats, they have typically entered open
seat campaigns. Ollie Speraw, for example, ran for the Long Beach Senate seat vacated by
George Deukmejian when he ran for Attorney General in 1978. Brooks Firestone sought an
open Santa Barbara Assembly seat in 1982 when Gary Hart ran for the Senate. Tom Hayden
shattered all spending records when he ran for an open seat in 1982 and used his wife’s money
as his major funding source. All these open seat candidates won except for Firestone. None
challenged an incumbent.

C. Continued Reapportionment Battles over the Past Five Years Have
Increased the Level of Legislative Insecurity
Reapportionment can be political life or death for legislators. The once-a-decadeprocess
which redraws district lines can force two incumbent legislators to run against each other.
Population shifts may add a seat in the North and take away a seat in the South,or vice versa,
leaving a legislator with no district in which to run. Reapportionment can increase the power
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of the dominant party and make it more diffkult for the minority party to regain the majority
position. Fear of reapportionment and continuous preparations for a series of reapportionment battles since 1980 have forced legislators into a series of costly fundraising activities.
Reapportionmentas an issue would not die in the early 1980s.After the high-spending1980
election,the Democrats,pursuant to the requirements of the State Constitution,reapportioned
legislative and congressional districts. But Democratic reapportionment plans were upset by
Republican-sponsoredreferenda approved by the voters in June 1982.After the voters rejected
a subsequent Republican initiative in the fall of 1982 which would have established an independent reapportionment commission, the Democrats again reapportioned the state. In 1984
the voters rejected an initiative by Governor Deukmejian which would have created a reapportionment commission.The uncertainty of reapportionment has kept legislators on edge for
half a decade. Millions and millions of dollars have been raised and spent around this basic
threat to political job security.

D. Contributors Are Willing to Pay
A demand for campaign contributions does not necessarily correspond with a funding
supply. In California, however, the seemingly endless stream of campaign contributions has
never run dry. As one political veteran has remarked, “during the 1984 campaign, money was
flowing in like water.”
1. The Berman-McCarthyFundraising Struggle
The genesis of California’s recent fundraising growth stems from events in 1980 and 1981.
First and most important was the Berman-McCarthyleadership fight in 1980.Assemblyman
Howard Berman was appointed Majority Leader by Leo McCarthy when Berman provided
the key votes needed for McCarthy to become Speaker in 1974. In 1980.Berman became
worried that McCarthy was devoting too much time to a possible run for statewide office and
not enough to preserving Democratic control of the Assembly. Berman decided to compete for
McCarthy’s Speakership position.
Both Berman and McCarthy tried to elect slates of supporters in the 1980 primary and
general elections. To fund these candidates, the Berman and McCarthy forces went after
campaign funds in an unprecedented manner. Individuals and special interests were pressed
to contribute huge sums to either side-and in some cases to both sides. To the surprise of
many legislators, contributors did not resist. They gave much larger contributions than they
had in the past. They also did not complain when McCarthy and Berman transferred their
money to other candidates. When the battle ended, Berman and McCarthy had collected
millions of dollars and set new fundraising records. Until then no one had imagined that so
much money could be raised. After 1980 everyone saw it was possible. The fundraising genie
had been let out of the bottle.
2. hcreased Sacramento Fundraising
When Assembly Republicans and State Senators studied the 1980 campaign disclosure
statements,many of them were infuriated to learn they were not receiving their “fair share”of
contributions. Republican Assembly Minority Leader Carol Hallett called representatives of
the business community into her office and asked why they were giving more money to Democrats who were not known for supporting business interests. Democratic Senator Paul Carpenter, Chairman of the Senate Democratic Caucus, told lobbyists, “disproportionate
contributions of their clients to the Assembly might well make some members of the Senate
feel that as a body they were being ign~red.”~
The Berman-McCarthy Speakership battle had
encouraged other legislative leaders to increase their fundraising efforts as well.
Legislators began to hold fundraising dinners and other events in Sacramento instead of
in their own districts. Solicitationswere pitched at lobbyists and interest groups with a stake
in pending legislation. Dinners were held in the non-election year -sometimes 18 months
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before the next election. These fundraisers were much more successful than anyone had
imagined. Legislators began to feel left out if they, too, had not scheduled an off year
fundraiser. Dinners-originally pegged at $100 a plate-were raised to $250,then to $500 and
even up to $1,250.
As the funds began to roll in, legislators were asked to contribute a portion of their
receipts to the legislative leadership. Quotas were set. To become a member of the leadership
or be appointed chair of an important committee, legislators had to ante up large sums of
cash. With the accession of Willie Brown to the Speakership in late 1980, transfers by individual legislators actually decreased. Democrats pooled their funds into one committee controlled by the Speaker and the Speaker became the dominant source of partisan money.
Money became more easily obtainable. Even legislators who did not need contributions
for their own reelection campaigns began to raise more and more money for the party leadership. Safe incumbents were often the most successful. By raising large sums they acquired
committee assignments and positions of power where they had considerable influence over
dozens of issues affecting potential contributors. Their ability to raise contributions thus
increased. The incumbents’ demand for contributions matched a growing willingness of contributors to increase the supply of funds.

E. Candidates Are Afraid Not to Purchase Available New Technologies
Candidates, like governments, are often afraid their opponents will develop new weapons
that can be used to overwhelm existing defenses. Computer targeting and slate mailings are
the “Star Wars” of today’s campaign technologies. (See Chapter 1,“SkyrocketingCosts,”for a
description of computer mailings and their costs.) But these new technologies are expensive.
Candidates hoping to challenge incumbents, incumbents hoping to defend themselves, newcomers hoping to win an open seat-all feel they need to purchase the latest and most
expensive campaign technologies (accompanied by expensive consultants) to remain
competitive.
Some candidates regard volunteers, once a key part of legislative campaigns,as an inconvenience or even a nuisance. Volunteers are costly in terms of organization, time and office
space. Voters are increasingly reluctant to open their doors to strangers, making volunteers
less effective as door-to-door canvassers. Campaign literature can be mailed through professional mailing houses in far less time than it takes volunteers to hand-deliver brochures.
Campaign management is a growth industry. More and more candidates are turning to
professionals instead of volunteers to guide their campaigns and design their literature. Sacramento-based campaign managers can design nearly identical literature for distribution by
many different candidates throughout the state. Consultants can offer candidates lower rates
by preparing campaign materials in bulk.

F. Legislative Incumbents Are Using Campaign Funds for Non-Campaign
Expenses
The term “campaign expenditure” may now be a misnomer. Although candidates raise
large sums in contributions,legislative incumbents spend significant portions of this money
on non-campaignrelated goods and services.A recently enacted state law prohibits campaign
funds from being used for “personal” purp0ses.SBut legislators can legitimately spend funds
on travel to their districts, trips to conventions,supplemental living expenses, office supplies,
computers and staff salaries. Most if not all of these expenditures can be legally justified as
relating to campaigns or government work, even though they are not spent on direct voter
contacts. Since the campaign disclosure reports do not distinguish between expenses that are
governmentallyrelated, politically related or used for direct voter communication, it is impossible to calculate the extent of these non-campaign expenses.
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Legislators strongly defend the use of campaign contributions for office expenses. They
contend that their low salaries force them to tap their campaign accounts. Yet ten years ago
legislative salaries were even lower. Except for airplane trips to legislators’ districts,contributions were used primarily for campaign expenditures. Most legislators did not raise funds in
the off year and did not carry over large campaign surpluses.
Assemblyman Tom Bane (D-?’arzana),recognizing the growing use of campaign funds for
governmental as opposed to campaign activities, has introduced a bill allowing legislators to
raise donations from contributors who could receive a tax deduction for their contributions.
The bill would allow these funds to be spent on trips to the district, travel to functions related
to legislative business, postage, printing, office rent, office equipment and staff salaries! The
bill is not expected to pass.

G . High Spending Has Not Caused a Voter Backlash
Although most voters decry the large amounts spent on campaigns, they have not translated their disapproval into votes against high-spending candidates. Tom Hayden spent nearly
$2 million on his 1982 race to capture an open Assembly seat in West Los Angeles. His campaign manager said the press tried to make an issue out of the cost of the campaign but the
voters did not care. The Hayden polls showed no measurable adverse voter reaction: One
reporter commented that people were so numbed to rising campaign costs that even the
extreme Haydeflawkins campaign (which cost all primary and general election candidates
a total of $3.3 million) failed to generate a voter backlash. In California, voters react more
negatively to “dirty campaigns” than to expensive ones?
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Who Pays For
California’s
Legislative
Campaigns?
The Disappearance
of the M o m and Pop
Contributor
So where has the money f o r these ever more costly
campaigns come from? It has been coming less and
lessf r o m the average voters, who are using all their
income these days f o r life’s basic necessities. Instead,
i t has been coming more and more f r o m large
corporations and special-interest groups.
-Assembly Speaker WiUie Brown‘

[The] real f i n d i s someone with a lot of money who
doesn’t want anything. They’re rare, and when you
f i n d one, you guard him like your own wife.
- WiUiam J. Keefe‘

alifornia legislators and legislative candidates have now acquired two almost completely separate constituencies: the residents of their districts who vote for them, and
the out-of-district contributors who pay for the costs of their campaigns. In an idealized world these two constituencies might be identical. Candidates would solicit both
money and votes from their own constituents.Voters and contributors, in turn, would support
those candidates in their representation of district interests and needs.

C
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This fictional world of individual constituent “mom and pop” contributors who support
their representatives with small donations and votes is increasingly removed from the reality
of California politics today. The past decade has witnessed striking shifts in the state’slegislative fundraising patterns:
w The great bulk of contributions now comes from outside of candidates’ own districts. Average Assembly winners in 1982 received 92%of their money from out-ofdistrict contributors.
Individual contributions are of relatively minor importance. California legislative
candidates received 13%of their contributions from individuals in 1982 and 1984.By
contrast, congressional candidates received over 70% of their contributions from
individuals in the same elections.
W PACs and businesses contributed 55% of all contributions received by California
legislative candidates in 1984.By contrast, congressionalcandidates received 36%of
their funds from PACs in 1984.Most of the California PAC and business contributors
are involved or expect to be involved in pending legislation at the time they make
their contributions.
Small contributions in amounts under $100 have sharply declined to insigruficance.
In 1982 small contributors only gave candidates 6%of their general election contributions. Candidates rarely hold $25 spaghetti feeds and $15 coffee klatches. The $10
contributor is now a relic.
Large contributions over $5,000 provided 47%of all contributions received by legislative candidates in 1982. These contributions came from only 580 donors. A few
very large contributions typically flow to Speaker Brown, legislative leaders and the
caucuses. A larger number of $1,000 to $5,000 contributions are given to other legislative candidates from sources interested in pending legislation.
W Partisan contributions-transfers from other legislatorsand contributions from the
legislative caucuses and political parties-are the fastest rising new source of
campaign funding. In the 1984 general election candidates received 28% of their
money from partisan sources. Some candidates receive over 70% of their money
from partisan political sources.

A. The Prototype for Future Elections May Be the Candidate from
Riverside, Not the Candidate from San Mateo
A Democratic candidate from Riverside, Steve Clute, may be the best example of the
modern day candidate. Running for a 1982 open seat against a tough Republican opponent,
Clute raised $195,000-yet only one percent (or $2,319) of his money came in amounts under
$100. Even more startling, Clute received only six contributions of $100 or more from individuals within his district, and he received only 68 contributions of $100 or more for the entire
general election. But because he received $110,000 from Speaker Willie Brown and another
$23,500 from other legislators, Clute was able to conduct a competitive campaign and emerge
victorious.
Clute’s campaign may present the following lessons to future candidates:they do not need
to raise small contributions under $100; they do not need to raise contributions from within
their districts; and they do not need to raise contributions from individuals.If a candidate has
the strong support of a special interest contributor (whether this contributor be a legislative
leader or an interest group), the candidate can raise enough money to win.
On the other extreme is former Senator Arlen Gregorio, a Democrat from San Mateo.
Gregorio, elected in 1970 after defeating a veteran Republican Assemblyman, quickly became
known as a campaign reformer who sponsored public financing and contribution limitation
bills. When Gregorio ran for reelection in 1974 and 1978,he vowed to take no special interest
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money and to limit his contributions from individuals to $250 or less. Gregorio won overwhelmingly in 1974, a good Democratic year because of the Watergate scandal. But in 1978
Gregorio was outspent 4-to-1 ($184,000 to $52,000) by his Republican opponent,Marz Garcia,
who did not limit his contributions.Gregorio lost by 93 votes. Gregorio’snarrow defeat,which
was clearly caused by his self-imposedlimitation,was often cited by other Democratic legislators when they opposed reform bills, particularly those calling for contribution limitations
without alternative sources of money.
In 1984 Gregorio again ran for the Senate. Because of reapportionment,he ran in a more
Republican district than the old one he had represented. Nevertheless polls showed him far
ahead early in the campaign. Fhcing a well-financed, moderate Republican who spent over
$700,000,Gregorio did not repeat his contributionlimitation vow He spent $382,000,with the
bulk of his money coming from the Senate Democratic Caucus, but again he was narrowly
defeated. While Gregorio did not impose a contributionlimitation on himself in 1984,he is still
a strong believer in contribution and expenditure limitations.
Congressman Bill F’renzel (R-Minnesota)said in 1973: “Popular candidates rarely have a
shortage of funds, while unpopular candidates are usually unable to raise large amounts of
fund^."^ The Clute and Gregorio examples are indications of how times have changed since
F’renzel’s comments. Relatively unknown candidates can win by raising lots of money from
out-of-districtsources, and popular candidates can lose by being significantly outspent.

B. The Small, Individual, In-District Contributor Is an Anachronism
Before the recent escalation in campaign costs, candidates conducted fundraisingevents
in their own districts, not in Sacramento.Candidates could rely on small, individual, in-district contributorsfor much of their funding. Today the vast majority of funds comes from large
PACs, businesses, partisan groups and other organizations located outside the candidates’
districts.

1. In-District Contributions: Less than Ten Percent of the Funds Collected
As more money comes in from outside the district, you get EO little governors.
- Diana Dooley, Chief Lobbyist for former Gover-

nor Jerry Brown4

In 1981the media devoted extraordinary attention to a Fhir Political Practices Commission study which reported that 79%of the campaign contributionsto winningAssembly candidates in the 1980 general election came from outside the candidates’ districts. One legislator,
Assemblyman Alister McAlister (D-San Jose), was besieged by reporters when the FPPC
noted that he had received no money from any contributor within his district.
The Commission’s analysis of the 1982 general election data shows an even greater reliance on out-of-districtmoney. General election winners in 1982Assembly races received over
92%of their itemized contributions from contributorsoutside their own districts,a significant
increase over 1980’s figures?In 1982 two successful candidates,Alister McAlister (again) and
Bruce Young (D-Norwalk),received 100%of their itemized contributions from out-of-district
sources. Clearly the days of in-district constituent funding are long gone.
Commenting on the FpPC’s 1980 study,FPPC ChairmanTom Houston said, “Thesefigures
represent a startling shift of influence away from local citizens and alarming growth of the
power of outside special interests in determiningthe outcome of legislative district elections.”
Houston went on to say:
We were aware, of course, that outside money was playing a major role. We are, frankly, amazed at the
percentage of funds these outside sources provide to a candidate. We now have a situation where there
is essentially no difference-at least in terms of where the bulk of contributionscome from-between a
legislator who represents Los Angeles and one who represents Siskiyou County; between a legislator
who represents suburban areas and one representing the inner city. They all get the majority of their
contributions from the same place-special interests, usually centered in Sacrament0.G
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a. Arguments in Favor of Ln-District Contributions
Those in favor of encouragingin-district contributionsargue that legislators have become
less concerned about their constituents as a result of out-of-districtmoney. They assert that
out-of-district contributors now have as much if not more influence over legislators’ votes
than do in-district constituents.
Observers also decry the predominance of Sacramento fundraising events and the shift
away from in-districtfundraising. In Sacramento the bulk of contributions flows from special
interest groups who feel pressured to attend the fundraisers of nearly all legislators, particularly those legislators on key committees. A greater number of in-district fundraising events
would connect the legislator more closely to his or her own districts’ needs and interests, and
would provide constituents with a greater sense of participation in the affairs of government.
A shift to in-district fundraising might also help challengers compete more effectively
against incumbents. Incumbents can raise out-of-district money in Sacramento quite easily.
But challengers find little response to fundraising pleas in Sacramento since a contribution to
a challenger may alienate the incumbent who is voting on the contributor’slegislation.
In-district contributions might also increase the legislative candidates’ sense of wellbeing, since in-districtcontributions often accompany other types of support-such as volunteer activity or small fundraisers in private homes. The commitment of in-district contributors to candidates and the intensity of their efforts in electing them are far greater than from
out-of-district contributors.

b. Arguments in Defense of Out-ofiDistrict Money
The defenders of out-of-district money make several rebuttals. First, they argue that indistrict contributions are meaningless in both the political and governmental processes. Since
legislators vote on issues of statewide concern, legislators should feel free to accept contributions from throughout the state. A San Francisco podiatrist may care as much if not more
about a Los Angeles legislator’svote on a key health measure than the legislator’s own constituents. In addition,few races are truly competitive and contributors should appropriately concentrate their resources on those out-of-districtraces in which they can have the most impact.
Critics of this argument reply that out-of-district contributors do not principally channel
their donations to competitive races. Instead, they generally focus their contributions on incumbents and legislators in leadership positions. Bruce Young, for example,received 100%of
his itemized contributions from out-of-district sources during the 1982 general election,yet he
was unopposed during that election.
Out-of-district supporters also argue that district lines cross city and county borders and
do not necessarily reflect communities of interest. Instead, district lines reflect the need of the
party in power to preserve its incumbents. Because neighbors across the street from each
other may have different legislators who represent parts of the same city or area, legislators
should not be penalized or stigmatized for receiving a contribution from the neighbor who is
across the street from his district. However, this argument ignores the basic fact that most
contributions come from entities far from the legislator’s district lines.
PAC managers and legislatorswho receive a large percentage of their contributions from
PACs sometimes argue that PAC contributions are incorrectly described as “out-of-district.”
Because some PACs receive their money from contributors within the legislators’ own districts, some PAC contributors should actually be viewed as in-district. However,in most cases
PACs make their contribution decisions in Sacramento and not in the recipient legislator’s
district. From the legislator’s perspective, a PAC contribution does not come from his or her
district but from a centralized source.
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Table 3.1
SOURCES OF CONTRIBUTIONS OF $100 OR MORE
FOR THE 1980, 1982 AND 1984 GENERAL ELECTIONS
CLASSIFIED BY GENERAL CATEGORIES

Part i san Money
(Transfers, Parties
and Party Organlzatlons)

1980

1982

8 2,781,133
(208)

S 1,586,654

1984

(31%)

6,725,923
(28%

$

PACs

6,266,356
(458)

7,530,997
(318)

8,199,357
(3581

Businesses

2,871,726
(218)

4,081,799
(178)

4,710,851
(208

Individuals

1,961,880
(148)

3,206,223
(138)

3,156,237
(138)

Not Available

1,753,902
(7%)

Candidates’ Personal
and Faml ly Money
TOTAL

613,887,095

$24,159,575

a34,8oz
(4%
823,627,170

Source: Californla Commission on Campaign Financing data analysis of FPPC
General Electlon Reports

2. Individual Contributions
In 1984 individualcontributors gave $3.2 million of the $24 million collected by legislative
candidates running in the general-election. Individual contributors accounted for approximately 13%of the money collected by candidates in amounts of $100 or more. Individual
giving has stayed at this level each election year since the FPPC began compiling this data in
1980. (See Table 3.1.)

a. Reasons Candidates Encourage Individual Contributions
One might expect candidates to stress individual donations. Individual money in many
cases is given for philosophical or ideological reasons rather than business reasons. Individuals give to candidates because they believe in the candidate’s philosophy and want the
candidate to win. Many of these contributors-even the very largest-do not ask candidates
to support or oppose specific bills. Individual contributors are often personal friends and
acquaintances who believe in the candidate.
Individual contributions also appear to be cleaner money than PAC or business contributions. The press generally focuses its attention on the amount of special interest money which
a candidate receives rather than on individual contributions.
Individuals qualify for a substantial tax break when they make contributions to candidates. For a contribution of $100 an individual may receive $50 in federal tax credits and up to
$11 more in California state income tax deductions. A married couple can receive twice that
amount-up to $122 for a $200 contribution.Political action committees,businessesand other
donors are not allowed to receive these tax breaks.
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b. Reasons Candidates Discourage Individual Contributions
Although these factors should encourage candidates to solicit individual donations, many
candidates discourage them. It may often take a candidate more effort to solicit individual
contributions than institutional donations. Many Sacramento-based contributors are prepared
to give sizable amounts every year as part of their planned budgets. Individualcontributors,on
the other hand, do not typically budget campaign contributions into their normal expenses.
Candidates also complain that some individual contributors-even those who only give
$50 to $100 -are more demanding than their large donors. Some individual contributors
believe a small contribution entitles them to call up the candidates and give them advice or
visit them when they are in office. Candidates view individual contributors as less sophisticated than PAC and business contributors and more likely to have their feelings hurt if the
candidate does not spend time with them.
On the other hand, candidates realize that business and PAC donors want something in
return for their money and are less likely to pester the legislators on other issues. PAC and
business donors generally want to ensure the candidate’s support or opposition on only one or
two major questions. PACs and businesses also take a longer-term approach to the governmental process and are more likely to be forgiving in the short run of an incumbent’s position
on a single issue.
c. Reasons Individuals Do N o t M d e Contributions

“It is perhaps easiest to understand why individuals do not contribute to the candidate of
their choice,” writes Gary Jacobson in his book, Money in Congressional election^.^ Individuals do not contribute for a number of reasons:
Many individuals and small contributors believe their contributions will have little
impact on the election. Individuals rationalize (probably correctly) that a $50 contribution to a candidate who needs to raise $300,000 is a drop in the bucket. Fifty
dollars to an individual contributor who has income of $25,000 to $50,000 per year
is far more costly to that person than is the loss of $50 to a candidate who is
collecting $300,000.
w Many individuals regard politicians and candidates as untrustworthy or somewhat
dishonest. They would never contribute to any candidate’s campaign because they
believe the money would be wasted or improperly spent.
Some individuals may not like any of the competing candidates in an election. Both
of the candidates may appear to be saying the same things or may be altogether
unknown to the average voter. Most voters will never meet the candidates and in
many cases will not even know their names.
W

3. Small Contributors: An Anachronism
In 1980 an FPPC report found that only 9%of the campaign money given to general election
legislative candidates came in amounts under $100: FPPC Chairman Tom Houston decried
the disappearance of the “Momand Pop contributor” and the “$20 spaghettifeed.” Since 1980,
however, the situation has apparently worsened. In 1982 contributions of under $100 dropped
to less than 6%.
Why are small contributorsa dying breed? Many contributorsbelieve their small contributions will go unappreciated by the candidate. Contributors undoubtedly feel that their small
donations mean very little to candidates who are relying on contributions in thousands of
dollars and transfers in hundreds of thousands of dollars.
In terms of money and time, candidates may find it far more efficient to pursue the large
contributor.A s500-a-platefundraising dinner which costs $50 is more profitable than a $50-aplate fundraising dinner costing $20.
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C. The Institutional Contributor Is Now the Dominant Source of Funds
If you need money, you have a cocktail party and invite the PACs-they’ve got so much money, they’re
an easy hit for at least something.Also, PACs don’t drink much. They just buy tickets and leave the wine
to the staff?

The small in-district contributor is no longer coveted by legislative candidates. Instead,
candidates are forced by rising campaign costs to turn to institutional givers. These include
political action committees, businesses, labor unions and partisan contributors.

1. Political Action Committees and Businesses
Political action committees and businesses together gave 55% of the contributions received by legislative candidates in the 1984 general election. Political action committees gave
over $8 million or 35%of candidates’ money. Business gave nearly $5 million or about 20%of
the total money received.‘’ (See Table 3.1 above.)
Democrats and Republicans receive approximately the same percentage of contributions
from business entities. Each party in 1982 received about 22% of its finds from business
entities, with the Democrats receiving a slightly higher percentage than the Republicans. This
is somewhat surprising since businesses tend to be more Republican than Democratic. However, many businesses feel they must give to the Democrats so long as they control the
Legislature.
As with individuals and business entities, PAC money is evenly divided between Democrats and Republicans. One might expect that the Democrats would receive a higher percentage of PAC contributions since labor union PACs contribute a predominant share of their
money to Democratic candidates. This is not the case.
When contributions from all business sources are added together (an F’PPC compilation
which includes contributionsby employees of businesses), the total indicates that candidates
in 1982 received 58% of their contributions from sources connected with business. On the
other hand, labor contributors (including public employees) gave 9%of the total money received by legislative candidates. Business is thus outspending labor by more than 6-to-1.(See
Table 3.2.) In the 1984general election,business contributorsexceeded labor contributors by a
ratio of 8-to-1.
Why do PACs and businesses make contributions to legislative candidates? Some argue
they give because they want to elect candidates who believe in the same philosophy as the
PAC or business. Clearly in some cases this is true. For example,the Gun Owners of California
provide contributions to those candidates who agree with their principles on gun control.
While the Gun Owners primarily give to Republicans, they also give to Democrats who agree
with them on basic concerns.
Other PACs apparently disregard the candidates’philosophies. These PACs give to candidates or, in particular, incumbent legislators who can help them advance their legislative
agendas.They give to legislators who are sitting on appropriate committees and they give even
more to the chairs of these committees.

Finally, some PACs give to all incumbents whether or not they agree with them. The
California Medical Association is a good example. In 1982 CMA gave to 90 of the 100 winning
candidates in legislative races. Contributions were given to the most conservative of Republicans and the most liberal of Democrats. In many cases CMA gave to both candidates
running in the same campaign. Wherever CMA gave a contribution to a losing 1982 Senate
candidate, it also gave a contribution to the winning candidate. Many PACs consider campaign contributions to be part of doing business.
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Table 3.2
1982 LEGISLATIVE WINNERS AND LOSERS: SOURCES OF CAMPAIGN
CONTRIBUTIONS OF $1 00 OR MORE I N PRA MARY AND _GENERAL ELECT IONS
CLASSIFIED BY SPECIFIC INDUSTRY GROUPS OR AFFILIATIONS

Bus i n e s s

524,175,342

(58%)

Labor and P u b l i c Employees

3,665,300

(9%)

Pol i t i c a i

9,155,415

(22%)

C a n d i d a t e s ' Own Money

2,291,365

(6%)

Miscellaneous

1,583,787

(4%).-

Agr I c u I t u r e

Entertainment/Recreation
Finance/lnsurance
Hea I t h
Industriai/Manufacturlng
Lega I
Merchandise/RetalI
Mlsceilaneous
Petroleum
Professional/Trade
Real E s t a t e
Transportation
Uti1ities

1,765,896
1,524,102
3,071,894
3 ,028 ,976
1,288,183
1 ,7 8 4 , 0 0 9
1,606,986
4,451,656
740,601
1,852,698
2,144,822
578,674
336,845

560,087

Not Reported

541,431,296

TOTAL

Source.

(1%)

(100%)

FPPC R e p o r t s on 1982 Campaigns

2. Partisan Money
When contributions from officeholders, political parties and political organizations are
aggregated for the primary and general elections, partisan money is the third largest contribution category (just behind PAC and business contributions). However, nearly all partisan
money is given in the general election. In 1984 partisan money amounted to nearly $7 million or
28%of total general election contributions. Thus, when 1984 general election contributions are
viewed in isolation,political money becomes the second largest source of all campaign money.
Indeed, two years earlier in 1982,partisan money was the largest source of candidate funding
in the general election. (See 'Ihble 3.1 above.)

Partisan money includes transfers from legislators such as Willie Brown, money from
legislative caucuses such as the Assembly Republican Political Action Committee and money
directly from California's political parties. Until 1984 partisan money was only given to members of the same party. But in the 1984 general election, Democrats poured thousands of
dollars into Independent Senator Ray Johnson's losing campaign against Republican Senator
John Doolittle.Johnson, a former Republican, bolted the party after his district was reapportioned in Doolittle's favor.
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3. Largecontributors
In 1982,580 large donors contributed $5,000 or more to the primary and general election
campaigns of legislative candidates who ran in the general election. Large contributions constituted 47%of all money raised by these legislative candidates. Of these “major donors,”370
were interest groups (174 businesses and 196 PACs), 84 were officeholders transferring funds
and 24 were candidates using their personal funds. (See ’hble 3.3.) Approximately one-half
(49%)of all contributionsfrom sources giving $5,000 or more came from PACs, businesses and
labor unions. Business interests alone (combining individual businesses, associational PACs
and business PACs) provided $7.1 million, the largest single component (38%).
With over $43 million spent on legislative races in 1982, one might assume that large
contributions were being given by many contributors. In fact, if contributions to and from
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown and other party leaders are disregarded, only three contributions in excess of $50,000 were made to legislative candidates. None of these contributions
was made by prominent special interest groups.
When contributionsof $25,000 or more are considered,only 11 additional contributors can
be included. (See ’hble 3.4.) A substantial number of contributions of $5,000 were made, but
these $5,000 contributors to legislative races are an extremely small minority of the total
number of contributors.
Why aren’t more large contributions given to legislative candidates? Interest groups believe they do not need to spend a substantial sum of money on a particular candidate to
acquire influence if that candidate becomes a legislator. A contribution of $500 or $1,000 or
$2,500 is a big contribution to many legislative candidates. Once that contribution is made the
contributor has easy access to the recipient.
Table 3.3
SOURCES OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO 1982 G E N E R A L ELECTION ASSEMBLY
CANDIDATES BY 580 MAJOR DONORS WHO CONTRIBUTED 55,000
OR MORE DURING 1981-1982

Source of
Contribution
( a n d number of
contributors)

Amount of
Contributlon

Percent of Total
Contrlbutions of
55,000 or More

5 2,179,663
Business (174)
Candidates‘ O w n Money (24)
365 ,644
Individuals (84)
1,852,199
PACs (196)
7,084,467
Associational (119)
(4,490,920)
Business (23)
(461,656)
ideological (18)
(263,9891
Labor (36)
(1,867,902)
Parties
1,431,654
Transfers (85)
5,908,670

I

TOTAL: (580)

12%
2%
10%
37%
(24% )
(2%)
(1%)
(10%)

8%
32%

$18,902,297

Source: Statistics are d r a w n from Campaign Disclosure Statements filed
w i t h the Secretary of State’s Office b y donors contributing 55,000 or
more d u r i n g the 1982 p r i m a r y a n d general election campaigns.
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On the other hand, a substantial contribution of more than $10,000 will often tag candidates as tools of particular interest groups. That can be damaging both to candidates in their
election campaigns and to interest groups which do not want to receive publicity for their
contributions.
During the last ten years an interest group has only once single-handedly sponsored a
candidate for the Legislature. In 1976Assemblyman John Miller (D-Alameda County) served
as Chair of the Assembly Judiciary Committee which had jurisdiction over proposals to reform the state’s medical malpractice claim process. This was a critical issue for the medical
community at the time. Miller rejected proposals of the California Medical Association
(CMA), the leading association of doctors, to restrict malpractice claims.
The CMA decided to conduct a campaign to oust Miller from the Legislature. They sponsored a challenge by Berkeley Mayor Warren Widener in the Democratic primary. The CMA
and several other health industry committees gave $18,000 directly to Widener. The CMA also
encouraged its individual members to support Widener and 325 members gave Widener an
additional $16,000. Altogether, approximately 70% of Widener’s campaign funds came from
CMA sources.
Assembly Speaker Leo McCarthy saw the CMA’challenge to Miller as a threat to the
independence of the Legislature. He vowed that no special interest group would defeat any
Democratic Assemblymembers.McCarthy and his colleagues directed over $20,000 into Miller’s reelection campaign and McCarthy reportedly asked various interest groups to make
contributions to Miller. On election day Miller trounced Widener, winning 74% of the vote. N o
interest group since 1976 has attempted so directly to spend thousands of dollars in order to
assure either the election, reelection or defeat of any legislative candidate. McCarthy’s statements and actions accomplished his stated goal.
Speaker Brown is the one candidate who receives large contributions. In 1981-82 Brown
received three contributions each in amounts over $50,000, totaling $373,000. In addition he
received 12 contributions in mounts between $25,000 and $50,000,totaling $359,000. Brown
does not use these large contributions for his reelection but for redistribution to other candidates and officeholders.Brown thus acts on behalf of all Democratic Assembly candidates in
receiving these funds.

D. The Commission’s Model Law Will Encourage Small In-District
Contributions
Sources of campaign money in California have changed dramatically over the past ten to
fifteen years. Small in-district contributionsfrom individuals have diminished to virtual insignificance. Larger out-of-district contributions from PACs, businesses and partisan sources
have become dominant. Voters who are asked to cast their ballots in legislative elections are
no longer the principal financialsupporters of candidates from their own districts.This divergence between voters and campaign contributors is a remarkable feature of contemporary
state politics.
This shift in California fundraising patterns is illustrated by two Mendocino Assembly
races ten years apart-one in 1972 and one in 1982. In 1972 the Democrats held the Assembly
by a 44-36 margin, Republican Frank Belotti was retiring from his Mendocino seat, and each
party thought the vacant position was winnable. The Democrats recruited Barry Keene, the
Republicans promoted Gary Antolini, and both parties sent managers and money to the race.
When the dust settled each candidate had raised over $100,000-the first time any candidate
had broken the $100,000 mark in a state legislative race-and Keene had won by a few
thousand votes. Editorial writers across California denounced the spending as extreme.
What is significant today about the race is that each candidate managed to raise the bulk
of his funding from local contributors. Keene raised his money from local residents (the
largest contribution being $500), labor groups, Democratic Assembly leaders (including a
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Table 3 . 4
CONTRIBUTORS WHO GAVE $25,000 OR MORE
TO 1982 ASSEMBLY CANDIDATES

Amount

Contributor

Cand I date

Warhol, A n d y (donation of
paintings)

Hayden, Tom

$200,000

Campaign for Economic Democracy

Hayden, Tom

91,516

Burke Williams 8 Sorensen ( l a w
f i r m of candidate)

Caideron, Chas.

50,864

Steve Binder Prod. (entertainment
industry)

Hayden, Tom

50,000

United for California

Hawkins, Wm.

50,000

United for California

Wright, Cathie

45,000

Mott, Stewart (Washington, D.C.
philanthroplst)

Hayden, Tom

40,500

United for California

Rogers, Dona1 d

35,000

Operating Engineers 1 3 9

Conneily, Lloyd

26,827

Crown Printers (San Bernardino)

Cramer, J i m

25,307

Unlted for California

Bader, Chas.

25,000

Supervisor Deane Dana Committee

Hawkins, Wm.

25,000

United for California

Mojonnier, Joyce

25,000

United for Cal ifornia

A I (en, Dor is

25,000

Source: California Commission on Campaign Financing data analysis

$5,500contribution from the Assembly Democratic Fund), and local events (one “hot dogs and
beans” dinner generated $182.50).Antolini’s funding came from local Republicans (in contributions up to $1,000),a few larger donations from local Republican groups, and $26,000 from
the state Republican Party.
In 1982, ten years later, the Mendocino seat again fell open. This time Democrat Dan
Hauser raised $225,000 to defeat Republican Jerry Partain who raised $197,000.The significant aspect of this increase was the shift in funding sources. Hauser raised $178,000 from
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown and much of the rest from organizations outside his district.
Partain received $62,000 from the Republican Party and caucuses and the rest from business
and political organizationsboth inside and outside the district.As reporter Dan Walters commented, this time “[nleithercandidate got more than a fraction of his money from individual
supporters within the district.””
The Commission has drafted a Model Law which would tend to reduce the importance of
larger out-of-district contributions and increase the importance of smaller, individual, indistrict contributions. (See Appendix A, “Model Law.”) The Commission believes this approach will increase legislators’responsiveness to their own districts and help restore public
confidence in the state’s legislative process.
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1. Contribution Limitations and the Reduction of Large Contributions
The Commission’s Model Law limits individual contributions to $1,000 and small contributor PAC contributions to $5,000. It prohibits transfers and off year contributions, and it
places an aggregate limit on all contributions from non-individuals. (See Chapter 12, “Commission’s Recommendations.”) The impact of the Commission’s proposals is best seen by
examining a 1982 FPPC analysis of an analogous proposal.

In 1982 the Vasconcellos-Lockyer bill proposed to ban transfers, limit contributions from
PACs and individuals and place an aggregate limit on non-individual contributions. (See Appendix G, “Analysis of Vasconcellos-Lockyer.”) An FPPC analysis concluded that the proposed limits would have reduced the amount of money raised by candidates in 1982 by 57%.
PAC contributions would have been reduced by about 25%.Limits on individual contributions
would have reduced receipts by winning Senate candidates by 33%and winning Assembly
candidates by 52%.L2
However, the FPPC included Jane Fonda’s large contribution of over
$1,000,000 to her husband Tom Hayden in its individual contributions. Had her substantial
contribution been counted as Hayden’s own money and not subject to the proposed limitations, individual contributions would have been reduced by only 10%for victorious Assembly
candidates.
The FPPC also analyzed the impact of contribution limitations on individual candidates.
It found that for most legislative winners, limitations would have had the biggest impact on
contributions from PACs. Of the 20 Senate winners, 19 would have had less money from PACs.
Of the 80 Assembly winners, 53 would have had fewer contributions from PACs. For Senate
candidates, the median amount would have been reduced by $8,750 and for Assembly candidates it would have been reduced by $3,000.
On the other hand, only 13 of the 20 winning Senate candidates would have had their
contributionsfrom individualsreduced, a median reduction of $500. For Assembly candidates,
39 of the 80 winning candidates would have had their contributions from individuals reduced.
If a $1,000 limitation were placed on PAC contributions, the average winning Assembly
candidate would have had 29 PAC contributions reduced to $1,000.With a $3,000limitation on
PACs, the average candidate would have had eight PAC contributions reduced to $3,000.
The FPPC also examined the important distinction between average candidates and competitive candidates. Projecting the package of limitations set forth in the Lockyer-Vasconcellos bills, FPPC figures indicate that the average competitive candidate who won a seat in
the 1982 Assembly would have had a reduction in contributions of 38%.Losing candidates in
these same competitive Assembly seats would have seen a 28%drop in contributions. Thus,
winners would have been much more affected than losers but both would have been significantly impacted by limitations.
2. Incentives for In-District Contributions
N o legislation in California has been introduced to limit or prohibit out-of-districtmoney
and no state has enacted any restrictions on out-of-districtmoney. However,in 1983Assemblyman Ross Johnson (R-La Habra) proposed a public financing bill which would have matched
only small in-district contributions with public funds.Johnson’s bill passed the Assembly but
was defeated in the State Senate.
The Commission has proposed a limited matching funds system in which out-of-district
contributions of $250 or less would be matched at a 3-to-1ratio, but in-district contributions of
$250 or less from individuals would be matched at a 5-to-1 ratio. (See Appendix A, “Model
Law.”) The Commission has made an alternative proposal in which in-district contributors
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giving $100 to local candidates would receive a special 100%combined state-federaltax credit.
(See Appendix B, “AlternativeProposal.”) Analysis of the impact of tax incentives for small
in-district contributions is difficult since contributions under $100 are not itemized in FPPC
reports. But this Commission believes along with many political experts that a bonus for indistrict contributions will strongly encourage candidates to increase their solicitation of
smaller individual contributions in their own districts.
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CHAPTER 4

The Groof PAC,
Corporate and Labor
Contributions
The growth in PACs has fostered greater interest and
participation in the election process which in turn
has produced a healthier pluralism that is the
foundation of our free political system.
-Donald Lambro, Political
Commentator‘

When these political action committees give money,
they expect something in return other than good
government. It i s making i t diflicult to legislate. We
m a y reach a point where everybody i s buying
something with PAC money. We cannot get anything
done.

- U.S. Senate Majority Leader
Robert Dole (R-Kansas)‘

olitical action committees (or “PACS”)~
have proliferated dramatically during the last
decade. At the federal level, the number of registered PACs has increased 559%-from
608 in 1974 to 4,009 in 1984.4Expenditures by these PACs have risen even faster,jumping 1,166%in ten years-from $21 million in 1974 to $266 million in 1984.5
California PACs have grown apace: Contributionsby California PACs, however, cannot be
directly compared to contributions by federal PACs. At the federal level corporations and
labor unions are prohibited from contributing directly to candidates. Instead, they may subsidize their own PACs by making contributions to defray administrative costs and overhead. In
California, corporations and labor unions can both contribute to candidates directly and can
make additional contributions to candidates through state PACs. Thus, corporations and labor unions can only participate in federal elections through their PACs, whereas in California
they can contribute to candidates directly. For comparison purposes, therefore, federal PAC
contributions may be treated as roughly equivalent to a combination of California PAC, corpoI
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rate and labor contributions. Measured by this standard, California’s PAC-corporate-labor
contributions are an even more dominant source of political money to legislative candidates
than are PAC contributions at the federal level.
In California’s 1980, 1982 and 1984 general elections, an average of 56% of all reported
contributions to legislative candidates came from PACs, corporations and labor unions. The
actual amounts contributed rose from $9 million in 1980 to $13 million in 1984.1
By contrast, candidates for the U.S. House of Representatives received an average of 32%
of their contributions from PACs between 1980 and 1984.SPresidential candidates received far
less. In the 1980 primary, presidential candidates received 97.9%of their private contributions
from individuals and only 2.1%from PACs? PACs and their equivalentsthus contribute almost
twice the percentage of money to California legislative candidates as they contribute to congressional candidates.
The growth of PACs has generated considerable controversy.” Supporters of PACs argue
that PACs encourage individuals and groups to participate in the political process and allow
them to speak with a more unified and powerful voice. Opponents of PACs argue that PACs
distort legislation in favor of special interests, support incumbents against challengers and
institutionalize the participation of major interest groups in the governmental process. Opinion polls tend to show the public is divided, although a plurality of Californians (42%to 36%)
apparently believe that PACs are a “bad thing.””

A. PACs Have Grown to Prominence at the Federal Level
PAC growth in this country began its sharp rise after 1974.The antecedents of this growth
date back to the beginning of the century.

1. History of Federal PACs
At the request of President Theodore Roosevelt, Congress passed the 1907 Tillman Act
which prohibited corporations and national banks from making contributions to candidates
in federal general elections.” Corporate contributions were prohibited as a way to protect
shareholders against the dissipation of corporate assets for “political”purposes and to prevent the “corruption”of candidates by wealthy organizations. The prohibition on corporate
contributions was reaffirmed and strengthened in the Corrupt Practices Act of 1925.
Despite the Tillman and the Corrupt Practices Acts, corporations continued to contribute
to political candidates by channeling their contributions through officers,directors and other
wealthy individuals associated with the corporation. Labor unions, however, were still allowed to contribute directly to federal candidates. The amounts involved were not large and
attracted no particular notice.
In 1936,however, labor unions sharply increased their political expendituresto more than
$750,000 and continued to make large contributions in following years. Congress reacted by
passing the temporary War Labor Disputes (Smith-Connally) Act of 1943 which prohibited
unions from directly contributing to federal general election candidates.This prohibition became permanent in the Labor Management Relations (’IMt-Hartley)Act of 1947.
Unlike corporations, labor unions were unable to channel their contributions through
wealthy union officials to individual candidates. Unions therefore established and operated
what were called “separate, segregated funds” for political contributions. Union members
would typically contribute one to two dollars a year to a fund maintained separately from all
other union fundsand used exclusivelyfor political contributions.A negative option or reverse
checkoff was hquently used to deduct PAC contributions automatically from union salaries
unless the employee asked to be excluded. This practice at the federal level has recently been
prohibited by the courts.’3Since the mid-1930s labor unions have consistently employed separate, segregated funds to make their contributions to federal candidates.
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In 1963 a number of large corporate associations, such as the Business-IndustryPolitical
Action Committee (BIPAC), began to emulate labor’s technique and form their own separate,
segregated funds. Other corporations followed suit, and by 1972 business PACs contributed
$6.8 million compared to labor PACs’ $8.5 mi1li0n.l~A congressional study summarizing
pre-1970 PAC history has concluded that “[tlhePAC evolved as a means of legally circumventing the prohibition on corporate, and, later, union contributions to candidates.. ..[P]olitical
action committee activity...pre-datedthe campaign finance reforms of the 1970’s.Indeed, they
set the precedents for today’s PACs.”“
In the 1970sPAC growth was accelerated by changes in the law. The 1971Federal Election
Campaign Act (FECA) explicitly authorized corporations and unions to subsidize PAC operating expenses even though corporations and unions could not directly contribute to candidates. This allowed all the contributions of PAC members to be used for candidate
contributions and thus considerably increased PACs’ financial clout.
Other FECA amendments allowed “multicandidate committees” to make contributions
up to $5,000per election to an unlimited number of federal candidates.’6Individuals and other
political committees were limited to contributions of $1,000 per election. The special $5,000
limit encouraged the formation of additional PACs which could contribute these larger
amounts.
The penalties for violating the ban on direct corporate and union contributions to federal
candidates were increased five-fold. Violators were subject to fines up to $75,000. This also
encouraged corporations and labor unions to funnel their contributions through PACs.
The FEC’s Sun-PAC decision allowed corporations to use payroll deduction plans to solicit funds for PAC accounts and expand their solicitationbase to include stockholders as well
as employee^.'^ These changes further encouraged corporations to make greater use of PACs.
Finally, although the Supreme Court’s landmark Buckley K Vdeo decision upheld limitations on PAC contributions to candidates, it struck down limits on independent expenditures
by PACs-those expenditures made in support of or in opposition to candidates without the
prior approval of, or coordination with, the candidate’s own campaign.” These decisions have
particularly encouraged the growth of independent ideological PACs.”

2. Influence and Growtl, of Federal PACs
Most of the growth in PAC contributions has been in congressional and not presidential
races. Although multi-candidate PACs can give presidential primary candidates up to $5,000,
these PAC contributions do not qualify for federal matching funds. Presidential candidates
thus have an incentive to seek out individual instead of PAC contributions. Only 1.2%($1.6
million) of all 1980 presidential primary campaign funds came from PACs; 69%($74 million)
came from individuals and 29%($31 million) from public matching funds.2o
PACs are major contributors to congressional candidates. PACs gave House and Senate
candidates a combined total of $55.2 million in 1979-80,$84 million in 1981-82 and $105 million
in 1983-1984.House candidates received $36 million of their funds from PACs in 1979-80,$58
million in 1981-82,and $76 million in 1983-84. PAC contributions to House candidates thus
increased 100%in four years.2l
PACs exhibit no clear preference for either Democrats or Republicans. But they demonstrate strong support for incumbents and a general reluctance to support challengers or open
seat candidates. Of 1,957primary and general election candidatesfor House seats in 1982,only
402 were incumbents.These incumbents received 67%of all PAC contributions,an average of
$104,000per incumbent. Their 817 challengers,on the other hand, received only 18%of all PAC
contributions, averaging only $13,600 each. The 426 open seat candidates fared somewhat
better than challengers, collecting an average of $22,100 from PACS.~PAC managers have
difficultyjustifying contributions to challengers if it is apparent from polls or voter registration that the incumbent is going to win.
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In 1982 PACs gave House Democrats 56 cents and House Republicans 44 cents out of each
PAC dollar. This disparity reflected different numbers of Democrats and Republicans in the
House. Democratic candidates outnumbered Republicans 903 to 742. Moreover, Democratic
incumbents outnumbered Republican incumbents 228 to 174. On a per capita basis, Republican House candidates received $37,000 while Democrats received only slightly more,
$39,000 each. Incumbent Democrats received an average of $262,000 from PACs; incumbent
Republicans received an average of $293,000.23
3. Qpes of Federal PACs
Overall figures tend to obscure the preferences that different types of PACs exhibit in their
contribution patterns. In 1982, for example, labor PACs contributed 95%of their funds to
Democrats, 57%to incumbents and 28%to Democratic challengers. Corporate and trade/
associationalPACs gave 62%of their money to Republicans, 73%to incumbents and only 10%
to Republican challengers.%While the contribution patterns of the different PAC categories
have remained constant, the relative strength of PACs has been chaqgng.

a. Corporate PACs
Corporate PACs have multiplied faster than any other type of PAC. Their numbersjumped
from 89 in 1974 to 1,317 in 1982, an increase of 1,380%.%
In 1980 total corporate PAC disbursements ($32 million) -a figure which includes contributions plus other expenditures exceeded labor PAC disbursements ($25 million) for the first time. In 1982 corporate PAC
disbursements totaled $43 million compared to $35 million for labor PACS.~~
PACs cannot accept more than $5,000 from any one contributor during a calendar year.
Corporate PACs may freely solicit contributions from corporate executives, administrative
personnel and stockholders(and their families), but may only solicit contributionsfrom other
corporate employees (who are often members of labor PACs) at their homes twice a ~ e a r . 2 ~
Individual corporate PACs typically make contributions well below the $5,000 federal
maximum and no single corporate PAC has ever been included in the list of top 20 PAC
contributors to congressional candidates. But corporate PACs in the aggregate are now the
largest source of PAC contributions to congressional candidates. The combined contributions
of more than 1,317 corporate PACs ($29 million in 1981-1982) are significantly more than the
fewer, albeit larger, contributions of 293 labor PACs ($21 million in 1981-1982).%
b. Professional and Trade Association PACs
Professional PACs represent individuals who are often more affluent than labor union
members or corporate employees and who share common professional interests-such as
doctors, dentists, podiatrists, trial lawyers, real estate brokers and funeral directors. The
number of professional PACs has increased in recent years. They have become quite effective
in focusing legislative attention on specific issues of interest to their professions.
'Itade association PACs typically represent the interests of a specific industry, such as the
milk producers or the canning industry. Bade associationPACs contributing to federal candidates receive their funds from PAC members and employees of companies in the industries
involved. In states which have no restrictions on PACs, such as California, corporations can
contribute directly to trade association PACs.
The number of professional and trade association PACs at the federal level has increased
from 318 in 1974 to 570 in 1982, an increase of 79%.29
They are increasing nearly twice as fast as
labor PACs, but much more slowly than corporate PACs. Their expendituresare large. In 1982
aggregate professional and trade association PAC disbursements reached $46 million,roughly
equaling corporate PAC disbursements ($43 million). These professional and trade PACs gave
75%($17 million) of their 1981-1982 contributions to incumbents, and they divided their contributions 57%to Republicans and 43%to Democrats.m
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Professional and trade associationPACs tend to be large and well-organized.Roughly 55%
of their expenditures ($25 million in 1982) take the form of contributions to congressional
candidates?' A strong argument can be made that in recent years PAC effectiveness in blocking or promoting legislation has been noteworthy.
In 1980,for example, the used car dealers successfullypersuaded the House and Senateto
overturn a Federal Tkade Commission regulation requiring dealers to disclose known defects
in used cars. The used car dealers made $675,000in contributions during the 1980 campaign,
and 242 of the 286 House members voting to kill the regulation received used car dealer
money. "'Of course it was money,' one House member said.. .afterward. 'Why else would they
vote for used-car dealers?'"32Other studies have shown statistical correlationsbetween PAC
contributions and congressionalvoting.=

c. Labor PACs
Between 1974 and 1982 the number of nationally registered PACs representing organized
labor interests increased 46%,from 201 to 293. Total labor PAC expenditures(including contributions to candidates) increased 216%,from $11 million to $35 million. The growth in the
number of labor PACs and their expenditureswas, however, less than any other PAC category.
Between 1974 and 1982 labor PACs fell from being the largest spending PAC category to the
smallest.%
Labor PACs tend to be large and well-organized.They generally make large contributions
(up to the $5,000federal maximum) and focus them on congressionalcandidates.Labor PACs
contributed $21 million to congressional candidates in 1982?5Because labor PACs are individually large, ten to twelve labor PACs are consistently included in the twenty largest PAC
contributors to federal candidates, even though labor PAC contributions as a whole have
declined relative to other PACs since 1974.

d. Ideological PACs
Ideological PACs are typically organized to present views on a single issue or cluster of
related issues such as conservatism in politics, handgun control, abortion or environmental
preservation. Unlike corporate, trade, associationaland labor PACs which tend to represent
economic interests, ideological PACs represent philosophical interests and attract contributors from all segments of society.Representing,groupsas diverse as anti-nuclearactivists and
gun owners, 407 of these issue-oriented PACs spent $64 million in 1982,more money overall
than any other PAC category.%Ideological PACs included eight out of the 20 highest spending
PACs in the country. Extensive fundraisingefforts by conservative ideological PACs, such as
the National ConservativePAC (NCPAC), account for most of the staggering 7,938%increase
in ideological PAC expendituresbetween 1974 and 1982?7
Although ideologicalPACs raise and spend more money than any other PAC category,they
actually contributeless money to congressional candidates than other PACs. In 1982,ideological PACs gave only $11million,or 17%of ideologicalPAC expenditures,to congressional candidates.%(See 'bble 4.1.)
There are three explanations for this discrepancy between contributions and expenditures. First, the administrative costs of ideological PACs must be paid out of contributions
from members, while the administrative costs of corporate, trade, associational and labor
PACs are paid by their sponsoring organizations. Second, ideological PACs typically spend
large sums on expensive fundraisingtechniques, such as direct mail solicitationsto the general public. Net funds available after costs may range between 10%to 30% of gross. Third,
some ideological PACs prefer to make independent expenditures for or against candidates.
These PACs make few, if any, contributions directly to candidates.
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T a b l e 4.1
NATIONAL PAC CONTRIBUTION PATTERNS FOR 1981-1982

T o t a l Exp.
(mi I I I o n s )

Conts. a s a %
o f T o t a l Exp.

$ 43.3

$29.4

68%

524

41.9

22.9

55%

293

34.8

20.9

60%
17%

No. o f
PACs

T o t a l Exp.
(mil I ions)

1,317

T r a d e and
A s s o c l a t l o n PACs
L a b o r PACs

C o r p o r a t e PACs

I d e o l o g i c a l PACs

407

64.3

11.0

TOTAL

2,541

$184.3

$84.2

Source: FEC P r e s s R e l e a s e ,
1983, p . 2

“FEC P u b l i s h e s 1981-82 PAC S t u d y , ”

Nov.

29,

Legislators who do not receive direct contributions from ideological PACs but whose
campaigns benefit from independent PAC expenditures may feel obligated to these PACs.
Other legislators may be intimidated by the prospect of large independent PAC expenditures
against them.= Ideological PACs may thus be able to influence legislation or elections, even
though their contributions do not as easily create the appearance of a quid pro quo exchange
of money for votes.

e. Political PACs
Political candidates have also formed their own PACs to receive money from contributors
and redistribute it to other candidates. Senators Helms and Kennedy, for example,have developed these redistributivemechanisms at the federal level. Members of each political caucus in
each house of Congress also raise and redistribute money to party members. And the national
political parties raise thousands of smaller contributions to support party candidates.40The
role of political money in California is explored below in considerable depth. (See Chapter 5,
“Partisan Sources.”)

B. PAC,Business and Labor Contributions Are the Largest Source of
Campaign Contributions in California’s Legislative Races
In California politics, PACs, corporations and labor unions play an even greater role in
financing legislative campaigns than they do at the federal level.4l The available figures indicate that all three contributor groups have increased their contributions to California candidates during the past few years.

1. Overall Contribution Patterns for California PACs, Businesses and Labor
UN*OnS

Contributionsfrom all sources to candidates for the California Legislature in the general
election have increased from approximately $5 million in 1974 to $24 million in 1982.AdjustPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
ELECTRONIC REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED
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ing for inflation, these figures demonstrate a 132%escalation in campaign contributions over
an eight-year period. More significantly, contributions to California legislative campaigns
have increased nearly three timesfaster than contributions to congressionalelections,which
increased only 45% (inflation-adjusted) between 1974 and 1982.4’
In three recent California general elections, combined PAC-business-labor (“interest
group”) contributions constituted 64% ($7 million) of Assembly candidates’revenues in 1980,
53%($9.6 million) in 1982 and 59%($9.9 million) in 1984.43These contributions averaged
$56,000 for each of 149major party Assembly candidates running in the 1982 general election,
excluding Assembly Speaker Willie Brown who received $1.2 million in his capacity as the
chief fundraiser for Assembly Democrats4
By contrast, 1982 general election candidates for the U.S. House of Representatives from
California, whose fundraising activities were controlled by federal law, raised only 27% of
their campaign contributionsfrom interest groups.46California’s88 major party congressional
candidates in fact raised an averageof only $49,000 in interest group contributions,$7,000less
than the average of $56,000 raised by California Assembly candidates representing districts
that are about half the size of congressional districts.*
During the 1982 California general electionAssembly campaign,incumbentsreceived 64%
of all interest group money. The average incumbent received $96,000 in interest group contributions. Open seat candidates received 28%of interest group money and an average of $62,000
per candidate. Challengers received only 8%and an average of only $15,000per candidate.
Large interest groups (except for labor unions) give significantly larger contributions to
Republicansthan Democrats. Even in the current Democratic-controlledAssembly,per capita
interest group contributionsflow more heavily to Republicans ($85,000 each) than Democrats
($72,000 each). Democrats,however, receive larger total amounts of interest group contributions. Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, for example,raised $1.2 million in interest group contributions in 1982. Overall, Democrats received a total of $3.3 million in 1982 while
Republicansreceived $2.7 million.In a Republican-controlledAssembly,interest group contributions might favor Republicans more strongly.

2. Specific Fundraising and Contribution Patterns for PACs, Businesses and
Labor Um*ons
This Commission has studied the 25 largest PAC contributors to Assembly candidates
duringthe 1982 general election.The top 25 PACs include 16trade or associationalPACs, eight
labor PACs and one corporate PAC (Hughes Corporation). (See Table 4.2.)
As at the federal level, the top 25 California PACs divide their contributions in proportion
to the number of Democrats and Republicans. Incumbents,however, receive a far larger proportion of contributions than challengers. (See Table 4.3.)
The Commission has also studied 21 additionalcorporate PACs which contributed at least
$5,000to 1982 California campaigns.4’These 21 corporate PACs, when combined with the 25
largest PACs, provide a representative sampling of the larger PAC contributors in California.4s
Their contribution patterns are similar to the patterns of all major donors in aggregate. (See
a b l e 4.4.)
The 46 PAC contributors studied (the 25 largest PACs plus 21 other corporate PACs)
accountedfor 41%of all 1982 general electionAssembly candidate contributions and 56%of all
major donor contributions. Contributions were proportionately divided between Democrats
and Republicans. Incumbents received eight times as much money as challengers (64% compared to 8%).
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Table 4.2
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Table 4.4
COMPARISON OF CONTRIBUTION PATTERNS TO 1982 GENERAL
ELECTION ASSEMBLY CANDIDATES BY ALL LARGE DONOR INTEREST GROUPS,
AND BY THE TOP CORPORATE AND OTHER PACS I N CALIFORNIA

Percentage o f C o n t r l b u t l o n s
Rep.

Dem.

Inc.

Chal.

Open
Seat
Races

Top 25 PACs p l u s
21 C o r p o r a t e PACs

44%

56%

64%

8%

28%

A l l 370 l d e n t l f l e d
I n t e r e s t Groups

45%

55%

62%

8%

30%

Source: C a l i f o r n i a MaJor Donor Campaign D l s c l o s u r e S t a t e m e n t s

3. m e s of California PACs
California PACs can be divided into five categories: corporate, trade and associational,
labor, ideological and partisan. These PACs raise their contributions in differingaruountsand
through differing collection methods. Labor PACs, for example,typically use a negative option
or reverse checkoff system in which a small monthly amount is deducted from the union
member's paycheck unless the member affirmatively declines." Amounts range from 60 cents
(California Federation of Labor) to $5.40 (California State EmployeesAssociation) a year. By
contrast, trade or professional PACs raise larger contributions up to $100 a year (Certified
Public Accountants), but not all members contribute.Associational or industry PACs receive
even larger contributions (bankers contribute an average of $1,120). (See 'pabe 4.5.)
The following discussion describes the median and average contribution and solicitation
patterns for corporate, trade, associational,labor union and ideological PACs in California.

a. Corporate PACs
Although many corporations make contributions in California, only 22 corporate PACs
gave $5,000 or more to legislative candidates during the 1982 election. Only one corporate
PAC (Hughes Corporation) was ranked among the 25 largest California PAC contributors to
1982 Assembly candidates. (See 'pdble 4.6.)
The median California corporate PAC gave to more RepublicansthanDemocrats,but each
Democrat received a slightly larger contribution. Fourteen Republicans each received an average of $508 from the median corporate PAC, while ten Democratic candidates each received
an average of $601.
Support for Democrats tends to reflect the strong pro-incumbent bias in corporate PAC
contributions. The median corporate PAC gave 92%of its contributionsto incumbents,with 20
incumbents receiving $598 each. Three open seat candidates each received $344.High support for Democrats results at least in part from the Democratic majority in the Assembly and
the ability of important Democratic incumbents to attract corporate PAC funds. Few corporate PACs gave significant amounts to challengers.
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The Commission studied available campaign data on 17 corporate PACs to determine
their sources of funds. The total receipts of these corporate PACs were $752,000. Receipts
ranged from $136,000 (Pacific Telephone State PAC) to $7,500 (Ameron PAC).
These corporate PACs follow three patterns of political fundraising.In the first group,five
of the 17PACs received all their funds directly from the corporate treasuries of their sponsoring corporations. N o funds were received from officers, shareholders or employees. The average size of these direct corporate donationsto their PACs was $32,000.The smallest corporate
donation was $7,900 and the largest $66,800.
In the second group, two of the corporate PACs collected all of their political funds
through donations from employees or shareholders in amounts under $100. Santa Fe Industries collected $50,000 in such contributions and Johnson Co. collected $10,000.
In the third group, ten corporate PACs received a total of $529,000 in a combination of
contributions from corporate treasuries and from individual employees or stockholders. Although eight of these PACs received large contributions from corporate treasuries, they also
received more total contributions in under-$100 amounts. The largest corporate PACs raised
their funds in this fashion, averaging $53,000 in receipts. Of these PACs’ total receipts, 54%
were collected from individuals in amounts under $100 and 46%came directly from corporate
treasuries.

b. Trade and Associational PACs
Contributionsfrom trade and associationalorganizations are the largest source of interest
group funding for California legislative candidates. These PACs accounted for 48%of all interest group contributions to 1982 general election Assembly candidates. Sixteen of California’s
25 largest PAC contributors in 1982 were trade or associational organizations.
The typical median large trade or associationalPAC in this group of 16 contributed a total
of $130,000to Assembly candidates.This money was distributedto 28 Democrats receiving an
average of $1,800 each, and 32 Republicans receiving an average of $2,400 each. Democrats
received 40%of all contributions, while Republicans received 60%.The median associational
PAC gives approximately three to four times as much to candidates as does the median
corporate PAC ($500 to $600).
%ade and associational organizations were more incumbent-oriented in their giving patterns than labor unions, but less so than corporations. The median trade or associationalPAC
gave 71%of its contributions to 43 incumbents who received $2,400 each. Five percent went to
three challengers who received $2,400 each, and 24%went to 15 open seat candidates who
received $2,300 each.
The two most notable deviations from the median contribution pattern were displayed by
the California Cable Television Association and United for California. The California Cable
Television Association contributed to a large number of candidates (87), but gave them a
relatively small average contribution ($943). By contrast,United for California contributed to
only 27 Assembly candidates in the 1982 general elections, but gave the average recipient
$18,300. Twenty-five Republicans received 98.5%of United for California’s funds while two
Democrats received the remaining 1.5%.More than half of the organization’s funds went to
challengers and open seat candidates in competitive races. Funding for United for California
comes principally from large corporations,many of whom also contributeto candidates separately. Large California corporations may use their direct contributions to support incumbents and their indirect contributions through United for California to alter the partisan and
ideological composition of the Legislature.
Seven of the 16 trade or associationalPACs in California’s top 25 responded to a Commission telephone survey to ascertain their funding sources. ’Rade groups representingindividual
professionals collect political contributions from members’ monthly dues. ’hade organizaPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
ELECTRONIC REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED
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Table 4.5

MEMBERSHIP AND AVERAGE A N N U A L CONTRIBUTIONS BY SELECTED
PACS IN THE TOP 25 CALIFORNIA PACS

Type/Name
of Group

Tots I
Membership

Labor
Callfornla Teachers
Callfornla Labor
Federatlon
Callfornla State
Employees Assfn
Callfornla School
Employees A s s f n
U A W Reglon 6
United Teachers

Trade (Professlonal)
Cal lfornla CPA
Cal lfornla Dental
Callfornla Medlcal
Callfornla Trial
Lawyers

Avers e Annual
Contrfbutlons

f

Total
Recelved

160,000

160,000

650,000

650,000

0.60

390,000

85,000

82,000

5.40

442,800

80,000
55 ,000
18,000

64,000
44,000
18,000

N/A
N/A
5.00

90,000

23,000
14,000
27 ,000

11,000
6,160
9,000

100.00
50.00
70.00

1,100,000
308,000
630,000

6,000

4,000

N/ A

N/A

500

N/A

N/A

172

1 ,120.00

193,000

475
1,000

720.00
10.00

342,000
10,000

N/A

N/A

400
1,000

500.00
50.00

200,000
50,000

20.00

80,000

Assoclatlonal (Buslness Groups)
N/A
General Contractors
Bankers Responsible
172
Govft
Callfornla Assoclatlon of
Health Facll Ities:
900
Hosp Ita I s
lndlvlduals
1,000
Evergreen Assln (Timber) N/A
Western Growers:
Farmers
1,200
lndlvlduals
1,200
Ideological
Carnpalgn for Economic
Democracy

Contrlbutlng
Members

50,000

4,000

5.00

$

800,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

Corporate
Llttle speclflc data, varies wldely. Employees often contribute less than
$100 per year, but these contrtbutlons are not IndIvIdually reported.
Contrlbutlons over $100 are often from corporate treasuries. (Except for
Hughes, the remalnlng 21 corporate PACs are not In the top 2 5 . )
N/A = Not Avallable
Source: Thls data applles only to a Commlsslon study of the top 25 PACs I n
Callfornla, whlch conslst prlmarlly of trade, assoclatlonal and labor PACs,
with one corporate PAC (Hughes) and one ldeologlcal PAC (Carnpalgn for
Economic Democracy).
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tions such as the California Rial Lawyers PAC or the Certified Public Accountants PAC (CPA
PAC) solicit members annually for a suggested voluntary contribution. Many trade organizations scale the suggested contributions according to the professional income of their members, but they rarely suggest amounts over $100.
Membership in the trade organizations examined by the Commission varied from 6,000
for the California Rial Lawyers to 27,000 for the California Medical Association. "ypically
25%to 50%of the members of each trade organization contribute annually to their PAC's
political fund, each donating an average of between 50%and 70%of the suggested contribution
amount. The CMA PAC estimated its overhead costs at approximately $25,000, and the CPA
PAC estimated its costs at $14,000.Overhead costs are usually paid by the organization sponsoring the PAC.
Associational PACs raise funds from organized business interests rather than individual
professional members. Total regular membership in the associationalPACs examined varied
from 420 in the Bankers for Responsible Government to 1200 in the Western Growers Association. Some associationalPACs also hold fundraising events attracting hundreds or even thousands of individual contributors.
Associational PACs often request contributions keyed to the size of the member's business. Bankers for Responsible Government,for example,suggests a contribution in an amount
equal to 0.001%of bank assets, with a contribution averaging $1,120.The California Association of Health Facilities asks each member hospital to make a political donation of $3.60 per
bed per year, with an average contribution of $760 a year. Other associational PACs employ
either a fixed solicitation amount or make no suggestion as to contribution amount. Most
business members of associational organizations donate amounts over $100, while individuals contributing at fundraisers donate in amounts less than $100. (See 'hble 4.5.)
PAC board members who distribute PAC funds are either elected by vote of the total
regular membership or appointed by the board of the association sponsoring the PAC. Western Growers indicates that large contributors have a major say in which candidates will
receive funds. Overhead costs of $20,000 to $25,000 are generally paid by the sponsoring
organization or by one of the contributing members. In other cases overhead is paid out of
general contributor receipts.
c. Labor PACs

Twenty percent of all interest group contributions over $5,000 to California Assembly
candidates in 1982 came from labor unions including public employee groups. During the
general election,the median large labor union contributed a total of $135,000 to 45 out of 150
candidates for the California Assembly,with each candidate receiving approximately $3,000.
All 45 candidates were Democrats, and no Republican received contributions from the median
labor union.
Labor unions demonstrate a greater willingness to contribute to challengers and open
seat candidates than do either trade and associational organizations or corporations. While
the median union contributed 52%of its funds to incumbents, it also contributed 35%to open
seat candidates and 13%to challengers.The median union gave open seat candidates contributions of approximately $3,500 each, compared to $3,000 each for incumbents and $2,900 each
for challengers.
Although most labor unions made no contributions to Republicans in 1982, three of the
unions examined were exceptions.The California State EmployeesAssociation made average
contributions of $1,500 to 18 Republicans in addition to average contributions of $3,200 to 62
Democrats. The California Teachers Association made large contributions to six Republicans
(an average of $4,300each), and the California School Employees Association made small
contributions to two Republicans.
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Labor PACs structure their political fundraising efforts almost entirely around voluntary
contributions deducted from monthly paychecks.The payments are small and usually amount
to about five dollars per member per year. The unions often use a negative checkoff which
alloks their members to avoid making political contributionsor to transfer their contributions
to a general fund. Union member participation in political fundraising nonetheless approaches
100%.
While the amounts contributed by each individual union member are small, large memberships provide the unions with large political funds. Eight of the 25 largest PAC contributors to 1982 CaliforniaAssembly candidates were labor unions. The contributingmembership
of these unions varied from 18,000in United Teachers of Los Angeles to 650,000in the California Labor Federation. (See Table 4.5.)
The political funds of California labor unions are administered by union PACs which
contribute to both state and federal candidates. Union PAC administrative costs usually run
about $20,000 a year but may be higher for a large union such as the California Labor Federation (which estimated election year overhead costs of $60,000).PACs’ costs are often paid by
the union from a fund, allowing member contributions to be spent exclusively in support of
candidates and causes.
Union decisions on distribution of political funds are usually made by a political committee appointed by the union board. Officers of the union board are elected by avote of the union
membership. The frequency of political committee meetings varies. Some unions hold meetings once a month during election years but only quarterly or less in off-electionyears.As with
most PACs, union PACs rely on advice from their lobbyists and other politically experienced
advisors in deciding which candidates will receive contributions.
d. Ideological PACs

Considering California’s reputation for political activism and ideological extremism, it is
surprising to find that ideological PACs are much less significant in California politics than in
national politics. While ideological PACs contributed 12.7%of all contributions to 1982 congressional candidates,they contributed only 2.8%of 1982 contributionsto CaliforniaAssembly
candidates. Ideological PACs have made significant contributionsto Californiaballot measure
campaigns, but only 18 ideological PACs made contributions of more than $5,000 to 1982
legislative candidates and no ideological PAC was among the 25 largest PAC contributors to
California candidates.
The Commission’ssampling of ideological PACs was too small to construct a statistically
meaningful picture of the median ideological PAC. Some general observations are nonetheless
possible.
Ideological PACs tend to be the least incumbent-oriented of all California PACs and are
often willing to support even a longshot challenger or open seat candidate if the candidate’s
ideology comports with their own. Their pursuit of ideologically compatible candidates often
results in contribution patterns which are highly partisan. In 1982 the conservative Gun
Owners of California PAC contributed $157,000 to California Republicans and $0 to Democrats. In the 1984 primary the Gun Owners PAC tried to give $3,000 to Gerald Eaves, a Democrat running against incumbent Democrat Terry Goggin. After the contribution generated
much controversy, Eaves returned the money (although he kept $10,000 from United for California). Other ideological PACs, such as the Campaign for Economic Democracy (CED), are
strongly liberal in outlook and support Democrats.
Major fundraising efforts of ideological PACs are usually conducted through mass mailings. Occasionally these mail solicitations are sent “blind to the general public. More often
the mailings are narrowly directed and generate a higher response rate. CED, for example,
reported that the response rate to general public solicitations is typically 1%to 3%,but rose to
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13%when the PAC conducted a pro rent control mailing directed towards Santa Monica
renters. Some 3,000 pro rent control contributors donated an average of $19.50 each.
Mass mailings are a much more expensive method of fundraising than automatic union
payroll deductions or solicitations of members or employees of a parent organization. Overhead therefore usually consumes 40%to 80%of all donations received by an ideological PAC,
rather than the $20,000 or so it costs other PACs to run their day-to-day operations. Moreover,
ideological PACs do not have a sponsoring organization to defray their administrative costs.
The following chart illustrates the solicitation, contribution and expenditure patterns of
five different California PACs. (See Table 4.7.) Some of these PACs go into debt in election
years and recoup their losses in the following off-election year. Most of these PACs pay relatively little for overhead and administration. All of them gave large sums of money ranging
from $425,000 to $728,000 in the 1982 election year.
e. PartisanPACs
Some California PACs are controlled by political candidates or officeholders. (These
PACs are considered separately in Chapter 5, “Partisan Sources.”) Other California PACs
which are privately funded concentrate their contributions primarily along partisan political
lines. Major political party candidates often cite these PACs as signCicant funding sources
upon which they can reliably drawS1
The following chart lists those PACs, businesses and unions that gave 80%or more of their
money to candidates of one party and contributed at least $25,000 to candidates during
1981-1982.(See a b l e 4.8.) Democrats received 100%of the contributions of a number of union
PACs, such as the United Farm Workers, United Auto Workers and Laborers for Equality and
Progress (the Laborers International PAC). Republicans received 100%of the Gun Owners’
contributions and 98%of United for California’s contributions.Democrats apparently receive
more contributions from partisan-oriented PACs than do Republicans.
Most partisan-oriented PACs are motivated by ideology. They feel their interests will be
best advanced if the party they favor is strengthened in the Legislature. Labor union PACs, for
example, give an overwhelming proportion of their campaign contributions to Democrats,
while United for California, the business PAC, is just as consistent in its support of
Republicans.
Partisan campaign strategists have learned that these PACs are reliable sources of large
campaign contributions. Some of these PACs work closely with partisan strategists. When a
last-minute campaign spending blitz is mounted, strategists may receive funds from these
PACs to further the attack or to defend against such an attack from the opposition.

C. Reforms Are Desirable to Moderate the Influence of PAC-BusinessLabor Contributions in California
Organized interest groups contribute a substantiallyhigher percentage of campaign contributions to California legislative candidates than they do to candidates for the U.S. House of
Representatives. (See Table 4.9.) California PAC-business-labor contributors, like federal
PACs, throw the bulk of their support to incumbents. (See Table 4.10.) These patterns may be
attributed to several factors.
Federal candidates are prohibited from receiving direct contributions from corporations
and labor unions, while California candidates are not. PAC contributions are limited to $5,000
(by multicandidate committees) at the federal level, while California has no limit on PAC
contributions. These two factors increase the contribution incentives in California. On the
other hand, California and the federal governmentregulate businessesrelatively heavily. Organized interest groups thus have the financial ability and incentive to seek to affect legislation.
In both jurisdictions strong incentives exist to support incumbents who control the destiny of
regulatory legislation.
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Table 4.8

PARTISAN-ORIENTED SOURCES OF
CAMPA I G N MONEY :
POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES, CORPORATIONS AND UNIONS
Supporters of Democrats
Source of
Contrlbutlon

Total Glven
to All
Candldates

Percentage
GI ven to
Democrats

No. of Candldates
Rece I v I n g Money
From thls Source*

Netlonal Unlted
Workers PAC

$369,325

100%

14/0/14

Cal lfornla Trlal
Lawyers PAC

$353,154

90%

64/20/84

CA State Employees
Asstn

$347,180

85%

68/3 1 /99

Operatlng Englneers
Unlon Local No. 3

$31 7,540

98%

75/2/59

ABC/CA Teachers Asstn

$252,029

91%

78/8/86

Callfornla Labor
Federatlon (COPE)

$226,690

99%

63/ 1 /64

Unlted Auto Workers
Reglon 6 PAC

$1 73,300

100%

53/0/53

Campaign for Economlc
$162,816
Democracy PAC (founded
b y Assemblyman Tom Hayden)

100%

5/0/5

Callfornla Teamsters
$148,025
Public Affalrs CounclI

97%

76/5/81

Pace/CA School
Employees Asstn

$ 1 23,547

97%

42/3/45

Laborers for Equality
a n d Progress

$116,500

100%

68/0/68

Callfornla Chlropractlc $106,365
PAC-State

87%

45/ 19/64

Supporters o f Republlcans
Unlted for Callfornla

$535,630

98%

25/3/28

Callfornla F a r m Bureau

$150,140

80%

41 /17/58

Western Growers PAC

$1 49,250

83%

45/ 19/64

Gun Owners of Callf.
Campalgn Commlttee

$122,827

100%

16/0/16

Alllance for
$ 1 10,000
Representatlve Gov't
(Los Angeles County
Supervlsors Deane D a n a
and M l k e Antonovlch)

96%

17/1/18

This table Includes contrlbutlon sources who contrlbuted at least $100,000
to candldates for the Leglslature d u r l n g the 1981-1982 electlon cycle, gave
to at least flve dlfferent candldates and gave 8 0 % or more of thls money to
candidates of one party.
+Democrats/RepublIcens/Total

Source: Callfornla Commlsslon on Campalgn F l n a n c l n g data analysls
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Table 4.10

COMPARISON OF PAC/BUSINESS CONTRIBUTIONS TO INCUMBENTS,
CHALLENGERS AND OPEN SEAT CANDIDATES FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES AND THE CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY. 1982

U.S. House o f
Representatives

Cal i f o r n l a
Assemb I y

Incumbents

67%

65%

Challengers

18%

8%

Open S e a t s

15%

28%

S o u r c e : C a l i f o r n i a Commission on Campaign F i n a n c i n g d a t a
ana I y s i s

California PAC-business-laborcontributors arguably exert a proportionately stronger influence over California legislation thanother contributorgroups,and much of thisis offered in
support of incumbents. Reforms to moderate the influence of interest group contributions on
the political process in California are thus appropriate. (See Chapter 7, “Negative
Consequences.”)

1. The Pros and Cons of PACs or hterest Group Contributions
PACs have become a controversial part of American political life. Supporters argue that
PACs allow large groups of relatively powerless individuals to band together to enhance their
influence toward common goals. PAC members gain a feeling of participation in the political
process and can express their social concerns without having them filtered through the more
established and bureaucratic mechanisms of the political parties.
PAC supporters argue that PACs contribute new money into the political system and thus
increase the ability of candidates to communicate more effectively with the electorate.They
claim that PAC money helps candidates to compete successfully against wealthy opponents.
They contend that PAC contributions enable challengers to take on entrenched incumbents.
PAC supporters also claim that PAC contributions do not distort the legislative agenda.
They argue that PACs merely support those candidates with whom they are already in philosophical agreement. They suggest that contributions only give PACs access to candidates or
elected officials to discuss the merits of pending issues, but that politicians are ultimately
responsible to the electorate and not to PACs. They also argue that the proliferation of PACs is
desirable for it allows candidates to pick and choose between PAC contributors without becoming too dependent on any one.
The opponents of PACs contend that rapid PAC proliferation over the past decade has
given PACs excessive influence over elections and legislation and that PACs distort the political agenda on behalf of special interests. They contend that the large percentage of PAC
contributions has created the reality,or at least the appearance, of undue PAC influence and
that public confidencein the state’spolitical system is being lost. They argue that the accessto
political figures provided by PAC contributions is itself an important form of influencepurchasing.
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PAC opponents also express concern that PACs are able to raise and spend money in ways
which are beyond the capacity of other individualsand groups such as the poor, the young and
the elderly. By focusing their resources on specific issues, PACs are able to create an imbalance in the legislative process and gain support which is disproportionate to the merits of
their positions.
PAC opponents contend that coalitions of PACs and other organized groups wield too
great an influence in the aggregate. The massing effect of interest groups against a particular
measure (e.g., tax reform or environmental protection) overwhelms less powerful or poorly
organized opponents, even if those opponents enjoy broad popular support. PACs have also
undermined support for the political parties and have supplanted them as traditional funding
sources.
PAC opponents suggest that PACs are typically controlled by a few individuals or lobbyists and that individual PAC members have relatively little influence over PAC contributions.
They further argue that heavy PAC contributions create the impression that candidates are
“for sale,” thus negating any benefits that PACs might generate from enhanced individual
participation in politics.
Finally, PAC opponents charge that PACs overwhelmingly support incumbents and thus
decrease electoral competition. PACs give primarily to candidates they think will win, not to
candidates with whom they philosophically agree. Because some PACs give to both Democrats and Republicans, and occasionally to both sides in a race where both candidates have a
chance to win, it is apparent that they view their contributions as insurance policies to help
obtain the favor of incumbents, not as expressions of ideological commitment.
The Commission believes that PACs are a legitimate vehicle by which individuals can
participate in the political process. But it also believes that the disproportionate impact of
PAC and other interest group contributions in California has at least created the appearance
of undue influence over the legislative and electoral processes. California PACs, corporations
and labor unions now contribute over 50%of all California legislative candidates’funding-a
much higher proportion than PAC funding given to congressional candidates. The Commission does not believe that corporate and labor contributions should be prohibited, as at the
federal level. But it believes that appropriate limits should be placed on the size of contributions to California candidates.

2. The Commission’s Model Law
The Commission believes that five types of limitations are appropriate: (a) limits on the
size of contributions by PACs, businesses and labor unions to candidates; (b) limits on total
PAC contributions;(c) limits on the size of contributions to PACs; (d) aggregate limits on the
dollar amount of contributions a candidate can receive from PACs; and (e) improved disclosure of PAC identities.

a. Contribution Limits on PACs
Federal law prohibits labor unions and corporations from contributing directly to candidates, but allows labor or corporate supported PACs to contribute up to $5,000 per candidate.
The Commission believes the federal approach has value but would m o d e it for California in
several respects.
First, the Commission believes that corporations and labor unions should be able to contribute up to $1,000 directly to candidates. Corporations and unions have a stake in the political process and should be allowed to contribute. The federal prohibitions have generated
difficult administrative problems which could be avoided by allowing limited direct contributions. A $1,000 contribution limit would curtail the potential for undue legislative influence by
any one PAC.
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Second, the Commission allows “small contributor PACs” to contribute up to $5,000 per
candidate. The Commission defines small contributor PACs as those receiving all their contributions from PAC members in amounts of $50 or less.
b. Limits on Total Contributions
The Commission proposes that individual PACs should contribute no more than $25,000
to all candidates in any two year period. Small contributor PACs could contributeup to a total
of $100,000.
In Buckley K Valeo, the Supreme Court upheld a provision of federal law which limited
total individual contributions to $25,000 per election?2Without such a limit, the Court reasoned,contributors could evade the basic $1,000contribution limit. Dozens of $1,000contributions could be made to political committees which could then rechannel that money to one or
two candidates. The Commission believes the same reasoningjustifies a total yearly limit on
corporate, labor, PAC and small contributor PAC contributions.

c. $1,000 Limit on Contributions to PACs
The Commission believes a limit should be placed on the size of contributions to PACs.
Although federal law limits contributions to PACs to $5,000, the Commission recommends
that individuals, corporations and labor unions be allowed to contribute no more than $1,000
to any PAC per election. Without such a limit, contributors could make very large contributions to a number of PACs which could then all support an identical slate of candidates.The
Supreme Court has justified such limits on contributions to PACs as necessary to preserve the
integrity of the underlying contribution limits scheme.53
d. $50,000 and $75,000 Aggregate Contribution Limits
The Commission believes that aggregate contribution limits should be placed on the total
amount of money a candidate can receive from non-individuals (e.g., PACs, corporations,
labor unions, businesses and partnerships). Montana has adopted this approach.” It prevents
lower house candidates from receiving more than $600 and upper house candidates more than
$1,000 from PACs. Contra Costa County in California prohibits supervisorial candidates from
receiving more than $15,000 from PACs. Legislation proposing to limit aggregate PAC contributions to congressional candidates has been introduced in Congress but has not passed.&
The appearance of undue influence over legislation and elections is often caused by the
“massing”of contributions from organized interest groups. Despite the $5,000 limit on federal
PAC contributions, federal PACs have steadily increased their influence over the past ten
years. Many observers now believe that the bunching of many PAC contributions behind a
specific set of issues poses a greater problem than individual PAC contributions.
In 1983, for example, a bill (A.B. 3808) was introduced in the California Assembly to
weaken the local rent control laws passed by a number of communities. Nine separate organizations -including the Irvine Company, the California League of Savings Institutions, the
California Real Estate Association, the California Apartment Association PAC, the California
Mortgage Bankers Association,Associated Builders and Contractors,the California Housing
Council, the California Building Industry PAC and the Building Industry Association PACall made substantial contributions to legislators during the pendency of this bill. Contributions from any one of these organizations might have attracted little attention. But in the
aggregate these contributions presented a sizable force. (See further discussion in Chapter 7 ,
“Negative Consequences.”)
The Commission therefore proposes that Assembly candidates be allowed to receive up to
$50,000 in non-individual contributions and Senate candidates up to $75,000. These figures
will provide ample room for interest groups to contribute to candidates, yet will place an
aggregate cap on the extent to which such contributions create the reality or appearance of
excessive candidate dependence on single-interest contributors.
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e. Improved Disclosure of PAC Identities
Some California PACs adopt names which clearly disclose their interests or the interests
of their supporters.These include such PACs as the California llial Lawyers PAC, the United
Auto Workers PAC or the Gun Owners of California Campaign Committee. Other PACs and
interest groups, however, adopt names which fail to reveal the true identities of their major
supporters. Examples include Action for Better Health (nurses), the Committee to Improve
Our Nation (Glendale Federal Savings) and the Committee of Concerned Citizens (controlled
by Assemblyman Tom Bane).
Federal regulations require federal PAC names to disclose the identities of principal sponsors. The Commission believes comparable legal provisions should be adopted in California.
PAC names should disclose the identities of any individuals, entities or others by whom the
organization is controlled. The Commission believes this will improve the operation of the
state’s current disclosure laws and will enhance public understanding of the true sources of
campaign contributions in the state.

NOTES
1. Sacramento Union, Sept. 20,1983.
2. 9 COMMON
CAUSE
44 (MarJApr. 1983).
3. The term “Political Action Committee” or “PAC” does not appear in the Federal Election Campaign Act.
A PAC is any committee sponsored by a corporation, labor union or other group of persons which
receives contributions or makes expenditures over a total of $1,000during a calendar year. 2 U.S.C.A.
$$431(4), 441b(b) (West 1985). The definition of a PAC (or “committee”) under California law is similar. A
federal PAC that qualifies as a “multicandidate political committee” can contribute up to $5,000in the
primary and $5,000in the general election to any federal candidate. See 2 U.S.C.A. §§441a(a)(2),
441a(a)(4), 431(1) (West 1985). California has no comparable definition of a multicandidate committee. In
California, committees receiving or expending $500 or more must register and file campaign statements.
CAL.GOV’TCODE$82013 (West Supp. 1985).
4. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT,
POLITICAL ACTIONCOMMIITEES:THEIR EVOLUTION
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AND THEIR
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FOR THE POmCAL SYSTEM, Report No. 81-246,
at 56 (1981) (hereinafter cited as GOV’T
REPORT
No. 81-246);Federal Election Comm’n,PAC Support of Incumbents Increases in ’84 Elections, Press
Release, May 19,1985.
5. GOV’TREPORTNo.81-246,supra note 4,at 83;FEC Press Release, supra note 4.
6. FPPC, THE CALIFORNIA PAC PHENOMENON (May 1980).
7. Unless otherwise indicated, California figures are drawn from published reports of the California Fair
Political Practices Commission (FPPC).
8. Federal Election Comm’n,FEC Releases Final Statistics on 1979-80 Congressional Races, Press Release,
Mar. 7,1982;Federal Election Comm’n, FEC Releases Final Report on 1981-82Congressional Elections,
Press Release, Dec. 2,1983;FEC Press Release, supra note 4;PACs & Lobbies, June 5,1985,p. 3;see John
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9. Federal Election Comm’n,FEC Releases Final Report on 1980 Presidential Primary Activity, Press
Release, Nov. 15,1981.During the 1980 presidential primary, candidates received $1.56million from PACs
and $73.57million from individuals. If public matching funds of $30.86 million are added to the primary
totals, then PAC contributions comprise only 1.5% of all the money received by presidential candidates.
Figures for the 1984 presidential election are not yet available.
10. For some of the literature addressing the problems of PACs, see Edwin Epstein, PACs and the Modern
Political Process, in THE IMPACT OF THE MODERNCORPORATION 399-496 (Betty Bock, et al., eds. 1984);
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(Pamphlet 1984);
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CAUSE,
PEOPLE
AGAINSTPACS (Pamphlet 1983); Gary C. Jacobson, Political Action Committees, Electoral Politics, and
Congressional Ethics (unpublished manuscript prepared for the Project on Legislative and Representative
Ethics of the Hastings Center, Apr. 1983); Political Action Committees and Campaign Finance, 22 Ariz.L.
Rev. 351 (1980) (symposium).
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11. A California Poll by the Mervin Field organization reported that 42%of Californians view PACs as a “bad
thing,” while 36%view them as a “good thing.” The Field Institute, California Opinion Index, Campaign
Financing (Feb. 1985). At the national level, a majority of Americans believe PACs have too much
influence over the political process. See MONEYAND POLITICS26 (briefing book for the Aspen Institute
Conference on Campaign Finance, 1985).
12. For a history of the prohibition on corporate and labor contributions, see Edwin Epstein, The Emergence
of Political Action Committees, in POLITICAL
FINANCE
159-197 (Herbert E. Alexander ed. 1979); Edwin
OF
Epstein, corporations and Labor Unions in Electoral Politics, 425 A N N A I S OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY
POLITICAL
AND SOCIAL
SCIENCE 433-58 (1976); United States v. UAW, 352 US. 567 (1957).
13. Federal Election Comm’n v. NEA, 457 E Supp. 1102 (D.D.C. 1978).
14. GOV’TREPORTNO. 81-246, supra note 4, at 34.
15. CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCHSERVICE,POLITICAL ACTIONCOMMWIXES: THEIR EVOLUTION
AND GROWTH
AND
THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE POLITICAL SYSTEM 35 (1981).
16. Multicandidate committees were defied as committees that had been registered with the FEC for at
least six months, received contributionsfrom more than fifty persons and made contributions to more
than five federal candidates. 2 U.S.C.A. §441a(a)(4) (West 1985).
17. FEC Advisory Opinion No. 197523 (Dec. 3,1975) (“Sun PAC”).
18. 424 US. 1 (1976); see Federal Election Comm’n v. NCPAC, 105 S. Ct. 1459 (1985).
19. See also First Nat’l Bank v. Bellotti, 435 US. 765 (1978) (Supreme Court unwilling to limit corporate or
PAC expenditures to “equalize” spending on a ballot measure question).
20. FEDERAL ELECTION
COMM’N,
FEC REPORTSON FINANCIAL
ACTMTY 1979-1980: FINALREPORT,
PRESIDENTIAL
PRE-NOMINATION
CAMPAIGNS1-5 (1981). Comparable information is not yet available for the 1984
presidential election.
21. Campaign Practices Reports, Feb. 25,1985, p. 2; FEC Press Release (Mar. 7,1982), supra note 8; FEC
Press Release (Dec. 2,1983), supra note 8; FEC Press Release, supra note 4. PACs contribute a larger
percentage to House candidates than they do to Senate candidates.Compare figures to those cited in
note 8, supra.
22. FEC Press Release (Dec. 2,1983), supra note 8, at 2.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. GOV’TREPORTNO. 81-246, supra note 4, at 83.
26. Federal Election Comm’n,FEC Publishes Final 1981-82PAC Study, Press Release, Nov. 29,1983, p. 2.
27. 2 U.S.C.A. §441b@)(4) (West 1985).
28. FEC Press Release, supra note 26.
29. GOV’TREPORTNO. 81-246, supra note 4, at 56; FEC Press Release, supra note 26, at 2.
30. FEC Press Release, id.
31. FEC Press Release (Dec. 2,1983), supra note 8, at 2.
supra note 10, at 7879 (1983).
32. DREW,
33. See, e.g., Diana M. Evans, The Effects of PAC Contributions on Roll Call Voting (unpublished manuscript
prepared for delivery at the conference Electoral Reform in California: The Current Agenda, University of
California, Davis, May 31,1985 (citing further authorities)).
34. See GOV’T
REPORTNO. 81-246, supra note 4, at 56,83; FEC Press Release, supra note 26, at 2.
35. FEC Press Release (Dec. 2,1983), supra note 8, at 2.
36. FEC Press Release, supra note 26, at 2.
No. 81-246, supra note 4, at 2.
37. FEC Press Release, supra note 26, at 3; GOV’TREPORT
38. FEC Press Release, supra note 26, at 2.
39. During the 1984 general election, for example, the National Rifle Association spent $250,000 in Texas to
help Republican Representative Phil Gramm win a Senate seat. Other PACs are independently spending
increasing amounts of money on campaigns instead of contributing that money to the candidates directly.
See George Lardner,Jr., Have Cash, Will Spend-By Mysell; Washington Post National Weekly Edition,
Nov. 12,1984,p. 15. Ideological PACs also make more independent expenditures than any of the other
types of PACs. (See Chapter 8, “Wealthy Candidates and Independent Expenditures.”)
40. See generally David Adamany, Political Parties in the 1980s, in MONEYAND P O ~ I CINSTHE UNITEDSTATES:
FINANCING ELECTIONS
IN THE 1980s 70-121 (Michael Malbin ed. 1984).
41. In 1980 the FPPC found that the growth of California PACs was comparable to the growth of federal
PACs. But the FPPC also found that direct corporate and labor contributions to candidates in California
had also risen, whereas such contributions are prohibited at the federal level. FPPC, supra note 6.
42. See GOV’TREPORT
No. 81-246, supra note 4, at 83; FEC Press Release, supra note 4, at 2.
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43. The term “interest group” includes PACs (corporate, trade association,labor and ideological),
corporations, businesses and labor unions.
44. Assembly Speaker Brown’scontributions are deducted ffom the overall figures because he receives
contributions as a caucus leader and not as an individual candidate. If his $1.2 million is included, the
average California Assemblymember would have received $64,000 in PAC-corporate-labor contributions in
the 1982 general election.
45. FEDERAL ELECTION
COMM’N, REFQF~TSON FINANCIAL ~ C n V r r y1981-1982,
,
U.S. HOUSE
AND SENATE CAMPAIGNS.
46. Id. at 14, 23.
47. Twenty-two corporate PACs made contributions of $5,000 or more to Assembly candidates during the
1982 general election. One of them, Hughes Corporation, appeared on the list of top 25 California PACs
and is thus included in the Commission’stop 25 PAC survey.
48. The Commission has chosen to analyze a representative sampling of large PAC donors. Unliie the FEC at
the national level, the California FPPC does not provide aggregate information on PAC contributions by
specific categories. Thus,it is difficult to determine how rapidly corporate, labor or trade association
PACs have grown in California, how much they contributeeach year, or how they raise and disburse their
funds.
49. Although negative option or reverse checkoffs have been declared invalid as coercive under federal law,
Federal Election Comm’n v. N U ,457 E Supp. 1102 (D.D.C. 1978), they are still permitted under California
law.
50. The median was chosen rather than the average because the median is not skewed by high or low
contributors. For example, if five PACs contribute $5,000 and one PAC contributes $200,000,the median
contribution is $5,000 and the average contribution is $37,600.The median figure in some instances paints
a more accurate picture of PAC contributions than the average figure.
51. For a discussion of the relationships between PACs and political parties, see ALEXANDERAND HAGGERTY,
supra note 10.
52. 424 US. 1,38 (1976); see Mott v. Federal Election Comm’n, 494 E Supp. 131 (D.D.C. 1980).
53. California Medical Ass’n v. Federal Election Comm’n, 453 U.S. 182 (1982); MOM, 494 E Supp. 131.
54. MOW. CODE ANN. @1337-101 to 13-37-308 (1983).
55. Obey-Leach Bill,H.R. 4428,98thCong., lst S e a (1983). A spirited debate has been conducted over the
merits of an aggregate limit on PAC contributions. See, e.g.,symposium articles, 22 Ariz. L. Rev., supra
note 10, at 603-674.
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CHAPTER 5

Partisan Sources of
C a m p a i g n Money:
Transfers,
Legislative C a u c u s
C o n t r i b u t i o n s and
Political Party
Contributions
The big bucks to fund today’s high-priced campaigns
don’t come from the parties; the parties don’t have
the power to attract them.. ..Assembly candidates. . .
run to Speaker Willie Brown. I n the state Senate, they
go to David Roberti. Republicans go to the minority
leaders of each house. From the leaderships’ coffws,
the money is filtered to the needy candidates.
-Pat Keeble, Contra Costa Times’

P

olitical organizations have traditionally played a major role in modern electoral poli-

tics. In the United States,the political parties formulate commonly held values or stan-

dards, articulate new ideas, promote party members as candidates for public office,
collect money and servicesfrom party supporters,and focus support behind party candidates
in critical races? The parties’ integration of money, campaign skills, organization and philosophy have helped make American democracy a potent and enduring force in the modern political world?
In California, political parties were weakened during the Progressive Era of 1910 to 1920.
Public suspicion of political bosses and machine systems led to state laws which rendered
political parties incapable of strong organization and leadership: In the last decade, however,
partisan political organizations in California have begun to see a resurgence. Much of this
growth has been nourished by money.
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Ten years ago most campaign contributions in California were given by individuals, businesses and labor unions. In recent years, however, campaign costs have risen sharply. Candidates and elected officials have been unable to finance their campaigns from traditional
sources. As a result, they have turned to a new source of money: partisan contributions from
other legislators and legislative caucuses.

A. Democrats and Republicans Rely Equally on Partisan Sources of Money
Although Their Techniques Differ
Partisan contributions are made by elected officials, political individuals or organizations
who act as “middlemen” or “brokers”for contributions. These middlemen collect campaign
contributions from various sources and redistribute them to candidates. In California candidates increasingly depend on large campaign contributions from three partisan sources:
transfers-campaign funds received by individual officeholders and given to other
candidates;
legislative caucus contributions-money collected by committees organized by
members of one party in each house of the Legislature and distributed to candidates, and;
rn political party contributions-money raised and distributed by the official California Democratic and Republican Parties.
Some observers argue there is a fourth source of partisan money in California-large
PACs which consistently give the bulk of their contributionsto members of one political party.
For example, United for California, a business-oriented PAC, gives over 98%of its contributions to Republicans; certain labor unions give comparable percentages to Democrats. Although there is some merit in treating these entities as “partisan” contributors,they are more
usefully discussed in the context of PACs. (See Chapter 4, “PACs.”)
Legislative candidates in California now receive almost 30%of their campaign funds from
partisan sources. In 1984, for example, Democrats raised 27% of their campaign funds from
partisan sources while Republicans raised 30%.Partisan sources have rapidly become an
important source of campaign contributions in California today.
Democrats and Republicans raise comparable percentages of partisan money, but the two
parties differ in their techniques. Democrats rely almost exclusively on transfers, while Republicans raise relatively equal amounts in transfers, caucus contributions and party contributions. (See Table 5.1.)
Although Democrats rely more on transfers while Republicans rely more on caucus or
party contributions,the actual differences between the two parties’ approaches are not great.
Democrats traditionally organize committees, such as “1984Assembly Democrats” or “Support Our Senate,” to receive and redistribute contributions. The FPPC defines contributions
from these committees as “transfers”from Assembly Speaker Willie Brown or Senate President pro Tem David Roberti because Brown and Roberti control the respective committees.
Assembly Republicans also create a committee, the “Assembly Republican Political Action Committee” (ARPAC), to receive and redistribute funds. But ARPAC is not.officially
controlled by one individualAssembly member.ARPAC contributions are thus legally defined
as “political committee”contributions from the Assembly Republicans’ legislative caucus. As
a practical matter, therefore, differences between the Democratic and Republican approaches
turn on legal definitions of “control.”

B. Transfers Are the Fastest Growing Source of Campaign Money in
California
The transfer of funds from one legislator’s campaign committee to another candidate’s
committee is the fastest growing source of funds for legislative campaigns. Between 1980and
1982, transfers doubled as a percentage of total funds received by successful Assembly candiPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
ELECTRONIC REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED
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Table 5.1
PARTISAN SOURCES OF CAMPAIGN MONEY
1984 GENERAL ELECTION

Democrats
T o t a I Con,tr i b u t i o n s from
AI 1 Sources

$ 12,694,420

3,009,506
(24%)

Transfers

$10,932,750

$23,627,170

1,359,355
(12%)

4,368,861
(18%)

1,100,180
(10%)

1,224,539
( 5 %1

Legislative
Caucuses*

124,359
(1%)

Parties

269,469
(2%)

863,054
(8%)

3,403,334
(27%)

3,322,589
(30%)

T o t a I P a r t I san
Funds

Tota I

Republicans

1,132,523
(5%)
6,725,923
( 2 8 %)

*This category a l s o Includes c o n t r i b u t i o n s from p o l i t i c a l c l u b s
o r c o m m i t t e e s and' l o c a l c a n d i d a t e s o r o f f i c e h o l d e r s , a s l i s t e d
under FPPC c a t e g o r y , l l P o l i t i c a l O r g a n i z a t i o n s . I 1

Source: C a l i f o r n i a Commission on Campaign F i n a n c i n g d a t a
a n a l y s i s o f FPPC R e p o r t on t h e 1984 G e n e r a l E l e c t i o n

dates-from 10%to 20%.During the same period winning State Senators increased their
reliance on transfers from 4%to 25%.6
Because California law does not limit the amount one
candidate may give another, transfers may continue to grow in the future.
Legislative leaders, primarily Assembly Speaker Willie Brown and Senate President pro
Tem David Roberti, decide who gets how much money. They frequently determine whether or
not a given race is seriously contested. Brown alone transferred $2.3 million to 41 candidates
in 1982 and $1.4 million to only 17 candidates in 1984 ($84,000per candidate on the average).
Along with the money, legislative leaders will usually send an experienced campaign consultant to manage the campaign.
There is no requirement that a candidate consult the original contributor before transferring funds to another candidate. Some contributors are not concerned about the transfer of
funds they have given; sophisticated contributors to legislative leaders often expect it. Others
are undoubtedly upset that their money goes to candidates they do not like and who are
running in distant parts of the state.
1. Origins of Trcmsfers:Democrats Spark Spectacular Growth
As recently as 1978, transfers were a relatively minor source of campaign funds. But in
1980 Assembly Majority Leader Howard Berman found himself stalemated in his drive to
topple Leo McCarthy as Speaker of the Assembly. Whoever emerged from the general election
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with more DemocraticAssembly allies would apparently win this coveted political prize. The
bitter split in Democratic Assembly ranks produced two separate political organizations supporting Democratic candidates with money and technical advice: one allied with Berman and
the other with McCarthy. The Berman and McCarthy camps raised and transferred stunningly large amounts of money. These transfers tipped the outcome of many Assembly races
and left an indelible impression in the minds of many that transfers were an effective political
weapon.
In one highly competitive 1980 general election race, for example, McCarthy Democrats
gave Pat Johnston of Stockton 40% of his $400,000 campaign treasury.He won by 35 votes. In
another apparently non-competitive race, Democratic legislators allied with Berman gave
Democratic Assembly candidate Robert Henry a large and sudden last-minute infusion of
cash against incumbent Republican Bill Ivers of Pasadena. This “blitzkrieg”during the last
five days of the campaign was unsuccessful, but it did make the race far closer than expected.
Table 5.2

-

ASSEMBLY CAMPAIGN FUNDS COMPARED
1982 Genera 1

68th A.D.

E I e c t i on

C o m p e t i t i v e d i s t r i c t , open s e a t ( n o
incumbent r u n n i n g f o r r e e l e c t i o n ) .
STANTON-R
46% of v o t e

CLUTE-D

548 o f v o t e

OFFICEHOLDERS

OFFICEHOLDERS

72%

Total

CLUTE

STANTON

BUSINESS

Expenditures

$196,751

$ 2 2 9 , 5 17

Partisan
Money

S o u r c e : C a l i f o r n i a Commission on Campaign F i n a n c i n g d a t a
a n a l y s i s o f FPPC R e p o r t on t h e 1 9 8 2 G e n e r a l E l e c t i o n
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By 1982 transfers had become the dominant source of funds for Democrats running in
competitive open seat races. Dan Hauser (D-Eureka), for example, received 75%of his
itemized $213,000campaign war chest from Democratic legislators,winning with 50.8%of the
vote. Steve Clute of Riverside received 72%of his itemized $193,000 in transfers, winning with
54%of the vote. (See 'bble 5.2.) Jack O'Connell of Santa Barbara received 71%of his itemized
$178,000campaign treasury from Democratic legislators,winning with 50.6%of the vote. (See
'bble 5.6 below) Three more Democrats won open seats with over 60%of their funds coming
from legislators.
lkansfers were also used to protect incumbents under attack, both in the general election
and in the primary. In the general election, for example, Assemblyman Terry Goggin (D-San
Bernardino) received 55%of his itemized $239,000 war chest from fellow legislators and
barely won with 51.6%of the vote. (See Table 5.3.) In the primary, Assemblyman Tom Bates (DOakland) received 43%of his itemized $142,000 treasury from fellow legislators and won
handily.

Table 5.3

-

ASSEMBLY CAMPAIGN FUNDS COMPARED

66th A.D.

1982 General Election

A Republican mounts a last-minute challenge to
a Democratic incumbent In a Democratic distrfct.
GOGG I N-D
52% o f vote

M I LLER-R

48% o f vote

Total Expenditures
GOGG I N

MILLER

$240,556

$87,290

Par tlsa n
Money

Source: California Commission on Campaign Financing data
analysis o f FPPC Report on t h e 1982 General Election
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’Ikansfersagain played a dominant role in financing many 1984 competitive campaigns.
Dan Hauser, for example, received $331,000 in cash from Speaker Willie Brown in the
1983-1984 period. He received an additional $42,000 from other Democratic legislatorsgiving him a total of at least $373,000 in transfers from Democratic legislators. Hauser eventually collected a total of $627,000 in contributions for the primary and general elections, a
record for his district?

2. Republicans Get into the Game
In 1980 Republicans largely sat on the sidelines and watched their Democratic colleagues
transfer campaign funds. But in 1982 Republicans got into the game. Assembly Minority
Leader Bob Naylor transferred almost $300,000 to Republican candidates, and major GOP
candidates started to receive transfers as a substantial part of their campaign war chests.
Fellow Republicans gave Assemblyman Chuck Imbrecht (R-Ventura) $170,000 (one-third
of his total) in his narrow defeat for a State Senate seat. Republican strategists also attempted
a “blitzkrieg,”giving Albert Miller 83%of his funds in an unsuccessful challengeto Democrat
Goggin. (See ‘Pable 5.3.) Though Miller spent only $87,000,he concentrated that spending in
the final days of the campaign and came close to unseating Goggin.
Republican transfers were also heavy during the 1984 general election. In the HauserWalsh race, Republican Walsh received $102,000 from Assembly Minority Leader Robert
Naylor and other Republicans. Walsh collected a total of $513,000 during his campaign.

3. The Effects of Transfers on Elections
Although transfers are a relatively new phenomenon on California’s political landscape,
they have had a number of effects on the state’s electoral process. Some of these effects have
been beneficial and some unfortunate.

a. Beneficial Effects
The first beneficial effect of transfers has been to increase competition in selected races.
Campaign costs have skyrocketed in the 1980,1982 and 1984 elections. Candidates can no
longer realisticallyhope to raise sufficient funds for competitive races from family,friends and
local supporters. Individuals and organizations with specific interests in pending legislation
are willing to make sizeable contributions,but these contributions flow to incumbents with
power, not to political newcomers. Influentialincumbentsand their caucuses therefore collect
money from special interests and redistribute it to other candidates in competitive racesboth new candidates and incumbents-whose campaign treasuries are meager.
’Ikansferrecipients are able to wage well-financed, highly competitive campaigns which
otherwise might have been substantially uncontested. New candidates in particular have
used ‘transfersto compete more effectively against incumbents. Without this partisan funding, many newcomers could not match the fundraisingpower of incumbents. (For two strong
1982 challenges to incumbents, see Tables 5.4 and 5.5.)
’Ikansfershave also increased competition by candidates who have traditionally had d s i culty raising money. This has been true for candidates in poorer districts where little local

campaign funding is available. It has also been somewhat true for women and minority candidates who have historically been underrepresented in the Legislature. Assemblywoman
Gloria Molina (D-Los Angeles), for example, won a tough 1982 primary fight with a $9,500
transfer from Assemblywoman Maxine Waters (D-Los Angeles) and smaller transfers from
Democratic Assemblywomen Moore, Hughes and m e r . The Waters transfer was Molina’s
largest single contribution.Although Molina received only 8% of her total budget in transfers,
this amount may have made the difference in her narrow margin of victory.
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Table 5.4
ASSEMBLY CAMPAIGN FUNDS COMPARED

-

9th A.D.

1982 General Electlon

A Democrat challenges a Republican
Incumbent in a competltlve dlstrlct.
F I LANTE-R
55% of vote

CHIGNELL-D
45% of vote

BUSINESS

Total Expenditures
$230,359
......
.....

CH I GNELL

$ 1 53,489

Part I san
Money

Source: Cal lfornla Commlsslon on Campaign Financing data
analysls of FPPC Report on the 1982 General Election

In addition,transfers have increased competitionin races where one candidate is personally wealthy and can vastly outspend his or her opponent. In the Firestone-O’Connellrace, for
example, Republican Brooks Firestone raised $155,000 in personal and family money, spending a total of $330,000. His Democratic opponent, Jack O’Connell, was able to raise only
$80,000, but he received an additional $122,000 in transfers from Speaker Willie Brown. Despite being outspent,O’Connell won by a narrow 50.6%vote margin. Without the large transfer
from Brown, O’Connell would not have been able to win the election. (See Thble 5.6.)

A second beneficial effect of transfers has been to allow candidates to spend less time
fundraising and more time campaigning. A large transfer also allows candidates to make
planning and budgeting decisionsmore easily. Once a race is targeted by the legislative leadership for transfer money, the candidate’scampaign manager knows suffkient fundswill arrive
to execute the campaign plan.
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Table 5.5
ASSEMBLY CAMPAIGN FUNDS COMPARED

-

65th A.D.

1982 General Electfon

A Republican challenges a Democratic
incumbent in a competitfve district.
BADER-R
53% of vote

CRAMER-D
47% of vote

w
OFFICEEOLDERS

BUSINESS

Total Expenditures
BADER

CRAMER

6204,064

$ 1 93,072

Part Isan
Money

Source: Callfornfa Commfsslon on Campafgn Financing data
analysis of FPPC Report on t h e 1982 General Electfon

A third beneficial effect of transfers is arguably that they immunize transfer recipients
from specialinterest influence. Because transfer money flows from the initial contributorto a
few key legislative leaders, these leaders can act as a buffer between special interests and
candidates. 'R-ansfer recipients may give less deference to special interest positions in formulating their campaign platforms. On the other hand, this beneficial effect may be offset by
legislative quid pro quos delivered by the leadership to major contributors during and after
the election.
b. Detrimental Effects
'kansfers, on the other hand, have disrupted the electoral process in severalrespects. First
and perhaps foremost, transfers inject a psychologically destabilizing element into campaigns. Candidates know that at any moment their opponents may suddenly receive as much
as $200,000 in last-minute money. This threat encourages candidates to stockpile large cash
reserves. 'R-ansfers thus contribute to an ''arms race" mentality between candidates.
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Table 5 . 6
ASSEMBLY CAMPAIGN FUNDS COMPARED

-

35th A.D.

1982 General Electlon

Competltlve dlstrlct, open seat.
Flrestone a n d members of h l s f a m l l y made
substantlal contrlbutlons to hls campaign.

-

F I RESTONE-R
49.4% of vote

0 1 CON N E L L D
50.6% of vote

v

I

OFFICEHOLDERS

/

Total Expendltures

0 CONNEL L

$ 2 0 1 ,780

Part I san
Money

F I RESTONE

Source: Callfornla Commlsslon on Campalgn Flnanclng data
analysts of FPPC Report o f the 1982 General Electlon

During the 1984 general election, for example, “Republicans, in a sudden blitz, capitalized
on a surge in GOP voter registration in Orange County and targeted Sen. Paul Carpenter of
Cypress, the Senate Democratic Caucus chairman, for ouster by Margaret Vineyard [the Republican andi id ate]."^ Vineyard had raised only $58,000 by October 20, 1984, but she was
given at least $193,000in the next two weeks by Republicansand Republican-orientedpolitical
action committees.Vineyard ended up raising a total of $259,000.Last-minute blitzes such as
this create a pall of uncertainty over the fundraising process and spur many candidates to
redouble their fundraising efforts.
Second, in some instances transfers may decrease competition in primary elections. Even
though an incumbent may not have much cash on hand, a potential challenger may be reluctant to initiate a competitive battle where the incumbent has ready access to large transfers.
In the general election, however, challengers and incumbents can each draw on partisan
sources of money if legislative leaders target their races as winnable.
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Third, transfers may weaken the bond candidates feel toward their districts. If the bulk of
their money comes from out-of-districtsources, candidatesmay give local issues and fundraising appeals a lower priority. Sacramento partisan strategists may pressure candidates to
maximize their local fundraising, but in a few instances candidates have been funded almost
totally by transfers. (See Chapter 3, “Who Pays?’)
Finally,transfers tend to obscure the original source of campaign contributions. mically
a PAC might give money to a powerful incumbent with a relatively safe seat-for example,
Assembly Majority Floor Leader Mike Roos (D-LosAngeles). Roos might transfer these funds
to Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, who might then re-transfer the money to a needy Assembly candidate. That candidate and his opponent may have only the vaguest of notions as to the
original source of the money. SeveralRepublican candidates have attacked their opponents for
taking so much money in transfers from Brown, but their attacks have had little apparent
effect on the outcome of their elections. ’llansfers make it difficult to raise the original contributor’s identity as a campaign issue.
There have been a few instances in which the original contributor’s identity has become a
campaign issue. In the 1982general election, Republican candidate Charles Bader accused his
Democratic opponent Assemblyman Jim Cramer of receiving transfer money from Speaker
Willie Brown. Bader also accused Brown of receiving this money from the manufacturers of
drug paraphernalia. Cramer lost the race, although the effectiveness of Bader’s attack is dEicult to measure.
4. The Effects of Transfers on the Legislative Process
’llansfers are typically viewed as affecting elections, but they also have a serious impact
on the legislative process. This impact is less visible, however, and warrants careful analysis.
The first and ultimately most troubling effect of transfers has been to heighten the appearance of corruption in the Legislature.Legislative leaders feel themselves under increasing
pressure to raise and transfer larger and larger sums of money. They often do so by soliciting
contributions from individuals and organizations who are affected by legislation and are
willing to contribute money to influence its outcome.8 As more and more money flows to
legislative leaders for re-transfer to party candidates, the appearance of a quid pro quo exchange of contributions for influence increases. Legislative leaders acquire the image of modern-day political “bosses.”’bansfers thus damage the reputation of the California Legislature.
These characterizations,of course, must be taken with a grain of salt. Legislative leaders
retain their posts at the pleasure of their colleagues. Democratic Assembly members, for
example, place enormous pressure on the Assembly Speaker to raise money and he must
respond to this pressure if he is to keep his leadership position. The Speaker is thus less
responsible for the appearance of a quid pro quo between contributions and votes than is the
fundraising dynamic itself-a dynamic which induces any political leader to raise larger and
larger sums.
In April 1984,for example, Brown indicated he might not raise campaign funds to oppose
the Gann Initiative (Proposition 24) on the June ballot because he feared “amisunderstanding
with some of my membership who literally demand that every nickel I raise go to ensure that
they get themselves reelected.”’ Political editor Martin Smith has commented, “[Ulnder the
present system, the Speaker has become more of a functionary, a political fund coordinator,
and less of a true leader than in prior years.””
A second effect of transfers is that they have become an important although dubious
criterion in the selection of legislative leaders. Senate Democrats, shocked at the 1980 upset
election loss of veteran Al Rodda, replaced their President pro Tem James Mills with David
Roberti. A key factor in this move was Roberti’s promise to raise transfer money for fellow
Democrats. Roberti delivered on his promise and transferred over $700,000 in 1982.The lesson
is clear. Fundraising success is a key qualification for leadership positions.
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Top leadership posts also went to successful fundraisers on the Assembly side. During the
1982 election cycle (1981-1982), Majority Floor Leader Mike Roos raised $642,000 while Assistant Speaker pro Tem Tom Bane (D-Van Nuys) raised $410,000 (although Bane retained
much of this money for his own war chest). Similar developments followed the 1984 election.
Senate Democrats replaced Senator John Garamendi (D-Walnut Grove) as Democratic Floor
Leader with Senator Barry Keene (D-Benicia) “who pledged to make the No. 2 party post
more aggressively political in the election of Democrats”-an indirect promise to raise and
transfer more campaign money.”
This growing reliance on transfers has thus elevated fundraising abilities over substantive
talents as a criterion for the selection of legislativeleaders. Legislatorslearn that advancement
inside the Legislature depends more on their monetary skills than their ideas or organizational
abilities. Conversely, the acquisition of leadership positions enables legislators to raise even
more money. According to Carl Ingram and Jerry Gillam of the Los Angeles Times, “Theposts
of committee chairmen are highly prized.. ..Committee heads also are in a better position to
solicit campaign contributions at election time from interests whose legislation comes before
their various panels.”’2Bansfers thus heighten the pressure on all legislators to raise more and
more money.

A third effect of transfers has been their influence in raising the costs of campaigns.
Legislators are aware that their assignment to important committees and to leadership positions may depend on their ability to raise and transfer large sums of money. They are also
aware that their election opponents can receive sudden last-minuteinfluxes of transfer money
from opposing political leaders. Even though very few legislators are defeated by such transfers, it only takes one or two instances to put the average legislator on edge. Incumbents thus
stockpile funds for potential transfers-both to demonstrate the incumbent’s value to party
leaders and to discourage or anticipate last-minute electoral attacks. Incumbents now build
these war chests in both the election and off-election years. (See Chapter 6, “Off Year
F’undraising,” and Chapter 7, “Negative Consequences.”) Bansfers from stockpiled funds
more than doubled between 1980 and 1982 and their growth shows little signs of slowing.
A fourth effect of transfers is their claimed effect on party discipline. Some-including
many political scientists-argue that transfers are desirable because they help the party’s
leaders maintain legislative coherence in the Senate and Assembly. Without the ability to
distribute money, they argue, the party leader will lose his or her ability to “keepthe troops in
line’’ and to implement a legislative program.
This argument may be overstated. On the one hand, very few instances have been cited
where the Assembly Speaker or the Senate President pro Tem have used the threat of withholding transfers to obtain an incumbent’s legislative vote. Legislative leaders have other
potent weapons for inducing legislative discipline-such as the threat to reduce legislators’
office space, cut their staff or give them poor committee assignments. On critical votes affecting major pieces of legislation, leaders will often encourage legislators to strengthen their
chances for reelection by voting in accordance with their constituents’ wishes. Legislative
staffers contend that the sole criterion used in transferring money is its effectivenessin electing party members, not in coercing legislative discipline.
On the other hand, transfers may enhance legislative discipline to a minor extent. Candidates who win their elections with the assistance of large transfers from Assembly Speaker
Brown arrive in Sacramento feeling indebted to him. The Speaker’s power is enhanced by
having another party member in the Assembly and transfer recipients are probably committed to vote for the retention of Brown as Speaker. Nevertheless, other internal controls at the
Speaker’s command appear to be a more significant form of influence. The need for party
discipline seems a minor justification for transfers.
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A fifth effect of transfers is quite the opposite of the fourth. Some argue that transfers
enable individual legislators to resist the power of their leaders and allow members of one
ideological faction to maintain their independence from the majority members of the caucus.
By financially supporting fellow party members in close elections or by transferring money to
like-minded newcomers, legislators win friends and allies in the Legislature. Senator H.L.
Richardson (R-Arcadia), for example, has transferred money to build a conservative block of
supporters in the Republican Assembly and Senate caucuses. And during the 1980 BermanMcCarthy Assembly Speakership struggle,transfers allowed Assemblyman Howard Berman
and his supporters to gain the support of candidates who, when elected, would help them
challenge the incumbent leadership.’lkansfersare therefore defended as giving dissident legislators the ability to challenge the ideological direction of their party-and, in some instances,
to build alternative power bases to current legislative leaders.
Despite this, the use of transfers to build alternativepower bases can exact a heavy price.
Allowing competing or dissident legislators to transfer money to other candidates fractionalizes the political parties and undermines legislative leadership. Legislators spend excessive
amounts of time in intramural political squabbling instead of devoting their energies to the
business of legislating.

C. Legislative Caucus Contributions Aid Assembly Republicans
California has four legislative caucuses: the Assembly Democratic Caucus, the Senate
Democratic Caucus, the Assembly Republican Caucus and the Senate Republican Caucus.
Each caucus contains all the members of one party from one house of the Legislature. Although all caucus members may vote during caucus meetings, most matters are delegated to a
few key legislators.
Each caucus elects its own leaders. The caucus leaders occasionally recommend caucus
positions on legislation and policy which are then approved by the caucus as a whole. Caucus
leaders also distribute contributions received by the caucuses to party candidates. Most caucus members are generally content to delegate fundraising and disbursements of campaign
money to caucus leaders.
In theory, there is a significant difference between transfers and caucus contributions.
’Ikansfers are controlled by a single individual. Caucus contributions are disbursed by the
party leadership subject to review by the entire caucus membership. ’lkansfers thus reflect
the will of a single person, while caucus contributions reflect the will of a caucus majority.
In practice, however, the differences between transfers and caucus contributions are less
than clear and often turn on fine legal distinctions.Assembly Speaker Brown signs the campaign disclosure statements on behalf of the Democratic Caucus and thus indicates he “controls” the committee. Its contributions are legally deemed “transfers”from Brown. Assembly
Republicans, on the other hand, do not have a single legislator sign the disclosure statements
for the Assembly Republican Political Action Committee (ARPAC). The FPPC assumes that
ARPAC is not controlled by a single legislator.ARPAC‘s contributions are thus deemed “political committee” contributions and not “transfers.”
Top Democratic and Republican staffers have privately indicated that there is no practical
difference betwen ARPAC’s operation and that of Assembly Speaker Brown. Although
Speaker Brown legally claims to control his campaign committee, in practice his decisions to
disburse money are made collectivelyby top Democratic leaders and political aides. Similarly,
ARPAC’s decisions are made collectively by top Republican leaders.
Republican candidates as a whole receive far more in caucus contributions than Democratic candidates. In 1984, for example, Democrats received 1% of their contributions from
legislative caucuses while Republicans received 10%.(See Table 5.1.)
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In the Assembly,Democrats funnel their “caucus”money through transfers because their
committees are “controlled’by Speaker Brown. Republicans conduct most of their formal
caucus activities directly through ARPAC. ARPAC holds at least one annual fundraiser in
Sacramento and one outside Sacramento. It raises most of its funds in large contributions
from individuals or groups with a specific interest in legislation. It also raises some funds in
smaller amounts through direct mail solicitation. During an election the ARPAC staff, the
Minority Leader and three or four other interested legislators decide who receives ARPAC
funds. Other caucus members are not involved. The sole criterion for distribution of ARPAC
funds is a determination whether a Republican candidate has a good chance to win.
In the Senate,legislative caucuses typically give candidates relatively small contributions.
Senate Presidentpro Tem David Roberti has his own campaign committee (“Friendsof David
Roberti”) which he uses to transfer money. He also controls the Senate caucus committee
(“Support Our Senate”),and monies distributed by this committee are deemed transfers from
Roberti. Senator Paul Carpenter (D-Cypress) controls the Senate Democratic Caucus which
gave $80,000 to Democrats in 1982.Although Carpenter’scontributionsare deemed transfers,
members tend to view them more as caucus contributions. Contributions on the Republican
side flow through the Republican Caucus. In 1982 the Senate Republican Caucus divided
$65,150 among five candidates. In 1984 it divided $358,500 among five candidates.

D. Political Party Contributions: Republicans Outstrip Democrats
At the turn of the century, the Republican Party controlled California politics. The Republicans were under the influence of the Southern Pacific Railroad (called by some “The
Octopus”). Progressive reformers led by Governor Hiram Johnson won control of the Republican Party and the state government in 1910.They designed measures to weaken the grip
of political parties over candidates and issues. Laws requiring non-partisan local elections
and civil service status for governmentjobs are still in effect today. Another measure (since
repealed) allowed candidates for legislative and statewide offices to run in the primaries of
both parties and on ballots that did not indicate party affiliations. Governor Johnson also
proposed that all offices including Governor be non-partisan, but the voters rejected this idea
in 1915.13
Republicans dominated state government for much of this century. Only in the late 1950s
did Democrats win control of the Legislature and most state offices. Since then, Democrats
have been the dominant legislativepower. Those who desire access and influence with legislators in power have tended to favor Democrats with their contributions.
To counter this Democratic strength, the California Republican Party has begun to raise
large sums of money for its legislative contenders. In 1982, for example, the Party gave
$1,171,000to Republican candidates. Much of these funds were raised through a highly successful direct mail program. (See Table 5.7.) In contrast Democratic Party fundraising has
been rather anemic.In 1982its principal fundraisingsubcommittee was able to provide candidates with only $85,200.Most of this went to Speaker Brown for redistribution.All Democratic
Party committees gave a total of $154,000 in 1982.
Republicans early on understood the value of searching for large numbers of Californians
who would reliably donate small amounts to the Party. But finding such donors is expensive
and time-consuming. The Republican Party therefore started its direct mail effort in 1972.As
in other successful direct mail fundraising campaigns, the Republican Party plowed all its
receipts during the first few years into additional “prospecting” mailings. Now the Party is
reaping the rewards with a contribution list of approximately400,000 people. “Lists of names
are worth their weight in gold in politics,” affirmed Assembly Minority Leader N01an.l~
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Table 5.7
CALIFORNIA REPUBLICAN PARTY
INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
1984 Proposed Expenditures

1983 Actual Expenditures

m
PRIOR

<:\
LEGAL

1983 Actual Income

DIRECT MAIL

&

ACCOUNTITG

1984 Projected Income

DIRECT MAIL

SPECIAL EVEWTS

Source: Callfornla Republican Party

Democrats acknowledge that they are far behind in direct mail fundraising.Former Party
Executive Director Mike Gordon reports that the Democrats failed to develop lists of small
donors until 1982. Since then they have increased their lists from 9,000 to 45,000 names and
hope for further rapid growth. While the Democratic Party is financially too weak to make
large contributionsto legislative campaigns,it is now aggressively pursuing voter registration,
absentee ballot and get-out-the-vote programs. Democrats are close to matching Republican
efforts in these areas.
Developments in California closely parallel national trends. The national Republican Party
organizationoutraised Democrats by a ratio of approximatelyfour-to-onein 1984, but this gap
was significantly smaller than in previous years. In 1984 “Democrats in general were able to
spend dime-for-dime in the House races where it mattered the most, ending years of Republican dominance in the ability to marshal money and technical resources for strategic
races,” reported the Wall Street Journal.“
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Californiaparties today are nominally controlled by large, unwieldy state central committees. (See %ble 5.8.) Party chairmen and key elected officials in Sacramento and Washington,
D.C., however, make most day-to-day party decisions. The organizational structure for each
party is prescribed by law in the California Elections Code and implemented by party bylaws.''

Table 5.8
COMPOSITION OF
CALIFORNIA POLITICAL PARTY ORGANIZATIONS
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEES
Democratlc Party
(1723 members)

Republ lcan Party
(1226 members)

One-third: elected offlclals,
holdovers, nomlnees, and
thelr appolntments.
(Offlceholders, nomlnees
and holdovers each get 2
or 3 appolntments dependlng
on thelr posltlon.)

Elected offlclals, holdovers, nomlnees, and thelr
appolntments. (By-laws
provlde that each Incumbent
offlceholder appolnts 8
members; nomlnees appolnt

One-thlrd: appolnted b y
county commlttee. (Two
members for 1st 5,000
reglstered Democrats,
one member for-each
addltlonal 25,000.)

Chalr of each county commlttee and appolntments. (Each
county central commlttee
chair appolnts 1-3 members,
depending on size of
county. )

3.)

One-thlrd: elected at Assembly
dlstrlct caucuses. (Each caucus
selects 5 members.)
EXECUTIVE BOARDS

I

Republ [can Party
( 1 0 0 members)

Democratlc Party
(255 members)
94 County central commlttee
representatlves
80 Assembly dlstrlct
representatlves
27 Co-chalrs o f standlng
commlttees
18 Democratlc Natlonal
Commlttee members
1 1 Caucus chalrs
15 Constltutlonal offlcers,
congresslonal representatlves.
State Senate representatlves,
Assembly representatlves, and
others (offlcers of State
Central Commlttee, etc. 1

18 County chalrmen
14 Elected offlclals and

thelr representatlves
and/or addltlonal
appolntments
2 Republlcan Natlonal
Commlttee members
10 Elected offlcers of
State Central Commlttee

--

Balance appolnted b y
Cha I rman

Source: Callfornla Commlsslon on Campalgn Flnancfng analysls o f
Callfornla Electlons Code, Callfornla Republlcan and Democratlc Party
By-laws, as well as telephone conversatlons w l t h party offlclals
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The Republican organization is made up largely of elected officials, unsuccessful nominees and the appointeesof both groups. The Republican Party is thus potentially controlled by
Republican members of Congress and the State Assembly and Senate.
Democrats responded to grassroots pressure in the 1970sby opening their party to public
participation. Today roughly one-third of the Democratic State Central Committee is composed of elected officials and their appointees; one-third are appointees of county central
committees; and one-third are registered Democrats selected at-large in Assembly District
caucuses which are open to members of the public.
On paper, the Democratic Party is less subject to control by elected officials than the
Republican Party because many Democratic Party members are elected at the grassroots
level. However, the Democratic State Central Committee meets only once a year and the
party’s Executive Board meets only quarterly. As a practical matter these bodies cannot run
the party. Their main responsibilityis the selection of the party Chair and other party officials.
party operations are left in the hands of top officials.
Recently the California Committee for Party Renewal, a non-profit organization devoted
to enhancing the strength of political parties in California, has successfully pursued lawsuits
to invalidate certain legal restraints on party structure and operation. The lawsuits contend
these restrictions violate the federal Constitution’s guarantees of free speech and assembly. In
April 1984a federal district court accepted some of the Committee’s arguments.It held that the
First Amendment was violated by the state prohibition on party endorsements in primary
races and by a state requirement that political parties adopt a particular form of internal
~rganization.’~
In late 1984the California Supreme Court, in a statutory interpretationof existing state law, held that California political parties also have the right to make endorsementsin
non-partisan races.’*
Further appeals may be pursued but most legal observers believe the Committee for Party
Renewal will ultimately prevail. Many party officials now support these efforts. Mike Gordon,
former Executive Director of the California Democratic Party, says the Party has suffered
from sitting out of non-partisan elections in California. However, Gordon believes that Democrats may not endorse candidates in partisan primaries even if the lawsuit prevails. Such
endorsements would require a change in the Party’s by-laws.
In California, a recent law allows state residents to donate money to their party through
their income tax returns. ‘hxpayers can add up to $25 to their tax bill (called a “tax add-on”)
and earmark it for a specific party. The tax add-on law specifies that three individuals from
each party-the party chairman and the party’s Assembly and Senate leaders-must jointly
decide whether to distribute any tax add-on money to candidates or to use it for other
purposes.
In 1983when state tax return forms only listed political parties as recipients of tax add-on
funds, Democrats received $236,000in donations while Republicansreceived $140,000.In 1984
the parties received much smaller tax add-on funds, probably because taxpayers had four
additional causes among which they could divide their voluntary contributions.

E. Summary and Conclusions: Reforms Are Needed to Address Problems
Raised by Partisan Contributions
[Campaignfinance reform] will take some bullet-bitingbecause the top political leaders-on whom
the solution depends-are the biggest beneficiaries of the present system of campaign finance. Because
they have enormous power to make government do what they want it to do, they also can extract
millions of dollars out of the special interests who want something out of government.
- Vic Pollard, Stockton Record”
Democrats receive 27%of their campaign dollars from partisan sources, almost all of it
from legislative transfers. Republicans receive 30%of their funds from partisan sources, their
money being derived from transfers, legislative caucus contributions and contributions from
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the Republican Party. (See Table 5.1.) Regardless of its source, however, partisan money plays
a nearly identical campaign role. These contributionsare often the largest single contribution
a competitive candidate will receive. Partisan money increases competition in selected races.
It enables newcomers to wage effective campaigns for open seats, it makes feasible serious
challenges against incumbents, and it provides some help to women and minorities entering
politics. On the other hand, transfers have heightened internal power struggles in the Legislature,caused legislators to pay increased attention to fundraising, damaged the Legislature’s
reputation and increased overall spending in some campaigns.
There are sigruficant differences between the three forms of partisan money. ”Yansfers,
because they are controlled by one individual and thus highly visible, have received most of
the public’s attention. Caucus contributions, although close to transfers in operation and effect, perhaps have the advantage of somewhat greater democratic control. Political party
contributions have the greatest potential for democratic control, although currently the Republican Party’s contributionsare distributed by its Chairman and the two Republican Minority Leaders. The Democratic Party is not yet able to make substantial legislative campaign
contributions.

Many politicians have reacted to the growth in transfers with calls for limitation or outright ban. Even those who have adroitly employed transfers are unhappy with the current
system. Speaker Brown wrote in 1983, “The obligation that I have as Speaker to assist members of my party at election time is one of the least attractive features of my job. The time that I
must devote to fundraising detracts from my ability to do the things by which a Speaker
should be judged.”” The Speaker supported the Vasconcellos-Lockyerbill which would have
banned transfers altogether.
Despite this apparent broad support, partisan considerations have blocked efforts to
change the current system. Democrats have relied more heavily on transfers and used them
more successfully than Republicans. In 1982 the largest Republican transfer to any candidate
who won his or her election was only $31,000, given to Ed Royce in his drive to capture an
open State Senate seat. This represented only 11%of the total Royce raised. It has thus been
Republican legislators who have primarily urged a ban on transfers.
Most Democrats have resisted the outright elimination of transfers without the compensation of partial public financing. Democrats believe they cannot compete equally with Republicans in raising individual contributions. Democrats often suggest that wealthier
contributors favor Republicans while poorer constituents less able to give favor Democrats.
Democrats are unwilling to ban transfers unless new sources of campaign finance are
provided and unless significant amounts of partisan money can still enter the system through
the caucuses. This position was reflected in the Vasconcellos-Lockyer bill, drafted after
months of delicate negotiations between Democratic and Republican legislative staffers. The
bill banned transfers, but it allowed generous contributions from legislative caucuses and
parties and provided partial public funding.
While Democrats generally supported this compromise bill, some legislators were reluctant to give up the advantages of the status quo. Assemblywoman Waters wished to retain her
freedom to assist new women and minority candidates with transfers and commented, “It
always seems the rules of the game are being changedjust when I have them down pat and am
ready to beat someone with them. I’m not so sure I want to change the rules now’”’
A limit or ban on transfers alone might drive them “underground.”During the 1980Speakership battle, Berman and McCarthy each asked supporters to send large contributions directly to specific candidates. Such requests are not reported as transfers. The availability of
this practice points out a weakness in attempts to restrict transfers outside the context of
more comprehensive campaign finance reform.
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The Commission’s Model Law
The Commission believes the disadvantages of transfers significantly outweigh their advantages, and its Model Law proposes to prohibit transfers altogether. (See Chapter 12, “Commission’s Recommendations,”and Appendix A, “Model Law.”)
The Commission believes, however, that partisan contributions from the legislative caucuses and political parties have a legitimate role in California’s political system. Caucus and
party contributions can enable additional candidates to wage competitive races. Voters can
gain greater exposure to the candidates and the campaign issues.
In some respects the ideal medium for the conveyance of partisan money is the political
party. Political parties are broadly based, rely on millions of supporters and do not coalesce
around single or “special” issues. In essence,political parties are similar to large, democratic
PACs with long-establishedroles in electoral politics. In California, however, political parties
are generally viewed as weak. Democratsperceive their party as incapable of providing strong
political leadership -particularly during the cut and thrust of electoral politics. The Republican Party is better organized and raises more money. Yet its decisions to distribute money
are heavily influenced by legislative leaders.
The Commission therefore believes that if partisan money is to play a role in California
politics, it should flow through a combination of parties and legislative caucuses. The Commission’s Model Law proposes that legislative candidates be allowed to receive a total of
$50,000 from a political party, a legislative caucus or a combination of both. Legislative leaders will thus retain a significant role in directing the flow of partisan money. Political parties
will be encouraged to increase their fundraising efforts and generate greater grassroots
participation.
Potential abuses may remain. Legislative caucuses, for example, will experience continued pressure to raise campaign contributions and thus subject themselves to potential
special interest influence. On the other hand, the Commission’s proposed contribution limits
will prevent parties and caucuses from receiving contributions over $5,000 from individuals,
corporations, labor unions or small contributor PACs. The availability of limited public
financing will make candidates less dependent on partisan contributions and will give political parties a more important role in the fundraising process.
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CHAPTER 6

Off Year
Fundraising:
C a l i f o r n i a ’ s Secret
C a m p a i g n Finance
Problem
If California ever wakes u p to the fact that i t s
Legislature is being bought, sold and rented by the
hour and gets serious about reform, one of the
highest priorities should be to wipe out the
completely unfair and c o m p t i n g practice of off year
fundraising.
-Dan Walters, Sacramento
Union‘

w

hy did the average member of the CaliforniaAssembly raise $81,000 in private contributions during 1983,a year in which that member had no election, no campaign
and no opponents?
Why do newly elected California legislators throw elaborate fundraising dinners in Sacramento that can net them up to $50,000 in one evening, when they have just won their elections,
have no campaign debts, have no foreseeable opponents and have 18months before their next
election?
Why did one State Senator schedule a $5,000 per couple fundraiser only two months after
being reelected to a four-year term when he had no election debts to pay off?
Why do the last two F4tir Political Practices Commission Chairmen-one a Republican
and the other a Democrat-both agree that off year fundraising must be limited or prohibited
altogether?
Off year fundraising-fundraking that occurs during those years when legislators are not
up for reelection-is California’s secret campaign finance problem. It typically occurs outside
public scrutiny, yet its corrosive effects on the legislative and electoral processes are severe
and rapidly worsening. This is apparent when off year fundraising is contrasted with election
year fundraising.
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Contributions during an election year are given to candidates.Contributors often support
they agree with the candidate’s views on an
issue or range of issues or because they disagree with the views of the candidate’s opponent.
Contributors give a candidate money with the understanding that it will be used to communicate the candidate’sviews to the public during an election campaign; they participate in the
campaign by supporting the candidate’s efforts to win the election.
By contrast, contributionsduring the off year are given almost exclusively to incumbents.
Because no campaign is pending, these contributions are typically intended to obtain access
and influence for the contributor. As Lynn Montgomery, Media Director for the FPPC, has
said: “A lot of the off year spending is to influence legislation rather than elections.”’
Contributors who have a specific interest to promote or defend before the Legislature
make contributions to obtain a particular lawmaker’s support-or at a minimum to gain
access to his or her ear. In exchange legislators receive money which gives them “insurance”
against electoral competition in the following year. By accumulating large “war chests’’which
they hope not to have to spend, legislators deter potential challengers from entering future
races against them.
Off year fundraising therefore has two principal effects: it can lead to a particularly virulent corruption of the legislative process; and it can help incumbents deter challengers.

a candidate for “philosophical”reasons-because

A. Off Year Fundraising Is Growing in Importance
Fundraising by legislative officeholders in the off-election year, when legislative officeholders are not up for reelection, has escalated dramatically-rising over 150%in the last
six years. In 1977 the 120 incumbent legislators raised $5.7 million: in 1983 all legislative
incumbents raised $14.3 million?
In 1983(an off-electionyear) all 80 Assembly incumbentsraised a total of $9.7 million. The
typical (or median) Assembly member in 1983 raised $81,000. Contributions ranged from a
high of $1,324,000 received by Speaker Willie Brown (D-San Francisco) to a low of $21,000
raised by Assemblyman Robert Frazee (R-Carlsbad). (See mble 6.2 below.)
1. Partisan Patterns
Democratic and Republican off year fundraising patterns are surprisingly different. Many
political observers would assume that because Democrats in 1983held the majority power in
the Assembly they would raise more off year money. As a group, the Democrats did gather
substantiallymore off year contributionsthan the Republicans ($6 million to $3.7 million). But
comparing the median Democrat with the median Republican,the figures were reversed. The
median Democratic Assemblymember in 1983 raised $67,000 while the median Republican
Assemblymember raised $101,000.A few Democrats (such as Speaker Brown, Assembly Majority Leader Mike Roos and Assistant Speaker pro Tem Tom Bane) raised the bulk of all off
year contributions. Because the Democratic leadership is able to raise such large sums of
money to transfer to other Democrats, most Democratic legislators may not feel it necessary
to make extraordinary efforts to match their Republican counterparts.
Republican legislators, on the other hand, may have worried more about the Speaker’s
huge fund being used selectively against them and therefore felt they had to show substantial
strength in the off year. Republicans also regained the Governor’s office in 1983 and, accordingly,Republican legislators were seen as more powerful than when the Democrats controlled
both the Legislature and the Governor’s office.
These figures underscore the belief held by many legislators that it is far easier to raise off
year money than election year campaign contributions. Legislators have much less competition for campaign money in the offyear since most challengers have not yet made a decision to
run for office. When less than half as many political figures are raising money, as is the case in
the off year, contributors have additional resources to draw upon in making campaign
contributions.
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2. Who Contributes in the Off Year
In 1983,according to FPPC data, PACs and business entities contributed 76%of all off year
money in amounts of $100 or more. Individualssupplied 22% while political parties and transfers accounted for the remaining 2%:
The top off year PAC contributor in 1983,for example,was the California Pial Lawyers
Association (CTLA) which gave $237,000to 70 legislative incumbents (47 Democrats and 23
Republicans). CTLA contributionsranged from $68,000to Speaker Brown to $250 to each of
seven legislators.6
The second largest off year contributor was the California State Employees Association
(CSEA) which gave $227,000 to 103 of the 120 legislators. Only nine Assemblymembers (all
conservative Republicans) and eight Senators (four Democrats and four Republicans) failed
to receive any CSEA money. CSEA contributed its highest amount ($50,000) to Speaker
Brown and its lowest amount ($250) to Senator Jim Ellis (R-San Diego).’

B. There Is a Dangerous Relationship Between Off Year Contributions
and Improper Legislative Influence
The problem with off year campaign money is that it has very little to do with public policy. It’s access
money. It’s money given to influence legislationrather than money given to influence election outcomes.
- Walter Zelman, Executive Director, California
Common Cause*

Contributions given in an off-electionyear have a major impact on legislation.Such contributions come predominantly from statewide organizations and interest groups with a strong
presence in Sacramento, and from Sacramento lobbyists and PACs that transact daily business with legislators.In 1983,for example,incumbent legislators collected $14.3 million in off
year money-of which $10.3 million came from PACs and businesses. Since legislators can
raise so much money in Sacramento,they have less incentive to approach their own constituents for funds. Off year fundraising thus skews legislators’ attention away from local issues
and directs it toward special interest concerns.
It is common knowledge in the State Capitol that fundraisers are often held shortly before
key votes affecting substantial economic interests. Lobbyists complain that fundraisers are
blatantly timed to coincide with votes on particular issues, usually a week or 10 days before a
key hearing. Because so much time is spent on off year fundraising,less time is available for
discussion of legislation. Even at bill deadline crunches, lobbyists grumble at the lack of
access to legislators-often because legislators are spendingfull-time on the phone soliciting
contributions.
A legislator raising funds might personally call a particular interest group appearing
before his or her committee and ask for contributionsprior to the committee hearing. No quid
pro quo is specifically requested but lobbyists clearly understand that this is the case. As
Walter Zelman, Executive Director of California Common Cause, has remarked, “It used to be
the interest groups would try to influence candidates before an election. Now we have the
incumbents going to the interest group saying, ‘you have a bill before my committee, we’re
having a fund-raisingdinner next month, how many tables would you like?”’gBecause there
are so many fundraisers during the off year, however, it is difficult to conclude that any one
fundraiser was specifically scheduled before a particular vote. One lobbyist has stated that if
he had bought just one ticket to every fundraiser in the off year, he would have spent $65,000
and gone to over 200 events.“
The podiatrists’ bill offers an example of the impact of off year money. In 1982,before the
November general election, the podiatrists’ PAC gave less than $10,000 to legislative candidates. A bill pushed by the podiatrists, which would have allowed them to operate on ankles as
well as feet, failed. Shortly thereafter in 1983,an off year, the podiatrists gave $146,000to state
legislators. The bill passed.
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Podiatrist contributions were given to Senate Republican Minority Leader Bill Campbell
($14,500), Senate President pro Tem David Roberti ($10,595),Assembly Speaker Willie Brown
($7,500 plus $20,000 immediately after the November 1982 election), Senate Caucus Chairman Paul Carpenter ($18,250) and 49 other members.” Assemblywoman Jean Moorhead
commented:
I think what the podiatrists learned is that if they went into a member’s office and started talking about
the merits of this bill, the member would put them on the mailing list for who to invite to their next fundraiser. That’s well-known around here-that if somebody attends your fund-raiserand then the following week wants to come in and see you, then you’re going to have them in.’
F’PPC Chairman Dan Stanford concluded, “I don’t think access should be on the auction block
any more than votes should be.”13
Another example involved the California State Employees Association. CSEA was the
largest single contributor to legislators during the first six months of 1983,giving $178,000 at
the same time it was asking legislators to grant state employeespay and benefit increases. In
the second half of 1983, when CSEA had won the pay increase, it contributed only $49,000.
Chairman Stanford has concluded that there is “a direct and disheartening relationship
between the amount of campaign contributions and the level of interest by the contributorsin
pending legislati~n.”’~
Larry Lynch of the Long Beach Press-Telegramhas commented “[ Nonelection year] money usually goes to influence special interest bills winding their way through
the Legislature in Sacramento. Frequently the investment pays off.”“
In an off-election year, incumbents are less concerned about adverse press comment or
public opinion questioning the connection between their vote and a particular campaign contribution. Incumbents have no opponents during this period to link their votes to money and
any adverse press stories will be a year old by the time of the election. Moreover, only two
campaign reports are filed in the off-election year, whereas six disclosure reports are filed at
periodic dates in an election year. Thus there is less disclosure in the off year and less fear that
a legislator’s receipt of a contribution will be publicized at the time a vote is taken.

C. Off Year Fundraising Has an Alarming Impact on the Competitiveness
of Elections
The practice of off year fundraising has also diminished competition in specific electoral
races. Incumbents are afraid that if they don’t raise as much money in the off year as other
legislators they will be regarded as vulnerable by potential opponents. Thus they attempt to
scare off potential opponents with huge war chests as the election year approaches.
Assemblyman Tom Bane (D-Van Nuys) was once defeated in a race he thought he would
easily win. Since then he has constantly attempted to ensure that he is prepared for any
opponent, even though he has not had a serious challenger in years. In 1982, for example,
Bane’s Republican opponent raised only $5,388 for the primary and general elections combined. Despite this, Bane raised over $250,000 in off year 1983and started the election year of
1984 with $268,000 in cash. His 1984 Republican opponent had raised no money through May
19,1984.By October 18,1984,she had raised only $14,709 for both the primary and general
elections.
Perhaps the best example of a candidate scaring off an opponent involved Gray Davis,
who planned to run for an open Assembly seat in 1982. In 1981Davis, former Chief of Staff to
Governor Brown, began raising enormous sums in the Democratic primary. He and Conway
Collis, a former aide to Senator Alan Cranston,engaged in a fundraising war to intimidate the
other into withdrawing from the race. The fundraising became so intense that Collis falsified
his financial disclosures to make his fundraising appear more successful than it actually was.
He overstated his receipts by $150,000 and drew a $12,500 FPPC fine. Collis told his campaign
treasurer, “Gray Davis has $300,000...he’s got a good start. I’ve got to show Berman and all
those guys that I can raise the money.”I6In March of 1982, Collis fell too far behind in the
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fundraising battle and withdrew before he became an official candidate. Davis and Collis
t y p i i off year fundraising in many respects-except that nearly all off year money is raised
by incumbents rather than challengers or candidates running for open seats.
In theory, off year fundraising should allow challengersto gather momentum for the election year. For this reason many political scientistsoppose restrictions on off year fundraising.
When the statistics are examined, however, it is clear that challengers in California almost
never raise money in non-election years.

In 1981, according to FPPC reports, all eventual challengersto state legislative candidates
raised less than 1%($53,000) of aggregate off year contributions. Of the 58 general election
challengersto incumbents, only eight raised any fundsin the off year. The rest raised nothing
at all. Paul Chignell of Marin County, a Democratic challenger and loser, raised the most
money, only $16,000. In contrast, his opponent, Assemblyman Bill Filante, raised $61,000.
(Filante by himself raised more contributionsin 1981than all 1982 challengersto incumbents
were able to raise in the 1981 off year.)
In 1984 Chignell challenged Filante again. Filante, in the 1983 off year, raised $155,000 or
two-and-a-halftimes the amount he raised in 1981. Chignell in 1983 raised only $310. Chignell
was defeated by a slightly greater margin in 1984 than in 1982.
Only eight challengers in 1983 raised any off year funds. Gene 'packett, a Kern County
Supervisor running against Republican incumbent Don Rogers, raised the most, $12,000.All
eight challengersraised a total of $46,000,even less than the $53,000raised in 1981by the eight
challengers who received off year contributions and far less than the $81,000 raised by the
average incumbent. Of the $14.3 million raised in 1983,0.3%was raised by challengers and
99.7%by incumbents. (See lhble 6.1.)
Table 6.1
FUNDS RAISED I N 1983 BY 1984 CHALLENGERS

Assembly C a n d i d a t e s
Assembly
D1s t r I c t

Challenger

2

Walsh ( R )
Homan ( R )

9

Chlgnell

Amount

Incumbent
Hauser ( D )

$11,566
7,065

(D)

Fllante (R)

310

Amount
$ 37,915

154,537

Rogers ( R )

87,929

2,818

Wyman ( R )

34,845

Eaves ( D )

8,249

Goggln ( D )

81,392

Longshore ( R )

3,929

Robinson ( D )

33

Tackett (D)

34

O'Connor

66
72

11,724

(D)

21 1,907

Senate Candldates
39

Flnnegan ( D )
TOTAL

Source:

21
,$45,682

FPPC R e p o r t on 1983 N o n - E l e c t l o n

ElIls ( R )
TOTAL

Year F u n d r a l s l n g
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None of these eight challengers received any money from the two largest contributors in
off year 1983: the California 9 i a l Lawyers Association and the California State Employees
Association. However, all of their incumbent opponents received off year funds from CSEA
and all but two received contributions from the ’Mal Lawyers.

D. Off Year Money Is Often Raised for a Variety of Non-Campaign
Purposes
Legislators seek off year money because it is available and because it helps incumbents
deter potential challengers. But there are additional reasons why incumbent legislators, who
have no opposition and expect none, continue to raise money in the off year.
Leadership positions or committee chairmanshipsare given in many cases to those legislators who demonstrate the greatest ability to raise funds. Legislators are encouraged to raise
money and transfer it to their party’s legislative caucus or legislative leader for redistribution
to party candidates. Legislators engage in competitive battles with each other to show they
are each the fundraising “king of the hill.” David Roberti was elected President pro Tem of the
Senate in 1981 after promising to raise large amounts of money to protect his Democratic
colleagues. He ousted Senator Jim Mills, who had made clear his dislike of having to raise
substantial funds for other legislators.
Some legislators incur off year expenses which are not reimbursed by the state. Many
travel to their districts each weekend. Others travel to Washington to meet with federal officials. Legislators typically raise off year campaign funds to pay for these trips.
Moreover, some legislators supplement their staff salaries with campaign funds. One legislator, Senator Bill Campbell (R-Hacienda Heights), provided his top staff member with
$40,000 in campaign funds over and above the staff member’s salary. Campbell also used
campaign contributionsto lend his campaign treasurer’s business $110,000.The Attorney General‘s office was asked by a reporter in December 1983 if the loan to the treasurer’s business
was legal under a new law which prohibited personal use of campaign funds. The office did
not provide the reporter with an answer pursuant to a policy precluding the giving of legal
advice to non-public officials. l7 After the story was published, most of the loan was repaid.
Some legislators raise large sums in the off year to repay election year debts. Most lastminute campaign debt is incurred by candidates who make loans to their own campaigns. A
few candidates even mortgage their homes in a gamble that they will win and then be able to
pay off such debts. If a candidate wins, he or she will receive contributions immediately after
the election, even from those interests which opposed the candidate in the election. Successful candidates with debts typically schedule their fundraisers in late November and
December.
Finally, some incumbents raise contributions in the off year by telling potential contributors that they may face tough campaigns in the next election year. Candidates may do this
under false pretenses since few if any know if they will be facing a tough opponent, and some
may decide not to run for reelection. In the 1984 election, 14 Assembly incumbents were
unopposed, yet in 1983these Assembly incumbents raised over $1million. In 1983Assemblyman Bruce Young (D-Norwalk), Chairman of the Assembly Thinsportation Committee, raised
$190,000 primarily from special interests and then announced he was retiring from the Legislature. Young spent nearly all the money he collected in 1983,much of it on attorneys defending
him on FPPC violations. Under current law legislators are not able to take campaign contributions with them for personal use upon retirement.’*
Perhaps the ultimate off year campaign fundraiser was a scheduled trip to Hawaii to
watch the Pro Bowl football game. Senator Bill Campbell wrote to potential contributors:
“BecauseI have supported the needs of my fellow Republicans,I find myself in greater need of
your financial support than perhaps any previous time.” According to Campbell’s chief aide,
Jerry Haleva, Campbell had almost $100,000 in the bank. Because of the possibility of unforePRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
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seen future events and anticipatedheavy off year expenses,Campbellwanted to replenish his
bank account to the $200,000 level he normally maintained. Campbell’s fundraiser was
pegged at a cost of $5,000 per couple,probably the highest amount ever charged by a legislator
or legislative candidate. He was subsequently forced to cancel the event due to lack of sufficient interest by contributors.
A very few legislators avoid raising substantial sums in the off-election year. Ironically
this in itself has become newsworthy. Senator Walter Stiern (D-Bakersfield),for example,was
featured in a story on 1983fundraising entitled, “Senator Stiern Finishes Last in Campaign
Fundraising Frenzy.” He told the BakersfieZdCaZSornjan,“Ijust don’t like to do it,” and said
that he doesn’t intend to raise money until close to 1986,when he decides whether or not to
seek reele~tion.‘~
(Stiern announced in June 1985 that he would retire from the Legislature.)

E. Reforms Are Needed to Address the Problems of Off Year Fundraising
One way we can increase competitionis to prohibit legislatorsfrom amassing campaign war chests in
nonelectionyears, so that both challengersand incumbents can start off the electionyear Jan. 1on an
equal footing.
- Dan Stanford,FPPC Chairman“
There have been few legislative proposals to limit off year contributions.The reason is
clear. Incumbent legislators increasingly rely on off year fundraising to give them a competitive advantage over future challengers. They are extremely reluctant to eliminate a practice
that is of significant benefit to them.
In 1982,for example,the Fair Political Practices Commission sponsored a bill (S.B. 1541Sieroty) to limit off year contributions to $100 per individual and $250 per non-individual so
that “the off year orgy of fundraising would stop,” according to former Chairman Tom
Houston. Similar legislation was introduced in 1983 (S.B. 529-Petris). Neither bill was
passed out of the first committee, even though both bills received strong editorial support.
In July 1984 the Fair Political Practices Commission, with new Chairman Dan Stanford,
announced it was sponsoring a comprehensivecontribution limitation package (S.B. 2250Craven). Its proposal would have prohibited lobbyists,their employers and PACs sponsored
by their employers from making any contributions in the off year to elected officials whom
they lobbied. Although in 1978 the California Supreme Court struck down a provision of the
Political Reform Act which prohibited lobbyists from making contributions, the FPPC believed that its proposal would be upheld since it would have prohibited contributions only to
those officials whom the lobbyists or their employers were lobbying.
The FPPC analysis of its bill stated
It is intended to curtail those special interest contributions which have the most potential for or the
greatest appearance of creating undue influence on incumbents, during periods when there is no
general election campaign. This provision should reduce off year fundraisingsubstantially?
Legislative response to the FPPC bill was immediate. The off year restrictions were deleted from the bill at its first legislativehearing;it then passed the Senatebefore being killed in
the Assembly.
Reflecting legislative antipathy to off year restrictions, the much debated 1984 Vasconcellos-Lockyerpublic financing bills (S.B. 87-A.B. E!)did not directly limit off year fundraising. In earlier versions the bills allowed off year contributions,but such contributionscounted
towards specified contribution limits. In the case of a State Senator,for example, individual
contributions would have been limited to $1,000 for the three-and-a-half year period (e.g.,
January 1,1985-June 30,1988) through the primary election. Another $1,000 could be donated for the general election period of July l-December 31.
The Ross Johnson Initiative (Proposition 40 on the November 1984 ballot) placed a $1,000
limit on each fiscal year of fundraising:July 1-June 30. A State Senator would have been
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allowed to raise $1,000 each fiscal year from a contributor for a total of $4,000 for the four-year
period, in contrast to the Vasconcellos-Lockyerbill which would have allowed the Senator to
gather only $2,000 per contributor.

The Commission’s Model Law
The Commission’s Model Law eliminates all off year contributions. (See Appendix A,
“Model Law”)Some politicians suggest that a ban or limit on off year fundraising would
cause a fundraising flurry in January and February at the beginning of the election year. They
argue that an overall limitation per election would be as effective and more enforceable than a
limitation in the off year. At present, however, there exists a constant fundraisingblizzard from
January to December of each year. Under the Commission’sproposal, at least one year out of
two would be free of fundraising pressures.
The Commission believes that off year limitations would be one of the most salutary
=forms that could be enacted. Such a proposal would create a refreshingly different mood in
Sacramento. It would give legislators an entire year to focus on legislation and not on contributions. In addition, challengers could start to raise funds at the same time as incumbents,
allowing both a more equal chance to compete for available dollars.
A possible alternative approach would limit off year contributionsto $100 or less. If such a
$100 limitationhad been in effect in 1983,Assembly incumbentswould have raised $2.3 million
-$7 million less than they actually raised, representing a 77%drop in all off year funds
collected. The median Assemblymember would have raised $23,000, or 29%of the amount
actually raised in that year. (See mble 6.2.)
With a $100 limitation the median Republican would have received $29,000in 1983, or 29%
of what that Republican actually received. A $100 off year limitation would have allowed the
median Democrat to raise $21,000or 32%of what that Democrat actually received in 1983.The
Speaker’s total would have been reduced 91%from $1,324,000to $123,000. If a $100 limitation
had been applied to each of the California State Employees Association’s1983 off year contributions, its total giving would have dropped from $227,000 to a maximum of $10,300.
A $100 limitation would severely restrict off year fundraising.It would, however, still allow
legislatorsto receive small amounts for legitimate off year expenditures such as travel to their
districts. A $100 limitation might be a reasonable alternative to a complete ban on off year
fundraising where the Legislature is unable to provide additional reimbursements for travel
and other legitimate expenses.
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Table 6.2

OFF YEAR CONTRIBUTIONS: IMPACT OF LIMITATIONS
ON ASSEMBLY INCUMBENTS I N 1983

A.D.*

1
2
3
4
5

Tota I
Contrlbutlons
I n 1983

Name

d

Statham, S . ( R )
Hauser, D. ( D )
H e r g e r , W. ( R )
H a n n l g a n , 1. ( D )
Moorhead, J. ( D )

6
7
8
9
10

C o n n e l l y , L. ( D )
W a t e r s , N. ( D )
S e b a s t l a n f , D. ( R )
F l l a n t e , W. ( R )
I s e n b e r g , P. ( D )

11
12
13
14
15

Campbell,
B a t e s , 1.
H a r r l s , E.
K l e h s , J.
B a k e r , W.

16
17
18
19
20

Agnos, A. ( D )
Brown, W. ( 0 )
M c A l I s t e r , A. ( D )
Papan, L. ( D )
N a y l o r , R. ( R )

21
22
23
24
25

Sher,

8.

R. ( D )
(D)

(D)
(D)
(R)

(D)

Konnyu, E. ( R )
V a s c o n c e l l o s , J.
C o r t e s e , D. ( D )
A r e l a s , R. ( D )

(D)

55.570
37,915
79,806
41,261
32,050

Amount L e f t
A f t e r Reducing
Contributions
t o $100

f

31.845
19;234
41,512
14,917
6,700

Percentage
Reduced by
Limitation

43%
49%
48%
64%
79%

44,728
50,566
270,636
154,537
53,682

14,466
21,612
25,511
64,820
24,470

61,814
58,281
67,144
50,062
108,972

35,791
33,336
20,544
16,620
51,084

42%
43%
69%
67%
53%

35,588
1,323,755
32,325
101,996
421,775

8,396
122,524
8,255
26,536
57,523

76%
91%
7 4%
74%
86%

30,615
134,638
122,992
29,181
40,522

5,165
50,024
36,068
12,619
15,937

26
27
28
29
30

J o h n s t o n , P. ( D )
C o n d l t , G. ( D )
F a r r , S. ( D )
S e a s t r a n d , E. ( R )
C o s t a , J. ( D )

56,725
47,025
49,984
120,381
111,281

22,625
21,340
22,867
58,600
29,675

60%
55%
54%
51%
73%

31
32
33
34
35

B r o n z a n , B. ( D )
Jones, W. ( R )
Rogers, D. ( R )
Wyman, P. ( R )
O I C o n n e l l , J. ( D )

72,652
110,153
87,929
34,845
40,190

21,125
49 ,7 5 9
31,901
10,703
20,590

71%
55%
64%
69%
49%

36
37
38
39
40

M c C l I n t o c k , 1. ( R )
W r f g h t , C. ( R )
L a F o l l e t t e , M. ( R )
K a t z , R. ( D )
Bane, 1. ( D )

123,225
118,023
103,174
155,049
252,747

42,890
22,753
25,272
38,575
38,043

65%
81%
768
75%
85%

Continued on p . 124
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Table 6.2 (continued)

OFF YEAR CONTRIBUTIONSI IMPACT OF LIMITATIONS
ON ASSEMBLY INCUMBENTS IN 1983

A.D.*

Tota I
Contributlons
In 1983

Name

Amount Left
After Reduc 1 n g
Contributions
t o $100

Percentage
Reduced b y
L Im I tat 1 on

41
42
43
44
45

Nolan, P. ( R )
Mountjoy, R. ( R )
Davls, G. (D)
Hayden, T. (D)
Margolln, B. (D)

185,132
62,413
434,223
349,137
92,673

70,745
19,671
56,148
26,513
23,348

62%
68%
87%
92%
75%

46
47
48
49
50

ROOS, M. (D)
Hughes, T. ( D )
Waters, M. (D)
Moore, G. (D)
Tucker, C. ( D )

221,507
31,056
137,085
40,875
114,123

22,367
10,416
39,036
7,605
15,698

90%
66%
72%
81 %
86%

51
52
53
54
55

Felando, G. ( R )
HIII, F. ( R )
Floyd, R. (D)
Vlcencla, F. (D)
Alatorre, R. (D)

145,310
101,049
99,709
82,107
242,652

18,830
27,437
21,109
12,050
56,066

87%
73%
79%
85%
77%

56
57
58
59
60

Mollna, G. (D)
Eider, D. (D)
Brown, D. (R)
Calderon, C. (D)
Tanner, S. ( D )

72,289
138,665
125,659
77,519
115,665

26,522
25,610
38,199
18,898
56,328

63%
82%
70%
76%
51%

61
62
63
64
65

Leonard, W . ( R )
Lancaster, W . ( R )
Young, B. (D)
Johnson, R. ( R )
Bader, C. ( R )

79,390
80,295
190,005
67,28 1
83,988

21,740
24,081
24,856
19,373
24,038

73%
70%
87%
71%
71%

66
67
68
69
70

Goggln, T. ( D )
Lewls, J. ( R )
Clute, S. (D)
Frlzzelle, N. ( R )
Bergeson, M. ( R )

81,392
76,928
60,612
96,108
260,082

7,096
22,873
10,862
31,579
30,452

91 %
70%
82%
72%
76%

71
72
73
74
75

Allen, 0. (R)
Robfnson, R. (D)
Kelley, D. ( R )
Frazee, R. ( R )
MoJonnler, J . ( R )

53,355
21 1,907
118,387
21,455
81,024

15,005
28,642
33,037
4,655
23,234

72%
86%
72%
78%
71%

76
77
78
79
80

Bradley, W . ( R )
Stirling, L. ( R )
KII lea, L. (D)
Chacon, P. (D)
Peace, S. (D)

39,602
94,561
60,112
56,186
67,272

21,550
42,711
21,036
17,804
16,573

46%
55%
65%
68%
75%

$9,672,584

$2,256,020

TOTALS
*Assembly Distrlct

Source: California Commlsslon on Campalgn Financing data analysls
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CHAPTER 7

Negative
C o n s e q u e n c e s on
Legislation,
Elections and Public
Confidence
(Tlhere i s the blatant and never-ending quest f o r
money. Legislators. .. are traders in the.money
market, arbitrators between special interests. A look
through campaign-contribution lists m a k s i t
obvious that the passage or defeat of a bill frequently
i s tied directly to a bidding war and little else.
- WilliamEndicott, Los Angeles
Times’

I n a purely political sense, California’s Capitol has
come to resemble 14th Century Europe.. . . lllze
manifestations of that situation are many: dirtier
and more expensive campaigns,. .. shakedowns of
special interest lobbies f o r campaign funds, the
creation of a corps of mercenary-like professional
politicians who sell or rent their services to the
highest bidder.
-Dan Wdters, Sacramento
Union’

Everything has a price.
-Assemblyman Elihu Harris3

alifornians pay a heavy price for their campaign finance system. Sharply rising campaign costs are pressuring legislators to seek large contributionsfrom interest groups
with an economic stake in pending legislation.Major contributors are using money to
purchase influence,not to support the state’s political system. Local governmentaldecisions

C
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are reversed in Sacramento at the behest of large contributors. Lawmakers are devoting more
time to fundraising and less to state concerns. Key issues are slighted. State taxpayers are
forced to shoulder higher costs.
The state’s electoral processes have also been affected.High campaign costs are deterring
qualified candidates from running. Incumbents are increasing their fundraising advantages
over challengers. lkansfers and partisan contributions continue to grow. Political parties remain weak. Competition for elective office in many cases is diminished.Public confidence in
state government is eroding.
California’s campaign finance system has thus caused a wide range of negative effects on
legislation, elections and public confidence in state government.

A. The Legislative Process Is Being Impaired
California’s escalating campaign costs have directly impaired the integrity and effectiveness of state governmental institutions in a number of major respects:

1. Increased Appearance of Corruption
In the California Legislature, the voice of the people is being increasingly ignored amid an unprecedented scramble for campaign money. Powerful special interests bankrolling the election of our
representatives have attained such a position of privilege that even some lawmakers fear that the
Legislature is becoming a kept house.
- Gale Cook and James Finefrock, San Francisco
Examiner4

In recent years, newspaper stories have recounted a number of incidents suggesting a
connection between campaign contributions and specific legislative outcomes.6 Such allegations are neither clear cut nor easy to prove. But these news stories have had one important
effect:they have heightened the appearance of undue contributor influence over California’s
legislative process.
In the landmark campaign finance decision of Buckley v; Vdeo, the Supreme Court warned
that “avoidance of the appearance of improper influence ‘is...critical.. .if confidence in the
system of representative government is not to be eroded to a disastxous extent.”’6The urgency
of this warning is illustrated in a number of current examples reported in the California press:

a. Podiatrists
In 1983,an off-election year, the California PodiatryAssociation PAC contributed $145,720
to California legislators and finally won a seven-yearbattle giving podiatrists the legal right to
operate on the ankle. The details of this story offer, in one reporter’sview, “aclassic example of
how money, iqjected in heavy doses, can influence legislative battle^."^
Prior to 1983,California podiatrists were legally allowed to operate on the foot but did not
have the legal right to operate on the ankle, although they are trained to do both. New surgical
techniques, together with an increase in jogging and sports-relatediqjuries,made ankle operations an increasingly important and profitable area of medical practice. Podiatrists therefore
lobbied the Legislature (unsuccessfully) for seven years to obtain this right. The podiatrists
were opposed by the California Medical Association (CMA), representing doctors throughout
the state. The CMA consistently ranked among the largest contributors to legislators during
this period (giving almost $2 million between early 1975 and late 1982). By contrast, podiatrists contributed little money to legislators between 1975 and 1982.
After the defeat of their 1982 bill, podiatrists were advised by a Sacramento lobbyist to
change their tactics. In late 1982 California Podiatry Association leaders met with Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown. Sources “intimately familiar with the bill and its backstage dealings”
reported that Brown agreed to help the podiatrists pass their bi11.8 On November 5,1982,just
after the general election, the podiatrists’ PAC made a $20,000 contribution to Brown who
assigned a top aide to help push the bill through the Legislature.
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Beginning with the $20,000 contribution to Brown, the podiatrists contributed over
$100,000to state legislators in less than six months and contributed a total of $145,720 during
1983.Approximately 75%of these contributionswent to Senate and Assembly Health Committee members and to legislative leaders. The bill passed in mid-1983 and gave podiatrists the
right to operate on ankles.
Members of the Assembly supporting the podiatrists received $52,150in campaign contributions. Those opposing the podiatrists received only $1,350 during the same period. Dan
Walters concluded that “the money overwhelmingly went to those who had just voted for the
podiatrists’ bill or were on the verge of doing so.” On the Senate side every member of the
Senate Health and Welfare Committee who voted for the bill received at least one substantial
campaign contribution from the podiatrists. “In several cases, the contributions were delivered just as the vote was taken.”’
Explanations differ over the impact of the podiatrists’ contributions. Dr. Robert Johns,
former director of the California Podiatry Association, contended that the podiatrists’money
only gave them access to legislators to plead their cause. “I think we got the attention of the
Legislature and they wouldn’t pay attention to us before.”’”Orthopedists saw the matter differently. One commented, “I think they [the podiatrists] bought the bill, but you can’t prove
that.””
Dan Stanford,Chairman of the California Fhir Political Practices Commission, concluded
the podiatrists’ contributions were “attention getting” and not “vote buying,” but he warned:
[Wle’reseeing a trend toward increased campaign contributions by those with a direct financial interest in pending legislation....We’re talking about legislationthat constitutesmillions of dollars in potential income for a special interest group and $100,000 [in campaign contributions] is almost minimal.’*

Speaker Brown denied the money was responsible for the podiatrists’victory but acknowleged
that “[ilt is certainly easier for me to grant an audience to someone who knows me by my first
name, who I see at a Willie Brown fundraiser, or who helped me when I needed a life jacket
than someone I don’t know or worse, who supported an ~pponent.’”~
Dr. Tilden H. Sokoloff,President of the California Podiatry Association, concluded: “If you
want to really get something accomplished in the legislative arena you have to get the attention
of the legislators. There is only one way to get the attention of legislators in a turf fightfinancially. The political process is one that requires dollars, large amounts of dollars for
campaign^."'^
Other explanations exist. Some contend that the California Medical Association had used
its campaign contributions to block the podiatrists’ legislation and that the podiatrist contributions were necessary to “create a level playing field.” Others contend that legislators voted
against the doctors to encourage them to increase their contributions the following year.
Whichever explanations are valid, the podiatrists’contributionsclearly created at least the
appearance of a quidpro quo exchange of money for votes. As State Qeasurer Jesse Unruh has
said, campaign contributions are “put there for a purpose. If that money was not wisely and
well spent on behalf of the special interests, it would damn well stop in a h~rry.”’~
Public
suspicion of monetary influence can taint the governmental process.

b. Fireworks
In 1984 and 1985the scandal involving W. Patrick Moriarty overshadowed all other cases
of alleged legislative corruption. The scandal touched several state legislators and was potentially “big enough to shock Californians into seeing their political system in a new light.”16
Moriarty’s primary business was the manufacture and sale of so-called “safe-and-sane”
fireworks to the general public. Fireworks have caused fires and injuries, and many local
governments ban their sale and use. The success of th? fireworks industry is thus closely
linked to government policies.
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During the 1981-1982 legislative session Moriarty promoted a bill to remove from local
governments the power to ban the sale and use of fireworks.Despite vigorous opposition from
fire chiefs and other local officials, the Assembly approved the bill by a 42-31 vote (41 votes
needed). In August of 1982, on the last day of the two-year session, the Senate passed the bill
by a 21-16 vote (21 votes needed).’?The Legislature’s final adoption of the bill received substantial press attention. After the “ensuing uproar,” Governor Brown vetoed the bill.”
Moriarty reported giving legislators $17,100 in campaign contributions during this period.” But later investigations revealed that this was merely the tip of the iceberg. Close
business associates and relatives of Moriarty, especially John E. Murphy and Richard Raymond Keith, reportedly gave 124 California officeholders and candidates,including both statewide and local officials, more than $590,000.20Legislators received over $129,000 in
contributions from the “Moriarty forces” around the time the fireworks bill was pending?’
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown (D-San Francisco) received the most, $23,000.Others receiving $5,000 or more included former Speaker Leo McCarthy (D-San Francisco), $10,000,State
Senator Art Torres (D-LosAngeles), $9,500,Assemblyman Bruce.Young (D-Norwalk),$7,500,
Assembly Minority Leader Carol Hallett (R-San Luis Obispo), $5,000,Assemblymen Richard
Alatorre and Gray Davis (both D-Los Angeles), $5,000 each, and Senator Ed Royce @-Garden
Grove), $5,000. Forty-one of the 63 legislators who voted for the bill received Moriarty campaign money.z
Some of these contributions were given by others at Moriarty’s request. “When a person
like Pat asks you for a favor, you don’tturn him down,” one Moriarty associate said.23Most of
the contributions, however, were Moriarty’s money. Associates and relatives acted as intermediaries in conveying Moriarty’s money to politicians.
Moriarty apparently had a long-standing practice of giving money through others because,
in his words, “you can’t buy the state of California and still have them vote (for) your issues.”
Moriarty continued this practice even though the 1974 Political Reform Act made such “laundering” illegal. “When the law came into effect, we didn’t change anything, reported John
Murphy. “It was as if he [Moriarty]thought he was above the l a d u Five Moriarty associates
now confirm the existence of a laundering scheme which may “be the biggest case of its kind
in California history.”26
“[Alt least $260,000 was ‘laundered‘to 60 lawmakers and candidates,
according to former Moriarty associates and public records.” 26
Did politicians receiving these contributions know they were illegal? Suspicions might
have been aroused when Richard Keith started making $63,000in contributions “shortly after
he filed for bankru~tcy.”~~
Assembly Speaker Brown’s $23,000contribution came from Keith’s
Card Construction Company, which listed a vacant lot in Irvine as its address?’ Former Moriarty aides claim that “[ilnmany cases.. .the recipients were aware that the money was actually coming from Moriarty.”John Murphy said that “he specificallytold some politicians that
Moriarty was their real benefactor.” However, politicians interviewed by the press to date
have generally denied knowledge that the money they received was laundered.B
Key legislators played important roles in promoting Moriarty’s pro-fireworks bill. Assembly Majority Floor Leader Mike Roos (D-Los Angeles) and Assemblyman Bruce Young “were
instrumental in [its] 1981 Assembly passage. “Without their lobbying and votes, the bill.. .
would have failed.”30Subsequent investigation revealed that Moriarty’s links with these legislators went far beyond campaign contributions.
Moriarty arranged two bank loans for Roos totaling $60,000 in 1981.3’The interest rate
charged was 7 1/2%at a time when the prime rate was over 17%.=Roos invested in a condominium project Moriarty was building in Baldwin Hills the same year. The following year Roos
sold his interest in the project back to Moriarty at an undisclosed profit, even though few of
the condominium units had been sold. The Assemblyman’s father, Walter Roos, invested
$100,000 in the California Commerce Club, a new Moriarty poker club in the City of
Commerce33
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Moriarty also had strong ties with Young who had “carried the [fireworks] bill on the
Assembly floor [and] vigorously lobbied his colleagues for support.”34Moriarty’s business
links to Young reportedly dated back to 1978when Young invested in the Bank of Irvine which
was co-founded by M0riarty.3~
Young also invested $50,000 in Moriarty’s Baldwin Hills condominium project and wrote a letter supporting the project without mentioning his personal
interest, apparently to aid Moriarty in securing a bank loan. Questioned by reporters about
the condominium, Young retorted, “I’m losing money on that
However payments by
Moriarty to Young have been explained as “repayments”of Young’s investment. These “repayments” included household furnishings variously valued at $5,800to $20,000 and a payment of
$18,000 to Young’s former wife as part of her divorce ~ettlement.3~
Assembly Speaker pro Tern Rank Vicencia (D-Bellflower) also had business ties to Moriarty. Vicencia held a two-thirds interest in an insurance company which landed a contract
with Moriarty’s California Commerce Club, a now-controversialpoker parlor? Other legislators were hired to work for Moriarty-connectedfirms. Assemblyman Young received at least
$6,500 and use of a leased vehicle for 2 Y2 years for consulting services.In three different 1984
interviews,Moriarty assbciate Keith gave three different explanations of the work that Young
had supposedly performed?’
Senator Dan Boatwright (D-Concord) was reportedly hired by R.E. Wolfe Enterprises, a
firm headed by a long-time Moriarty business associate and half-owned by Moriarty. BoatWright was paid more than $14,000 to help the firm win a landfill contract in San Bernardino
County. The San Bernardino County Grand Jury reported that Wolfe’s bid would cost the
County $5 million more than a rival proposal.4O
On one occasion Moriarty reportedly hired a lawmaker’s spouse. Sylvia Cunningham,
wife of Los Angeles City Councilman David Cunningham,was paid $30,000 as a saleswoman
on the Baldwin Hills condominium project. Only one of the 64 units was sold during this
period:’
Moriarty also provided vacation facilities to legislators. Young eqjoyed free use of Moriarty condominiums in Palm Springs, Hawaii and Utah.42Boatwright used the Hawaii condominium in 1982. He paid $900 for this use eight months later?
In a series of sensational interviews given reporters in January 1985, Moriarty’s closest
associate Richard Keith reported that “he helped arrange prostitutes for legislators.. .on Moriarty’s behalf.” Keith said, “I believe the total money Pat Moriarty and his associates spent on
hookersbetween 1978or 1979and the present was between $600,000and $750,000.”Keith said
he had personally delivered betwen $300,000 and $400,00 of this. He said he had “direct
knowledge’’ that prostitutes were provided to “at least ten people in state politics.”44
The Orange County Grand Jury began an investigation of Moriarty’sfireworks lobbying
activity in January 1984 and the U.S. Attorneyjoined the investigation in March of that year. In
May 1984,State Senator H.L. Richardson (R-Arcadia) stated that Moriarty had requested his
assistance in squelching the Orange County investigation,particularly with regards to providing prostitutes to legislators. Moriarty and associates had given $11,000 in contributions to a
Richardson-controlledpolitical action committee and Moriarty’s firm had given a Richardson
company $38,000 in business. But Richardson promptly reported the conversation to the
Orange County District Att~rney.~‘
Young announcedthat he would not be a candidate for reelection in 1984.Moriarty went on
trial on 18 counts related to the California Commerce Club bribery case in March, 1985.On the
fifth day of testimony, Moriarty agreed to a plea bargain. He pleaded guilty to charges which
involved providing politicians with free vacation housing and lucrative investments, making
payments to officials and their relatives, and bribing other officials to obtain a City of Commerce poker club license. Moriarty faces up to 35 years imprisonment but sentencing has
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been delayed to allow the judge to assess Moriarty’s cooperation with prosecutors. “Moriarty
will be called upon to provide investigators with details of private meetings and information
from personal files that were unavailable to his former asso~iates.’’~~
The Moriarty case has received generous attention from the press and the Sacramento
political community. Further indictments are widely expected. The investigation has heightened the appearance of widespread corruption at high governmental levels.
c. Truckers
Because heavy trucks are a major cause of road damage, state law limits loaded truck
weights to 80,000 pounds. Puckers who violate this limit are subject to prosecution, which
district attorneys see as a way to recoup money spent repairing potholes. By 1983 dozens of
truckers were being prosecuted or on the verge of being prosecuted for violation of the 80,000pound limit.
Assemblyman Bruce Young co-authored a 1983 bill which in effect provided amnesty for
truckers who had violated the weight limit.The bill made the records of private weighmasters,
such as those at dumps and food processing plants, inadmissible in criminal and civil proceedings.Young received $10,000 from “ConcernedAmericans for Responsible Government,’’
the trucker’s PAC. The PAC contributed a total of $57,300 to legislators in 1983.
Governor Deukmejian received at least $30,975 in campaign contributions from truckers
named in pending lawsuits. Some of them reportedly pressed him to sign the bill. District
attorneys and the Attorney General’s office also pressured him to veto the bill. The Governor
allowed it to become law without his signature, explaining that he was deferring to the
LegislatureP7
d. Farm Workers

Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr., became a loyal ally of the farm workers long before his
tenure as Governor. In 1975 he won passage of the Agricultural Labor Relations Act which
gave collective bargaining rights to farm workers for the first time. Later in his administration
he vetoed several bills sponsored by major agribusiness concerns designed to limit provisions
of the 1975 Act.
When Brown ran for the U.S. Senate in 1982, growers contributed nearly $1 million to the
Deukmejian for Governor campaign. A story circulating within the Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB) is that the growers told Deukmejian after the election, “We made you
Governor. Destroy the ALRB and we’ll make you king.”@
Because Cesar Chavez and his United Farm Workers Union anticipatedthe loss of a friend
in the Governor’s office, the union became active in state legislative campaigns as never
before. Los Angeles Times reporter Doug Foster concluded, “Chavez’sformidable entry into
campaign financing (handing $250,000 in a single chunk to Assembly Speaker Willie Brown)
is an attempt to cushion the blow from Gov. Edmund G. Brown, Jr.’s, departure from off~ce.”~~
Richard Ross, Speaker Brown’s top election strategist, acknowledged the effect of the UFW
money. “Listen,the UFW does it better than anyone else, not only with money but with people
too. ...The money is of course very significant.’’5oUnited Farm Workers’ contributions were
described as “a protective blanket in the Legislature.”‘l
In all, the union contributed more than $750,000 to 1982 legislative campaigns, making
new friends and solidifyng old ones:‘ By contributing money to Speaker Brown and allowing
him to transfer the money to Assembly candidates, the UFW made it difficult for Republicans
to raise UFW contributions as a campaign issue against rural Democrats.63
The effects of these contributions were immediate. Bills which had previously passed the
Legislature were suddenly defeated in both Senate and Assembly committees.” Dan Walters
reported, “AssemblySpeaker Willie Brown has protected his rural Democrats from having to
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choose between [growersand the UFW]. He has buried the farmers’ bills to change the state
farm labor law in committee,thus precluding a floor vote that would put the rural Democrats
to the test.”5s
The Legislature has not supported the United Farm Workers position on all issues. The
Senate, for example, voted to confirm Governor Deukmejian’s appointment of David Stirling
as ALRB General Counsel over the UFW’s vehement objections.Nevertheless,the Farm Workers are seen as holding “aveto over a lot of decisions,” according to Senate Minority Leader
Jim NielsenF6Former Assembly Minority Leader Bob Naylor said, “Thebarrels of UFW money
Speaker Brown collected in the last election are having the desired effe~t.”‘~

2. Press Commentary on the Appearance of Corruption
These and other examples described below have provoked strong reactions by government
officials, newspaper reporters and political observers. The California press is filled with criticisms of what reporters and others view to be a thinly disguised pattern of corruption in the
state’s legislative process. A limited sampling of recent comments illustrates the prevailing
mood:
Anyone with the slightest familiarity with legislative politics knows that votes on legislation are being
bought, sold and rented on a wholesale basis.
- Dan Walters, Sacramento Bees
[Tlhe huge amounts of money being spent on state legislative campaigns have tended to blur the
distinction between right and wrong-and between bills that are passed on merit alone and bills that
are tied to campaign contributions and other favors.
- William Endicott, Los Angeles Times%
There is a direct and disheartening relationship between the amount of campaign contributions and the
level of interest by the contributors in pending legislation.
- Dan Stanford, Chairman,F’air Political Practices
CommissionGo
The message to the public is that almost all these bills being voted on involve campaign contributions
by someone who has a lot of financial gain at stake.. ..[O]ne has to question whether or not these bills
are being voted on their merit. The levels of money that are flowing in from the special interest groups at
some point become a perversion of the democratic process.
- Jim Shultz, Common Causee’
Threequarters of the legislators answering an Examiner survey believe campaign contributions influence the course of legislation in Sacramento.. ..Although lawmakers deny that such donations buy
votes, the monied interests have recorded remarkably high legislative batting averages.
- Gale Cook and James Finefrock, San fiancisco
ExamineP
In the first six months of this year, legislators collected nearly $7 million in campaign contributions and
1983, mind you, is not an election year. And what were all these donors doing? Buying access is the
polite way to put it, but it is hard not to conclude they were buying votes as well.
Bruce Winters, Van Nuys Daily Newsm

-

[AISpeople scramble for money for campaigns,they have to know in the back of their minds what a vote
means in terms of money coming to them or not coming to them in the long run.
Mike Gage, Retired AssemblymanM

-

[Tlhoroughly institutionalized corruption.. .permeates the current system of politics and government in
this state because of the skyrocketing costs of political campaigns.
- Vic Pollard, Gannett News Service66
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[Tlhe inevitable result, having to solicit huge sums of money from a lobbyist who has many interests
before the Legislature, is that you must consciously or unconsciously surrender a lot of your independence. We’ve gotten ourselves trapped in a whirlpool.
- Leo McCarthy, Lieutenant GovernoP
In terms of your own special interests, you should know that things do not necessarily move on merit
alone in the California Legislature, or in any government body.
- Willie Brown, Assembly SpeakeP

I have been the State Capitol correspondent for the Herald for almost four years. In that time I have
come to believe that.. .the influence of money on decisions made in Sacramento has institutionalized
corruption here. Even men and women whom I personally believe to be honest, hard-working and
dedicated public servants are tainted by the pervasive role of money in California politics and government. Money talks too much in California politics. It is not a novel observation. It is nevertheless the
principal lesson of four years of work.
- Joe Quintana, Los Angeles Herald Examiner@

3. Growth of Contributor Coalitions
The appearance of a link between contributions and legislative votes is enhanced by the
growth of contributor coalitions. Groups active in state politics often find it in their mutual
interest to support or oppose a particular piece of legislation together. A single organization
acting alone might lack the clout to move or block a bill. But when many organizations all
make contributions behind the same issue, their effectiveness is multiplied. Environmental
matters, coastal zoning issues, tax questions and other issues have attracted coalitions of
supporters or opponents. These contributions from many different groups all supporting one
side of a legislative question increase the appearance of monetary pressure.
Rent control is a recent example. A controversial bill (A.B. 3808), considered during the
1983-1984legislativesession,would have substantiallyweakened the strong rent control laws
of Berkeley and Santa Monica. California Common Cause charged that several groups supporting the bill sigruficantlyincreased their contributionsto state legislatorsduring the first 4
1/2 months of 1984 when A.B. 3808 was actively considered.(See n b l e 7.1.) Nine organizations
gave a total of $304,000to legislatorsduring this period, as compared with $220,000during all
of 1983.
Common Cause Executive Director Walter Zelman noted that these nine groups together
spent an additional $488,000 on lobbying during the first three months of 1984. Zelman
quipped, “We would never suggest that the housing industry is trying to buy the state Legislature. But perhaps they’d like to rent it for a few days.’’69
A.B. 3808 passed the Assembly on a 46-28vote in May 1984,even though California’svoters
had rejected a similar measure in 1980 by nearly a 2-to-1margin. The bill eventually died in
Senate committee. Housing industry representatives remained hopeful, and Assemblyman
Costa (D-F’resno) has introduced a similar bill in the 1985 legislative session (A.B. 483).
“Most of the [apartment]owners have realized that they don’t have much to win anymore
in the courts.. ..Investorsare shiftingtheir focus from an attack on rent control in the courts to
an attempt to undermine it in the Legislature,’’observed Howell ’hmlin, Santa Monica Rent
Control Board Administrator.” Zelman added, “one side in this debate has had far fewer
resources with which to make its case.”71
4. Local Decisions Overruled
Campaign contributors are increasinglyasking the Legislatureto overturn city or county
governmental decisions. Property zoning disputes, for example,which are normally resolved
at the local level, are now being addressed in Sacramento. The Legislature has begun to
functionlike a legislative court of appeals,reversing local zoning ordinanceswhen a request is
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Table 7 . 1
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS BY MAJOR SUPPORTERS

OF ASSEMBLY BILL TO W E A K E N RENT CONTROL (A.B. 3 8 0 8 )

Contrlbutlons to
State Leglslators
Organlzatlon

I rv I ne Company

1983

Contrlbutlons to
State Legislators
1/1/84

-

5/19/84

$ 88,900

$1 0 2 , 1 5 0

Callf. League of
Savings lnstltutlons

42,800

58,400

Cat If. Real Estate
Ass’n

29,472

56,001

2,750

38,300

16,700

22,300

1,250

9,250

10,600

8,050

1,100

6,500

26,400

2,825

Callf. Apartment
Ass’n PAC

.

Ca 1 1 f Mortgage
Bankers Ass’n
Associated Builders
a n d Contractors
Cal If. Houslng Councll
Calif. Bulldlng
Industry PAC
Bulldlng Industry
Ass’n
TOTAL

-

$219,972

$303,77 6

Source: Callfornla Common Cause

accompanied by a substantial contribution of money. Contributionshave been described by an
advisor to a local landowner group as a “potentialrequirement”for passage of a bill overturning a local zoning decision.” Several examples illustrate this trend

a. l’!rashPlanls
A private company proposed to build a $120 million plant to convert trash into electricity
in the San Diego County community of San Marcos. A citizens group opposed the plan and
circulated an initiative to block construction. Dan Walters reported that the trash plant company “traipsedto Sacramento.. .in the time-dishonoredpattern of development interests who
run into local opposition” and “arranged for the introduction of a bill by Assemblyman Johan
Klehs, whose Northern California district is about 500 miles away from San Marcos.. ..n73 The
bill would have invalidated the initiative in advance of its adoption. The Klehs bill (A.B. 828)
moved rapidly through committee with “all the earmarks of a measure that has achieved
clearance at the highest levels of the legislative leadership.” Walters concluded:
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Pansferring the decision to the Legislature creates an innately unfair contest. Legislators from elsewhere in the state don’t give a tinker’s damn whether that plant is built. Nor are they responsibleto the
voters who must live with the plant’s effects, whether beneficial or malodorous. They are likely to be
swayed by other matters: friendships with lobbyists, the prospect of campaign contributions,leadership pressure,etc. It is not a level playing field. The monied interests know that and that’swhy they take
their fight to Sacramento rather than taking their chances at the local le~e1.7~
The bill passed the Assembly in May 1985, and was referred to the Senate Elections
Committee.

b. Condominium Conversions
In late 1982 the San Francisco Board of Supervisors considered an ordinance to slow the
pace of most condominium conversions in the city and to preclude the conversion of apartment complexes with more than 25 units. The ordinance was so narrowly drafted that only
real estate developer Richard Traweek (who planned to convert a 720-unit San Francisco
apartment complex) and one other owner were blocked from converting their properties.
Traweek stood to make a $100 million profit from the conversion, and claimed the San Franciscans involved were trying to prevent his less expensive units from undercutting prices in
the condominium market. He hired Assembly Speaker Willie Brown as his attorney to help
him fight the ordinance and reportedly paid Brown $50,000 in legal fees. Despite Brown’s
efforts, the ordinance was adopted.
Traweek then turned his attention to the State Legislature, seeking legislation which
would overrule the San Francisco ordinance. He contributed at least $22,722to legislators in
1982. Between January and May of 1983, while his bill was pending, Baweek spent over
$50,000 on dinners, presents and lobbying fees. Although Traweek’s bill passed the Senate, it
died in an Assembly committee.
After Traweek’s defeat, he “[shed]his former status as a closed-mouth political insider”
and became “eager to tell all in his new combative role as the self-described ‘folk hero of the
‘baweek filed a
real estate industry,”’according to Claire Speigel of the Los Angeles Times.76
multimillion dollar antitrust suit against the city of San R’ancisco, alleging that city officials
and real estate developers conspired to pass the ordinance specifically to block his plans.
Speaker Brown subsequently disqualified himself from voting on the bill as a result of a
ruling by the F’air Political Practices Commission. The FPPC concluded that Brown had a
conflict of interest because a year earlier lkaweek’s company had given Brown a $1,000 gift
certificate to a men’s clothing store (deemed as personal income and thus subject to the
conflict of interest law). Brown had also received $16,000 in campaign contributions from
’baweek. Those contributions were not the basis for the FPPC ruling since campaign contributions are not subject to the conflict of interest law.
lkaweek said of the Legislature, “Those people are bought. They’re bought for a dinner.”
He admitted to having courted legislators. “[Tlhat’sthe way the game is played.. ..The system
wasn’t made by me. I was certainly invited to parti~ipate.’’~~

c. Agricultural Preserves
California lands which are declared state agriculturalpreserves are environmentallyprotected and not available for development. Presenting Inc., a large San Diego development firm,
contributed more than $20,000 to legislators who supported a bill to remove certain land in
Jamul, California, from agricultural preserve status. Presenting hoped to develop this land
with a large 389-unit housing project worth $40 million to the company.
Most of Presenting’scontributions ($15,000) were given to 15legislators two months after
the bill had passed. Assemblyman Richard Robinson (D-Garden Grove), the sponsor of the
bill, received $1,500 from Presenting. Other recipients included Senator William Craven (ROceanside), who supported the bill’s passage in legislative committees and on the Senate
floor ($1,000), Senate President pro Tem David Roberti (D-Los Angeles) ($2,000), the Senate
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Democratic Caucus, chaired by Senator Paul Carpenter (D-Cypress) ($2,000), Senate Minority Leader Jim Nielsen (R-Woodland) ($1,500),and Senator John Doolittle (R-Citrus Heights)
($1,500).
One of the leaders of the Honey Springs Homeowners Association,an organizationopposing the bill, said his group believes that Presenting bought the bill. The president of Presenting
said, however, that the contributions were not promised to legislators beforehand but were
distributed after passage of the bill to those who had supported the firm’s position. Senator
Craven denied that money influenced his vote:7
d. Coastal Zone Protection
Much coastal land in California is environmentally protected from extensive development
and is therefore of reduced commercial value to its owners. Property owners in northern San
Diego County supported a bill introduced by Senator William Craven (R-Oceanside) that
would have removed a large parcel of land (4,000 acres) from state coastal zone protection.
Among internal documents obtained by the San Diego Union was a proposal by a Carlsbad
planning consultant who coordinated the campaign for the bill. He described a plan in which
property owners would spend $425,000, including up to $150,000 in legislative campaign
contributions,to win passage of the bill. The $450,000 amount was described as a “potential
requirement.”78
The planning consultant also wrote a letter to property owners underscoring the potential
value of the legislation:
Remember [the]benefit to your property would increase at least $10,000-$15,000 (per acre) should SB
1808 be successful.I await your response. Please let me know if you will support our collective effort. I
know you will because you can’t afford not to.78

S.B. 1808 failed to pass the Senate Natural Resources and Wildlife Committee after the San
Diego Union made these documents public.
Reviewing the Carlsbad documents, Dan Walters of the Sacramento Union concluded,
“Contributions to legislators are considered to be an integral part of any effort to secure
passage of legislation....We are tolerating a Legislature that allows itself to be sold, or at least
rented, to the highest bidder.”80
e. Municipal Annexation
Real estate developer Jay Self wanted to build a new shopping center on property adjacent
to the city of Riverside. If the property were annexed to the city,the owner would be entitled to
sewer hookups and inexpensive city utilities:’ Annexation would also give the city additional
tax revenue from the shopping center. Self filed an application with the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAF’CO) requesting permission for the city to annex the land:‘ LAFCO and
the city are both required to approve annexation requests.
Adjacent to the proposed shopping center lies the Riverside International Raceway.
Owners of the Raceway also asked LAFCO for city sewer service. LAFCO agreed, conditioning the proposed annexation on a sewer hookup for the Raceway. The city disliked this condition and went to court to argue that LAFCO lacked the authority to impose it.
Meanwhile Self hired two former members of the Legislature as his lobbyists to seek a bill
overriding the LAFCO decision which linked the annexation to a sewer hookup for the raceway. In August of 1984, during the closing days of the legislative session, language barring
such linkage was amended into a non-controversialbill. The Legislature gave final approval to
the bill on August 29,1984, and it was signed by the Governor on September 28,1984.
From late August through early November, Self was responsible for at least $68,000 in
contributions to 16 legislators,ranging in amounts from $250 to $20,000.During the month of
October alone, Self was responsible for contributions totaling $10,000 or more to five key
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legislators.83Three days after the Governor signed the bill, Self gave $1,250to the campaign to
pass the Governor’s reapportionment initiative.
Most of these contributionswent to the legislators in the best position to assure passage of
the bill. Senate President pro Tem David Roberti received $20,000. Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown received $10,000. Senator Milton Marks @-San Francisco), the chair of the Senate
Local Government Committee, received $10,000. The Senate Local Government Committee
was the only committee to hear the bill in its final form.
Senator Barry Keene (D-Eureka),a member of the Local GovernmentCommittee,“played
a key role in developing the language used in the final form of the bill.’’Keene received $10,000.
Keene described the money as “an impressive contribution,’’but said he was not surprised to
receive it. Keene commented, “Often on issues of this sort, where there is a clear winner and a
clear loser, the winner expresses gratitude in the form of campaign upp port."^
Assemblyman Steve Clute (D-Riverside) was also an important supporter of the bill, since
legislators tend to defer to the area legislator on local matters. Clute, the narrow winner of a
tough reelection campaign, received a total of $10,000 from four of Self’s companies. Clute
said, “It’s a lot of money, but it’s unfortunate that campaigns cost a lot of money.”%
One of Self‘s lobbyists admitted, “It doesn’t hurt if you do have clients who are known in
Sacramento as someone who remembers his friends.”86An editorial in the Santa Rosa Press
Democratobserved,“Forthe developer,now able to proceed with his shopping center,$54,750
qualifies as a minor expense. For the lawmakers, the donations are large enough to be useful.
Only one loser emerges from these all too familiar affairs:public confidence in the honesty of
the State Legi~lature.”~~
6. Public Safety QuestionsRaised
Whether or not podiatrists should be able to operate on the ankle or fireworks should be
sold in the state raise legitimate questions of public safety. But when large contributions
precede or follow votes on such questions the public may never know whether the Legislature
made its decision on the merits of the question or in response to monetary pressures.
A recent example involves the sale of raw milk in the state. For decades, most milk produced in the United States has been pasteurized to prevent a variety of diseases from being
passed from cows to humans. The most serious of these is salmonella dublin, a rare disease
which is relatively unthreatening to healthy adults but very serious in young children or adults
whose resistance has already been lowered by another disease. In 1983salmoneZZa dublin was
responsible for about 30 fatalities in California.
California’sAlta-Dena Certified Dairy has long maintained that raw milk is healthier than
pasteurized milk and that pasteurization diminishes the quality of milk. Alta-Dena is the
largest producer-dairy in the nation and has pioneered rigorous sanitation techniques. AltaDena produces 88%of the raw (unpasteurized) milk sold in California.
Some experts, however, continue to associate raw milk closely with cases of salmonella
dublin. “The irony is that [seriouslyill people J drink raw milk because they believe it will help
them to be healthy again,” says Dr. Joshua Fierer, an infectious disease specialist at U.C. San
Diego.= In 1967 Alta-Dena lobbyists successfully opposed legislation in Sacramento which
would have required that all milk sold in California be pasteurized. The state was limited to
ordering recalls of raw milk from supermarket shelves when disease organisms were discovered. In 1977Alta-Dena lobbyists were successful in winning passage of legislation which
switched authority over milk recalls from epidemiologists in the Department of Health Services to the Food and Agriculture Department, “an agency that the dairy regards as friendlier
to its cause.”89
Nevertheless, state officials have ordered 17 recalls of raw milk from 1977 to present.
“[Raw milk drinkers] are acting in ignorance and I believe we have a responsibility to protect
them against that risk,” said disease specialist Fierer? Publicity surrounding the recalls has
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reduced raw milk sales. Alta-Dena’s raw milk sales are today half of what they were in 1977,
while total dairy sales have increased steadily. Only 10%of Alta-Dena’s milk is sold
unpasteurized.
In 1983, S.B. 565 was introduced by State Senator William Campbell (R-City of Industry).
This bill would have created a new state commission of seven people, four of whom would be
proposed by the raw milk industry. Milk could only be recalled if a majority of this commission asked a court to issue an injunction.
Despite the strenuousobjections of the State Health ServicesDepartment,S.B. 565 passed
the Senate on a 26-10 vote in June of 1983. It also passed the Assembly toward the end of the
1984 session on a 43-32 vote. Shortly after a major article in the Los Angeles Times described
the controversy, Governor Deukmejian vetoed the bill?’
Campaign contributions smoothed the way for Alta-Dena’s legislative success. In 1983, an
off-election year, almost half the members of the Legislature received contributionsfrom A h Dena. Total contributions per legislator ranged from $200 to $3,500. The typical contribution
was $500. Alta-Dena’s contributions for 1983 were $32,000.
Although these were not large amounts by Sacramento standards,one state health official
commented, “It’s nothing dramatic, but if there are no contributions on the other side to
counteract Alta-Dena,then it’s more than enough.”92
Joe Gonsalves,the dairy‘s full-time lobbyist in Sacramento, said “thisis an issue where legislators can’t go wrong by supporting the
dairy. The only people who care are those who drink raw milk; the pasteurized milk drinkers
don’t even know the issue exists.”83“In the memory of those involved, the Alta-Dena case
marks the first time that a major food company has dared to challenge government claims
that its products are contaminated with disease-causingorganisms and, moreover, to succeed
in fighting the government to a standstill,”wrote Robert Jones of the Los Angeles Times. 94
6. Increased Tax Rates
California’s current system of campaign financing is also extremely costly to the state’s
taxpayers. The horse racing industry,for example,won a $20 milliqn tax break in 1980 after it
donated over $1 million to legislators over a five-year period. Doctors received a $40 million
fee increase for treating i q m d workers in 1981 after the California Medical Association
contributed nearly $600,000to 1980 legislativeraces. Beer wholesalers made contributionsfor
many years to protect a three-decade-old regulation prohibiting wholesale beer discounts
which would have saved consumers over $100 million a year?
Legislators dependent on economically interested parties to provide critical campaign
funds frequently appear to reward large contributors with major tax breaks. Candy in California, for example, is classified as a “food” and exempted from state sales tax.“The net result of
years of special interest fiddling with the tax codes is that the state loses about $9 billion per
year in revenue,” one Sacramentojournalist has concluded.ffi
The most widely discussed example of a costly tax break linked to campaign contributions is California’s failure to adopt an oil severance tax. California is the fourth largest oil
producing state, and the only oil producing state which does not tax the “severance”of oil
from the ground. The severance tax has long been utilized by other states as an equitable
means for compensating state residents for depletion of non-renewable energy resources.
Proponents of an oil severance tax cite a Legislative Analyst’s finding that taxes on the oil
industry are the lowest in the country, and that passage of a severance tax would only bring
California’s oil tax rate up to the average. Proponents also cite a Rand Corporation study
concluding that the world oil market determines oil prices and that oil companies would thus
be unable to pass costs of increased taxes on to consumer^?^ Opponents dispute these points
and assert that imposition of an oil severance tax would cost California up to 16,000jobs and
lead to the abandonment of marginal oil wells.%Proponents reply that oil companiesreceived a
windfall in property tax savings from the passage of Proposition 13 and need no further help.
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Attempts to impose an oil severance tax in California have met with vigorous opposition
from the oil industry. Proposition 13 requires any measure raising taxes to pass by a twothirds vote in each house of the Legislature. In a June 1982 Assembly floor vote, a bill to
impose an oil severance tax received only a 51%vote (41 to 26) and failed.
Oil companies have consistently made large donations to legislators and state parties in
California. F’rom 1979 through 1982 the oil industry contributed a total of $2.5 million to
California candidates and parties. These donations increased sharply during the period the oil
severance tax was under legislative consideration. California Common Cause reported that
“contributionsfrom the 26 oil industry contributorsto legislative candidates and party groups
Legislators
were 110%higher in the 1982 elections than they had been in the 1980 elections.”g9
opposing the tax received an average of four times as much in oil industry contributions as did
those supporting the tax.Every legislator voting against the tax received oil industry money,
ranging from $500 to $14,000.
In the 1983-1984 legislative session, oil severance tax proponents tried a new strategy.
Assemblyman Tom Bates (D-Oakland) authored a bill (A.B. 3) which coupled the severance
tax to a reduction in personal income tax rates, yielding no net tax increase. The bill thus
needed only a majority vote for passage. In January 1984 the bill was passed by the Assembly
on a 41-28 vote. Several months later, however, it died in the Senate Revenue and ”axation
Committee.’“‘‘
Oil industry contributions had again risen to meet the new threat. During an 18-month
period in 1981-1982,twenty-six industry contributorsgave legislators $167,000.But during the
12 months of 1983,an off-election year,just ten industry contributors gave legislators $215,000.
The 1983 figures increased by at least 29%during a shorter time period.”’
If California adopted an oil severance tax, it would net the state an additional $400 million
in annual revenues.Io2Since oil companies would be able to deduct about half of this amount
from federal taxes, their success in resisting the severance tax yields them approximately$200
million a year in additional revenues. Oil companies must donate only a small fraction of this
sum in campaign contributions to win this $200 million return on their investment.

7. Growing Pressure on Contributors
Rising campaign costs have also significantly increased the pressures placed on contributors to donate funds. Even experienced Sacramento lobbyists are complaining. One lobbyist
was invited to 201 fundraising events in the first 11 months of 1983, a non-election year. One
seat to each of these fundraising events would have cost a total of over $65,000, and lobbyists
are often expected to buy a table for ten.
Contributors use words like “extortion” and “shakedown” to describe the strong-arm
tactics used by legislators to solicit money. One Sacramento journalist has concluded, “California’s system of financing legislative campaigns has evolved into what one top-drawer
lobbyist calls ‘an abysmally corrupt shakedown’with the fate of bills affecting monied interests tied directly to the level of contributions. ...’ Ninety percent of the money that changes
hands changes hands because of some kind of shakedown.”’IwThe appearance of a quid pro
quo is thus generated both by contributors who press money into candidates’ hands and by
candidates who coerce money from unwilling contributors.

8. K e y Issues Sl%hted
When large contributors are aligned on both sides of legislative issues, relatively minor
questions -such as whether podiatrists who already operate on the foot should also be
allowed to operate on the ankle-command a disproportionate amount of the Legislature’s
attention. The legislative agenda is often set by contributorswho use gifts of money to capture
legislators’ attention. Less frequently is it set by legislators anticipating pressing state needs.
“In a sense, the Legislature is no longer the active body in the process of setting public policy
but the reactive body, preoccupied with its own internal feuding.. ..”IM
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9. Excessive Time Spent Fundraising
Legislators complain that they must spend an increasing percentage of their time raising
money. Los Angeles Times Sacramento Bureau Chief William Endicott has observed,“Raising
funds for reelection has become such a full-timejob that some legislators no longer have much
time to legi~late.”‘~~
Fundraising events are frequently conducted in Sacramento and less often
in legislators’districts. Fundraisers are held during legislative sessions, before critical votes,
immediately after elections, and throughout non-election years. Lobbyists complain that legislators are too busy working on their fundraisers to discuss pending legislation. During a
legislative committee hearing one legislator commented, “I’vebeen sitting here for two hours
this morning trying hard to listen to testimony. But all I ended up doing was making lists of
people who might put down $1,000 for a table at my next fundraiser.”’06

10.Altered Leademhip Criteria
Committee assignments and legislative leadership posts often go to legislators who commit themselves to substantial fundraising activities on behalf of their caucus members. These
key assignments, in turn, enhance legislators’ fundraising potential. As a result, committee
assignments may be bestowed for their fundraising potential and not their capacity to shape
and control sophisticated legislation. Reporters for the San Iiz.ancisco Examiner have concluded, “The lure of huge campaign contributions has caused a scramble for seats on the socalled ‘juice’committees that deal with such issues as liquor, horse racing, banking and insurance. Membership on the Assembly’s Finance, Insurance and Commerce Committee, for example, can mean an extra $24,000 in donations per ele~tion.”’~~
11. Legislative Lneffectiveness
The Legislature is often unable to act at all when large contributors are aligned on both
sides of an issue. Indeed, legislators sometimes prefer to keep such an issue alive because
contributors keep pouring in campaign funds. Foreign and domestic corporations in 1984,for
example, split over a proposal to m o d e the state’s “unitary”method of calculating taxes on
multinational corporations. “Everybody’s trying to make money off [the unitary tax revision
bill] without its passing,” one legislator observed.‘osNo action was taken and the issue remains current in 1985.
A preoccupation with fundraising leaves the Legislature less able to address fundamental
state needs. The committee system was designed to allow legislators to become expert on
specific aspects of California government,to anticipate problems before crises and to develop
long-range solutions. The current campaign financing system, however, causes committee
assignments to be offered as an award for fundraising success. Problems are frequently ignored until they reach a crisis. Efforts to develop long-rangepolicies are slighted.The current
system of campaign finance is a key element in this causal chain.

B. Electoral Competition Is Being Distorted
California’s campaign finance system has also changed the nature of state legislative
elections. Escalating campaign costs discourage qualified new candidates from running.
Those who do run spend more time raising money than meeting voters or debating issues.
Partisan money from Sacramento sources has altered the outcome in several general election
races. Serious competition in primaries is a rarity. Political parties continue to play a minor
role.
Incumbency and reapportionment, of course, are also powerful factors which have decreased the competitiveness of elections. Incumbents use state-subsidized newsletters to
build name identification. District offices and staff nurture community support. Newspaper
and broadcast coverage keeps the incumbent in the public’s eye. Voters tend to support
known incumbents over lesser-known challengers.
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Reapportionment has reduced competition by carving the state into many one-party districts. Even candidates spending enormous sums in safe Democratic or Republican districts
have a negllgible chance of dislodging the incumbent in the general election.
Money is nonetheless a necessary competitive ingredient in many races. The process by
which California candidates raise and spend that money has altered legislative electoral competition in many important respects:

1. High Campaign Costs as Barriers to Competition
Certainly when the ‘entry fee’ gets to, say, $150,000, you can’t continuallyraise that from within your
district every two years. You have to start depending on larger contributions from special interests,
which run the gamut-labor unions,business,professions and so forth....Thereseemed to be no end in
sight as to how much money one was going to have to continually raise.
- Victor Calvo, Retired LegislatoP
The high costs of modern legislative campaigns erect serious barriers to competition by
qualified candidates. Without money, candidates cannot pay for the advertising necessary to
publicize their views. Journalists and potential contributors refuse to take impoverished candidates seriously. Peter Clarke and Susan Evans have concluded in their study of campaign
news coverage: “[Tlhechallenger who has money-and is perceived as a viable threat to the
incumbent-gets coverage. The almost complete neglect of those challengerswho do not run
well-heeled campaigns is sobering.””’High campaign costs thus shrink the pool of qualified
candidates in legislative races.
Fifteen years ago many legislative candidates could turn to family and friends for money
to wage competitive campaigns. Today, candidates caught in a monetary arms race may
spend $300,000 to $400,000 or more in the general election alone. Very few candidates can
raise such sums from family and friends. They axe forced to turn to statewide interest groups
and legislative leaders for most of their campaign funding. (See Chapter 3, “Who Pays?”)
Candidates and legislators often find asking for money a distasteful chore. Some candidates avoid taking positions on issues that might offend potential contributors. Highly
qualified individuals may decide not to run at all. Even successful candidates tire of the
fundraising spiral. Former Assemblywoman Leona Egeland said she decided not to seek reelection in 1980 because “I saw that I was going to have to raise between $150,000 and
$200,000 in order to even be in the running.. ..You see [in campaign reports] who contributes
to whom, and when you’re the candidate,you start contacting all these places and begging for
money.””’
In some cases the contest to raise money can supplant the contest to win votes. The early
maneuvering between Gray Davis (former Chief of Staff for Governor Brown) and Conway
Collis (former deputy to U.S. Senator Cranston and an experienced fundraiser) for a 43rd
Assembly District open seat is a classic example.In the Fall of 1981 Davis raised over $400,000.
C o b had actually raised only about $150,000 but feared that public disclosure of his comparative fundraising weakness would eliminate his chance to win the seat. Collis therefore
filed inaccurate disclosure reports claimingto have raised almost $300,000.By early March of
1982 Davis had increased his total fundsto well over $600,000 and Collis realized he could not
successfully compete. Voters never got to choose between the two. Collis dropped out of the
Assembly race and instead ran successfully for the State Board of Equalization. The FPPC
later fined Collis for overstating his receipts.
2. Excessive Time Fundraising

Californiapoliticiansthink about campaign money when they get up in the morning, they think about it
all day and they think about it at night.
- Assemblyman Art Agnos (D-SanF’rancis~o)~
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Campaign literature and advertising is essential for candidates to communicate with
voters. Talking with individual voters is increasingly viewed as unnecessary. Candidates can
win elections without canvassing door-to-door,without hosting coffee klatches, and without
greetingvoters at shopping centers and local events. Successfulcandidateswho still engage in
these activities first secure adequate funding for media and advertising.
Candidates need money to run successfully for public office. They need certain committee
assignments to enhance their ability to raise money. They need money to pay off campaign
debts. And they need money for war chests to deter potential future competitors. Fundraising
solicitations, calls, letters and visits can occupy much of a candidate’s time. Candidates in
competitive districts who balk at continual fundraising schedules leave politics. Lieutenant
Governor (and former Assembly Speaker) Leo McCarthy has said, “If good people.. .feel that
80%of their time has to be devoted to fundraising,they’ll get out. The field will be left to those
who love the personal ecstasy of holding power.. ..”‘13

3. hcumbent Fundraising Advantage
Individuals and interest groups make contributions to gain favorable legislative treatment
and access to decision makers. A losing candidate represents an investment with no return.
Since incumbents almost always start their campaigns with vastly superior name recognition,
and since incumbents as a group can boast a reelection rate of over 95%during the last ten
years, they are the most attractive to investor/contributors.Indeed, incumbents are increasing
the fundraising gap between themselves and typical challengers.
In the 1976 general election, the median Assembly incumbent spent $25,000, while the
median challenger spent $9,000, a differential ratio of 340-1.This ratio increased to 540-1 in
1978,8-to-lin 1980,9-to-lin 1982 and 14-to-1in 1984.While incumbents’median expenditures
have jumped from $25@04&115,400, a nearly five-fold increase, challengers’ median expenditures have decreased (from $9,400 in 1976 to $8,500 in 1984). (See ’Ihble 1.6, Chapter 1.)
Even greater disparities exist in primary elections.Incumbents’ median primary expenditures rose from $94,000 in 1982 to $122,000in 1984.Non-incumbents,on the other hand, spent
practically nothing in the 1984 primary-a median of $1,165,the lowest figure for non-incumbents since the FPPC began compiling these figures.
Figures for the State Senate, with only twenty incumbents up for reelection, demonstrate
the same trend. Median expenditures for Senate incumbents were $205,000 in the 1984 primary election. Median expenditures for non-incumbents dropped to $899.
This disparity in fundraisingis both a cause and a symptom of incumbents’power. Incumbents can generally raise more money. By spending that money, incumbents increase their
visibility and their fundraising ability. Yet the impact of fundraising imbalances in suppressing competition can be overstated. Two additional factors are responsible for an effective lack
of competition in roughly two-thirds of the legislative districts in the state.
First, some districts are relatively balanced between Democratic and Republican voters
but have incumbents who are so well-known and respected that their reelection is a virtual
certainty. Only when these incumbents decline to run for reelection do their districts become
competitive and candidates of both parties have a chance to win the seat. Until this happens
campaign spending disparities in these districts are not critical. Incumbents will prevail even
in the face of higher spending opponents.
A second factor diminishing competition is the strength of party affiliations in certain
districts. Perhaps two-thirds the districts in the state lean strongly toward the candidates of
one political party or the other. In most cases demographicfactors make the districts strongly
Democratic or Republican. In other instances reapportionment has made certain districts
relatively invulnerable to competition. (See Chapter 2, “Causes of High Costs.’’) The reapportionment process encourages the majority party to redistrict the maximum number of registered voters of the opposing party into the fewest number of districts. Most minorityPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
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controlled districts thus become impregnable fortresses of minority strength. Even greater
spendingby a majority party candidate in these districts is generally futile. On the other hand,
registered voters of the majority party are distributed into as many districts as possible where
they will make up a comfortable maj~rity.“~
These districts are strongly predisposed to support the majority party candidate.
There are limits to what can be accomplished through reapportionment, and some districts will remain marginal. Additionally, some districts undergo substantial change during
the ten-year interval between each reapportionment. Competition can be intense in such
districts, and fundraising advantages can be critical. While a last-minute spending blitz might
threaten many incumbents, “safe”district incumbents have a great advantage which does not
depend on superior fundraising power.
4. Incumbent War Chests
Many incumbents raise and maintain large war chests even though they represent safe
districts. Some raise this money because even “safe”incumbents have been defeated by surprise spending blitzes. (The unexpected defeat of veteran Senator A1 Rodda changed the
fundraising patterns of many senators overnight; see discussion in Chapter 2, “Causes of
High Costs.”) Others build war chests to dissuade potential challengers from running against
them. War chests are thus built for tactical as well as psychological considerations.
A notable example is Assemblyman Tom Bane (D-Van Nuys) who lost a 1964 election he
was expected to win. In 1974 Bane returned to public life, winning a heavily Democratic
Assembly seat with 67%of the vote. He vowed never again to be surprised by a strong opponent. Although he has been reelected with winning percentages of 66%,65%,72%and 67%
between 1976 and 1984, Bane still raised $1,176,000 in campaign funds from January 1981
through December 1984. While Bane transferred some of this to fellow Democrats and used
other funds for expenses,he closed out this period with a surplus of $206,000.Bane’s surplus is
a clear warning to potential challengers that he will never be caught unprepared. Challengers
may have great difficulty persuading contributors to part with money in the face of such
awesome war chests.’15

5. hcumbent Immunity to Primary Competition
In districts where one party is dominant, the general election result is a foregone conclusion. Challengers can only compete successfully in the party primary. Yet serious primary
challenges to incumbents are quite rare. Statewide interest groups which provide the bulk of
campaign funding in California see little advantage and great risk in helping primary candidates challenge incumbents. Incumbents’war chests are especially effective in discouraging
potential primary opponents. In extreme cases, transfer money is made available from legislative colleagues to help needy incumbents.
While 100 legislative incumbents are up for renomination every election year, few encounter serious primary challenges without unusual circumstances. Assemblyman Jack Fenton
(D-Montebello),for example,was caught in an extraordinaryparty leadership struggle in 1980
and was defeated by Howard Berman-backed Marty Martinez. Assemblyman Terry Goggin
(D-San Bernardino) was tainted with scandal when he was overturned by Gerald Eaves in
1984.
Some incumbents have faced serious primary challenges without extenuating circumstances, but examples are rare. Assemblyman Mike Cullen (D-Long Beach) was defeated by
Dave Elder in June 1978,for example, even though spending was moderate (each spent about
$30,000).Assemblyman Nolan F’rizzelle (R-FountainValley) narrowly survived a stiff primary
challenge from Inrine City Councilman David Sills in 1982. Sills’status as a local government
official gave him some of the same advantages Frizzelle erjoyed as an incumbent, thus helping to level the playing field. Both candidates spent substantial amounts, but Frizzelle’s supPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
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port in transfers from Republican legislative colleagues and his ability to outspend Sills may
have made the difference. The unwillingness of traditional funding sources to contribute to
primary challengers has foreclosed competition in most cases.

6. Increased Spending Disparities in Open Seat Primaries
Open seat primaries give newcomers an opportunity to break into legislative politics.
Although incumbents dominate contested primaries, open seat party primaries are still accessible to candidates with moderate funding. In the 1982 Assembly primaries, for example,
several candidates won contested nominations spending remarkably little. Assemblyman Bill
Bradley (R-Escondido) spent just $36,000 and won a nomination with 38% of the vote. Assemblyman Dan Hauser (D-Eureka) spent only $32,000 and defeated Scott Keene (brother of
State Senator Barry Keene) who spent $57,000. Other open seat primary candidates waged
contested campaigns for less than $100,000. (See ’lkble 7.2.)
There is disturbing evidence, however, to suggest that open seat party primaries are also
becoming dominated by candidates with greater access to money. In some 1982 primaries,
spending levels were high enough to deter candidates from running. Assemblyman Tom Hayden (D-Santa Monica) spent a record $750,000 in the 1982 primary while his opponent Steve
Saltzman spent $303,000. In another hotly contested race Assemblyman Burt Margolin (DWest Los Angeles) spent $248,000 while his principal opponent Community College Pustee
Wallace Albertson spent $274,000. Candidates without large sums of campaign cash have
little chance of competing in such open primaries.
The Ferguson-Carpenterbattle illustrates the increasing effect money is having on open
primary races. Early in 1984, an overwhelmingly Republican Orange County Assembly seat
became open when the incumbent decided to run for the Senate. The winner of the primary
was sure to be the next district representative. Former Assemblyman Ron Cordova and local
elected official Ruthelyn Plummer raised significant funds and waged active campaigns. But
Assembly Republicans in Sacramento were fighting over the Assembly Minority Leader post
and that conflict spilled over into the Orange County campaign. Supporters of Minority
Leader Bob Naylor backed a third candidate,Ken Carpenter, while supporters of challenger
Pat Nolan backed a fourth, Gil Ferguson. Sacramento money poured into these two candidates’ campaign coffers. Ferguson spent $256,000 and upset Carpenter 39% to 32%, even
though Carpenter had spent $363,000.
Of Ferguson’stotal expenditures,56%came from Sacramentolegislators allied with Nolan
and PACs under their control. Carpenter also received substantial help from Republican lawmakers. Local candidates Cordova and Plummer raised far less money because they were
dependent primarily on local sources. If this trend continues, access to the Legislature
through the primaries will be blocked to all but those with major financial support.
7. Impact of Partisan Contributions on Competitive General Elections: Some
Pros and Cons
Incumbents have built-in advantages that have insulated them from competition in both
primaries and the vast majority of general elections. Nevertheless, general election races are
seriously contested far more often than party primaries. The difference is partisan moneytransfers, legislative caucus contributions and party contributions. Without this Sacramento
money a high level of competition would not exist in many races. (See Chapter 5, “Partisan
Sources.”)
Partisan strategists in Sacramento with substantial amounts of money at their disposal
are less likely to be dissuaded by an opponent’s large war chest. They consider criteria other
than fundraising skills in deciding which candidates to back. They look at party registration,
the district’s voting history, the opponent’s record and changing demographic trends. (For
example, an emerging minority community might be significant.) If the strategists believe
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they have a chance to win the district, they can provide their candidate with enough expertise
and money to make the race competitive.A number of incumbentsmust face stiff competition
every election year as a result of this process, and some are defeated. Large amounts of campaign cash go a long way towards negating the incumbency advantage. Incumbents cast
hundreds of legislative votes each year creating a record that can be picked over carefully for
potential campaign issues.
The 1982 Assembly race between Democratic incumbent Jim Cramer and Republican
challenger Charles Bader illustrates the use of partisan money. Cramer and Bader had contested a San Bernardino seat in 1980 when it was left open by the appointment of Democrat
Bill McVittie to a judgeship. San Bernardino County District Attorney Cramer had defeated
former Pomona Mayor Bader by a 49%to 47%margin. The closeness of the contest encouraged
both parties to make the seat a priority in 1982.
Each candidate spent approximately $200,000and received nearly half of this money from
out-of-districtpartisan sources.This time Bader was victorious, overturning Cramer by a 53%
to 47%vote. A subsequent reapportionment turned the 65th Assembly District into a safe
Republican seat. Partisan money was significant both in defending and ousting an incumbent.
Partisan money plays an even more important role in generating competition for open
seats. With no incumbent in the race, open seats give each party its best opportunity to pick
up seats. Once a new incumbent is installed, the opposing party may have little chance of
mounting an upset in later elections.
The Firestone-O’Connellrace is an example. In 1982 incumbent Assemblyman Gary Hart
(D-Santa Barbara) vacated his seat to run for the Senate. Hart’s personal popularity had
helped him hold his seat for four terms. But voter registration was marginal for both parties
and Republicans came up with a powerful and wealthy candidate in Brooks Firestone. Most
political obervers thought Firestone’s election was a certainty.
Democrats nominated Jack O’Connell,a one-time teacher who had worked as an aide to
the local state senator. O’Connell had few sources of funds and his ability to raise money was
further hampered by the widespread consensus that he faced defeat. However, Assembly
Democratic strategists in Sacramento decided that O’Connell might have a chance. They
provided almost threequarters of O’Connell’s $200,000 campaign budget, enabling him to
wage a vigorous campaign. Although Firestone still outspent O’Connell by well over $100,000,
voters elected O’Connell by a narrow margin. Two years later Republicans used partisan
money to finance a stiff challenge to incumbent O’Connell from Santa Barbara County Sheriff
John Carpenter. This time O’Connell scored an impressive 61%victory. Partisan money had
clearly enabled O’Connell to reach voters with a message they found attractive.

8. Non-CampaignSpending
Accumulation of large war chests by candidates in safe districts may seem odd in many
instances. Serious challenges are rare and incumbents can win reelection spending very little.
Nevertheless these safe incumbents consistently raise substantial sums of money. Where does
this money go?
Some is spent on goods and services which are not intended to win votes: travel, meals,
entertainment, clothing, additional office staff, non-governmental mailings and further
fundraising. Some of these expenditures can be justsled as campaign related. In other instances the justification is thin; sometimes war chests are treated as personal “perks” of
legislative office. Higher legislative salaries might ease the pressure on candidates to raise
campaign contributions for quasi-personal purposes.
9. m o r Role for Political Parties
Under California law, political parties are charged with the responsibility of conducting
campaigns on behalf of their candidates. But throughout this century, California parties have
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been too weak to carry out this mandate. Instead candidates often take responsibility for their
own campaigns. They hire campaign managers, rent campaign headquarters, develop campaign strategies and work with legislative strategists.As a result California campaigns are ad
hoc operations. Typically they are set up at election time and dismantled within a week after
the election.
Recent years have seen a mild resurgence by the political parties. The Republican Party
has strengthened its fundraising through direct mail solicitations and is able to contribute to
selected candidates. The Democratic Party is developing its solicitation techniques but is still
unable to contribute much to its candidates. In recent elections both parties have conducted
major voter registration campaigns, absentee ballot programs and get-out-the-vote drives.
Republican Party political experts work alongside legislative partisan strategists in encouraging candidates to run and guiding them with expert technical advice. But the Democratic
Party has no comparable experts; political chores are handled by consultants hired by the
Democratic legislative caucus. (See Chapter 5, “Partisan Sources.”)
Despite these nascent activities, the parties remain weak. Massive fundraising by candidates and legislative caucuses has dwarfed party efforts. Without money to distribute, the
parties experience difficulty in developing and implementing statewide political programs.
Candidates solicit money directly from large contributors and bypass the party apparatus
altogether. The relatively weak party role in legislative campaigns gives candidates substantial independence.

C. Public Confidence in Government Is Diminished
Public opinion polls indicate low public confidence in state government. Only a small
percentage of the population rates state officeholders highly for honesty and ethical standards. Former FPPC Commissioner Mickey Ziffren has commented, “The voters.. .envision
Sacramento as a distant sinful island surrounded by a green sea of money.”u6
In 1981 Mervin Field‘s California Poll found that California residents ranked their State
Legislature 23rd out of 34 national, state and local institutions on a public confidence index.
On a scale in which a confidence index of 100 indicated an even balance of positive and
negative views, the California State Legislature received a rating of 70, placing it between the
telephone company and the CIA.’I7
In 1985 another Field Poll asked California voters whether they felt state legislatorswere
obligated to their contributors and if so whether this created unfairnesstoward constitutents.
Seventy-four percent answered that “state legislators are either very or somewhat obligated
to their campaign contributors,”and of this group 46%believed this resulted in “unfairness”to
the average citizen.”’These opinion polls are reinforced by national surveys:-(SeeAppendix H,
“Public Opinion Polls.”)
Polls do not address the specific causes of low public confidence in California’s state
government. There are many tributaries that feed the stream of public doubt. But there seems
little question that Californians’ confidence in state government is low, and that the widely
discussed influence of money on legislation has contributed significantly to that doubt. Massive campaign expenditures,large private donations, legislative bills linked to large contributions-all these are contributing to a crisis of public confidence in California’s governmental
institutions.
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CHAPTER 8

W e a l t h y Candidates
and Independent
Exmenditures:
Potential Problems
That Have Not Y e t
Appeared in
Callifornia
[Wjealthy candidates would have a tremendous
advantage. We could have a Legislature composed of
athletes, television newscasters, movie stars and the
very wealthy. This might be a n interesting mix, but
i t would not be very representative of the state.
-Assembly Speaker WiUie Brown’

The actual effect of independent expenditures by

independent committees i s to totally upend the intent
of the.. . [federal campaign finance law]: that the two
candidates would run against each other on a n equal
basis. ...
-Elizabeth Drew, Political
Commenntatd

ignificant spending by wealthy candidates and independent expenditure committees
has not been a major factor in most California elections. Yet candidates and public
officials view such spending as a major threat, particularly if contribution limits and
expenditure ceilings are adopted. Many candidates fear that wealthy candidates will buy their
way into office or that independent expenditure committeeswill distort campaigns with mas-
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sive barrages of one-sided spending. The average candidate constrained by campaign finance
limitations, it is said, may be helpless against free-spending wealthy candidates or independent expenditure committees.
Some of these concerns are not new. A Jay (or Nelson) Rockefeller, a John E Kennedy, or
even a Tom Hayden can draw on formidable personal finances not available to the average
candidate. Yet in recent years attention has focused on wealthy candidates and independent
expenditure organizations,in part because Supreme Court rulings have exempted them from
some of the campaign finance restrictions adopted by the federal government and a number of
states. In Buckley K Valeo,the Supreme Court ruled that wealthy candidates cannot be barred
from contributing as much money as they like to their own campaigns and that spending by
wealthy candidates and independent expenditure committees cannot be limited?
Supreme Court decisions thus pose basic questions of fairness: Should some candidates
be subject to contribution and expenditure limits when their wealthy opponents can raise and
spend unlimited amounts of their own money? Should candidates’ contributions or expenditures be restricted when independent organizations can spend large and unrestricted sums
against them? Campaign finance reforms for California must anticipate and address these
problems.

A. Wealthy Candidates Have Had Minimal Impact in the State
Very few candidates for the California Legislature have substantially funded their own
campaigns. In 1982, for example, only two candidates for 20 State Senate seats and 12 candidates for 80 Assembly seats spent more than $20,000 of their own money on their campaigns.“
(See ’hble 8.1.) Only two candidates (Brooks Firestone and Tom Hayden) spent $100,000 or
more from personal or family sources. Figures for the 1984 elections are similar.
In California as in other states, higher office has occasionally attracted wealthy individuals who have largely financed their own campaigns. Norton Simon spent his own money
to challenge incumbent U.S. Senator George Murphy in the 1970 Republican primary. William
Matson Roth spent large amounts of his money in the 1974 primary for Governor, competing
with such prominent Democrats as Secretary of State Jerry Brown, San Francisco Mayor Joe
Alioto, Congressman Jerome Waldie and Assembly Speaker Bob Moretti. Maureen O’Connor
drew on her husband’s business fortune (“Jack in the Box” restaurants) in running for Mayor
of San Diego in 1983 against Roger Hedgecock. All three wealthy candidates lost their bids.
Candidates for the State Legislature, however, have rarely reached deep into their own
pockets for campaign cash. In 1982 Tom Hayden sparked headlines across the country when
he and his wife, actress Jane Fonda, poured $1.3 million into his successful bid for an open
Assembly seat. His spending set a nationwide record for legislative races.
Brooks Firestone, a successful vintner and a member of the Firestone tire family, spent
over $150,000 of his personal and family funds in a losing drive for an open Assembly seat.
This amount was less than a third of his total spending.
In special and regular elections in 1979 and 1980,real estate sales magnate Ollie Speraw
gave his campaign $93,100 of his own money in a bid for a State Senate seat. His personal
money comprised 15%of the total $634,600 received by his campaign. Speraw won the seat in
1979 and kept it in 1980.

1. Disincentives for Wealthy Candidates
Despite these few examples, there are several reasons why wealthy individuals generally
decline to spend large sums of their own money on state legislative campaigns. First, many
wealthy individuals may not view a seat in the State Legislature as particularly attractive. A
legislative seat has far less visibility and glamour than the offices of Governor, U.S. Senator,
US.Representative or Mayor. Senate or Assembly seats are also relatively low-paid positions.
Base salaries are only $33,732 a year plus expenses and perks.
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Table 8.1

CONTRIBUTIONS BY CANDIDATES (AND THE FAMILIES OF
CANDIDATES) TO THEIR OWN CAMPAIGNS
1982 Californla Leglslative Races

Won/
Lost

Dlst. Name

Status

Cand I date

Fam I I y

Pr i ./
Gen /
Both

$1,350
1,050

Both
Gen.

$1,450

Gen.
Both
Prl.
Both
Pr I.
Gen.
Pri.
Both
Both
Gen.
Both
Pr I .
Pr I .

.

State Senate
2
18

L
W

Bll I Maher
Gary Hart

Chal
Open

.

$73,46 1
25,310

State Assembly
5
6
8
10
11
31
32
35
36
38
44
45
51

Peggy Grenr
Wi I I lam Green
Don Sebast Ian I
I n g r I d Arvedo
Robert Campbel I
Bruce Bronzan
WIIIlam Jones
Brooks Flrestone
Harrlet Henson
Marlan LaFoliette
Tom Hayden
Burt Margo1 In
Gerald Fel ando

L

L
W

L
W
W
W

L
L
W
W
W

W

$30,000
92,854
29,000
0
30,465
50,000
30,000
71,455
39,192
54,500
3 0 ,659
32,500
25,000

Chal.
Open
Inc.
Open
Inc.
Open
Open
Open
Open
Inc.
Open
Open
Inc.

0
0
32,433
564
600
440
8 3 ,5 0 0
1,352
140
1,288,384
10,200
1,425

1984 California Lealslative Races

State Senate
3
11
17

Lla Belli
Becky Morgan
Stephen Magyar

L
W
L

Chal
Open
Chal

.
.

$157,269
70,000
28 ,005

$352,223
6 ,400
0

Both
Pr I.
Gen.

0

Prl.
Prl.
Both
Prl.
Gen.
Both
PrI.
Both

State Assembly
8
8
34
38
44
63
66
70

Mary Jadlker
Don Sebastlanl
Clndy OIConnor
Linda Nelson
Tom Hayden
Dlanne XItco
Gerald Eaves
GI1 Ferguson

L
W
L
L
W
L
W
W

.

Chal
inc.
Chal
Chal.
Inc.
Open
Open
Open

.

79,134
80,150
42,341
4,000
120,500
99,976
26 ,590
76,050

9,414

0
37,540
26 ,843
500

0
0

NQt€sii
1. Only contrlbutlons totallng $20,000
thelr party nomlnatlon are Included.

or more to candldates who received

2. "Status" Includes incumbent, challenger or candfdate for an open seat.

describes contrlbutlons made predominantly, but not
necessarliy excluslvely, In the primary electlon perlod, the general
electlon perlod, or In both.

3. "Prl./Gen./Both"

Source: FPPC Reports on 1 9 8 2 and 1984 Prlmary and General Electlons
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Second, wealthy incumbents or local government officials attempting to step up to the
Legislature can often avoid contributing to their own campaigns. Contributors will give them
campaign cash to gain access or influence regardless of the candidate’s personal wealth.
Contributors understand candidates’need for money, are used to giving contributions and are
likely to set funds aside for this purpose. Wealthy incumbents can also draw on legislative
caucus funds which exist primarily to assist incumbents in their reelection. (See Chapter 5,
“Partisan Sources.”) Incumbents thus rarely feel the need to contribute funds to their own
political campaigns.
Third, candidates and consultants fear a voter backlash against wealthy candidates attempting to “buy” an election. They keep personal spending low to defuse this potentially
negative issue. Some polls suggest, however, that this is a false concern. A 1985 Field Poll
found that 61%of the voters feel that candidates spending their own money are more committed to their campaigns, take less from special interests and are a good influence on politics.
Only 21%feel that such candidates are a bad influence? What other polls suggest, however, is
that the public resents grossly disproportionate spending by wealthy candidates. As focus
groups conducted nationwide by the Public Agenda Foundation found, “When a wealthy candidate far outspends another, voters feel that the fairness of the contest has been violated.. ..”6
Given these views, some wealthy candidates will play it safe and keep the expenditure of their
own funds to a minimum.

2. hcentives for Wealthy Candidates
Some incentives do exist for candidates to spend their own money on campaigns. But
these incentives tend to affect wealthy challengers or newcomers, not incumbents. Wealthy
incumbents can draw on funding sources other than their own. Challengers or political newcomers, on the other hand, must often turn to their own resources for substantial campaign
fun-.
Friends,relatives, neighbors and business associates may not want to give them funds
unless they first contribute to their own campaigns.
Some wealthy individuals may feel awkward asking others for money. Many potential
contributors do not distinguish between wealthy candidates and their campaigns. Contributors sometimes believe it is inappropriate for a wealthy candidate to request money. Former
Vice President Nelson Rockefeller once observed, “It’svery difficult for a Rockefeller to raise
money for a campaign. The reaction of most people is, ‘Why should we give money to a
Ro~kefeller?”~
Some candidates see other advantages in financing their own campaigns. “Becauseof my
fortunate personal circumstances, I don’t have to go hat in hand to any particular groups. I
value that independence,” says Assemblyman Tom Hayden (D-Santa Monica), California’s
best-known wealthy candidate? Veteran campaign consultant Joe Cerrell comments, “Hayden has basically written off the major special interests.. ..There are very few people that he
has difficulty looking straight in the eye and saying, ‘Go to hell.’ It’s enviable.”g
Incentives for wealthy candidates to give to their own campaigns are intensified by the
need to prevail in a hard-fought campaign. As election day approaches, a candidate whose
election is in doubt may approach near panic at the thought of a loss. A decision not to spend
the money on “one more mailer” can haunt the candidate for life if the race ends in narrow
defeat. Former State Senator Peter Behr advises, “You have to resist the temptation to contribute money to yourself at the last minute of the campaign. When your manager or friend tells
you that if he could have just a few thousand more in the last week of the campaign, and that
would win the election, you’vejust got to say no.””For a wealthy candidate,the temptation to
say “yes” is difficult to resist.
In sum, incentives exist for newcomers to contribute to their own campaigns,but California has generally seen very few wealthy candidates for the Legislature. If campaign finance
limitations are implemented in California, however, wealthy candidates may be perceived as
gaining a potential advantage.
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B. Independent Expenditures Have Yet to Play a Major Role in the State
Independent expenditures are made by any person or organization other than the candidate’s authorized campaign committee without consultation or coordination with the candidate’s committee. There are generally three independent expenditure sources: ideological
groups, business organizations and individuals who strongly support or oppose a particular
candidate. Although independent expenditures have attracted attention at the federal level,
they have not affected California’s legislative campaigns to any signifcant degree.
California law currently does not limit contributions to candidates nor prohibit direct
corporate or labor union contributions. Because direct contributions to candidates are easier
and more efficient, large contributors have no incentive to spend money independently. The
growth of independent expenditures at the national level, however, is often attributed to ten
years of federal campaign finance limitations. The federal experience is thus instructive for
California.

1. The Federal Experience
Independent spending on federal and presidential campaigns has increased steadily. Approximately $16 million was independently spent in 1980, eight times the 1976 level.“ Nearly
$22 million was independently spent in 1984.EAlthough these increases are significant, there
are several reasons why they do not necessarily portend an increase of independent spending
in California.
First, independent expenditure committees spend a significant portion of their revenues
on fundraising and promotion and not for or against targeted candidates. Independent expenditure committees commonly raise their funds through direct mail solicitations from small
contributors. These activities are costly and may take years before they become profitable.
Relatively little contributor money may actually find its way into campaigns.
In 1982, for example, the National Conservative Political Action Committee (NCPAC)
reported spending $525,000 against U.S. Senator Ted Kennedy in his senatorial reelection bid.
Of this $525,000, only 2.7%($14,000) was directly spent on media opposing Senator Kennedy’s
candidacy. Over 72%($378,390) was spent raising additional money through direct mail solicitations. Many of these fundraising solicitations were mailed in 1981, a full year before the
election. Many were also sent to individuals living outside the state of Mas~achusetts.’~
During the 1984 presidential election, NCPAC reported spending $10.1 million to support
President Reagan’s reelection campaign. Research by Michael Malbin showed that 85%of
NCPAC’s money was spent on printing and other direct mail fundraising activities,while only
eight percent was actually spent on advertisingsupporting President Reagan. The Washington
Post concluded that NCPAC “apparently spent most of the money on millions of NCPAC
fundraising letters using Reagan’s name.”14
National conservative independent expenditure groups also announced ambitious plans
in 1982 to raise money opposing Tom Hayden’s bid for a California State Assembly seat. But
much of the money raised was used to build conservative mailing lists. Very little money was
actually spent against Hayden during the campaign.
A second reason why national independent spending figures are not easily translatable to
California is that most of this spending has come from only two committees-NCPAC and
Fund for a Conservative Majority. Their focus has been on national and not state campaigns.
Herbert Alexander of the Citizens’Research Foundation has said, “ W e away the spending of
these two groups and the amount of independent committee expenditures in 1984 would be
~~egligible.’’~‘
The formation of comparably well-financed independent expenditure committees in California would be difficult.
Third, House candidates (who offer the closest analogy to state legislative candidates)
have drawn a relatively small proportion of independent spending. In 1980,87%of independent
expenditures supported presidential candidates;Ronald Reagan alone benefited from $12 milPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
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lion of independent spending (although a significant portion of this may have been diverted
into fundraising appeals).I6By contrast, only 13%of independent expenditures supported congressional candidate^.'^ Large independent expenditures at the federal level are attracted in
part by the higher visibility of presidential campaigns. Moreover, contributions during the
general election to presidential candidates accepting public financing are prohibited. This
prohibition encourages private contributors wishing to support presidential candidates to
channeltheir money through independent expenditure committees.Significantlysmaller independent expenditures on congressional races suggests that the pressures encouraging national independent expenditures are not translatable to state legislative campaigns.
Fourth, in many instances candidates potentially benefiting from independent advertising
expenditureshave asked committees to stay away. Candidates are often concerned that the
negative character of independentlypurchased media spots will backfii against them, even
though they do not control the committees and have no input into the content of the ads. In
1982,80%of independent campaign advertisingwas negative.I8When NCPAC announced plans
to spend $2 million opposing Walter Mondale in the 1984 New Hampshire presidential primary, Mondale rival Senator John Glenn (D-Ohio) denounced NCPAC as “thoroughly disreputable.” He stated, “I hope all candidates will join me in telling NCPAC to leave the
Democratic Party al~ne.’’’~
Fifth, independent advertising has had mixed results. In 1980,four of the five U.S. Senators
targeted by NCPAC were defeated. In 1982,however, eight of ten Senate candidates targeted
by NCPAC for defeat won their reelections.Independent spending in Californiamay not seem
promising in light of its recent spotty performance.
Finally, independent spending rarely occurs below the presidential and senatorial levels.
Independent spending for or against House candidates actually decreased by nearly $300,000
from 1982 to 1984.Total independent spending in 1984 was only 0.6%($1.4 million) of the $218
million spent by all House candidates?’ In 1983 national Republican leaders flirted with the
establishment of “semi-official” independent spending committees. They spent an estimated
$185,000 in a special U.S. Senate election in Washington State, but dropped the idea in 1984.2’
There are exceptions to these trends. Some congressional candidates have been beneficiaries of independent spending by organized trade associations.In Maryland the Realtors PAC
bought at least $49,000 of television time supporting Helen Bentley’s successful drive to unseat Rep. Clarence Long. The American Medical Association’s PAC spent $85,000 on cable
television ads for five other candidatesz
One individual has also conducted an independent expenditure campaign. In 1984 a
wealthy Californian spent over $1 million on advertising attacking veteran Illinois Senator
Charles Percy. Michael Goland spent this money on “mailings,billboards and hard-hitting
commercials depicting Percy as a chameleon who changed colors to match the political landscape.”23Percy was prevented by federal contribution limits from accepting contributions
larger than $1,000 from individuals. Percy lost the race by 89,000 votes out of 5 million cast.
Although this kind of independent spending is rare and unlikely to occur at the state level,
incumbents often cite such examples as barriers to campaign finance reform.
The character of this spending may also be changing. In 1982 most independent spending
on House races was negative-$929,000 in negative spending compared to $734,000in positive spending.In 1984 negative spending against House candidates dropped to $154,000,while
positive spending increased to $1,231,000?4
2. Other States’ Experience
In states with expenditure limitations, independent spending has not emerged as a problem. In the 1981New Jersey gubernatorial election, for example,only 18 instances of independent spending were reported. None of the expenditures was significant.Although nearly $10
million was spent on New Jersey gubernatorial contests in the primary and general elections,
the largest independent expenditure was $14,600?5
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3. Implications for California
In 1982 a few California organizationscontributed large amounts to individualcandidates.
United Farm Workers gave $250,000to Assembly Speaker Willie Brown. United for California
gave a total of $535,630to conservativecandidates; its largest contribution to a candidate was
$50,000. If contribution limits are adopted in California, organizations such as these may
disperse their contributions more broadly and in smaller amounts. Alternatively, they may
resort to independent expenditures. If they do, their independent expendituresmay undermine
the efficacy of campaign finance reforms in the state.

a. The Unlikelihood of Independent Expenditures
This Commission nonetheless believes that an increase in independent expenditures is
unlikely in state legislative campaigns. Unlike presidential, senatorial or gubernatorial races,
state legislative races rarely attract great public attention. Independent expenditure committees are unlikely to coalesce around relatively minor races.
Independent expenditure committees are also difficult to organize. Few organizations
have the ability to create,produce and distribute sophisticatedadvertisingor direct mail. This
is particularly true in smaller legislative campaigns. Perhaps for this reason independent
expenditures have been virtually non-existent in California campaigns.
Even if independent expenditure committees do grow in California, they may be less
threatening than many might suppose. Independent committees are often quite inefficient.
They spend the bulk of their money on fundraising appeals and often have little left for
campaigns.
Independent expenditures also frequently misfire. A poorly phrased negative advertising
campaign may generate unanticipated sympathy from voters who dislike interference from
outsiders. Candidates may ask independent organizations to stay out of their races for fear of
such an unanticipated backlash.
Independent expenditures are often benign. Clubs, businesses, corporations, labor unions
and other organizations and individuals have long advocated the election or defeat of candidates for office in newsletters and other forms of communication. The impact of these communications has been minimal and generally unnoticed.
Independent expendituresalso differ from contributionsin an important respect. Independent expenditures may be hard-hitting or one-sided; but they are visible, they contribute to
public debate and they are subject to rebuttal. By contrast, monetary contributions are often
invisible, they state no ideas, they raise no issues and they are silent on the merits of particular
candidates. At their worst, contributions can suggest improper quid pro quo arrangements.
Independent expenditures do not create the same potential for “corruption” as do contributions of money.
b. The Potential Problems
Despite these reasons why independent expenditures may not appear in California, it is
always possible that certain future legislative campaigns may provoke strong passions. If
contributorsare restrained from making large contributions,they may funnel their money into
independent expenditures. If that happens California may confront a rash of new problems.
Independent expenditure campaigns may be reckless or dirty, particularly where they are
not directed by a candidate who can be held accountable. Independent campaigns tend to
focus debate on narrow and emotional issues. Independent spenders may concentrate on the
wrong issues or misrepresent their own candidate’spositions.
Considerable voter confusion may result from the activities of two or more parallel committees. A candidate’s committee and an independent expenditure committee may both buy
billboards or radio spots. Yet their messages may be contradictory. Both committees may
solicit the same potential contributors, causing resentment and ill will.
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Independent expenditure committeesmay not be truly “independent.”Elizabeth Drew has
concluded, “There are all manner of ways in which people running ‘independent’campaigns
can run them in tandem with the candidates, and there are all manner of ways in whichwithout the candidate or his top aides necessarily getting involved-the independent committees and the campaigns can, and do, collude.”26
In extreme cases, independent expenditures can lead to consumer fraud on contributors.
In 1976two California businessmen created three independent expenditure committeeswhich
they themselves controlled. They set up telephone boiler room operations to solicit contributions to be spent on behalf of Ronald Reagan, Gerald Ford and senatorial candidate S.I. Hayakawa. They raised more than $170,000. They pocketed about half and paid the remainder for
operational costs. So little was spent on behalf of candidates that the Reagan and Ford campaigns never knew the committeesexisted, while Hayakawa went to court to try to shut them
d0wn.2~
Although similar cases have not come to light, future scams could seriously damage
legitimate campaign fundraising.

C. Limited Reforms Are Appropriate
The potential emergence of wealthy candidates and independent expenditure committees
has cast a shadow over campaign finance reform efforts. Incumbents in particular are reluctant to adopt legislation which would limit their own contributions or expenditures.They fear
that wealthy candidates or independent expenditure committees could compete against them
without restraint.
Supreme Court decisions have compounded this apparent problem. In Buckley v. Valeo, 28
the Supreme Court ruled that candidates could not be limited in the amounts of money they
contributed to their own campaigns or spent on their own behalf. However the Court did
uphold personal spending limits on presidential candidates accepting public financing. To
receive public money, presidential candidates must agree to spend no more than $50,000 of
their own money on their campaign^.^ Since adoption of the presidential campaign finance
system in the early 1970s,only one candidate (John Connally) has refused public funds. Because of public financing,personal wealth appears to have played a small role in presidential
campaignsm
In Buckley and the recent Federal Election Commission v. NCPAC decision,the Supreme
Court has ruled that independent expenditures have no potential for corruption and cannot be
limited?’ However the Supreme Court left untouched another federal provision which places
limits of $5,000 on contributions to all political committees, including independent expenditure committees.A lower court case, Mott v. FkderalEZectionCommission, specificallyupheld
this section against attack by an individual who wanted to contribute more than $5,000 to an
independent expenditure committee?2
Wealthy candidates are thus taken seriously by legislators.Assemblyman Ross Johnson
@-La Habra) qualified an initiative which became Proposition 40 on the November 1984
Californiaballot. It included a provision which gave dollar-for-dollar public matching funds to
any candidate whose opponent spent his or her own money on a campaign.The initiative was
defeated.
Campaign reform advocates have considered several strategies to solve the wealthy candidate and independent expenditure problems. Each solution attempts to improve the position
of the candidate bound by contribution or expenditure limitations.
One approach gives extra public funds to candidates whose opponents reject and exceed
voluntary spending limits. For example,a dollar in public funds might be given to a candidate
for every dollar by which the candidate’s opponent exceeds the expenditure ceilings. This
approach is the simplest and most effective way to discourage opponents from rejecting expenditure limits and spending large amounts of their own money. However it potentially increases the costs of public financing.
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A second approach suspends contribution limits for candidates whose opponents refuse
expenditure ceilings and for candidates in races where independent expenditure committees
spend more than $50,000. (A modifkation of thisapproach would allow all candidates to raise
an additional $35,000 in “seed money” free of any limitations.) Such an approach would allow
candidatesto match large contributions of personal funds by wealthy opponents and to counter independent expenditures. However, removal of contribution limits could be confusing to
contributors. Two sets of limits would co-exist in one campaign. Removal of contribution
limits would also reopen the door to large potentially corrupting contributions.
A third approach suspends expenditure ceilings for all candidates in races where wealthy
opponents and independent committees are spending freely. Candidates could spend as much
additional private money as they like, so long as they raise it in amounts that comply with
contribution limits.

The Commission’s Model Law
The Commission proposes a combination of the second and third approaches. (See Chapter 12, “Commission’sRecommendations.”) In races where a wealthy opposing candidate (or
any opposing candidate) exceeds expenditure limitations,or where independent expenditure
committees spend over $50,000 for or against any candidate,.candidatesare freed from the
expenditure limits and may raise an additional $35,000 in amounts exempted from the contribution limits. While expenditure limits are a pivotal part of the Commission’s proposed Model
Law (see Appendix A), the Commission feels that suspending expenditure limits in such
instances is fair and practical. Allowing candidates an additional seed money window will
permit them to respond to their opponents’ or independent committees’ expenditures.
The Commission’sproposed Model Law also contains other provisions which counter the
influence of independent expenditure committees. Mass mailings by independent expenditure
committees must be clearly identified as neither approved nor authorized by any candidate.
Contributions to independent expenditure committees are limited. Expenditures which reproduce, broadcast or distribute materials which have been drafted, printed, prepared or
previously broadcast by a legislative candidate are to be attributed to the candidate and
counted toward his or her expenditure ceiling.
While these provisions will not eliminate independent expenditures,they will require independent expenditure committees to be clearly identified. Most importantly, these provisions
will enable candidates opposed by independent expenditure committees or wealthy candidates to compete fairly in California legislative races.
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CHAPTER 9

California:

A C e n t u r y of
Campaign Finance
Reform

A

fter more than one hundred years, California’sefforts at campaign finance reform have
come full circle. In 1878 the state’s first campaign finance law sought to prevent supporters from extorting money from candidates.Today newspaper stories accuse candidates of extorting money from supporters.
In 1893the State Legislature banned transfers and limited expenditures.Today candidates
transfer money without limit and expenditure ceilings are again debated in the State Capitol.
In 1974 California adopted the most “progressive” disclosure law in the country. Today
these disclosures reveal California’s campaign finance problems to be more serious than at
any time in California history.

A. California Attempts Its First Campaign Finance Reforms: 1849 to 1907
California’s concern over money affecting legislation dates back to the formation of the
state. The original 1849 Constitution (art. XI, $18)provided that the “privilegeof free suffrage
shall be supported by laws regulating elections, and prohibiting under adequate penalties all
undue influences therein from power, bribery, tumult or other improper practices.”
In 1878 the Legislature passed its frrst campaign finance law. Affecting only San Francisco, the law prohibited political organizations from demanding payments or “assessments”
from candidates in exchange for their support.’The purpose of the law was to prevent powerful political organizations from “extorting”money from candidates-an interesting reversal
of what is commonly perceived to be the practice today.
Between 1890 and 1893the movement to regulate the use of money in California elections
gained significant momentum. In 1893 the State Legislature passed a law modeled on the
British Corrupt and Illegal Practices Act? Known as the Purity of Elections Act, it included
several innovative provisions which had no precedent in the United States?
First, the 1893 law established expenditure ceilings for political campaigns based on a
percentage of the salary for the office. A candidate for a two-year term could not spend more
than 10%of his annual salary on his election campaign. A candidate for a four-year term could
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spend no more than 20%.Were this law in effect today, it would limit expenditures by Assembly and Senate candidates to $3,373 and $6,746, respectively.
Second, the 1893 law prohibited transfers-the contribution of campaign funds received
by one candidate and given to another. It also strictly limited the purposes for which campaign money could be spent. Candidates could not, for example, use campaign contributions
to entertain potential contributors. Violations of these strictures subjected candidates to
criminal prosecution.
Third, the Purity of Elections Act prohibited independent expenditures.It declared to be
void any third-person expenditures not authorized by the candidate or his committee.
Finally, the law required candidates to appoint a committee of five to receive and expend
all campaign funds, file itemized sworn statements following the election and compile a list of
all individuals making contributionsand receiving expenditures. Candidates failing to comply
would forfeit their office. Because candidates did not have to list the amounts contributed by
named donors, however, the extent of a particular individual’s involvement with a candidate
could not be determined. This significant omission weakened the disclosure provisions of the
law.
California’sPurity of ElectionsAct was one of the most stringent and innovative measures
in the nation for regulating political money in campaigns. But only three years after it was
passed, the State Supreme Court drastically truncated the law by ruling that the statute did
not pertain to primary elections. In the court’sview political parties were “a law unto themselves” and the state could not regulate their conduct in primary elections! The Legislature
attempted to remedy the situation by passing a Purity of Primary Elections Act in 1897.5
However, the California Supreme Court declared the law unconstitutional a year later on the
technical ground that the title inadequately described the statute and that a special oath
required of voters was unlawful.6
Two 1901supreme court decisions provided the coup de grace to the Purity of Elections
Act. George H. Clark, the mayor-elect of Sacramento, was charged with failing to file both a
sworn affidavit accompanying his statement of contributions and expenditures and a complete list of expense vouchers. The court in one ruling held that the affidavit requirement
created an unconstitutional oath of ofice.’ In another decision the court ruled that a $22
discrepancy in Clark’s vouchers was too trivial to invalidate his election?
Although these two cases turned on relatively minor points of law, they discouraged the
filing of other enforcement actions and practically undid the effect of the Purity of Elections
Act. Ironically,the winning court arguments were made by Hiram W. Johnson, a lawyer who
later earned a national reputation as a political reformer and whose name became synonymous with progressivism in California after he was elected Governor in 1910.

B. Indifference to Reform Grows: 1907 to 1922
The rather unhappy life of the Purity of Elections Act came to an end in 1907 when the
Legislature repealed it and passed a new law to regulate the conduct of campaigns? The 1907
measure undermined the goals of the 1893statute even further.Although expenditure ceilings,
lists of lawful expenses and disclosure statements were retained, centralized responsibility
for campaign finances was dropped. Candidates were no longer required to appoint committees or agents through whom all money was to be channeled. Penal provisions were weakened
by the elimination of the threat of forfeiture of office. A misdemeanor became the stiffest
penalty prescribed. Primary elections were still not covered.
This weak revision of the Purity of Elections Act was the last major campaign finance
measure enacted by the Southern Pacific Railroad-dominated Legislature. The Progressives
swept to power in 1910 with the election of Hiram Johnson as Governor. During the next ten
years, the Progressives enacted a wide-ranging series of political reform measures, many of
whose effects remain part of California’spolitical system. They allowed candidates to crossPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
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file and run in both parties’ primary elections, added the initiative, referendum and recall
provisions, abolished partisanship in local elections, adopted county home rule and extended
civil service throughout the state.
The reformers’ efforts to foster direct citizen participation in government weakened the
state’s political parties as effective organizationsin electing candidates and formulating public policy. While the Progressives sought to arm the people to protect themselves, their laws
had unintended consequences. Cross-filing allowed well-financed incumbents to win both
parties’ primaries and thus run unopposed in the general election.
Campaign expenditures in primary elections were not regulated again until the Progressives passed the weak Direct Primary Act of 1913.”The law required candidates-but not their
committees -to file campaign statements for their primary election campaigns. Since primary election campaign funds were spent by campaign committees rather than individual
candidates, the bulk of contributions and expenditures were left unreported and hidden from
public view.”
The 1907 and 1913Acts were codified in the 1938 California Elections Code? In 1949 the
Legislature eliminated the expenditure ceilings which had been in effect since 1893. N o case
seeking to enforce these limits had been brought in over 50 years and by 1949 the limits had
become ridiculously
In 1953 an Assembly subcommittee concluded that California’s
election law was “SO defective that it is worthless as an instrument for achieving fair and
honest elections in this state.”14One study reported that one-third of losing candidates had
failed to file the required disclosure ~tatements.’~

C. Artie Samish Uses Contributions to Influence the Legislature: 1923 to
1949
Following the Progressive era the power vacuum caused by weakened political parties
was filled by lobbyists-notably Artie Samish,whose power became so great that he was able
to claim without exaggeration that he was the “secret boss’’ of California politics.I6Samish
started as a page boy in 1920 and quickly saw that some legislators could be persuaded more
easily with campaign contributions than with rhetoric. Rather than marshalling arguments
before legislative committees,he sought to control the committees themselves by bankrolling
legislators’campaigns and then putting the legislators in key committee positions. While most
California lobbyists represented one or two clients, Samish represented a gamut of interests
including liquor,beer, horse racing, motor carrier, theatrical,tobacco, railroad,banking, manufacturing and various gambling concerns. For years, few outside the State Capitol were
aware of Samish’s activities and power.
Samish exerted power because he gave candidates campaign funds, entered directly into
the management of their campaigns and mobilized support for them from his clients. State
salaries were inadequate and paid at inconvenient intervals, so Samish gave legislators cash
and paid their living expenses. He also maintained headquarters at the Senator Hotel where
he provided legislators with food and drink. Samish boasted, “I’mthe governor of the legislature.To hell with the governor of the state.”17Governor Earl Warren later admitted that “on
matters that affect his clients, Artie unquestionably has more power than the governor.”’*
In 1938, legislators, prodded by demands from political leaders of both parties, investigated Samish’s activities and issued a report decrying the worst lobbying abuses. The Philbrick Report, as it came to be known, indicated that between 1935 and 1938 Samish had
received almost half a million dollars for his 1ab0rs.I~
Although the Philbrick Report described
Samish as a one-man Tammany Hall, the investigators discovered to their dismay that
Samish’s operations were legal. No indictments materialized.
Samish came to widespread public attention in August 1949 with the publication of articles in Collier5 and the Reader5 Digest. Written by Lester Velie, the articles called Samish
“The Secret Boss of California.” A photograph accompanying one of the articles, for which
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Samish had brazenly posed, showed Samish manipulatinga dummy named “Mr.Legislature.”
Velie stated that Samish had been instrumental in selecting most of the Assembly Speakers
during the previous decade and, as a result, had controlled those Assembly committee chairmanships in which he was interested. During one campaign for the State Assembly Speakership, Samish was reported to have awarded the post to Sam L. Collins of Orange County as a
consolation prize after deciding not to support him for Attorney General.
The downfall of Samish began in 1949 with Velie’s articles. Samish’s name was removed
permanently from the lobbyists’ roster and he was banned “forever”from appearing before
the Legislature?’ Although never convicted of a crime for his lobbying, he later spent time in
prison for income tax evasion. He was never again a major force in California politics.

D. The Legislature Passes Weak Laws Which Are Unenforced or Declared
Unconstitutional: 1949 to 1970
Following publication of the Velie articles, Governor Earl Warren called the Legislature
into special session and induced it to pass the 1949 Collier Act. The law required lobbyists to
register and to report expenditures of funds during legislative sessions,but it gave administrative power to a legislative committee rather than to an independent agency?’
The 1950s and 1960s saw little campaign finance legislation or enforcement activity. In
1955the Legislature enacted a campaign finance bill to establish separate filing requirements
for primary and general elections and to extend reporting requirements to campaign committees?’ Progress was slow during the 1950s and 1960s because of general indifference to, and
the ineffectiveness of, existing campaign reporting statutes. This politically lax environment
provided the impetus for the second major wave of reform that later followed in the 1970s.
The 1960ssaw the rise to power of Jesse Unruh, a Southern California Assemblyman who
understood the importance of money in politics. As Speaker of the Assembly from 1961-1969,
Unruh strengthened the position of Speaker and increased lobbyists’ contributions directly to
individual legislators.He developed and nurtured loyalty to the Speaker by reminding legislators that he was the person directing the contributions to them.
In 1969Unruh authored and guided through the Legislature a sweeping conflict of interest
disclosure bill. Every public official and candidate for state and local office was required to
disclose any investments of over $10,000 in real estate or businesses anywhere in California,
including investments by immediate family members.23The Unruh disclosure law was declared unconstitutional by the California Supreme Court in March, 1970. The court held that
the law was an “overbroad intrusion into the right of individual privacy’’ and an invalid
restriction on “the right to seek or hold public office or empl~yment.”’~

E. The Legislature Is Forced to Renew Its Interest in Reform: 1971 to 1974
By 1970 there was little actual disclosure of campaign contributions in California. While
the existing campaign law on its face seemed to require complete disclosure, its purposes
were undermined by the failure of enforcement agencies to take it seriously.
Pre-election disclosure statements by candidates were also meaningless. The law only
required candidates to file one pre-election contribution statementtwenty-fivedays before the
election. Since candidates received most of their money in the last few weeks of the campaign,
these statements generally contained little or no meaningful information. A 1958 Attorney
General’s opinion concluded that contributions of $500 or less did not need to be disclosed
before the election?’ Contributors giving over $500 were disclosed by name only. Contributors’ addresses, occupations and employers were not revealed and the true identity of the
contributor was often impossible to trace. In some instances contributions were listed from
“Mr.Anonymous”or by cashier check number. Candidates were not required to disclose their
expenditures before the election.
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The Secretary of State’s office merely filed campaign disclosure statementswithout examining them for anything other than a signature at the bottom of the first page. Voters thus had
virtually no useful information on candidates’ receipts and expenditures to help them cast
their ballots.
The lack of enforcement of disclosure laws ended in 1971. Edmund G. Brown, Jr., the new
Secretary of State, insisted that his staff examine all campaign statements to determine
whether they complied with the disclosure laws. In 1972,over the strenuous objections of key
legislators,he redesigned the campaign disclosure forms to make them easier to read. Brown
also filed a major lawsuit against three oil companies and charged them with failure to disclose their contributionsto the opponents of a 1970 ballot measure campaign.The California
Supreme Court unanimously upheld Brown’s right to enforce the disclosure lawsz6
In 1971the California Legislature began to consider various aspects of reform legislation.
Most of its attention centered on campaign disclosure. Bills were extensively debated but none
were enacted. After the Legislature rejected disclosure proposals in early 1973,several organizations drafted a tough initiative (“The Political Reform Act of 1974“) which proposed to
strengthen campaign reporting significantly, impose expenditure limitations for statewide
races, regulate conflicts of interest, require reporting by lobbyists and establish a non-partisan commission to enforce and interpret the law. By August of 1973this measure was circulated as a proposed ballot measure. Only then did the Legislature act. It passed the WaxmanDymally Campaign Disclosure Act, a comprehensive campaign disclosure bill, and the
Moscone GovernmentalConflict of InterestAct, a measure requiring both disclosure of assets
and disqualifcation for conflicts.2’ Many of these bills’ provisions were taken directly from the
proposed initiative.
Despite the last-minute passage of the Waxman-Dymallyand Moscone laws, the Political
Reform Act initiative appeared as Proposition 9 on the June 1974ballot and easily passed by a
70%popular vote.%Some of its proponents assumed that it would only be the first step. They
believed the required disclosures would so shock the public that it would demand tougher
measures such as public financing and limitations on contributions and expenditures.
Other supporters of the measure believed only in disclosure and thought its “sunshine”
would disinfect the process and shame candidates into receiving and spending less money.
They also were confident that special interests would reduce their financial contributionsto
lawmakers in response to public scrutiny.
None of the assumptionsproved to be correct. The required disclosures shocked many but
not sufficientlyto induce the Legislature to adopt additional reforms. The disclosures also did
not reduce large contributions or discourage candidates from making large campaign expenditures. Contributions and expenditures rose sharply after 1974 and continue to rise today.

F. New Campaign Reform Proposals Are Considered: 1975 to 1984
Once the Political Reform Act was adopted, attention shifted to the harder questions of
contribution limits, expenditure ceilings and public financing.In 1975legislation introduced in
the State Senate provided for public financing of legislative campaigns. The measure (S.B.
442) was strongly backed by Senators Beilenson (D-Los Angeles) and Gregorio (D-San
Mateo), but was defeated on the Senate floor after Common Cause opposed it for not also
including public financing of primary elections.
The defeat of this bill foreshadowed a temporary decline in efforts for campaign reform.
Then, in 1982, Assembly Speaker Willie Brown announced his support for comprehensive
campaign reform which called for public financing of legislative races. The Assembly passed a
far-reaching reform measure (A.B. 3178) by Assemblyman Richard Alatorre (D-Los Angeles)
but it died after receiving only one vote in its first Senate committee hearing.
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1. The Vasconcellos-LockyerBills
Following that hearing, the legislative leadership of both parties in both houses instructed
their staffs to develop a comprehensive bipartisan approach to the campaign finance problem.
The resulting bills were introduced by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos (D-San Jose) as A.B.
12 and by Senator Bill Lockyer (D-Alameda) as S.B. 87. The bills contained contribution limits,
expenditure ceilings for primary and general elections and partial public financing financed
by a tax checkoff.
Both bills were strongly backed by the Democratic leadership and by individual Republican members. After they passed their first floor votes in 1983, A.B. 12 and S.B. 87 were
sent to a conference committee in late 1983 for testimony and compromise acceptable to all
participants.
2. The Houston-Post hitiative
After the Legislature acijourned its 1983 session, Tom Houston, former Chairman of the
F?ir Political Practices Commission, in collaboration with A. Alan Post, the respected former
Legislative Analyst, drafted and began to circulate two initiatives.%The first was a comprehensive initiative including expenditure limitations,public financing and contribution limitations. The second was a scaled-down alternative version containing only contribution
limitations. Houston and Post withdrew their initiatives when they were unable to raise
enough money to pay for professional petition signature gatherers.

3. The Ross Johnson Limitations Initiative-Proposition 40
In 1983 Ross Johnson, a conservative Republican Assemblyman from Orange County,
introduced a bill (A.B. 1751) which would have limited contributions and expenditures and
provided public matching funds. When a Senate committee voted against his bill, Johnson
vowed to amend the campaign finance system through the initiative process. He borrowed
money from constituents,personally contributed $58,000 from the sale of his house and lent
the initiative campaign $100,000 from his Assembly campaign funds. He hired EG. Kimball &
Company, Inc., a signature gathering specialist, to acquire the necessary signatures.
In May 1984Johnson startled California’spolitical world by submitting 500,000 signatures
to the Secretary of State to qualify his initiative. The Johnson measure became Proposition 40
on the November 1984 ballot. (See Appendix F, “Analysisof Prop. 40.”)
Proposition 40 would have limited contributions from individuals, political action committees and political parties to $1,000 each. Corporations and labor unions would have been
barred from making any contributions. Candidates would have been permitted to collect
funds for only one office and prohibited from using any surplus funds collected before the
initiative went into effect for future campaigns. The initiative would also have created a $1
million public fund to give matching funds to the opponents of candidates using personal
wealth in their campaign^.^
4. Response to Proposition 40
In August 1984 the Fair Political Practices Commission issued a 400-page report on the
Johnson Initiative. It concluded that if the initiative had been in effect in 1982, it would have
reduced legislative contributionsby 64% (from $40 million to less than $15 million).The report
predicted the initiative would significantly favor incumbents and harm challengers.3l
In the last week of the legislative session the Democratic legislative leadership renewed its
interest in the quiescent Vasconcellos-Lockyerbills. The Legislature amended the Lockyer bill
(S.B. 87) to make it compatible with the Johnson measure and provided that it would become
effective only if Proposition 40 were adopted by the public. S.B. 87 was sent to the Governor’s
office by a bare majority with little Republican support. Governor Deukmejian vetoed it. The
Governor cited three reasons: taxpayers’ funds should not be used to finance legislative camPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
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paigns, the linkage of S.B. 87 to the passage of Propostion 40 had not been adequately disclosed to the public and legislative committees had not sufficiently reviewed the merits of
such a sweeping proposal.

5. The Proposition 40 Defeat
Proposition 40 lost overwhelmingly with only 34%of the voters favoring it. The reasons
given for its loss were varied. Some political observers felt the public financing aspect of the
measure was the prime factor. Opponents of Proposition 40 had emphasized this element in
their campaign. They spent over $1 million on billboards and television ads arguing that taxpayers’ funds should not be spent on campaigns. This claim was somewhat deceptive since
public financing was a relatively insignificant aspect of the measure.
Public financing was not, however, the sole reason for Proposition 40’s defeat. Indeed,
many supporters of public financing, such as Common Cause and the McClatchy papers,
strongly opposed Proposition 40. A careful analysis suggests there were additional reasons for
the measure’s loss.
Proposition 40 was almost completely unknown to most voters. Less than a week before
the election, over 50% of the public had neither heard of it nor knew anything about it.=
California voters regularly reject propositions they do not understand. There was no campaign for Proposition 40, and no money was spent to explain its provisions to the voters. The
measure’s author appeared to be its only supporter. Assemblyman Johnson obtained little
organizational support and few endorsements from his legislative colleagues.
The vast majority of newspapers editorialized against Proposition 40, including the Los
Angeles Times,the Sacramento Bee and the San Jose Mercury News.Some newspapers published voter guides which opposed it. Organizations spanning the political spectrum opposed
the measure, including Common Cause, the state Chamber of Commerce, the California ’paxpayersAssociation and labor organizations. Political leaders of both parties, including Governor George Deukmejian and Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, also opposed Proposition 40.
Slate mailers for both the Democratic and Republican Party organizations urged a “no”vote.

G. California Law Today: Disclosure and a Limited Number of Other
Requirements Are Imposed on Political Campaigns
Unlike many other states which limit contributions, restrict expenditures or supply candidates with limited public financing, California today is primarily a disclosure state. Candidates, committees and major contributors must publicly disclose their contributions and
expenditures. Although California does not limit contributions to or expenditures by state
candidates, it has adopted several laws which affect the flow of money to candidates and
campaigns.

1. Disclosure and the P0litica.l Reform Act of 1974
The Political Reform Act of 1974remains in effect today. Now basically a disclosure law, it
requires state and local campaigns to list all contributions and expenditures of $100 or more.
Contributors must be identified by name, address, occupation and employer, and the exact
amount of the contribution must be listed. Disclosure statements must be filed six times in an
election year and twice in an off-election year. The law also has extensive provisions prohibiting cash and anonymous contributions and requiring disclosure of late contributions (a contribution of $1,000 or more made in the last days before the election), independent
expenditures and the contributions of major donors (who give $10,000 or more in a calendar
year) .=
The measure’s enforcement and administrative mechanisms are equally important. By
law, campaign statements must be closely examined by the officials who are designated to
receive them. About halfof the legislative candidates’statementsare audited by the Franchise
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Tax Boards staff. This audit includes a review of all campaign records maintained by the
candidate’s treasurer. Candidates and committees can be fined for late filings, or taken to
court or administrative hearing for more serious violations.
The F’air Political Practices Commission has generated over $300,000 in administrative
fines over its nine-year existence. Some of the larger actions include a $36,000fine assessed
against Senator Bill Greene (D-LosAngeles) for failure to list large contributions and expenditures, a $25,000 fine against the Republican State Central Committee for failure to disclose
nearly $400,000 in campaign contributions and a $25,000 fine against the United Farm Workers for failure to file campaign statements detailing nearly $700,000 worth of contributions.34
Some parts of the 1974 Political Reform Act were declared unconstitutional. The California Supreme Court, relying on the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Buckley v. Valeo,35 invalidated provisions limiting expenditures by statewide candidates and ballot measure
committees and prohibiting lobbyists from making or arranging contributions to state
candidates.%
Most observers believe that the campaign disclosure provisions of the Political Reform
Act have worked well. Almost all candidates and committees file their campaign disclosure
statements on time and few have been charged with deliberately hiding sources of money. But
for many political observers disclosure is not enough. Daniel Lowenstein noted after his term
as the first Chairman of the FPPC in 1979:
While the disclosure objectives of the Act have been substantially accomplished, the underlying problems-particularly in the area of campaign finance-have gotten even worse in the last several years.
Disclosure has served both to ameliorate some of the worst symptoms of the campaign financing
illness and to refine greatly our diagnosis, but there is no cure in sight?’
2. Bribery?Personal Use of Funds, Lobbying and Conflicts of hterest
California’s basic bribery law is contained in the California Constitution (art. N,$15)
which states: “A person who seeks to influence the vote or action of a member of the Legislature in the member’s legislative capacity by bribery, promise of reward, intimidation, or other
dishonest means, or a member of the Legislature so influenced, is guilty of a felony.’’ A Penal
Code section clarifies the definition of bribery and provides for a prison sentence for up to
four years upon conviction.38N o member of the Legislature in recent history has been charged
with a violation of this section of the Constitution.
In 1981 the Legislature reluctantly enacted a law which restricted the use of campaign
money. This law prohibits candidates from spending campaign contributions for anything
other than political or governmental purposes and thus prohibits the personal use of campaign money. The law also prevents government officials from taking campaign money with
them when they leave office. Campaign money must be returned to contributors, given to
charity, kept for future campaigns or transferred to other candidates or ballot measure
c0mmittees.3~
The 1974 Political Reform Act also prohibits lobbyists from making gifts of more than $10
a month to any official they lobby? At one time lobbyists were prohibited from making any
campaign contributions to state officials, but this restriction was declared unconstitutional by
the California Supreme Court in 1979.4lThe Political Reform Act also requires lobbyists and
lobbyists’ employers to file quarterly disclosure statements listing expenditures made in lobbying either the Legislature or state agencies.”
The conflict of interest provisions of the Political Reform Act requk state and local
officials to file annual disclosure statements listing all gifts, real property located in the official‘s jurisdiction, investments in companies doing business within the official‘s jurisdiction
and income from sources located in the official‘sjurisdiction.43The disclosure provisions were
drafted narrowly to conform with an earlier court ruling which struck down the Unruh Act.
The Act prohibits these officials from making decisions which could affect their personal
economic interests.” In 1982 the Legislature strengthened the conflict of interest provisions by
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prohibiting non-elected officials from participating in any decisions affecting those campaign
contributors who had given them $250 or more?’ The Legislature passed this provision only
after being assured that it would not apply to legislators.

3. Libel, Code of Ethics and Mail Disclosures
In June 1984 California voters approved a proposed constitutional amendment which
would strip elected officials of their office if a court found that they had made libelous campaign statements which contributed to their election?6This proposal was dubbed “Tell a Lie,
Lose Your Office’’ by its author Assemblyman Art Agnos (D-San Francisco). The constitutional amendment was designed to curtail “dirty”campaign tactics. This provision has not yet
been reviewed by the courts.
Another provision passed by the California Legislature in 1983 contains a code of ethics
which candidates may voluntarily sign at the time they fie for
There is no information
on how many candidates in the 1984 election signed this pledge. The Secretary of State’soffice
reports that legislative candidates file these statements with county clerks who may or may
not forward them to Sacramento. The office of Senator Boatwright (D-Contra Costa), the
legislator who carried the proposal, also did not know how many candidates had signed the
pledge but noted that Boatwright’s general election opponent had not signed it.
Campaigns which send out more than 200 pieces of mail are required by the Political
Reform Act to identify the sender on the outside and inside of the mailing.4sAlthough this
provision has not been challenged in the courts, a similar provision in the Elections Code
which required all campaign literature to be so identified was invalidated by the California
4. Political Parties
Under the Elections Code, political parties are prohibited from making endorsements in
the primary election.%A recent federal district court opinion has declared this section unconstitutional following a challenge by the Committee for Party Renewal?’This decision has been
appealed to the federal court of appeals where a decision is pending.

6. Ballot Measure Committees
Ballot measure committees are required to file extensive disclosure reports and must
maintain in trust all money collected for that particular ballot measure. Committees must
spend their campaign money on the ballot measure for which it was raised and cannot transfer
it to candidates or other ballot measure cam~aigns.5~

6. Tax Add-ons and Deductions
In 1982 the California Legislature became the 20th state to permit taxpayers to use their
tax returns as a means of financing campaigns or political parties. The measure, sponsored by
Senator Robert Presley (D-Riverside), allows taxpayers to add on to their tax bills an amount
ranging from $1 to $25 for a designated political party.” Approximately 1%of California taxpayers filing returns have earmarked contributionsfor the political parties-a response rate
comparable to that in other states.
California also permits deductions on state tax returns for political contributions up to
$100 per person or $200 a married couple.” This law has been in effect several years and costs
the state treasury about $2 million annually.
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June 4,1974, at 40.
28. SECRETARY OF STATE, STATEMENT OF VOTE, PRIMARY ELECTION,
29. Houston, while chairman of the mi Political Practices Commission, had been an outspoken proponent of
contribution limitations, in both the election year and the off year. In 1982, under Houston’s Chairmanship,
the FPPC sponsored three pieces of legislation: one bill limited campaign contributions in any election to
$500 an individual and $1,500 a PAC, another limited off year contributions to $100 an individual and $250
a PAC, and a third bill prohibited money from being solicited or received in any state building including
the Capitol. The first two bills were quickly killed in their first committee hearing. The third bill, after
being substantiallywatered down only to prohibit contributions being received in any state building, was
enacted by the Legislature.
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CHAPTER 10

Campaign Finance
L a w s in O t h e r States:
The L a b o r a t o r i e s of
Reform
[T]o introduce public funds into the campaignfinance mix, the experiment ought to begin at exactly
the opposite end of the baUot f r o m the Presidential
race.. . at the level of the state legislature, where
candidates todag typically have no alternative but to
go to special-interest groups f o r whatever money they
need.
-Dawid B m d q Political
Columnist‘

A

lthough California has frequently been called the leading state in campaign reform
legislation, this reputation is now vastly diminished. California adopted a landmark
contribution disclosure law irt1974. (See Ghapter 9, “CaliforniaHistory.”) Since then,
many other states have adopted campaign finance laws which easily surpass California’s in
imagination and breadth.
Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis once called the states “the laboratories of reform.”
The wide array of campaign finance approaches taken by other states is indeed dazzling. A
close study of these experiences offers a rich source of data against which proposed California legislation can be compared.

A. Other States Have Experimented with a Wide Variety of Reform
Measures
California is now in a minority of states which limit neither campaign contributions nor
expenditures. In contrast to California’s disclosure-only regulations, over 70% of the other
states either prohibit certain contributions (from corporations, labor unions or regulated
industries),limit the amounts of contributions or impose expenditure ceilings in exchange for
voluntarily accepted partial public financing. (See Table 10.2 at end of chapter for citations to
campaign finance laws of other states.)
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Controls on contributions are the most widespread reform. Thirty-five out of 49 of the
other states limit or prohibit contributions in some manner. (See Table 10.3 at end of chapter.)
For example:
Almost one-half of the states (23) limit the size of contributionsby individuals, with
limitations ranging from $250 to $5,000.
w Twenty-two states prohibit corporate contributions. Another 13 limit the size of
corporate contributions.
w Nine states prohibit labor contributions. Another 17 limit the size of labor
contributions.
rn Seventeen states limit PAC Contributions.
One state (Montana) places an aggregate limit on the total amount of money a
candidate can receive from all PACs combined.
Seventeen states limit or prohibit transfers of campaign funds from one legislative
candidate to another.
rn One state (Wisconsin) limits the amount of money a candidate can receive in aggregate from the political parties and legislative caucuses.
Two states (Minnesota and Texas) limit off-election year contributions.
A number of states have also adopted various forms of public financing,some in combination with expenditure ceilings. For example:
w Eleven states offer limited public financing funded by the government. One municipality (the city of Seattle) also provides public financing for local campaigns. Six
states -including California- allow taxpayers to add to their taxes money for
candidates or political parties.
rn Seven states make direct payments to state candidates.
Ten states make payments directly to the political parties.
Four states allow taxpayers to claim a tax credit (directly reducing taxes) for political contributions.

Some states-Maryland, Oregon and Oklahoma-have abandoned their public financing
reforms. Others, such as Minnesota and New Jersey, have substantially altered or expanded
their laws to make them more effective and acceptable to candidates. The city of Seattle, the
only municipality to enact a public financing law, allowed it to lapse but then reinstated and
strengthened it two years later.
The benefits of studying other states’ campaign finance laws are threefold. First, the
states have experimented with a significant variety of reforms. Their collective experience is a
rich source of alternative approaches for California. Second, some state reforms have been in
effect for a number of years. Research is available to assess their impact on state elections.
Third, some states have amended their laws as they have gained experience. These amendments may enable California to avoid other states’ mistakes.
Despite the value of other states’ experience,two notes of caution must be introduced in
drawing parallels to California. First, California has the largest legislative districts of any
state and the average cost of its elections per legislative seat far outstrips that of all other
states. (See Chapter 1,“SkyrocketingCosts.”) The San fiancisco Examiner in 1982 found that
legislative candidates in California spent twice as much as the combined total of candidates
in four other states for which expenditure data was available-New Jersey, Florida, Michigan
and Ohio. In Ohio, which has half the population of California, legislative candidates spent
$3.5 million in 1980,only 10%of the $35.8 million spent by California’s legislative candidates?
A second reason why other states’ experiences must be analogized to California with care
is that they often have not compiled sufficient data to make detailed comparisons possible.
Only 20 states publish any summaries of their disclosure statements? No state provides as
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extensive reporting summaries and analyses as does the California Fair Political Practices
Commission which has produced voluminous and insightful data since 1976. Alaska, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, Washington and Wisconsin are exceptions in releasing comprehensive data on their state elections.
The New York State Board of Elections, for example, does not prepare any summary of
legislative expenditures or contributions. Until July 1984 it could not even state what the
contribution limits were for each legislative race since the limits varied depending on the
number of voters in each district. Similarly, Virginia’s State Board of Elections does not
publish summaries nor even allow non-registered voters (such as out-of-state campaign finance researchers) to examine campaign statements:
An incident in Pennsylvania provides a further example of the frustrations researchers
face when attempting to examine state records. Pennsylvania Common Cause wanted to
determine how much money strip mining operations had contributed to the 1982 campaign of
Governor Richard Thornburgh. After months of examining the raw campaign statements,
Common Cause was unable to come to any conclusion because the Thornburgh campaign
committee failed to itemize occupations for half his contributors. The state agency in charge
of the disclosure report did not ask the campaign committee for the missing data because it
lacked resources for follow-up activities. Pennsylvania’s campaign unit is managed by one
employee who shares a clerk with another department?
Data from other states is often incomplete. Furthermore, existing campaign reports and
laws are not structured in a uniform manner. For this reason Stanley Foster Reed, editor and
publisher of Campaigns & Elections, has called for a Uniform Campaign Finance Code applicable to all states regulating campaign contributions and expenditures!
Despite the lack of comprehensive data and uniform codes, sufficient information exists
from other states to extract useful lessons for California. Like California, other states are
witnessing explosive increases in campaign spending. Political experts in these states are
also decrying the rapidly increasing costs of running for office. Spendingby candidatesfor the
Washington State Legislature, for example, has increased from $1.6 million in 1974 to $5.6
million in 1982, an increase of more than 350%.Spending for legislative races in Washington
doubled between 1978 and 1982,just as it did in California.?Legislative expenditures in Minnesota doubled between 1976 and 1980, although the total $4.4 million spent was small compared to California:

B. Contribution Controls Are the Most Prevalent Type of Reform
Thirty-fivestates have adopted some form of contribution limitationsor prohibitions. (See
’pdble 10.3 at end of chapter for a summary of other states’ contribution limitations.) No state
exactly parallels the federal law, which limits individual contributions to $1,000 and PAC
contributions to $5,000 while prohibiting corporate and labor union contributions altogether.
Vermont, with a population of 500,000,comes the closest. Individuals are limited to contributions of $1,000per candidateper election, and corporations,labor unions and PACs are limited
to $5,000 per candidate per election. But for Vermont these limitations are so high they have
no impact on legislativeraces. Deputy Secretary of State of Vermont Paul Gillies indicates that
the most expensive legislative races in his state cost no more than $5,000. Gillies predicts that
the Legislature may attempt to reduce the maximum amount that can be contributed to $250:
1. Limitations on Individual Contributions
Twenty-threestates limit the amount of individual contributionsto legislative candidates.
Ten of the states limit individual contributions to $1,000 per candidate. The lowest limitation
for contributions to legislative candidates is $250 (South Dakota) and the highest is $5,000
(New Hampshire).
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Seven states permit contributionsof over $1,000while eight states restrict contributionsto
under $1,000. Several states distinguish between contributions to candidates running for the
upper and lower houses of the Legislature. Contributions to candidates for the Assembly or
House are about half the contributions to candidates for the Senate. Although no pattern
emerges to indicate that more populous states have higher limitations,the most typical contribution limit is $1,000.
Most of the states allow contributors to donate up to the limits in both the primary and
general elections. A few states impose limitations for the calendar year. Two states have a
contribution limitation for the whole election period covering both the primary and general
elections-a two-year period for lower house candidates and a four-year period for upper
house candidates.
Massachusetts is the only state which has a separate contribution limit for minors. While
persons 18 years or over can make contributions of up to $1,000 per candidate, minors are
limited to $25 per candidate. In Hawaii, contributions by minors are attributed to their parents. In Oklahoma, contributions by all family members are aggregated together to comply
with a single contribution limit.

2. Limitations on Total Lndividud Contributions
Federal law prohibits an individual from giving more than $25,000 in contributions to all
candidates running for federal office and to all PACs supporting federal candidates. The purpose of this restriction is to prevent wealthy individuals from exerting excessive influence
over a large number of candidates and to prohibit these individuals from channeling their
money through PACs. Six states follow the federal example and limit total contributions by an
individual to all state candidates. Total limits range from a high of $150,000per calendar year
in New York to a low of $2,500 per election in Maryland.

3. Prohibitions and Limitations on Corporate Contributions
The states tend to liinit or prohibit corporate contributions to a greater degree than individual contributions. Thirty-five states restrict corporate contributions. Twenty-two flatly
prohibit corporations from making contributions to legislative candidates. Thirteen others
impose some form of limitations.
Seven of the 13 states which limit corporate contributionsimpose the same limitations on
corporations as they do on individuals. Two states, Maine and Vermont, allow corporations to
make larger contributionsthanindividuals.Alternatively, Indiana and New York limit the total
amount one corporation can give to all candidates to $2,000 and $5,000, respectively.
Only three states limit corporate contributions but do not limit individual contributions.
Alabama imposes a $500 limitation on corporations, Indiana a $2,000 aggregate limit to all
candidates and Mississippi a $1,000 limit. (Other states prohibit corporate money but do not
limit individual giving.)
4. Prohibitions and Limitations on Labor Union Contributions
Contributions by labor unions are prohibited in nine states and limited in 17 others. Several states which prohibit corporate contributions do not prohibit labor unions from making
contributions to a legislative candidate.
In most of the states which prohibit corporate contributionsbut not union contributionsMichigan, Minnesota, Ohio, West Virginia and Wisconsin-labor may be a sufficiently potent
political force to persuade legislators to retain labor union contributions (although some of
these states do limit union money). It is unclear why other states such as Iowa, Montana,
Oklahoma and Tennessee prohibit corporate contributions and permit labor contributions.
Two states, Kentucky and Massachusetts, limit contributions by individuals to legislative
candidates and prohibit contributions by corporations but allow unlimited labor and PAC
contributions. These exceptions allow contributors to bypass the contribution limits. William
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Sullivan, Deputy Director of the Massachusetts Office of Campaign and Political Finance,
points out that Massachusetts contributors do not feel bound by the state’s limitations. If
contributorshave given their limit, they can contribute to labor unions or PACs which can retransmit that money to candidates.”
5. Limitations on PAC Contributions
About a third of the states (17) limit contributions by PACs to legislative candidates.
Almost half of the states which limit individual contributions also impose the same limit on
contributions by PACs. Six other states permit larger contributions from PACs than from
individuals. Most of the states which permit larger PAC contributions than individual contributions also allow larger corporate and labor union contributions.
Connecticut is unique in that it permits corporate PACs to make contributions which are
twice as large as labor contributions. Jeff Garfield, Executive Director of the Connecticut
State Elections Enforcement Commission, explains that labor unions agreed to this disparity
in exchange for permission to raise money from union members through a reverse checkoff
mechanism. A union member’s dues are automatically sent to the union’s political treasury
unless the member objects. Corporate PACs must raise their money through an affirmative
designation by the corporate employee.”

6. Limitations on Political Money
Seventeen states limit contributions of political money. Most of these states impose the
same PAC contribution limits on party donations and transfers of contributions from one
candidate to another. However, Connecticut and Michigan ban transfers altogether, and Massachusetts limits transfers to $100. On the other hand, Connecticut and Massachusetts permit
unlimited legislative caucus contributions and unlimited party contributions. The Connecticut law is strict about transfers, notes Garfield, because “contributorsshould know that their
money will be used only for the election of the candidate that is given the money.”’2
Hawaii prohibits transfers but allows legislative candidates to buy two tickets to other
candidates’ fundraisers. Political parties in Hawaii are allowed to make contributions, but
through a quirk in the law their contribution limits are actually less than the limits for
individuals.
Seventeen states which limit contributionspermit unlimited party contributions to legislative candidates. Wisconsin formally recognizes the legislative caucuses (which it calls “legislative campaign committees”) as entities which may contribute the same amount as
political parties (up to 20% of the expenditure limits).
7. Limitations on Off-Election Year Contributions
Only Minnesota limits off-election year contributionsmade to legislative candidates. Minnesota imposes a $300 off year limitation on senatorial candidates and a $150 off year limitation on candidates for the House.
Mary Ann McCoy, Executive Director of the Minnesota Ethical Practices Board, reports
that there are very few questions or comments about off year limitations. These limitations
have been in effect for several years and candidates are used to them.13Every two years the
Minnesota Board issues a report listing total off year contributions to legislative candidates.
In 1983 legislators received off year contributions of $560,000-up from $449,000 in 1981 and
$336,000 in 1979.This 67%increase between 1979 and 1983 was still less than California’s 100%
off year increase during the same period.
The Minnesota off year report also indicates that very few candidates receive the maximum contribution of $150 or $300. In 1983 only 48%of the $560,000 was received in contributions over $50. The highest total amount received by any legislator was $17,000. The vast
majority of individual Minnesota legislators received a total ranging between $1,000 and
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$7,000 in off year money.14By contrast, the average individualAssemblymember in California
raised $81,000 in 1983off year money and California legislators raised a total of $14.3 million.
(See Chapter 6, “Off Year F’undraising.”)
Texas prohibits contributions to legislators, state officeholders or political committees
supporting these officials during, and thirty days before, the regular legislative session.’’ The
regular legislative session in Texas runs for 120 days in odd-numbered years. According to
Gregory Pollock of the Secretary of State’s office, there have been no attempts to repeal or
amend this law except possibly to extend it to special sessions of the Legislature.“

C. Eleven States and One City Provide for Partial Public Financing of
Elections
In all, 11different states currently provide various forms of public financing for legislative
and statewide campaigns or political parties. In addition,six other states including California
allow taxpayers to “add-on”to their taxes by designating funds to candidates or a specific
political party. Through 1981,the latest year in which figures have been totaled, $25 million in
public money has been distributed to candidates and political parties by the states.I7
Three states-Maryland, Oklahoma and Oregon- have repealed their public financing
laws or allowed them to become dormant. Maryland repealed its provisions after its tax surcharge failed to generate enough revenue to fund the program. Oregon allowed its law to
sunset in 1981, in part because state legislators became upset that they were not able to
control money going to county party organizations. Oklahoma’slaw is still on the books but
has not been implemented because an Attorney General’s opinion ruled that several sections
were unconstitutional. The city of Seattle adopted a public financing program for its municipal elections in 1978,allowed it to die through the sunset process in 1982, and reinstated it in
November 1984 after the election of a new city council.
Of the states currently making expenditures to candidates or political parties, only three
-Hawaii, Minnesota and Wisconsin -give public funds directly to legislative candidates.
These three states also partially fund candidates running for Governor and other state offices.
Four other states -Massachusetts, Michigan, Montana and New Jersey -provide money
directly to gubernatorial candidates. Except for Montana, all of the states that pay funds
directly to legislative or gubernatorial candidates also impose expenditure limitations on the
candidates who accept the public funds. Professor Ruth Jones of Arizona State University has
noted:
Those who prefer to fund individual candidatesargue that the weaknesses in the current system are at
the level of individual candidate competition and access to funds. To encourage more qualified candidates to run for office and to enable them to compete seriously, candidates must have a source of
funding that is free of the entrenched networks of parties or special interests. Hence, the public funds
represent a source of neutral money available to all candidates for a designated office regardless of
personal friendships,organizational ties or political apprenticeships.”
Some states disburse public funds to political parties and not candidates.Professor Jones has
observed:
Those who champion institutionalresponsibility and accountabilityfavorallocatingpublic fundsto the
political parties. Their position is based on the assumption that one of the weaknesses of the current
political system is the inability of the political parties to successfully compete with the financial
influence of special interest groups or wealthy, independent candidates. If the parties are to regain a
prominent role in the electoral process and provide leadershipand institutional accountability,supplemental funds must be provided to assure a secure financial base from which the parties can successfully compete.’g

1. Partial Public Financing of Legislative Elections
The public financing systems in Minnesota and Wisconsin have been extensively studied.
Both states have adopted comprehensive expenditure limitations and public financing for
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legislative and statewide candidates. The third state which offers public financing in legislative and statewide election-Hawaii-has
not been the subject of many studies since Hawaiian candidates have made little use of the program.

a. Wkconsin’s Public Financing System
Wisconsinhas strong progressive traditions and a moralisticpolitical culture. It has generally been dominated by one party, the Democrats. It has a fairly high voter turnout and ranks
13th in the nation with 53%of its eligible adults voting?’
Wisconsin imposes expenditurelimitationsfor both the primary and the general elections
if the candidate agrees to accept public financing.Public financing,however, is only available
in the general election. In 1978 the Wisconsin Attorney General issued an opinion upholding
the constitutionalityof this provision?’(California’sLockyer-Vasconcellosbill, S.B. 87, which
was vetoed by Governor Deukmejian in 1984, also imposed expenditure limitations in both
the primary and the general elections, with public financing only available in the general.)
If a Wisconsin State Senate candidate agrees to the expenditurelimitations,the candidate
is limited to $18,425 in the primary and $18,425 in the general election, with a combined limit
of $29,500. State Assembly candidates are limited to $9,225 in the primary and $9,225 in the
general,with a combined limit of $14,750.2’In order to receive public financing in the general
election, candidates must receive at least 6%of the total vote in the primary, have an opponent
in the general election agree to expenditure limitations and raise at least 10%of their money in
contributions under $100. Once candidates have met the qualifications, they are eligible to
receive 45%of their spending limitations in public money, but any non-individual money they
raise is deducted from the public f~nds.2~
In 1978,51legislative candidates agreed to accept public financing.This increased to 89 in
1980 and 129 in 1982.24Of the 105 contested legislative races in 1982, both candidates in the
general election accepted public money in 41 districts, and one of the candidates accepted it in
another 46 contests. In only 18 of the elections did both candidates turn down the money. The
1982 acceptance rate of 61%was a significant increase over the 1978 and 1980 fig~res.2~
A study of the 1980 election found that more Democrats than Republicans agreed to the
expenditure limitations and public financing, as did a higher percentage of challengers than
incumbentsF6One-third of the candidates in 1980 acknowledgedthat public financing played
an important role in their running for office. The study also noted that the number of candidates seeking office or competing in contested elections has not increased since the public
financing provisions were put in place. In fact, the number of candidates running from 1972
through 1980 has declined.The report stressed that reapportionmentwas an important factor
in this
In 1980 Wisconsin legislative candidates received 20%of their funds in public financing,
24%of their funds from political action committees, 8%of their funds from political parties
and 47%of their funds from individuals?’ In contrast, California legislative candidates in 1980
received 14%of their funds from individualsand about 66%of their funds from political action
committees and busine~ses.2~
Between 1976 and 1982 PAC contributions in Wisconsin dropped from 34%to 20%while
the percentage of public money to candidates rose from 8%in 1978 to 25%in 1982.3’In a 1984
paper written for the Midwest Political Science Association, Elizabeth G. King and David F.
Wegge concluded that the Wisconsin public financing law “appearsto be having the intended
effect and that impact appears to be greater with each election.””
b. Illinnesota’s Public Financing Law
Minnesotawas one of the first states to enact an expenditure limitation and public financing law Passed in 1974, the measure was declared unconstitutional for legislative candidates
in December of 1977 but was revised in 1978.3‘Thus, the statute has been in effect for the 1978
through 1984 elections.
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Unlike Wisconsin,Minnesota’s expenditure limitations only apply to the general election.
Candidates for Governor, other statewide offices and the Legislature are eligible for the program. Although candidates must indicate early in the year whether or not they wish to accept
public money, they do not receive direct public funds until two weeks after the general election. Only those candidates who get 10%or more of the votes in the general election are eligible
for public funding. However, public money designated to the parties is distributed after the
primary to successful candidates who are running in the November election.%Candidates do
not receive money based on any match of private funds collected. Rather, they are provided
money based on an amount in the party’s account divided by the number of candidates eligible
to receive funds.
In 1982the average candidate for the State Senate in Minnesota received $4,238,about 25%
of the average expenditure made by a senatorial candidate. The average lower house candidate received public money amounting to 23% of the $9,087 average expenditure.%In Minnesota the amount a legislative candidate receives in direct public money is dependent upon
taxpayers’ participation within the candidate’s own district.
In 1982,90%of the candidates agreed to the expenditurelimits and accepted public money,
a substantial increase from the 66%acceptance rate in 1978. The large increase was directly
attributable to the much higher campaign spending level which doubled from 1980 to 1982.
Republican candidate acceptance of the program increased substantially in 1982.35
Professor Ruth Jones surveyed candidates who ran in 1978 to determine the impact of
public financing on the elections. Among the candidates who responded, an overwhelming
number (72%)felt that the public financing provisions encouraged more candidates to run for
office.A similar percentage (71%)believed that the public financing law reduced the influence
of large contributors and 67%believed that the expenditure ceilings did not limit the effectiveness of their campaigns.
A smaller but still significantly large number of candidates felt that-the law increased the
number of small individual contributors (56%),reduced the influence of special interests
(55%) and increased competition (50%).Finally, most candidates agreed that the public
financing provisions strengthened rather than weakened the-political parties.
Candidates experiencedthe most difficulty with the law’s low expenditwe ceilings (which
were significantly raised for the 1982 elections). Of those candidates who declined public
funding in 1978,63%cited low expenditure limits as the reason. The Jones study found that the
public financing provisions were more significant for legislative losers than for legislative
winners in influencing their decisions to run.Most of the winners were incumbents who
typically do not need the availability of public financing to encourage them to run for reelection. Only 7%of the Minnesota legislative candidates wanted to abolish the public financing
provisions.36
A higher percentage of candidates have participated in Minnesota’s public financing-expenditure limitations program than in Wisconsin’s. Professors King and Wegge attribute this
difference to four factors:
Minnesota does not require candidates to raise a minimum amount in contributions
to be eligible for public money. Wisconsin requires candidates to raise a threshold
sum.
Minnesota candidates can receive both PAC contributions and public financing. In
Wisconsin each dollar of PAC or non-individual contributions lowers the available
public money by an equal amount.
Minnesota provides public money to candidates who have no opponents. Wisconsin
gives no money to candidates who are unopposed.
Minnesota’s expenditure levels are more realistic than Wisconsin’s.3’
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c. Hawaii
The third state to provide public funds to legislative candidates is Hawaii. There has been
little analysis of the Hawaiian system since it provides so little money to candidates. Legislative candidates may receive a maximum of $50 per election. In 1980 only 18of the 400 eligible
candidates received public financing and Hawaii distributed less than $1,000 of the $186,000
available in the fund.%
However,Hawaii also allows contributors to take tax deductions for contributions only if
the candidate receiving the contribution agrees to be bound by the expenditure limitations.
Contributors may take up to $500 in total deductions but no more than $100 per candidate.
According to Jack Gonzales, Executive Director of the Hawaii Campaign Spending Commission, about half the Hawaii legislative candidates accept the expenditure limitations because
they want their contributors to qualify for the tax deductions.The tax deductionsare far more
important to candidates than the small amount of public money they might receive. In fact,the
candidates deliberately refuse the public money, even though they abide by the expenditure
limitations,because acceptance of public money automaticallytriggers an expensive audit of
the candidate’s campaign rec0rds.3~
2. State Disbursements for Statewide Races
Four states give money directly to candidates for statewide office: Montana, Michigan,
New Jersey and Massachusetts.Although this Commission’sreport does not cover statewide
contests, the experiences of other states in implementing their statewide public financing
programs offer useful guidance.

a. Montana’s Curtailed System of Public Financing

-

Candidate financing in Montana was sharply reduced after the state switched from a tax
checkoff to a tax add-on system.Taxpayer support dropped substantially once taxpayers had
to pay for the program by increasing their own tax liability. In 1980,however, candidates for
Governor and Lieutenant Governorreceived $61,561in public money, approximately12%of all
the campaign funds received by these candidates.This money played an important role in the
fundraising strategies of the gubernatorial candidates?’ Montana makes payments to candidates without requiring candidates to accept expenditure limitations.

b. Michigan’s Gubernatorial Public Financing
In contrast to Montana, Michigan provides substantial public funds to its gubernatorial
candidates both in the primary and general election.In the 1978primary election,for example,
four Democraticprimary candidates received a total of $1,277,000.In the 1978general election,
the Republican and Democratic nominees each received $750,000,75%of the allowed expenditure ceiling of $1 million?l
In order for a candidate to qualify for public money in Michigan,the candidate must agree
to accept expenditure limitations. Once the candidate raises $50,000 in under-$100 amounts
for the primary election, the state matches each under-$100 contribution two-to-one up to
$660,000 if the candidate faces an opponent for the nomination.Major party candidates in the
general election are automatically given $750,000 in public money if they agree to the $1
million expenditure limitation.
John ’hrnquist, Deputy Director of the Michigan Campaign Finance ReportingSection in
the Secretary of State’soffice, concludes that public financing attracts additional “non-establishment” candidates in the primary, encourages small contributions,and diminishes the influence of PACs.4’ Professor Jones also found that “many observers felt the special-interest
involvement in the Governor’s race decreased markedly.’’43
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c. New Jersey’s Gubernatorial System
New Jersey has provided the nation’s first experience with large-scale public funding of
gubernatorial campaigns. In 1977 it allocated more than $2 million in public funds to the two
major party gubernatorial candidates in the general election. The law was amended in 1980 to
provide funding for gubernatorial primary candidates. In 1981,16 candidates received more
than $6.2 million in public funding in the primary and the two general election candidates
received approximately $1.2 million each. The public financing provisions contributed to the
large number of candidates running in the 1981primary, although the lack of an incumbent
running for reelection was also a factor. In both the primary and general elections, there is a
two-for-onematch above the qualifyingthreshold of $50,000.The state imposes a contribution
limit of $800 per election on individuals, political committees, parties, corporations and
unions. However, only contributions from individuals are eligible for matching public money.
To provide evidence of breadth of support, qualifying money must be raised in a specified
percentage of counties throughout the state. This requirement, similar to that used in the
presidential primary qualifymg program, presented no real difficulties for any of the major
gubernatorial candidates. Candidates could receive a maximum of $600,000in public matching funds for the 1981primary and $1.2 million for the general.
In 1981 New Jersey gubernatorial candidates using public funds were limited to total
primary expenditures of about $1 million and to general election expenditures of about $2
million. Gubernatorial candidates are limited to $25,000 in personal funds per campaign.
The New Jersey program has been the topic of extensive studies by the state’s Election
Law Enforcement Commission. After each gubernatorial election, this agency, which is in
charge of administering the program, has recommended the elimination of the expenditure
ceilings. The Commission stated, “[AISit did in 1978,the Commission again finds expenditure
limits to be unnecessary, and undesirable so long as the gubernatorial election process includes limits on contributions, limits on loans, limits on a candidate’s personal funds, and
limits on the amount of public funds available to any candidate.”44

d. Massachusetts’ Matching Funds Law
Massachusetts’ program has received little attention because its tax add-on method for
raising funds has only generated small amounts of money. The law gives candidates a one-toone match of public money for contributions of $250 or less after candidates have met the
appropriate qualifying thresholds. In the 1978 primary, gubernatorial candidates first had to
raise $75,000 to quahfy for a maximum of $250,000 in public funds. Candidates for other
statewide offices had to raise up to $37,500 to be eligible for a maximum of $125,000.For the
general election, the thresholds were $125,000 for gubernatorial candidates to receive
$250,000. Theoretically, candidates could receive significant sums from the state’s add-on
fund. In fact, less than $500,000 was allocated to all candidates during the 1982 elections
because taxpayers were reluctant to support this fund with additional tax money.
3. Seattle’s Public Financing Ordinance
Seattle is the only municipality in the country to have passed and implemented a system of
expenditure limitations and partial public financing. The city council in 1978 enacted a comprehensive ordinance which was used in the 1979 and 1981elections. Because of the slumping
economy, however, the council allowed the law to lapse in 1982 and the 1983 elections were
conducted under the old system. In late 1984the city council reinstated the law. Public financing and expenditure limitations will be back in place for the 1987 election.
The Seattle Office of Election Administration issued an extensive study of the elections
held in 1979,1981and 1983.For the electionsheld in 1979and 1981,when the package of reforms
was in effect, the study found:
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rn The number of contributions to candidates in closely contested city council cam-

paigns increased.
The average contribution to these candidates decreased while the number of individual contributors to their campaigns increased.
The numerical and financial participation of individuals and groups making large
contributions de~reased.4~
The study also found that candidates were clearly motivated to seek small contributions
because public funds were only available to match contributions of $50 or less. After the law
was repealed, however, a different pattern emerged. During the 1983 election the number of
contributions to candidates decreased, the size of the average contribution increased and the
number of large contributions rose. The Seattle study concluded that Seattle’s public financing ordinance had played a major role in improving the pattern of campaign
4. Public Financing of Parties

Six states allocate public funds and four states allocate add-on funds directly to political
parties. In some states the state parties spend all the money themselves; in others the parties
distribute some of the funds to candidates. The parties use the money for organizational and
office activities. Money given to the parties has had a substantial impact. In Idaho, one party
official concluded: “It has simplified fundraising and given us a
Each of these public financing programs allows new or minor parties to qualify for funds.
In states like Idaho, North Carolina, Rhode Island and Utah, minority parties have received
support, albeit minimal, from the public funding program.
One administrative question that has arisen is determining which units of the party
should receive funds. In five states-Idaho, Iowa, Maine, North Carolina, Rhode Island-the
state central committees receive the public funds. In another two states-Kentucky and Utah
-the funds are divided between the state central committees and the county committees in
the proportion which the checkoff is used in individual counties. This provides an effective
motivation for county party leaders to encourage their partisan backers to use the checkoff to
generate additional funding for the county organization.
Some state party leaders have resisted allocating funds directly to the county party units,
both because this practice reduces the amount of money available to the state committee,and
because the state committees do not like to increase the financial autonomy and independence of county party units. County party officials welcome the infusion of funds and often
argue that this money has converted their paper entities into viable organizations.
Under a former Oregon law, public financing flowed to the parties at the county level.
Incumbent legislators received little or none of the funds and were thus unable to control the
county parties. There is some evidence that this upset key legislators,fostered opposition to
the public funding program and played a major role in the failure of the Oregon Legislature to
continue the program after its 1981 sunset reviem
Several states have considered public financing for both political candidates and political
parties. Oklahoma is the only state, however, that has enacted this approach. Under the
Oklahoma program, 10%of the public funds would be allocated equally to the state central
committees of all bonafide political parties in the state, and the rest would be allocated,
according to a set formula,to the candidates for constitutional offices in the general election.
Maor sections of this law were invalidated by the Oklahoma Attorney General, however, and
thus there is no record how this dual approach might actually
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D. A Number of States Use the Tax System to Encourage Political
Contributions
1. Tax Checkoffs
Using the federal system as a model, eleven states now have programs which raise money
through an income tax checkoff system.A tax checkoff permits taxpayers to decide whether
to allow the state to use one or two dollars of tax money already paid to the state for political
parties or candidates.A tax checkoff does not increase the tax liability of the taxpayer. Money
from the general fund is transferred to the appropriate political fund for later distribution.
‘Paxpayers in states such as Wisconsin, Hawaii, Iowa and Idaho check off one dollar (two
dollars on a joint return), whereas taxpayers in other states such as Kentucky, Michigan and
Minnesota can designatetwo dollars (or four dollars for ajoint return). When states have gone
from a one dollar checkoff to two dollars, there has not been any significant decrease in
taxpayer participation in the programs. In general, tax checkoff systems have provided a
relatively consistent amount of funding. Professor Jones concludes that tax checkoff programs have provided enough money to support each state’s funding program.” Others note,
however, that checkoffs limit the scope and potential effectiveness of public financing programs, and believe the funding should be directly appropriated from the state treasury.”
The percentage of taxpayers using the checkoff varies widely from state to state. New
Jersey has consistently had the highest percentage of taxpayers who earmark tax money for
the campaign financing fund. The percentage has ranged from a low of 38%in 1976,the first
year of the program, to 42%in 1980.Each year over $1.5 million is transferred to the campaign
fund. North Carolina has the lowest percentage of taxpayers contributing to the fund. About
8%of the state’s taxpayers designate over $200,000 to the fund each year.
States that use a checkoff system average a 22%participation rate, while the federal rate is
27%.These percentages are based on the number of returns filed, not the number of taxpayers.
The checkoff rate is higher when taxpayers have to indicate a “yes” or “no” on their forms,
rather than just a “yes,”51

2. TaxAdd-011s
A second technique for raising money uses voluntary contributions “added on” to an
individual‘s state income tax return. Under this arrangementno funds are diverted from state
revenues to finance elections, and &e only “public money” allocated is the amount that taxpayers voluntarily contribute. Thus the state’srole is to provide the collection mechanism for
voluntary add-on contributions and to oversee the disbursement of funds according to state
law.
Six states have this mechanism. Although the amount of the contribution varies from one
dollar in Alabama, Maine, Massachusetts and Montana to as much as $25 in California, none
of the add-on programs have provided enough money to have a significant impact. One of the
reasons Maryland dropped its program was the low rate of participation. In Montana, when
the law was changed from a checkoff to an add-on, the number of taxpayers participating in
the program dropped dramatically. The participation rate for add-on states averages about 1%,
far less than the 22%participation average for the checkoff states. Maine has the lowest rate of
0.5%.
3. Tax Credits for Contributions
A few states follow the example of the federal government and give tax breaks to taxpayers who make campaign contributions. (See also discussion of tax credits in Appendix B,
“AlternativeProposal.”) Federal law offers a 50%tax credit for up to $100 contributions by a
single individual and $200 contributions by a married couple. A person who makes an $80
contributionto a state or federal candidate, for example,will be able to reduce his or her taxes
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by $40. According to IRS records, 6.6%of federal tax returns claim political tax credits. The
average credit claimed was $51.45 and the total tax cost to the federal government was $270
million.6' (See Table 10.1.)
Four states and the District of Columbia provide for tax credits, but one state allows
credits of only one dollar and another state allows a credit of only five dollars. Minnesota and
the District of Columbia each allow taxpayers to reduce their state taxes by 50%for contributions up to $100, while Oregon permits a tax credit for contributions up to $50. In Minnesota
and the District of Columbia, contributors can actually make cost-free contributions of up to
$100. They receive a 50%state tax credit and a 50%federal tax credit on the same contribution.
Their $100 is refunded completely on the following year's federal and state returns. In Minnesota state tax credits are only available to contributors who give to candidates who have
agreed to abide by expenditure limitations.'Paxpayers in Minnesota take advantage of the tax
credit at about the same rate as federal taxpayers. Approximately 6.5%of Minnesota's taxpayers use the credit for an average of $41.65per return. (See Table 10.1.) Oregon, on the other
hand, prohibits a double tax credit on both federal and state returns. It allows taxpayers only
to receive a maximum 50%tax reduction.

4. Tax Deductions for Contributions
Six states including California allow a tax deduction for contributions. Tax deductions are
significantly different from tax credits since they reduce adjusted income rather than directly
cutting taxes. In California the maximum tax benefit for a $100 contributionis $11. Hawaii, like
Minnesota, only permits deductions by contributorswho give to candidates accepting expenditure limitations.
5. Refunds from the State of Alaska
Alaska has the most unique system for encouraging small contributions. It offers state
taxpayers a 100%refund on contributions up to $100. Alaskan contributors also receive a 50%
federal tax credit. A $100 contribution to an Alaskan candidate therefore nets the contributora
total of $150: $50 from a federal tax credit, and $100 in a refund from the state. Alaska used to
give contributors a 100%tax credit before it repealed its income tax altogether. 'Paxes were not
necessary because of the billions of dollars in oil revenues. The State Legislature then substituted the refund program to encourage small contributions. According to State Representative Michael Miller, candidates actively promote this advantage to small donors. Miller says
the law is so popular that it will not be re~ealed.5~

E. Summary and Conclusions: Contribution Limits, Expenditure Ceilings
and Partial Public Financing Have Accomplished Many of Their Goals
in Other States
Reform activity in the states has been as varied as Justice Brandeis predicted. The following conclusions can be drawn from studies of state campaign finance laws:
1. Contribution Limitations
Most of the states follow the federal lead in limiting contributions by individuals, PACS,
corporations and labor unions. A number of them also prohibit contributions from corporations and unions. None of the states that limit contributionshas repealed these limits although
some have raised them substantially.
Data on the effectiveness of these limits is not easily obtained since state contribution
limits are not as controversial as those at the federal level and research is scarce. Political
scientists tend to concentrate their research on either the federal elections or one or two
particular states and have not conducted an overall study of limitations at the state level. This
Commission has conducted an informal survey of officials from states with contribution limPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
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its. Most responding officials indicate that contribution limitations by themselves have not
significantly slowed the growth of campaign costs. Contribution limits when combined with
expenditure ceilings and public financing, however, have kept campaign costs in check.

2. Expenditure Limitations and Partial Public Financing
Although fewer states publicly finance their elections than limit contributions to campaigns, enough data exists to support certain conclusions. The most important conclusion is
that expenditure ceilings must be realistic or candidates will refuse to be bound by them. In
Hawaii, Minnesota and Wisconsin, most candidates declined to accept public financing and
expenditure limitations when the limits were set below what candidates need to run a sufficient campaign. On the other hand, when Minnesota increased its expenditure limitations between 1980 and 1982, many more candidates agreed to the maximum expenditures and
accepted public financing.
In Hawaii with a small public financing reward of $50, candidates have not agreed to
expenditure limitations in exchange for public money. Many Hawaiian candidates nevertheless accepted expenditure limitations since acceptance qualified their contributors for tax
deductions on their contributions.
The reward of public financing must be great enough to encourage candidates to accept
limits on expenditures. At the same time, expenditure limitations must not be so small as to
cause the candidate to believe that a credible campaign cannot be waged. Tax credits available to contributors can act as a significant incentive for candidates to accept expenditure
ceilings.

3. Tax hcentives
The experience of the states with tax checkoffs and add-ons demonstrates clearly that few
taxpayers are willing to add to their tax liabilities. States with tax add-ons report that their
rate of taxpayer participation is very small, generally around 1%.States with tax checkoffs
where taxpayers do not add to their tax liabilities report a higher participation rate. In all
states with the tax checkoff, sufficient money has been raised to fund their public financing
programs.
A few states have used tax credits or deductions to encourage small contributorsto participate in campaigns. A consistent pattern has emerged in both the federal system and those
states that permit tax credits. Approximately 6%of state and federal taxpayers claim credits
for political contributions given in the past year. In each instance the tax credit is at least 50%
of the contribution,and in Minnesota and the District of Columbia a contributor can actually
make a free (or 100%)contribution by claiming a credit on both local and federal tax returns.
Linking tax breaks to expenditure ceilings has encouraged candidates to accept spending
limits in the two states that have tried it, Minnesota and Hawaii.
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T a b l e 10.2

CAMPAIGN FINANCE LAWS I N OTHER STATES

A I abama

A l a . Code 010-2A-70.1
(Supp.
040-18-146(6)
( S ~ p p . 1984)

A I aska

A l a s k a S t a t . 015.13.070
(19821,
043.20.013
(19831, 043.20.031
(Supp.
1984)

A r I zona

Arlz.

Arkansas

Ark.

Rev. S t a t . Ann.
Stat.

Ann.

19841,

043-1059

(1980)

003-1109 t o 3-1118
(1980)

(1976

8 S ~ p p . 19831, 084-2016.5
Connecticut

Conn. Gen. S t a t . Ann. 099-333 t o 9-348
( W e s t 1958 8 S u p p . 1 9 8 5 )

De I a w a r e

D e l . Code Ann.
(1981

t i t . 15 008001-8013

D.C.
Code Ann.
1984)

047-1806.5

Dlst.

o f Columbia

(1981 8 Supp.

F I o r I da

F l a . S t a t . Ann. 05106.011-106.29
1982 8 S u p p . 1 9 8 4 )

Hawa I 1

H a w a l l Rev. S t a t . 9011-191 t o 11-229
( S ~ p p . 19841, 0 0 2 3 5 - 7 ( g ) , 235-102.5
( S u p p . 1984)

Id a h 0

(West

I d a h o Code 034-2503 (19811, 063-3088
19841, 063-3024 ( S u p p . 1 9 8 4 )

(Supp.
Indiana

Iowa

I n d . Code Ann. 003-4-1-1 t o 3-4-1-22,
3-4-3-1 t o 3-4-3-8
( B u r n s 1982 8 S u p p .
1984)
Iowa Code Ann. 0056.18,
1984-1985)

56.19

(West

Supp.
Kansas

Kan. S t a t .
(1981)

Ann.

0025-4101

t o 25-4179

Kentucky

Ky. Rev. S t a t . 00121.015 t o 121-990
141.072
( 1 9 8 2 8 S u p p . 19841, 00141.071,
( S u p p . 1984)

Malne

Me. Rev. S t a t . Ann. t i t . 21 001391-1402
( 1 9 6 4 8 S u p p . 1 9 8 4 - 1 9 8 5 ) , t i t . 3 6 05283
(1964)

Mary I and

Md. E l e c . Code Ann. 0031-1
(1983 8 S u p p . 1984)
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Massachusetts

Mass.
001-12
19851,
19801,
Supp.

Mlch lgan

M l c h . Comp. Laws 00169.201-169.282
S ~ p p . 1984-1985)

MI n n e s o t a

Mlnn. S t a t . Ann. 0 0 1 0 A . 0 1 - 1 0 A . 3 4
(West
1977 8 S ~ p p . 1 9 8 5 ) , 00210A.01-210A.44
(West Supp. 19851, 5290.06 subd. 1 1
(West Supp. 1985), 0290.21 ( W e s t 1962 8
Supp. 1 9 8 5 )

Mlsslsslppl

Mlss. Code Ann. 197-13-15

Montana

Mont. Code Ann.
(1983)

0013-37-101

New J e r s e y

N.J. S t a t .
1984-1985)

0019:44A

New H a m p s h l r e

N.H.
Rev. S t a t .
(Supp. 1 9 8 3 )

New Y o r k

N.Y.
E l e c . Law 0514-100 t o 14-128
( M c K l n n e y 1978 8 Supp. 1 9 8 4 - 1 9 8 5 )

North Carol Ina

N.C. Gen. S t a t . 90163-269, 163-270
(19821, 00163-278.6 t o 163-278.45 ( 1 9 8 2
8 S ~ p p . 19831, 0105-159.1 (Supp. 1 9 8 3 )

Ok 1 ahoma

O k l a . S t a t . Ann. tit. 26 0015-101 t o
15-112, 18-103 (West Supp. 1984-1985)

Oregon

Or.

South Dakota

S.D.

Texas

Tex E l e c . Code Ann. 0014.01-14.15
( V e r n o n Supp. 1 9 8 5 )

Vermont

V t . Stat.
(1982)

West V I r g I n l a

W.

W lscons I n

Wls. S t a t . Ann. 0011.001-11.67
S ~ p p . 1984-1985)

Wyom I ng

Wyo. S t a t . 6022-25-101
( 1 9 7 7 8 Supp. 1 9 8 4 )

Source:

Ann. Laws ch. 55 081-42, ch. 55A
( M l c h l e / L a w Co-op 1978 8 Supp
ch. 10 043 ( M l c h l e / L a w Co-op
ch. 6 2 0 6 C ( M l c h l e / L a w Co-op
1985)

Ann.

Rev. S t a t .

Ann.

(Supp.

(West Supp.

t o 664:22

(1983)

C o d l f l e d Laws 0912-25-1
( 1 9 8 2 8 Supp. 1 9 8 4 )

Ann.

1984)

t o 13-37-30E

00664:l

0316.102

(West

t o 12-25-34

t i t . 17 502801-2832

Va. Code 003-8-1
Supp. 1 9 8 4 )

t o 3-8-13

(1979 8

(West

t o 22-25-115

Cal l f o r n l a C o m m l s s i o n on C a m p a l g n . F I n a n c l n g
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STATE-BY-STATE

SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION LIMITATIONS TO LEGISLATIVE CAMPAIGNS

PAC
Contrlbutlons
(d)

Party
Contributions
(e)

Transfers
(f1

No I i m l t

No l i m i t

No I l m l t

No I l m l t

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

No l i m i t

Same as ( a )

No l i m i t

Prohlbited

Proh I b I t e d

No l i m i t

No l i m i t

No I l m l t

Arkansas

$1,50O/cand.

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

$2,50O/cand.

Same as ( a )

Connect c u t

Sen.: $500/
cand.
Rep.: $250/
cand.
$15,000 agg.
t o a l l cands.

Prohiblted

Prohlblted

No
Labor PACs:
same as ( a ) /
cand.,
$50,000
agg. t o a l l cands.
Corp. PACs: 2 x
(a)/cand.,
$100,000 agg.
t o a l l cands.

Del aware

$500/cand.

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

Same a s ( a )

Same a s ( a )

Florlda

$1,00O/cand.

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

No I l m i t

No l i m i t

Georg I a

No I l m l t

Pub1 ICu t l l l t i e s prohibited

No I i m l t

No l i m i t

No I l m l t

No l i m i t

Hawa I I

$2,00O/cand.

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

308 o f t h e
expenditure
limitation
f o r Sen.;
408 f o r Rep.

Two fundr alslng
t lckets/
cand I d a t e

lndlana

No I i m l t

Aggre a t e o f
$ ~ , o o ? t o a1 I
non-statew I de
candidates

Same as ( b )

No l i m i t

No l i m i t

No I l m l t

Iowa

No I i m l t

Proh I b I t e d

No I i m l t

No l i m i t

No i l m i t

No l i m i t

Kansas

$750/cand.

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

No I l m l t

Same a s ( a )

Kentucky

S3,000/cand.

Prohiblted

No l i m i t

No l i m i t

No I l m i t

No I l m l t

Ma I ne

$1,00O/cand.
$25,000 agg.
t o a l l cands./
calendar year

65,00O/cand.

Same as ( b )

Same as ( b )

Same as ( b )

Same as ( b )

Mary I and

Sl,OOO/cand.
$2,500 agg. t o
a l 1 cands.

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

No I l m l t

No I i m i t

No I i m l t

Massachusetts

$l,OOO/cand./
yr. Minors:
S25/yr.

Prohlblted

No I i m l t

No l i m i t

No I l m i t

$100/cand.
$1,500 agg.
to all
cands.

Mlchigan

Sen.: $450/
cand.
Rep.: $250/
cand.

Prohlbited

Sen.: $4,500/
cand.
Rep.: $2,500/
cand.

Same as ( c )

Same as ( c )

Prohlblted

M I nnesota

Sen.: $1,500/
Prohlblted
cand./elec.
y r . ($300/
cand. o f f y e a r )
Rep.: $750/
cand./elec.
y r . ($150/cand.
o f f year)

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

Sen.: $7,500/
Same as ( a )
cand./elec.
Y'.
($1,500 o f f
y e a r ) Rep.:
$3,75O/cand./
e l e c . y r . ($750
o f f year)

Misslssippl

No I i m l t

No l i m i t

No I l m i t

No l i m i t

Individual
Contrlbutlons
(a)

Corporate
Contributions
(b)

Labor Unlon
Contributions

A I abama

No I i m l t

SSOO/candidate

A I aska

$1,00O/year

A r izona

$1000/cand./
vr.

(C)
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STATE-BY-STATE SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION LIMITATIONS TO LEGISLATIVE CAMPAIGNS

lndlvldual
Contrlbutlons
(a)

Corporate
Contrlbutlons
(b)

Labor Union
Contrlbutlons
(C)

PAC
Contrlbutlons
(d)

Party
Contrlbutlons
(e)

Transfers

(f1

Montana

Sen.: $400/
Prohlblted
cand. Rep.:
$250/cand.
( p r l m . 8 gen.
elec. comblned)

Sen.: $600/
cand. In agg.
from all
comm I ttees
Rep.: 6300/
cand. In agg.
from a l l
commlttees

Same as ( c )

Same a s (c)

Same as (c)

New Hampshlre

$5,00O/cand.

Prohlblted

Prohlblted

No Ilmlt

No

lmlt

No Ilmlt

New Jersey

No Ilmlt

Speclf led
corps .--e. g.,
caslno, bank,
Insurance-prohlblted

No llmlt

No llmlt

No

lmlt

No I l m l t

New York

Sen.: $4,000,
$5,000 agg./
pi us, depends
cal yr.
on s i r e of
d lstr Ict.
Rep. : 52,500,
plus, depends
on slze of
dlstrlct.
$150,000 agg. to
a l l cands./cal. yr.

Same as ( a )

Same a s ( a )

No Ilmlt

Same a s ( a )

No. Carol Ina

S4,000/cand.

Prohlblted

Prohlblted

Same as ( a )

No Ilmlt

Same as ( a )

No. Dakota

No Ilmlt

Prohlblted

No Ilmlt

No I mlt

No Ilmlt

No Ilmlt

Ohlo

No I lmlt

Prohlblted

No limit

No I mlt

No Ilmlt

No Ilmlt

Oklahoma

$l,OOO/cand./
I mmed I ate
faml l y

Prohlblted

Same as ( a )

Same as ( a )

Same a s ( a )

Same as ( a )

Pennsylvanla

No Ilmlt

Prohlblted

Prohlbited

No I mlt

No limit

No Ilmlt

So. Dakota

$250/ca I . yr.

Prohlblted

Prohlblted

No Ilmlt

No llmlt

No Ilmlt

Tennessee

No I lmlt

Prohlblted

Prohlblted

No Ilmlt

No Ilmlt

No limit

No I l m l t

No contrlbutlons d u r l n g leglslatlve sess on
Proh I blted
No Ilmlt
Prohlblted

No Ilmlt

No Ilmlt

Vermont

Sl,OOO/cand.

$5,00O/cand.

Same a s ( b )

Same a s ( b

No Ilmlt

Same as ( b )

West V l r g i n l a

S1,000/cand.

Prohlblted

Same a s ( a )

Same as ( a

Same a s ( a )

Same a s ( a )

W lsconsln

Prohlblted
Sen.: $1,000/
p r l m . and
gen. elec.
com b I ned
A s . : $500 prlm.
a n d gen. elec.
comb I ned.
$10,000 agg./yr.
to all cands.

Same a s ( a )

Same as (c

No cand. may

Same a s (c)
accept more
than 65% of
exp. llmlts
from a l l commlttees, Includlng polltlcal
party committees

No Ilmlt

No Ilmlt

.

Texas

.

Wyom I n g

$1,00O/cand./
gen. elec. yr.
and yr. preced I ng.
$25,000 agg.
to all cands.

Prohlblted

but no cand.
may accept
more than 45%
o f exp. Ilmlts
from a l l commlttees, other than
pol ltlcal party
commlttees
Prohlblted

Unless otherwlse noted, contrlbutlon Ilmitatlons are per electlon.
Source: Federal Electlon Commlsslon, "Campaign Flnance Law 84"
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The Federal
Experience:
C o n t r i b u t i o n Limits,
Expenditure
C e i l i n g s and Partial
Public Financing
The Fledera11 E[lection] C[ampaign]A[ct]
Amendments of 1974 probably rqresented the most
sweeping set of campaignfinance law changes ever
adopted in the United States, i f not in the world.
-Michael

F

Malbin‘

ederal concern over campaign contributions dates back more than 80 years. During the
1904presidential election,Alton B. Parker, President Roosevelt’sDemocratic opponent,
warned that the “greatest moral question which now confronts us is, shall the trusts
and corporationsbe prevented from contributing money to control or aid in controlling elections.”2Roosevelt shared Parker’s concern. In his 1905 State of the Union Address, Roosevelt
asked Congress to prohibit all corporate campaign contributions in federal elections? Congress did so in 1907.4
In 1925 the Federal Corrupt Practices Act codified in one place most of the federal campaign finance lax6It required House and Senate candidates to disclose receipts and expenditures and it limited spending by “interstate committees.”The Act was, however, frequently
circumvented.6In 1940the Hatch Act amendmentsplaced a limit of $5,000 on contributionsby
persons or organizations to candidates or political committees? The Smith-Connally Act of
1943temporarily prohibited union contributionsto federal candidates during the war: and the
M-Hartley Act of 1947 made this prohibition permanent? The Federal Election Campaign
Act of 1971expanded the disclosure and reporting requirements for federal candidates, limited
media advertising expenditures, limited candidates’ contributions to their own campaigns
and attempted to control independent expenditures.” The Revenue Act of 1971 concurrently
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gave taxpayers deductions of up to $100 for political contributions (later repealed), offered
50% tax credits for contributions up to $25 (later increased to $50) and created a dollar
checkoff provision to finance presidential campaigns." The 1971law was amended, however,
before the checkoff funds were ever disbursed.
By 1974,Watergate and its accompanying disclosuresprodded Congress into enacting a
comprehensiveset of campaign finance reforms. Public concern had mounted when the press
disclosedthat one individualhad contributedover $2 million to President Nixon's 1972reelection campaign, that 82 individuals had each given $100,000 or more to candidates in the 1972
elections,and that a number of ambassadorshipshad been awarded to large contributors.'2A
House committee concluded
The unchecked rise in campaign expenditures, coupled with the absence of limitations on contributions and expenditures,has increased the dependence of candidates on special interest groups and
large contributors.Under the present law the impression persists that a candidate can buy an election
by simply spending large sums in a campaign."
Respondingto this growing concern, Congressadopted the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1974.14
The 1974Act created two systems of campaign finance-private financing for House and
Senate campaignsthrough private contributions,and partial public financing for presidential
elections through a tax checkoff system.Although the Supreme Court invalidated portions of
the 1974Act two years later: the federal law has given the country ten years of experienceon
the effectivenessof contributionlimits, expenditure ceilings and public financing.I6This experience is instructive for California.

A. Contribution Limits Have M e t with Partial Success in Congressional
Elections
The 1974 Act placed dollar limitations on the size of contributions to all federal candidates. It also sought to limit overall expenditures in congressionalraces: but the Act's expenditure ceilings (which were not accompaniedby limited public financing) were invalidated by
the Supreme Court in Buckley K Vdeo.'*The Senate had passed a bill approving public financing for congressional campaigns, with the Senate Report concluding:
Contributionand expenditure limits.. .would check excessive influence of great wealth...[but]cannot
be effectively and fairly implemented without a comprehensive system of public campaign financing."
However, the Senate's bill was rejected by the House?' Congressional candidates today can
thereforeraise and spend unlimited amounts of money-so long as they receive their contributions in amounts under the federal limits.

1. TheLimits
The 1974Act allowed individualsto contributeno more than $1,000 to each federal candidate per election. A person can give $1,000 to a congressionalcandidate in the primary election and again in the general election-for a total of $2,000. An individual's spouse and
children can make equivalent contributions.2'
The Act also allowed individualsto contributeup to $5,000to each PAC, $20,000a year to
political parties, and an aggregate maximum of $25,000 to all federal candidates and committees supporting federal candidates during each calendar year? These contribution limits
were designed to reduce actual or apparent corruption of candidates or officeholdersby massive contributions.
Ordinary PACs were also limited to contributions of $1,000 to each federal candidate per
as committeesregistered with
electi0n.2~
Special "multicandidate committee"PAC-defined
the Federal Election Commission (FEC) for at least six months, receiving contributions €tom
at least 50 individuals and making contributions to at least five federal candidates-could
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contribute up to $5,000 per candidate per election, allowing such PACs to give $10,000 per
candidate in the primary and general elections combined. These special PACs could make an
unlimited number of contributions, unlike individuals who could only give a maximum of
$25,000 a year. 24 Most PACs today are multicandidate committee PACs.
National, state and local political party committees were treated as multicandidate committees and allowed to make up to $5,000 in direct contributions to federal ~andidates.2~
National and state political party committees were also allowed to make additional “coordinated expenditures” on behalf of federal candidates, but were not allowed to contribute the
coordinated expenditure money directly to candidates. Political parties could spend at least
$10,000 in coordinated expenditures on House candidates and $20,000 or two cents per eligible voter, whichever was greater, on Senate candidates?6

2. The Effects of Contribution Limitations
The congressional contribution limits were designed to reduce the influence of large contributors and PACs over candidates, as well as the appearance of a quid pro quo exchange of
money for influence. In this respect the limitationshave been partially successful.The days of
the single $2 million contribution are long gone.
In other respects, however, the contribution limits have failed to ameliorate many of the
most pressing campaign finance pr0blems.2~House and Senate campaign expenditures have
continued to rise dramatically. In 1982 House and Senate candidates spent over $342 million
on their campaigns, a 43%increase over 1980, a 72%increase over 1978 and a 400%increase
over 1972.2’ In 1984 House and Senate expenditures rose again to a record $374 million?’
Members of Congress spent more and more time raising money and charges of corruption
seemed prevalent. Former Congressman Alvin O’Konsky charged, for example, that lawmakers “are bought, sold, signed, sealed and delivered by contributors before election,making
them immobile to act on anything.”30
Although individual large contributors have diminished in importance, solicitors (or
“bundlers”) of contributions have begun to emerge. A bundler is a middleman who collects
individual contributions from donors, puts them into a single bundle and delivers them to a
candidate or organization. Bundlers are not required to file reports with the FEC and their
collection of contributions is not subject to the $1,000 federal contribution limit. One private
bundler for Republican organizations has estimated that he would transmit $8 million from
various client organizations to federal candidates in 1984.3’
PACs have proliferated in numbers and influence. PACs increased from 608 in 1974 to
4,009 in 1984,and House and Senate candidates have increased their reliance on PAC contributions from 14%in 1972 to 23%in 1982.3’During the two-year period between January 1,1983
and December 31,1984 PAC contributions to congressional candidates totaled $105 million, a
29%increase over the 1981-1982cycle and a 91%increase over the 1978-1980 cycle.=
The congressional contribution limits have failed to restrain -and have perhaps even
encouraged-the growth of independent expenditure committees.The National Conservative
Political Action Committee (NCPAC) alone spent $10.1 million during the 1981-1982congressional elections, although much of it went for overhead and fundraising expenses.34Wealthy
candidates continue to fund their campaigns out of personal fortunes. In 1982 Mark Dayton
spent $6.7 million of his own money on his unsuccessful Minnesota senatorial ~ampaign.3~
The federal contribution limits, therefore, have lessened the appearance of a quid pro quo
between members of Congress and wealthy individual contributors.At the same time, election
expenditures have continued to rise, candidates spend more time fundraising, money continues to flood into campaigns, PACs are growing in influence and bundlers and independent
expenditure committees are increasing in importance.36Contribution limits have not reduced
overall candidate demand for money or overall campaign expenditures.
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B. Expenditure Limits and Public Financing for Presidential Elections
Have M e t with Considerable Success
The 1974Federal Election Campaign Act created a separate system of campaign financing
for presidential candidates. The $1,000 individual and $5,000 PAC contribution limits were
applied to presidential candidates as well as congressional candidates. But presidential candidates who voluntarily accepted expenditure ceilings also qualified for receipt of limited public
financing.This approach has now been tested in the 1976,1980and 1984presidential elections.

1. Partid Public Financing
The 1974 Act created the Presidential Election Campaign Fund. Presidential candidates
accepting expenditure ceilings can receive public matching grants from the Fund for individual contributions up to $250 in the primary election. PAC contributions are not matched.
The 1974 Act provides partial public financing for primary campaigns and complete public
financing for general election campaigns. Primary candidates seeking their party’s nomination must first become eligible for public matching funds by raising a certain threshold
amount in private individual contributions. The first $250 of each contributionis then matched
with public funds on a one-to-one basis. Once a presidential candidate receives his or her
party’s nomination for the general election, however, he or she receives full public financing
and is not allowed to receive any private contributions unless the Fund is insufficient to
provide the full entitlement.
The Fund is financed by a voluntary income tax checkoff provision. Taxpayers indicate on
their tax returns whether they want the government to deposit one dollar (for an individual
return) or two dollars (for a joint return) into the Fund from general tax revenues. The tax
checkoff does not increase the taxpayer’s liability or reduce his or her tax refund.
Since its inception, the tax checkoff program has generated $32 to $39 million each year.
The Fund therefore consistently accumulates between $120 to $160 million in the four years
between elections. In the 1976 and 1980 elections total payouts from the Fund amounted to
$70.8 million and $100.6 million, respectively, allowing a carryover surplus towards the next
election.
Payouts to presidential candidates are tied to the cost of living index. The one and two
dollar checkoff amounts are fmed, however, and the number of participating taxpayers over
the past ten years has remained fairly constant. Future elections may see shortages in funds
although this has not yet happened. If the Presidential Election Campaign Fund falls short,
candidates may raise otherwise prohibited private contributions for the general electi0n.3~
2. Expenditure Ceilings
Presidential candidates who elect to receive public financing must agree to limit their
expenditures to certain preset amounts. The combined spending limit for all primary campaigns was set at $10.9 million per candidate for the 1976 election3 and adjusted upward to
$20.2 million per candidate in 1984to keep pace with inflation?’ Expenditures in any one state
are also limited by formula. In 1984a candidate in the California primary could spend no more
than $5 million.4’
In 1976eligible major party candidates were entitled to $21.8 million each to conduct their
general election campaigns.4’Adjustments for inflation have increased these amounts to $40.4
million in 1984.4’To be eligible for these funds the candidate must pledge to incur no expenses
in excess of the public funds received and to accept no private contributions.
3. The Effects of Expenditure Ceilings and Partial Public Financing
Presidential expenditure ceilings and public financing offer the longest sustained experiment with a comprehensive campaign finance system in this nation’s history. The presidential
system provides considerable information concerning the effectiveness of such a campaign
finance solution.
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a. Expenditure Ceilings and Partial Public Financing Have Kept
Campaign Costs Under Control
The Supreme Court has described political money as tantamount to political speech because money allows candidates to communicate their views to the p~blic.4~
Escalating campaign costs, however, force candidates to seek money from contributors who may seek a quid
pro quo. Expenditure ceilings are thus designed to limit candidates’ demand for money-a
demand which can corrupt the legislative and electoral processes, force candidates to spend
excessive time fundraising and give incumbents a significant advantage over challengers.
As a practical matter, airtight expenditure ceilings are difficult to design. Creative candidates may find ways to squeeze around them. Independent expenditure committees can legally make expenditures on a candidate’s behalf so long as the candidate does not control
them. Despite this, evidence from 1976and 1980suggeststhat presidential expenditureceilings
have effectively restrained overall election costs.
In 1972, before enactment of the Presidential Campaign f i n d Act, primary and general
election presidential campaign expenditures totaled $137 million. In 1976 the newly enacted
expenditure ceilings and partial public financingheld candidate expendituresto $116 million.44
In 1980 expenditures rose to $187 milli0n.4~
When adjusted for inflation, however, 1980 spending was the equivalent of only $95 million in 1972 dollars-or 31%less than the amount spent
on the 1972 election eight years earlier? Even when independent expenditures of $14 million
are added to the 1980 total, adjusted 1980 presidential spending was still less than in 1972.
Independentexpendituresaccounted for only 7%of the total $201million spent during the 1980
presidential ~ampaign.4~
A comparison of presidential with congressional campaign spending demonstrates the
degree to which the 1974 Act has held campaign costs down. While inflation increased consumer costs 97%between 1972 and 1980, congressional election campaign costs increased
250%during the same period (to $239million).48By contrast,presidential campaign costs rose
only 36%(from $137 million to $187 million). This comparative decline in presidential campaign expenditures is even more remarkable when one considers the large number of candidates in the 1980presidential elections-Anderson, Brown,Bush, Carter, Kennedy and Reagan
all ran major campaigns.
Presidential expenditure ceilings have not deterred presidential candidates from accepting public matching funds. In the 1976,1980and 1984 elections, every major candidate except
former lhasury Secretary John Connally (R-Texas) voluntarily limited his or her expenditures in return for partial public financing.
b. The Presidential Financing System Has Decreased Reliance on “Big
Money” and Hence the Possibility of Corruption
In 1972 three contributors, W. Clement Stone, Richard Mellon Scaife and Stewart R. Mott,
gave a total of $4 million to the campaigns of Richard Nixon and George McGovern. Twentyone corporations were charged with illegally contributing$968,000to presidential campaigns.
Richard Nixon received a large majority of the illegal contributions ($842,500) but George
McGovern and Hubert Humphrey also received illegal corporate ~ontributions.4~
The 1974 Act outlawed individual contributions over $1,000 and PAC contributions over
$5,000.Active enforcementof the 1974Act has clearly reduced the influence of the single large
contributor.
Some critics argue, however,that the 1974Act has merely replaced wealthy large contributors with new power brokers-bundlers who solicit $1,000 contributionsand forward them to
candidates in a large package, and PACs which are tied to corporations and labor unions.
Critics also argue that independentexpenditurecommittees circumvent some of the purposes
of contributionlimitations by being able to spend large sums on behalf of candidates without
legal limitsm
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While there is some merit to these contentions,it is also clear that the presidentialfinancing system has significantly reduced the amount and influence of private Contributions. In
1972, for example, primary and general election presidential campaign costs of $137 million
were paid for exclusively by private contributions.In 1976,following enactment of expenditure
ceilingsand public financing, only $46 million in private money was used, while public financing provided the remaining $68 million?' In 1980 private contributions totaled $76 million
while public financing provided $102 million?' Significantly less private money entered the
presidential campaigns in 1976 and 1980 than in 1972.
While the total dollar amounts of private contributionshave declined since 1974, the number of individual private contributors to presidential campaigns has increased-from 12
million contributorsin 1972 to 17 million in 1980.Additionally, 41 million persons participated
in the 1980 federal income tax checkoff program.53Because the average size of contributions
has declined, each contribution is less likely to be corrupting.
PAC contributions are significantly less important to presidential candidates than to congressional candidates. In 1980, for example, PACs contributed only 1.2%of all presidential
primary candidates' receipts while individuals contributed 65%and public financing supplied
33%."PAC contributions are low primarily because they do not qualify for public matching
funds. Only individual contributions of up to $250 are matched with public money. The unavailabilityof matching funds discouragespresidentialcandidates from solicitingPAC contributions. By contrast, congressionalcandidates who do not qualify for public matching funds
receive about 32%of their contributions from PACs. And in California,where PAC, corporate
and labor union contributions are unlimited, legislative candidates receive over 50%of their
contributions from these sources.
Although independent expenditureshave increased in presidential campaigns, they may
not be as corrupting as direct contributions.Independentexpenditurescannot legally be coordinated with candidates. It is therefore difficult or impossible to build quid pro quo relationships between candidates and independent expenditure groups.

c. Public Financing Is Not a Significant Drain on the Treasury
The total cost of publicly financing the presidentialprimary and general elections in 1980
was $102 million, approximately 0.005%(5 one-thousandths of one percent) of all federal
expenditures during the preceding four-year period.%This is less than R J. Reynolds spent
advertisingcigarettes during the same year. The costs of privately financing all congressional
campaigns during the same period totaled $241 million.%Adding complete public financing of
congressionalelections to existing Presidential election financing would have caused a 0.02%
increase in the annual federal budget during the 1977-1980period.
d. The Presidential Election Campaign Act Does Not Favor Incumbents
Some critics argue that expenditure ceilings and public financing favor incumbents and
hurt challengers. If expenditure ceilings are set too low, challengers cannot overcome incumbents' natural advantages; if ceilings are set too high, challengers cannot outspend incumbents and are still disadvantaged.
The first two presidential elections held under the 1974 Act, however, tend to refute this
argument. Jimmy Carter defeated incumbent Gerald Ford in 1976, and Ronald Reagan defeated incumbent Jimmy Carter in 1980. In each case incumbents were defeated despite the
existence of expenditure ceilings and public financing.
Public financing, particularly in primary campaigns,may significantlyincrease electoral
competition. In 1984, for example, Democratic presidential candidates Walter Mondale, Gary
Hart, Jesse Jackson,Alan Cranston,John Glenn, Ernest Hollings, George McGovern, Reuben
Askew and Lyndon LaRouche were all able to promote their candidacieswith public matching
funds for private contributions.Without this money the primary races would have been less
competitive.
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e. Independent and “SoftMoney” Expenditures Have Not Negated the
Goals of Expenditure Ceilings
Although presidential candidates have decreased their spending since 1974, expenditures
by independent organizations have increased. “Soft money” expenditures by the parties on
voter registration, get-out-the-votedrives and party-building activities have also risen. Critics
argue these trends negate the effectiveness of expenditure ceilings and demonstrate that the
flow of money cannot be curtailed.
However, expenditure ceilings have been successful even though they have not completely
stopped the rise in overall campaign spending. By reducing the pressure on candidates to
raise money, expenditure ceilings have lessened the appearance of corruption in the governmental process. When expenditure limits are set high enough,challengers are able to compete
effectively with incumbents- as all the presidential elections thus far demonstrate.

f. Public Support for the Income Tax CheckoffProgram to Finance the
Presidential Election Campaign Fund Has Remained Relatively
Constant
Internal Revenue Service figures show that public participation levels in the federal income tax checkoff program have remained fairly constant between 1974 and 1982. The IRS
generally reports a 25%to 30%participation rate, with $30 to $40 million raised each yearthus giving the Presidential Election Campaign Fund between $120 to $160 million between
election^.^^ In actuality, the IRS figures probably understate the participation rate in the tax
checkoff program. Independent estimates indicate taxpayer participation may be as high as
38%.“
In sum, federal laws have offered the opportunity to compare two different systems of
campaign finance. In congressional elections with contribution limits only, the influence of
the single large contributor has decreased; but overall expenditures have risen, PACs have
increased in influence and candidates spend more and more time raising money. In presidential elections with expenditure ceilings and partial public matching funds, expenditures have
risen modestly, PACs have exercised minimal influence and challengers have been able to
conduct more competitive campaigns.
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CHAPTER 12

~

The Commission’s
Model C a m p a i g n
Finance Law:
A Proposal for
California
This i s a farewell column. I have been the State
Capitol correspondent f o r the Herald for almost four
years. I n that time I have come to believe that
campaign reform i s the single most important need
in state government.. . .I sincerely believe that the
influence of money on decisions made in
Sacramento has institutionalized corruption here.
Even men and women whom I personally believe to
be honest, hard-working and dedicated public
servants are tainted by the pervasive role of money
in California politics and government. Money talks
too much in California politics. It i s not a novel
observation. It is nevertheless the principal lesson of
four years of work.
-Joe Quintana, Los Angeles
Herald Examind

he Commission has extensively studied California’slegislative campaign finance problems. It has met with political leaders, legislative staff,campaign consultants,contributors, journalists and academic experts. It has reviewed the reforms implemented in
federal campaigns and in other states. It has analyzed the constitutional,political and public
opinion constraints that define the parameters of acceptable reforms.
Based on these studies, the Commission recommends a comprehensive package of three
reforms for California:

T
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w Voluntary expenditure ceilings on the total amount a candidate can spend in the
primary and general elections;
w Contribution limits on the amount of money contributors can give to candidates;
and
w Limited public matching funds for candidates who voluntarily agree to limit their
expenditures.
The Commission’s basic recommendation is fully drafted as a Model Law in Appendix A.
Appendices D and E present hypothetical scenarios describing how candidates raise money
today and how they might raise it under the Model Law.
The Commission has also considered an alternative reform proposal. Like the Commission’sbasic recommendation, the alternative proposal contains contribution limits and voluntary expenditure ceilings. Instead of limited public matching funds, however, it offers two new
incentives for candidates to limit their expenditures:

Candidates accepting expenditure ceilings will quahfy their in-district contributors
for 100%tax credits on small contributions up to $100; and
Candidates themselves will qualify for large variable contributions from political
parties andor legislative caucuses in amounts up to one-half of the prescribed expenditure ceilings.
This alternative proposal appeals to some members of the Commission as being more practical than the main proposal. The alternative proposal is summarized and fully drafted as a
possible statute in Appendix B.

A. The Commission Recommends a Comprehensive Approach to
California’s Campaign Finance Problems
California’s changing patterns of campaign financing have created major imbalances in
the state’s political systems. In non-competitive districts, often too little money is spent to
inform voters of current issues or the incumbent’s performance. In competitive districts, on
the other hand, spending is often excessive. High spending deters qualified newcomers from
entering politics, forces candidates to solicit money from organized statewide interests and
draws legislatorsinto apparent quidpro quo exchanges of contributions for votes. Candidates
spend more time raising money and less time formulatingpolicy. Partisan political battles are
intensifying. Public confidence is diminishing. (See Part I, “Campaign Finance Today in California: Problems, Causes and Consequences.”)
California urgently needs comprehensive campaign finance reform. Without comprehensive measures California’s problems will continue to worsen. The federal government and
many other states have experimented with avariety of campaign finance reforms. (See Part 11,
“The History of Campaign Finance Reform: California, Other States and Federal.”) California
can draw on these experiences in fashioning solutions appropriate to its problems.
Campaign finance proposals for Californiamust be assessed according to their ability to
maximize the following policy objectives:
To decrease the public perception that legislative votes are unduly influenced by
large contributors with financial or other interests in pending legislation;
w To decrease the time candidates and legislators spend on fundraising;
To increase meaningful competition between candidates for legislative office;
To increase the time candidates and legislators spend on important state issues;
w To increase the flow of campaign information to the voters;
w To offer all individuals and interest groups regardless of wealth a fair and equal
opportunity to participate in the state’s electoral and legislative processes; and
H To restore and enhance public trust in the state’s legislative institutions.
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These goals are, of course, more easily stated than achieved. Individual reforms do not promote all goals equally. Some work in opposition to each other. Others may create more problems than they solve.
Limits on the size of contributions, for example, reduce the appearance of trade-offs between large contributors and legislators. But they also encourage candidates to spend more
time raising money, make it more difficult for challengers to compete with incumbents and
diminish candidates’ ability to communicatewith the electorate. (See Appendix F, “Analysis
of Prop. 40.”)Expenditure ceilings by themselves cannot legally be imposed under Supreme
Court rulings. (See Chapter 14,“ConstitutionalAnalysis.”) Public matching funds by themselves would probably increase campaign expenditures without encouraging candidates to
restrain their fundraising efforts or decrease their dependence on large contributors. A combination of public financing and contribution limits without expenditure ceilings would only
reduce the appearance of quid pro quo arrangements between contributorsand legislators.It
would not curtail the arms race fundraisingmentality which encourages legislatorsto enter
quid pro quo arrangements in the first place?
For these and other masons, the Commission recommends a combination of reforms,
including voluntasy expenditure ceilings, contribution limitations and limited public matching funds for candidates who limit their qenditums. Each reform mitigates the potential
disadvantages of the other components. Expenditure ceilings will cap the escalating demand
for campaign funding,reduce the pressure on legislatorsto exchange contributions for votes,
and counteract the fundraisingarms race mentality; they will also amelioratethe tendency of
low contribution limits to require candidates to spend excessive time fundraising. Contribution limits will lessen the influence of large contributors;they will also encourage candidates
to diversify their sources of funding under a system of expenditure limits and will encourage
candidates to seek out smaller contributions which are matched by higher ratios of public
funds. Limited public matching funds will provide a clean source of campaign financing to
enable new candidatesto competemore effectivelywith incumbents;they will also encourage
candidates to accept voluntary expenditure limitations.

B. Expenditure Ceilings Are Necessary to Limit the Fundraising
Arms Race
The Commission agrees with most political observers and a clear majority of the public
that too much money is spent in some legislative races. So long as candidates can win elections by spending increasing sums of money, they will continue to participate in an escalating
arms race in which they all seek to raise as much money as possible. A n unlimited demand for
political money opens the door to influence-peddlingby interest groups, requires candidates
to spend excessive time fundraising,detracts from the discussion of important state issues,
deters newcomers from seeking legislative office and undermines the representativeness of
the Legislature.
Expenditure ceilings directly address the critical campaign finance problem facing the
state: the escalating and potentially unlimited demand for political money. A cap on expenditures will stabilize campaigns, diminish the fear of last-minute blitzes and surprise spending
attacks, reduce access by special interest contributors, ease the fundraising advantages of
incumbents over challengers, decrease the time devoted to fundraising and abate the political
fundraising wars. Five states currently place expenditure ceilings on candidates accepting
limited public financing.
The Commission thus proposes that legislative candidates in California be required to
accept expenditure ceilingsif they wish to qualify for receipt of limited public matching funds.
For Assembly candidates, the Commission proposes a $150,000 expenditure ceiling in the
primary election and $225,000 in a general, special or special runoff election. Candidatesfor
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the Senate may spend a maximum of $250,000 in the primary election and $350,000 in a
general, special or special runoff election. Candidates who agree to the limits and whose
opponents turn down the package of expenditure limitations and limited matching funds will
be permitted to exceed the expenditure limits if their opponents spend in excess of the limits.
These expenditure limitations would have had a significantimpact on a number of expensive campaigns conducted by legislative candidates in the 1980s. However, most candidates
spent well under these limits or would do so if assured that their opponents’ spending would
also be limited. State SenatorGaryHart (D-Santa Barbara) has commented that the $568,000
he spent on his successful 1982 campaign was twice the amount he needed to inform the
voters of his positions. He felt he was forced to spend this amount to stay ahead of his opponent who spent $494,000.
Members of the public support expenditure ceilings.A February 1985 Field Poll reported
that 81%of Californians believed that “[tlhere should be upper limits put on the amount of
money that political campaigns can raise and spend in an ele~tion.”~

1. Arguments Against Expenditure Limitations
Opponents of expenditurelimitations make two principal arguments. First, they contend
that expenditure ceilings hurt challengers and help incumbents. Challengers need either to
outspend incumbents to overcome their superior name recognition or at least to spend large
sums of money to establish their own political identities. Expenditure ceilings might prevent
challengers from accomplishingeither goal. Opponents of expenditureceilings point to studies by Professor GaryJacobson of the University of California,San Diego, which suggest that
challengers benefit more from increased spending than incumbents.The more money an incumbent is forced to spend in response to avigm-ouschallenge,the greater the chance that the
incumbent will be defeated. Jacobson writes that “[S]pen&nglimits, if they have any effect at
all on competition, can only work to the detriment of challenger^."^
Those who rebut these arguments contend that expenditure ceilings can actually help
challengers,but only where those ceilings are high enough to allow relatively generous challenger spending.They argue that incumbents significantly enhance their inherent advantages
by raising far more money than challengers. In 1984, for example, incumbent members of the
CaliforniaAssembly outspent challengers14-to-1in the general election and won 100% of their
races.Without expenditure ceilings few challengerswill be able to compete with incumbents
on financially equal terms.
The Commission acknowledges that low expenditure ceilings prevent challengers from
reaching the threshold of public visibility. It believes, however, that sufficiently high expenditure ceilings will allow challengers to wage competitive campaigns and communicate their
positions to the public. Expenditure ceilings eliminate prohibitively expensive campaign
struggles which waste candidates’money, place extreme pressures on contributors and force
candidates into alliances which create the appearance of undue contributor influence.
Professor Jacobson has indicated that expenditure ceilings will not suppress competition
if they are high enough to allow challengers to establish name and issue recognition. In this
connection, Professor Jacobson believes the Commission’s proposed expenditureceilings for
State Senate and Assembly races “make sense’’ and are “more than enough” to allow for
vigorous competitive challenges:“Based on my research on congressionalcampaigns, limitations that high should not hurt any ~hallenger.”~
Another argument against expenditure ceilings is that they raise difficult enforcement
problems. During the last weeks of the 1977 New Jersey gubernatorial election,for example,
the New Jersey Election Enforcement Commission was asked to decide whether spending by
the state’sRepublicanParty should be counted toward the Republican candidate’s expenditure
ceilings. Critics argue that expenditure ceilings will allow similar last-minute interpretive
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questions to interfere with campaigns and encourage politically motivated litigation. Critics
also argue that expenditure ceilings are ineffective-that candidates will circumvent them
and independent expenditure committees will ignore them:
Questionsof interpretation may arise under any system of regulation. But the Commission
believes that qualified administrative agencies such as the Fair Political Practices Commission can keep these questions to a minimum and resolve them efficiently. If expenditure ceilings are sufficiently high, candidates will be able to compete comfortably within defined
parameters. Candidates will not be forced to stretch expenditure limits through questionable
techniques.
2. Comparisons with Other Jurisdictions
Expenditure ceilings in presidential campaigns have clearly been successful in limiting
overall campaign spending. When acijusted for inflation, spending by presidential candidates
in 1980 was 31%less than spending before ceilings were adopted in 1972. “Soft money” expenditures exempted from expenditure ceilings have increased,but they have not undermined the
major purposes of expenditure ceilings. Campaign expenditures have been restrained and
candidates have been refieved from the pressures to trade legislative votes for contributions.
(See Chapter 11, “Federal Experience.”)
Expenditure ceilings have also worked well in other states. Hawaii, Michigan, Minnesota,
New Jersey and Wisconsin have all adopted expenditure limitations for some races. No state
which has implemented expenditure ceilings has repealed them. Some have encouraged more
candidates to accept ceilings by raising the permitted expenditures.After Minnesota substantially raised its expenditure limitations, the percentage of candidates agreeing to limit expenditures increased dramatically. A majority of legislative candidates answering a Minnesota
survey reported that expenditure ceilings did not limit the effectiveness of their campaigns.
(See Chapter 10, “Laws of Other States.”)

C. Contribution Limits Are Necessary to Mitigate the Real or Apparent
Influence of Large Contributors
Contribution limits reduce the amount of money contributors can give to candidates. The
Commission believes that contribution limits will lessen the impact of money on the legislative
process, reduce the appearance of a corrupting link between contributions and pending legislation, diminish the influence of large contributors or interest groups, encourage candidates
to seek a wider variety of fundraising sources and slow the rising costs of campaigns.
The major benefit of contribution limits is to improve the integrity of the legislative process. A reduction in the size of contributions will enable legislators to solicit contributions
without subjecting themselves to the charge that they favor large donors. Limits will improve
public confidence in the legislativeprocess by diminishingthe apparent role that money plays
in legislative decisions.The Commission’sseed money exemption from contribution limits will
still allow challengers to receive large contributions at the critical start of their campaigns.
Limits on contributions will also benefit the electoral process. Candidates currently rely
on large contributions from interest groups and partisan sources. Limitations will encourage
candidates to seek more contributions from smaller contributors and to engage in additional
grassroots campaigning.
The Commission thus recommends that a basic $1,000 limit be placed on all individual,
corporate, labor and other contributions. Small contributor PACs which receive all their member donations in amounts of $50 or less would be allowed to make larger contributions up to
$5,000. Assembly candidates could receive a maximum of $50,000 and Senate candidates a
maximum of $75,000 from all non-individual (PAC, corporate, labor) contributors combined.
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Parties andor caucuses could contribute up to $50,000 per candidate. Each candidate could
raise up to $35,000 in seed money contributionsof any size to start their campaigns. Tkansfers
and off year fundraising would be prohibited.
1. Arguments Against Contribution Limitations
Opponents argue that contribution limits will devastate challengers by impairing their
ability to raise money from a few large sources. They argue that challengers need large contributors to challenge incumbents who have the superior fundraising power. Large donors
also help challengers gain credibility. Interest groups are often reluctant to contribute to
challengers and tend to give at least token amounts to nearly all incumbents. Only a few
contributors, such as United for California for Republican candidates and the Assembly
Speaker for Democratic candidates, will fund challengers with large contributions.Contribution limits will curtail these contributions and reduce competition from challengers.
Opponents also argue that contribution limits require candidates to spend more time
fundraising. Candidates already spend a high percentage of their time raising money. If contributions are limited, candidates will spend less time legislating or engaging in dialogue with
the voters.
The Commission believes these arguments against contribution limitations have merit but
only for contribution limitation proposals unaccompanied by other reforms. Challengers can
be hurt by contribution limits unless alternative sources of money exist and overall expenditures are limited. (See Appendix F, “Analysis of Prop. 40.”)For this reason, the Commission’s
Model Law contains expenditure ceilings and limited matching funds. In addition, the Commission’s proposal allows a candidate to raise the first $35,000 in unlimited contributions.

2. Comparisons with Other Jurisdictions
The federal government and most states limit contributions to candidates. Federal law
prohibits individuals from contributing more than $1,000 per candidate per election. PACs are
limited to $5,000 per election. (See Chapter 11,“Federal Experience.”)
Twenty-three states limit individual contributions to candidates. Limitations on individual contributions range from $250 to $5,000.Many states (17) also limit PAC contributions.
Minnesota and Texas limit off year contributions.

D. Limited Matching Funds Are Necessary to Ease Fundraising Pressures
and to Encourage Acceptance of Expenditure Ceilings
The Commission believes limited public matching funds are a necessary complement to
its contribution limit and expenditure ceiling proposals. Matching funds are necessary to:
W Encourage candidates to accept expenditure ceilings;
w Provide an alternative source of funding as a substitute for special interest
contributions;
Encourage new candidates to compete in elections;
w Allow candidates to spend more time addressing state issues; and
H Provide California with cleaner elections at a modest cost.
Limited public financingis the only technique approved by the Supreme Court to date for
obtaining expenditure ceilings. Candidates acceptingpublic financing can be required to limit
their expenditures.The Court may also allow expenditure ceilings to be imposed as a condition for receipt of other candidate benefits, such as tax credits or variable contribution limits,
but these conditions have not been tested. (See Appendix B, “Alternative Proposal.”) The
Commission therefore believes that limited matching funds m the safest and surest way to

encourage candidates to accept expenditure ceilings.
Limited matching funds will also enable candidates to run competitive campaigns without excessive reliance on contributors with a stake in pending legislation. Candidatesparticularly challengers-need to spend significant amounts to educate and persuade the
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public to vote for them. Few challengers can succeed without spending at least $100,000in the
primary and $175,000 in the general election. Candidates currently seek the bulk of their
money from statewide interest groups or contributors. (See Chapter 7, “Negative Consequences.”) Limited matching funds will enable candidates to wage competitive campaigns
without appearing to enter improper quidpro quo arrangementswith influential contributors.
Matching funds will also counter the recent tendency for candidates to seek large contributions from interest groups and to downgrade small individual contributions from their own
districts. In 1982, for example, small contributions (under $100) to the average candidate
dropped to 6% of total receipts. Individuals only contributed 13% of the average candidateb
budget. Higher matching ratios for in-district individual contributions can encourage candidates to raise money from their own constituents.
Matching funds will enable newcomers to raise the necessary financing to challenge incumbents. Incumbents currently outspend challengers by significant ratios and win most of
their races. Without personal wealth or the visibility of incumbency, newcomers have great
difficulty breaking into politics. Matching funds will ease challengers’ fundraising burdens
and increase competition in a number of races.
Many candidates now spend 50% or more of their campaign time raising money. Their
campaigns are conducted by campaign consultants using paid media. Matching funds will
also enable candidates to spend more time meeting voters and debating issues.
The Commission’s proposal provides limited matching funds for both the primary and
general elections. Candidates would be able to receive up to one-half their expenditure limitation in matching funds for both elections. Candidates would receive a 3-to-1match for contributions of $250 or less and a 540-1 match for in-district contributions of $250 or less.
Candidates would be free to spend the money as they chose on any campaign-related goods or
services. Expenditures would be disclosed on detailed reporting forms.

1. Arguments Against Public Matching Funds
Opponents generally make five arguments against limited public matching funds: (1) public money will be wasted on frivolous candidates or incumbents who have no serious opponents; (2) matching funds in both the primary and general electionswill increase the costs of
campaigns by encouraging candidates to raise and spend more money; (3) taxpayers do not
want to subsidize candidates they oppose; (4) matching funds will allow the government to
interfere in the electoral process by arbitrarily restricting the use of funds or by creating
unnecessary paperwork; and (5) public opinion polls indicate resistance to public financing.
The Commission has carefully considered these arguments. It nevertheless believes the
advantages of matching funds decisively outweigh any potential disadvantages.
Opponents first argue that matching funds are wasteful. Public money will be spent on
frivolous candidates or incumbents who could raise sufficient funding without it. Providing
matching funds in both the primary and the general election will increase the number of
undeserving candidates receiving public money.
To ensure that public money will not be available to frivolous candidates, however, the
Commission’s Model Law provides that candidates who cannot raise $20,000 (for Assembly
contenders) or $30,000 (for Senate aspirants) in amounts of $1,000 or less will be ineligible for
limited matching funds. In addition,candidateswill not qualify for matching funds if they face
opponents who either have not qualified for public money or have failed to raise or spend at
least $35,000. These restrictions will withhold matching funds from a wide range of candidates who are not serious or who do not face serious competition.
The Commission also believes it is essential to make limited matching funds available in
the primary as well as the general election. Confining matching funds to the general election
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only would tend to protect incumbents against competition. In heavily Democratic or Republican “safe districts,” the outcome of a general election is often a foregone conclusion.
Serious competition to the incumbent is possible only in the primary. Limited matching funds
in the primary are necessary to encourage new candidates to enter politics.
A second argument made by opponents of matching funds is that even limited matching
funds will cause overall campaign expenditures to increase. Candidates will intensify their
fundraising efforts to receive as much public money as possible. Candidates who now spend
little on campaigns may be tempted to raise and spend more.
Although some candidates may raise and spend more money under a matching funds
system, increased spending by some candidates -particularly challengers -will benefit
voters. In many races too little money is spent. Voters are left ignorant of the issues and
candidates. Limited matching funds will help candidates increase public awareness of campaign issues. Expenditure ceilings imposed on candidates accepting matching funds will
keep overall spending in check.

A third argument against matching funds is that taxpayers should not be asked to support
candidates they oppose. This argument, however, is overbroad. All state programs may be
opposed by at least a few taxpayers, yet these taxpayers cannot veto such programs or withdraw their funds. Moreover, the Commission’sModel Law proposes to raise matching fund
revenues through a voluntary checkoff system. W a y e r s who want public tax money to
support candidates will simply check the appropriate box on their tax returns. If they do not
wish to support the program, they can refuse to participate. The checkoff approach has been
successfully used at the federal level and in other states for over ten years. Other systemssuch as taxpayer designation of a particular candidate or party-would be too difficult to
administer.
A fourth argument against a matching funds system is that it creates the potential for
bureaucratic interference. Opponents express concern that the government might restrict
candidates’ use of money or dictate how they must spend it. Opponents fear that administrative opinions and regulations will interfere witi i the day-to-day conduct of campaigns. They
predict costly and time-consuming paperwork to process matching fund requests.
Minimal regulations, however, are necessary even under a limited matching funds system,
although most campaign finance regulations are typically confined to expenditure ceilings
and contribution limitations. Public administration of matching funds systems has worked
relatively efficientlyat the federal level and in other states. California’s Fair Political Practices
Commission has established a solid reputation as a non-partisan regulatory and enforcement
body. The FPPC already compiles the kind of information needed under the Model Law. A
modest increase in the FPPC’s budget would enable it to respond quickly to any problems that
might arise. The FPPC will be able to draw upon the experience of the Federal Election
Commission and other state commissions which have enforced similar laws for the past ten
years.
The fifth argument against a limited matching funds system rests on the perception that
the public opposes it. Opponents cite public opinion polls indicating resistance to public
financing. Opponents also cite the defeat of Proposition 40 in the 1984election, a defeat which
was attributed by some to the initiative’s small public financing component.
Although opinion polls indicate public opposition to public financing when proposed as a
single remedy, polls also indicatepublic support for limited public financing when included in
a comprehensive package. A recent University of Southern CalifornidCommon Cause poll
found that 63% of the public favors a complete package of reforms, including contribution
limits, expenditure ceilings and limited public financing.A 1985Field Poll found that although
California voters opposed “total” public funding of political campaigns by a three-to-one
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margin (72%to 26%),a clear majority (60%to 35%)agreed that “there should be some minimum level of public funding of political campaigns.” (See Appendix H, “Public Opinion
Polls.”)
W e n as a whole, therefore, the Commission believes that the Model Law will advance all
the goals thought desirable for California. Expenditure limits will cap overall demand for
political money, restrain the arms race in fundraising and enable challengers to compete fairly
with incumbents. Contribution limits will curb excessive influence from large contributors.
Limited matching funds will encourage candidates to accept expenditure ceilings, increase
small in-district contributionsand inject a new measure of competition into critical legislative
races.

2. Comparisons with Other Jurisdictions
Public financing of electionshas been adopted and implemented in a number of states and
in presidential elections. (See Chapter 10, “Laws of Other States,” and Chapter 11, “Federal
Experience.”)No state which has implemented a public financing system has repealed it. Two
states, Minnesota and Wisconsin,provide large amounts of public money to legislative candidates and candidate acceptance of this system has grown with each election cycle. Four
states, New Jersey, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin, give public money directly to gubernatorial candidates. Nearly all candidates in these states accept the public grants.
All of these states fund their programs with tax checkoffs similar to the federal system,
and they have always raised sufficient money to fund their programs. Studies of public financing in other jurisdictions report that large contributions have decreased, small contributions
have increased, and candidates are less subject to special interest influence.

3. Costs of the Commissionk Proposal
Estimated costs of a limited matching funds program for the State Legislature have varied
widely. The FF’PC estimated that the Vasconcellos-Lockyer bill, enacted by the Legislature
but vetoed by Governor George Deukmejian in 1984,would have cost $18 million per two-year
election cycle for the general election alone. (See Chapter 9, “California History.”)The FPPC
calculated that if every major party candidate running for the Assembly and the Senate received the maximum amount of matching funds available, the cost could climb to $31.5 million. It noted, however, that this “theoretical cost” would “probably never be in~urred.”~
The cost of the Commission’sModel Law is considerably less. The Commission’s Model
Law is able to reduce the cost of a matching funds system by adopting a unique provision
which withholds money from candidates who lack competitive opponents. Opponents are not
deemed “competitive”until they have either themselves qualified for matching funds or raised
or spent at least $35,000. (See Chapter 13, “Detailed Analysis of Model Law.”)
Applying the Commission’s Model Law retrospectively to three prior California elections
suggests the range of possible costs. Assuming that candidates would only receive matching
funds if they had a competitive opponent, and assuming those candidates would then receive
the maximum matching funds available (an unrealistic assumption which overstates actual
costs), then the Commission’s limited matching funds proposal would have cost $13.0 million
in the 1980 election, $15.7 million in the 1982 election and $8.0 million in the 1984 election-or
an average of $6.1 million a year.
The Commission, however, proposes to eliminate the current California state income tax
deduction for political contributions, thereby saving the state approximately $2 million a year.
It also proposes to supplement the FPPC’s budget with an additional $500,000 for enforcement
of the Commission’sModel Law.Applying this net reduction of $1.5 million to the basic annual
cost of the Commission’s proposal, the entire package will cost the state an average of only
$4.6 million a yea. (See ’lkble 12.1 and Chapter 13, “Detailed Analysis of Model Law.”)
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This $4.6 million average annual cost is far less than any other matching funds proposal
which the Legislature has seriously considered. Despite this, and unlike other proposals, the
Commission’s Model Law offers limited matching funds in primary elections as well -a
necessity if competition is to be encouraged in “safe” districts where new candidates can
realistically enter politics only through the primaries. The projected costs of the Model Law
are also quite modest. By comparison, California now spends $6.5 million a year on advertising and marketing just to promote tourism and business expansion in the state:
The Commission’s Model Law can generate enormous tax savings for taxpayers. One
experienced observer has calculated that “the state loses about $9 billion per year in revenue”
as a result of special interest exemptionsplaced in the state tax code? Limited matching funds
can thus be an extremely cost-efficient investment if they decrease legislators’ reliance on
special interest contributors and increase public respect for the state’s political institutions.
(See Chapter 7, “Negative Consequences.”)

E. The Prospects for Reform Are Open
You’re damn right I’m for campaign reform. I want to get out of spending all my time begging and
bowing and scraping and laughing at jokes that I’ve heard 1,300 times.
- Assembly Speaker Willie Brownlo
Oliver Wendell Holmes.. .once said that judicial reform was no sport for the short-winded.The same can
be said for campaign finance reform.
- John Noble, Campaigns & Elections”
The politics of campaign finance reform are intricate. Officeholders have mastered the
current campaign finance system and few incumbents are eager to tamper with success.
Reforms also involve inevitable uncertainties. Even the proponents of change fear hidden
loopholes or unseen problems. Members of each political party worry that even slight changes
may give their opponents an advantage. Proposed reforms are thus subjected to intense partisan scrutiny. Incumbents, when in doubt, are often reluctant to change the status quo. The
short-term prospects for comprehensive legislation changing California’s current system of
campaign financing are thus uncertain.
Proposition 40, the Ross Johnson contribution limits initiative,for example, was expected
by many to pass overwhelmingly in the 1984 election. However, a number of groups ranging
from the California Taxpayers Association to California Common Cause opposed the initiative. Its defeat cast a shadow over legislative reform efforts and buttressed the arguments of
some that the public is uninterested in campaign finance reform or unwilling to accept limited
public financing.
Partisan considerations have blocked the legislative passage of earlier campaign finance
measures. The controversy over contribution limits proposals, for example, has been particularly heated. Republicans have introduced bills in recent years which would limit campaign
contributions. Democrats, on the other hand, fear that contribution limits will seriously hurt
Democratic incumbents and challengers who feel they must rely on large contributions from
the Assembly Speaker or special interests to remain competitive. Contribution limits would
cut into large labor union contributions, traditionally a major source of Democratic support.
Democrats also fear that Republicans can more easily raise large contributions (up to $1,000)
from wealthier individuals and business groups than Democrats. Democrats have thus opposed bills which only limit contributions.
Republicans have also introduced bills proposing to ban transfers of funds from one
candidate to another. Republican Assemblyman Gordon Duffy introduced such a bill in the
early 1980s.The FPPC then opposed it, saying a ban on transfers would favor Republicans. In
1985 Senator Marian Bergeson (R-Newport Beach) introduced another bill to ban transfers.
This time the bill was supported by FPPC Chairman Dan Stanford.
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T a b l e 12.1

PROJECTED COSTS OF C O M M I S S I O N ' S LIMITED MATCHING FUNDS PROPOSAL
BASED ON THREE PREVIOUS CALIFORNIA LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS*

1980

Pr lmary

Genera I

Senate

5 candldates
8 $125,000 = $ 625,000
42 c a n d i d a t e s
B $ 75,000 = $3,150,000

14 c a n d i d a t e s
Q $175,000 = $2,450,000
60 c a n d l d a t e s
B $112,500 = $6,750,000

TOTAL

TOTAL

Assembly

$3,775,000

$9,200,000

TOTAL ELECTION COST = $12,975,000

1982

Pr lmary

Genera I

Senate

11 candidates
B $125,000 = $1,375,000
40 c a n d i d a t e s
8 $ 75,000 = $3,000,000

22 c a n d l d a t e s
8 $175,000 = $ 3,850,000
66 c a n d l d a t e s
0 $112,500 = $ 7,425,000

TOTAL

TOTAL

Assembly

$4,375,000

$11,275,000

TOTAL ELECTION COST = $15,650,000

1984

Pr imary

Genera I

Senate

4 candldates
8 $125,000 = $ 500,000
16 c a n d i d a t e s
B $ 75,000 = $1,200,000

14 c a n d i d a t e s
0 $175,000 = $2,450,000
34 c a n d i d a t e s
B $112,500 = $3,825,000

TOTAL

TOTAL

Assembly

$1,700,000

$6,275,000

TOTAL ELECTION COST = $7,975,000

AVERAGE YEARLY COST = $6,100,000

LESS: $2 m i l l i o n a n n u a l l y (el m i n a t l o n o f c u r r e n t s t a t e Income t a x
deduc I o n f o r p o l l t l c a l c o n t r b u t 1 o n s 1
PLUS: $500,000
Mode I Law 1

a n n u a l l y (FPPC b u d g e t s u p p l e m e n t f o r e n f o r c e m e n t o f

TOTAL PROJECTED COST OF MATCH NG FUNDS PROPOSAL = $4.6

MILLION/YEAR

* C a n d i d a t e s a r e I l s t e d who r a l s e d o r s p e n t $35,000 o r more and had
o p p o n e n t s who r a l s e d or s p e n t an e q u i v a l e n t amount.
Candidates a r e
assumed t o r e c e i v e t h e maximum I n a v a l l a b l e f u n d s , e v e n t h o u g h t h l s Is
u n l l k e l y t o occur I n practlce.
Source:

C a l l f o r n i a C o m m l s s l o n on Campalgn F l n a n c f n g d a t a a n a l y s i s
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Democrats,however, strongly oppose a ban on transfers without additionalreforms. They
believe that Democrats need transfers to match what they perceive to be superior Republican
access to large funding. The recent Democrat-backed Vasconcellos-Lockyerbill banned
transfers, but it also included compensatory measures (such as limited public financing)
which were sufficient to garner Democratic support.
Democrats have been the principal supporters of matching funds, although Republican
Assemblyman Ross Johnson introduced a measure in 1983 which would have provided matching funds for in-district contributions. Democrats have supported limited matching funds
because they believe a new source of money must be substituted for the special interest
contributions upon which many candidates currently rely. They also believe that matching
funds are necessary to counter the advantagesthat would flow to Republicans under a system
of contribution limits.
Some Republicans,on the other hand, have opposed public matching funds on philosophical grounds,arguingthat taxpayers should not pay for political campaigns.Others believe that
private campaign financing benefits Republicans, a partisan advantage they are reluctant to
give up.
Expenditure ceilings offer one area of possible agreement. Almost all political officials
concur that too much money is spent in certain campaigns. But they acknowledgethat candidates will continue to raise and spend as much as they can for fear of losing their competitive
edge. If expenditure limitations could legally be imposed without matching funds, then a
majority of the Legislature might support them. However, the courts have only upheld expenditure ceilings when they have been combined with limited public financing.
Many political observers believe the Legislature will not enact comprehensive reforms
unless external events force its members to act. In the 1970s the Legislature refused to pass
campaign disclosure laws despite the Watergate scandal. But when a tough initiative was
circulated by California Common Cause and the Peoples Lobby, the Legislature quickly
passed a bill which contained nearly all the initiative's disclosure provisions.
Similarly,in 1984, when Proposition 40 qualified for the November ballot, the Legislature
quickly resurrected the languishing Vasconcellos-Lockyerbill (S.B. 87). Only then did the
Legislature enact the bill, conditioned on the approval of Proposition 40 by the voters. Governor Deukmejian vetoed the bill for a number of reasons, including its being conditional on
voter approval of Proposition 40.
Different political groups and factions frequently offer their own campaign finance solutions,yet these approachesare typically piecemeal and generate stiff opposition.Contribution
limits and bans on transfers are opposed by Democrats. Public financing is opposed by Republicans. Prohibitions on off year fundraising are opposed by incumbents-both Democratic and Republican. Expenditure ceilings are opposed by those who want to outspend
challengers.Although some of this opposition is partisan, many observers realize that partial
solutions are quick fures that fail to address all campaign finance problems equally.
The Commission believes strongly that only a comprehensive package of measures will
fully address the wide range of campaign finance problems in California, and that partial
solutions (such as bans on transfers or limits on contributions) will be ineffective or counterproductive.'2The Commission also believes that its proposed Model Law will be fair, effective and politically neutral. The Commission cautions, however, that its Model Law has been
designed as a package. The componentparts are all interrelated and cannot be adopted separately or in part without seriously damaging the Model Lawk overall effect.
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The Model Law addresses all the concerns raised by citizens and groups troubled by
California's current campaign finance system. The Model Law:
w Bans transfers;
Bans off year fundraising;
W Limits contributions;
H Limits total expenditures;
w Encourages small in-district contributions;
w Provides limited public matching funds; and
w Costs the state an average of only $4.6 million a year.

Political deadlock over campaign finance reform will perpetuate a system which is
rapidly worsening. If unchecked, California's system of campaign financing will seriously
damage the basic political institutions of this state. The Commission believes its Model Law
can reverse this trend. It hopes its report will contribute to the process of public education,
stimulate widespread debate over campaign finance reform, and ultimately encourage meaningful and constructive change.
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CHAPTER 13

A Detailed Analysis
of the Commission’s

What can be done about campaign spending? I n
races f o r public office, strict limits should be
imposed o n the size of contributions.. . . [Ljimits on
contributions must be accompanied by public
subsidies. Then the limits could be low enough to
curb the influence of special interests while ensuring
that candidates have enough money so that they can
devote their time and energy to discussing the issues.
-Daniel Lowenstein, former
Chairman, FPPC’

he Commission’s Model Law contains three basic elements: expenditure ceilings for
candidates who accept limited public matching funds, a range of contribution limits
and detailed provisions for limited public matching funds. Some provisions are modeled on federal and other states’ laws. Other provisions are new and designed to address
evolving California problems. The Commission’s Model Law is fully drafted as a statute. (See
Appendix A, “ModelLaw”) Constitutional considerations are discussed in Chapter 14,“Constitutional Analysis.”

T

A. Expenditure Ceilings Will Cap the Escalating Demand for Campaign
Funds
The Commission’s Model Law proposes voluntary expenditure ceilings for both the primary and general elections. It also contains provisions which allow candidates to compete
fairly against independent expenditure committees and candidateswho refuse to be bound by
expenditure ceilings.

1. Primary Elections
a. Assembly (Section 86400(a))
The Commission proposes that Assembly candidates be allowed to spend up to $150,000
in the primary. This generous amount would provide for vigorous competition between candidates yet deter excessive spending. Under this expenditure ceiling a typical candidate might
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spend $50,000 in overhead for consultants, polling, staff, fundraising, travel, telephone and
other expenses, and the remaining $100,000on voter contacts.Candidates could distribute six
mailers to all registered party members at $15,000 each and spend an additional $10,000 on
leaflets, bumper stickers and billboards. In a few geographical areas electronic media could
replace some direct mail. (See Chapter 1, “Skyrocketing Costs.”)
These expenditure ceilings would have been adequate for most competitive primary campaigns in California. In 1984 four candidates (out of 203 major party candidates) running in
contested races would have exceeded the Commission’s $150,000 limitation. Two of these
candidates ran against each other for an open Orange County seat: Ken Carpenter who spent
$363,000 and winner Gil Ferguson who spent $256,000. The third was Tom Hayden (D-Santa
Monica) who spent $369,000. The fourth was incumbent Terry Goggin (D-San Bernardino)
who spent $238,000;Goggin lost to challenger Gerald Eaves who spent $114,000.
In 1982,with more competitive races and open seats, the median Assembly candidate in a
competitive race spent $82,500-considerably less than the Commission’s proposed limit.
Thirteen (of the 245 major party) candidates in contested primary races would have exceeded the proposed limitations. Tom Hayden spent $750,000, the highest amount in the 1982
primary. His losing opponent, Stephen Saltzman, spent $303,000. Other Democratic candidates exceeding the proposed limitations included Gray Davis who spent $356,000, Wallace
Albertson who spent $274,000, and Burt Margolin who spent $247,000 to defeat Albertson. In
one other competitive race two Republican incumbents ran against each other: Gerald Felando spent $226,000 to defeat Marilyn Ryan who spent $199,000. (All these candidates were
from the Los Angeles area.)

b. Senate (Section 85401(a))
The Commission proposes that candidates for the State Senate be allowed.to spend up to
$250,000 in a primary. In 1984, four Senate candidates would have exceeded this amount.
These included Rebecca Morgan, who won the Republican primary in the Santa Clara Valley
by spending $443,000while her chief opponent, former legislator Marz Garcia, spent $309,000.
In 1982, two candidates running in contested races would have exceeded the proposed
limitations. Alex Garcia spent $700,000 in a losing effort. Winner Art Torres spent $517,000.
These amounts shattered the previous all-time Senate primary election spending record of
$343,000, set by Senator Ed Davis (R-Los Angeles) in the 1980 primary.
2. General Elections
The Commission’s proposed expenditure ceilings are somewhat higher for the general
election. In general elections candidates need to reach independent voters as well as voters of
both parties. Direct mail and other expenses are correspondingly greater.

a. Assembly (Section 85400(b))
The Commission proposes a $225,000 expenditure ceiling for general election Assembly
races. In the 1982 general election 19 of the 150 candidates would have exceeded this limit.
These include Tom Hayden who spent $1,310,000, his opponent Bill Hawkins who spent
$778,000, and Democrat John Means who spent $433,000 in a Kern County contest against
Republican incumbent Don Rogers who spent $386,000.
In the 1984 general election 20 candidates would have exceeded the limit. These included
Assemblymen Robinson (D-Santa Ana, $636,000), Johnston (D-Stockton, $403,000) and Filante (R-Marin, $389,000).
b. Senate (Section 85401(b))
The Commission proposes a $350,000 expenditure ceiling for general election Senate
races. In the 1982 State Senate elections eight of the 38 candidates would have exceeded this
limit. These include Gary Hart who spent $568,000 and Chuck Imbrecht, his Republican oppo-

nent, who spent $494,000 in a Santa Barbara-Ventura race.
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In 1984, nine of the 41 state senatorial candidates would have exceeded the $350,000
maximum.Rebecca Morgan spent $701,000to win an open Santa Clara County seat,while her
opponent Arlen Gregorio spent $382,000. Two incumbents running against each other in a
rural Northern California Senate district also exceeded the Commission’s proposed limitations. Republican John Doolittle spent $604,000 in his winning battle against Independent Roy
Johnson who spent $556,000.
The limitations suggested in the Commission’s proposal are somewhat higher than those
proposed in the Vasconcellos-Lockyer bill (S.B. 87), which was passed by the Legislature in
August 1984 and vetoed by the Governor. (See Table 13.1.) The Commission believes the primary election limits in S.B. 87 may have been too low to give challengers a chance in highly
competitive campaigns. (See Appendix G, “Analysis of Vasconcellos-Lockyer.”)

Table 13.1
PROPOSED EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS FOR S . B .
AND THE COMMISSION’S PROPOSAL

87

VasconcellosLockyer ( S . 0 . 8 7 )

Cornmission
Proposa I

$1 04,000
208,000

$150,000
250,000

208,000
347,000

225,000
350,000

Pr lmary
Assemb I y
Senate
Genera I
Assemb 1 y
Senate

I

Source: California Commission on Campaign Financing

3. Candidates Who Refuse Expenditure Limitations (Sections 85402-85404)
Candidates often express the fear that if they accept expenditure limitations their opponents will reject them in order to spend more. The Commission’sModel Law thus provides that
if opponents refuse to accept and then exceed expenditure limitations,other candidates in the
same race are not bound by those limits and are also permitted to raise an additional $35,000
free of contribution limits. Candidateswho exceed the expenditure limitationsmust notify the
F’PPC and all opponents by telephone and confirming telegram the day the limitations are
exceeded. If they fail to do so they are subject to stiff criminal and civil penalties.
The Commission expects that only wealthy candidates will be in a position to reject
expenditure limitations. Under US. Supreme Court rulings these candidates are allowed to
spend unlimited amounts of their own money on their campaigns. Other candidates without
personal wealth must raise all their money under strict contribution limitations and would
find it difficult to exceed these expenditure ceilings.
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4. Independent Expenditure Committees (Sections 85402-85403,85604)
Independent expenditure committees cannot be limited in the amounts of money they
spend on legislative races. (See Chapter 14,“ConstitutionalAnalysis.”) Candidates who accept
expenditure limitations fear they will not be able to defend themselves against massive spending by independent committees. The Commission’s proposal thus states that if any independent expenditurestotal more than $50,000in support of or in opposition to any candidate,then
all the candidates in that race are freed from the expenditure limitations.Candidates opposed
by independent expenditure committees in the primary or the general election may also raise
an additional $35,000 free of any contribution limitations.
This proposal, which would remove expenditure limitations and allow candidates to raise
additional seed money, will not prohibit spending by wealthy candidates or independent committees in legislative races. But it will allow candidates to obtain sufficient resources to
respond. N o other state or federal law has similar provisions.

B. Contribution Limits Are Tailored to Address a Wide Range of
Contributor Problems
1. Basic hdividual, Business, Labor and PAC Contribution Limits of $1,000
(Section 85300)
The Commission’s Model Law proposes a basic contribution limit of $1,000per election. A
candidate for legislative office may receive up to $1,000 per election from any individual or
other entity such as a PAC, corporation, labor union or partnership. The proposed $1,000
limitation is identical to the federal contribution limit which applies to candidates for the
House of Representatives, the U.S. Senate and the Presidency. Unlike federal law, the Model
Law allows corporations and labor unions to make contributions.Prohibitions on labor and
corporate contributions at the federal level have been ineffective and have encouraged the
proliferation of PACs.
Some political scientists argue that a $1,000 limitation is too small, that inflation has cut
the value of the original $1,000 federal limitation in half, and that the limits should be raised to
at least $2,000 per election. They are concerned that candidates will not be adequately funded
with a $1,000 limitation and believe that $2,000 is low enough to avoid corruption of the
legislative process.
Others believe a $1,000 level is too high and should be reduced to $500. They argue that a
$1,000 limit actually allows each individual, corporation, labor union and PAC to give $2,000
per election cycle, that a husband and wife can give up to $4,000 and that these amounts are
excessive for legislative races. They contend that higher contribution limits are unnecessary
when candidates can receive public matching funds for small contributions.
The Commission believes a $1,000 limit is appropriate. Most states which limit contributions to legislative candidates impose a $1,000 limitation,although some states have higher or
lower limits. The $1,000 limit is also equal to federal law. IdenticalCaliforniaand federal limits
will make it easier for contributors to comply with the new limitations.Although inflation has
reduced the value of a $1,000 contribution, it is still a large sum for most contributors and
adequate to finance state elections which are far less expensive than U.S. senatorial or presidential races.
2. Small Contributor PAC Limits of $5,000 for Organizations Which Receive
All Contributions in Amounts of $50 or Less (Section 85301)
The Commission proposes to allow certain broad-based political action committees
which receive all of their contributions in small amounts ($50 or less) to make contributions
up to $5,000 per election. These small contributor PACs must be in existence at least six
months, give to at least five candidates and not be candidate-controlled.This provision would
allow larger PACs which receive many small donations to make contributionsthat reflect their
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size and membership. It is expected that PACs representing groups such as the California
Teachers Association, California Medical Association, United Farm Workers and the Gun
Owners of California would qualify.
Proponents of this recommendation argue that large PACs should be allowed to give
additional funds since they represent many thousands of contributors.Broad-basedparticipation in PACs by many individuals would be encouraged. Opponents argue that PAC influence
is a key problem with the current campaign finance system and that higher PAC contributions
should not be allowed.
The small contributor PAC concept is new and no state has yet considered or adopted it.
Although federal law allows PACs with 50 or more members to make $5,000contributionsper
candidate, it also allows members to give their PACs large (up to $5,000) contributions. The
Model Law, however, draws a more careful distinction between individual and organizational
contributions. It allows individuals to give up to $1,000,but only allows organizationsto make
larger $5,000 contributions when those organizations reflect the wishes of many smaller contributing members.

3. Legislative Caucus and/or Party Contributions of $50,000 in the General
Election Only (Section 85303)
The Commission’s Model Law allows a political party, a legislative caucus or a combination of both to give a contribution of up to $50,000 to each legislative candidate in the general
election. Partykaucus contributions are prohibited in the primary election.This prohibition is
necessary to prevent challengers in primary elections from being swamped by party or caucus contributions to incumbents.
The Commission believes a higher contribution limit is appropriateand will allow political
parties and/or caucuses to fund candidates in selective races. Larger party or caucus contributions are necessary for some candidates to be competitive. Large party contributions may
also strengthen the political parties by encouraging discipline, loyalty and unity.
An aggregate party/caucus limit also reflects current political reality in California. Republicans have a strong party fundraising apparatus and are able to contribute significant
amounts through the party organization.Democrats, on the other hand, receive relatively little
money through their party but receive substantial sums from individual transfers and legislative caucus donations. By allowing Republicans and Democrats to make contributions
through both their parties and caucuses, political parity is maintained.
The $50,000 limitation is higher than the $1,000 basic limit and the $5,000 small contributor PAC limit, but it is comparable to federal law which allows national and state parties to
give a House candidate up to $50,000 in monetary and non-monetary contributions for the
general election. Ten states also impose limits on party contributions.
Some political observers believe that legislative caucus contributions should be eliminated altogether, They argue that caucus contributions are like transfers in that both place
pressure on legislators to compromise their votes in order to raise contributions which they
can then give to other candidates. A six-year phase-out of caucus contributions would give
Democrats time to build their party’s fundraising apparatus as a substitute for caucus contributions. Such a six-year phase-out provision is a possible modification to the Commission’s
Model Law.
4. Aggregate Non-Individual Contribution Limits of $50,000 and $75,000
(Section 85305)
The Model Law places an aggregate limit on all non-individual(corporate,business,labor,
partnership and PAC) contributions combined. Assembly candidates could receive no more
than a total of $50,000 per election from all non-individual contributors while Senate candidates could receive no more than $75,000. Party and caucus contributions are not counted.
This approach is similar to the Obey-Leach bill which has been introduced in Congress.
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Proponents concede that single contributions from PACs, corporations or labor unions
may not corrupt the legislative process since many PAC and organizationalcontributions are
small and less than the $1,000 or $5,000 limitations. But they contend that the cumulative
effect of all PAC and non-individual contributions orients the candidate or legislator toward
the contributors’points of view and that aggregate limits would prevent this from happening.
Opponents argue that even if non-individual contributions in the aggregate are excessive,
such a limit may not be constitutional. (But see Chapter 14, “Constitutional Analysis.”) They
also argue that one additional PAC contribution cannot corrupt the legislative process merely
because a candidate has already received $50,000 in PAC money.
Only the state of Montana limits PAC contributions in the aggregate. (See Chapter 10,
“Laws of Other States.”) It allows lower house candidates to receive up to $600 in total PAC
contributions and State Senate candidates up to $1,000. Montana’s limits are too small for
adoption in California although the principle supporting them is applicable. Contra Costa
County in California adopted an ordinance in 1984which prohibits a candidate from receiving
more than $15,000in aggregate PAC contributions. However,the ordinance allows candidates
to receive one PAC contribution up to the $15,000 aggregate limit.
The Commission believes the aggregate limit is an important aspect of the Model Law. The
provision prevents the massing of contributions by a range of special interest groups behind a
specific issue or series of issues. (See Chapter 7, “Negative Consequences.”) In addition, the
aggregate limit will encourage candidates to rely more heavily on individual contributions
which are not limited in the aggregate.

5. Transfers Prohibited (Section 86308)
The Commission’sModel Law prohibits transfers of money from one legislator or legislative candidate to another. Proponents of this prohibition believe it would dramatically reduce
the costs of campaigns. They argue that the need to raise transfer money subjects legislators
to inordinate lobbying pressures, that last-minute transfers unsettle campaigns and pour
additional fuel on fundraising fires,that transfers give excessive power to members of the
legislative leadership, and that transfers upset contributorswho do not expect their contributions to be passed on to other candidates. A ban on transfers would also ease the pressure on
safe seat legislators to raise money.
Opponents of a ban on transfers fear a prohibition would eliminate competition in races
where candidates need transfers to be competitive, weaken legislative leadership, fragment
the legislative process and generate less disclosure since those who now transfer would encourage their contributorsto give directly to candidates. These opponents concede that larger
caucus/party contributions and limited matching funds will adequately substitute for transfers in most cases. But they are concerned that a ban on transfers could prevent minority
factions inside the legislative caucuses from supporting their own candidates, particularly
where the caucus majority refuses to do so.
A few states such as Connecticut and Michigan prohibit transfers. Federal law limits
transfers to $5,000 per candidate per election.
The Commission believes that transfers undermine public confidence in the legislative
and electoral process. (See Chapter 5, “Partisan Sources.”) lkansfers encourage legislators to
raise enormous sums of money they do not personally need, and to depend unnecessarily on
interest group contributors supporting or opposing legislation. lkansfers also often fail to
reflect the wishes of original contributors.
6. Off Year Contributions Prohibited (Section 85309)
The Commission’s Model Law prohibits all contributions in non-election years. Proponents argue that a prohibition on off year contributions could be an enormously significant
reform affecting both the electoral and governmental processes. They contend it would prevent incumbents from skewing legislation in response to special interest contributions. It
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would also make it more difficult for incumbents to build huge war chests to deter challengers
from entering legislative races. (See Chapter 6, “Off Year F’undraising.’’)
Opponents argue that challengers need to raise money in the off year to campaign effectively against incumbents (although the Commission’s research has shown that challengers
raise negligible amounts of off year money). They also argue that disclosure of off year contributions is now sufficient but that a ban would encourage legislators to obtain unwritten
pledges which would not appear on disclosure reports.A total prohibition of off year contributions might also encourage legislators to establish office accounts or other slush funds funded
by gifts.
An alternative to an outright prohibition of off year contributions would allow contributors to give candidates a small amount of money in non-election years-for example, no more
than $100 per contributor. Legislators would be able to raise small amounts of money which
could be used for legitimate off year expendituresnot reimbursed by the state (including trips
to their district, trips to political conventions and other officeholder-relatedexpenses). Opponents of this suggestionbelieve that legislators should not be allowed to raise any money in the
off year and that any legitimate expenses should be reimbursed by the state.
N o state prohibits off year contributions entirely. Texas prohibits off year contributions
during its EO-day legislative session. Minnesota limits off year contributionsto $150 for State
Representatives and $300 for Senators.
The Commission believes that a ban on off year contributionswill be beneficial to both the
legislative and electoral processes. A year free of fundraising will permit legislators to concentrate on legislation. A ban will make it more difficult for incumbents to amass large war
chests to deter challengers from running for office.

7. Limitations on All Payments to Candidates and Legislators (Section
85310 )
This section limits all contributions,honoraria and gifts to legislators and legislative candidates. Small contributor PACs may make up to $10,000 in such payments over a two-year
period. Other contributorsmay give up to $2,000 over a two-year period. These payments are
cumulated so that contributors do not attempt to evade the contribution limits by giving
candidates honoraria or gifts for slush funds. Federal law limits honoraria to $2,000 per
federal official.
8. Contributions t o PACs, Parties and Caucuses of $1,000 and $5,000
(Sections 85300,85302)
The Model Law limits contributions to PACs (including independent expenditure committees) to $1,000 per person. Parties and caucuses may receive up to $5,000 from persons and
from small contributor PACs.
Limits on contributions to PACs, parties and caucuses will discourage PACs or committees from being used as conduits for contributions by individuals who have already given
candidates their maximum contributions. Limits also encourage PACs or committees to be
broadly based. (It is particularly important to limit contributions to parties and caucuses
which may give up to $50,000 under the Model Law.) Without such a limitation,individualsand
PACs could give parties and caucuses huge sums of money which could then be transferred to
favored candidates. On the other hand, because parties and caucuses are broadly based and
represent many public officials, the Model Law permits them to receive larger contributionsup
to $5,000 during a two-year period.
Opponents argue there is no need to limit contributions,particularly to PACs, parties or
caucus committees, if such groups are limited in their contributions to specific candidates.
However, the Commission supports a limitation on contributions to PACs, parties and caucuses to prevent the circumvention of its basic contribution limits.
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9. Seed Money of $35,000 (Section 85304)
This provision allows candidates to receive up to $35,000 in contributions of any size from
any entity without being bound by the contribution limits in the proposal. A candidate may
thus receive large contributions in excess of the $1,000 and $5,000 limits. The $35,000 seed
money amount includes the first $35,000 in contributions of any size, even if they are raised in
small amounts. Candidates not raising contributions in the primary may accept seed money in
the general election. Party and caucus contributions are not counted against the seed money
limit.
Proponents argue that seed money is essential for challengers to finance the early stages
of their campaigns. Incumbents have less need of seed money since they have name recognition and are able to tap a wide variety of interest groups, constituents and other sources.
Opponents question the necessity of seed money. They worry that seed money reopens the
door to large contributions from special interests. Since seed money does not count against
the non-individual aggregate limitation, incumbents may raise their first $35,000 in large
contributions from corporations, labor unions or PACs.
No state has a seed money provision,but the city of Sacramentoallows candidates to raise
$10,000 in seed money before the city's contribution limits become operative. One version of
the 1983 Vasconcellos-Lockyer bill (S.B. 87) allowed candidates to raise $20,000 in seed
money for the primary and then again for the general election. The Commission believes that a
one-time seed money exemption from contribution limits will help challengers start their
campaigns and demonstrate their seriousness as candidates.

10. Total Contribution Limits: $25,000 Basic and $100,000 Small Contributor
PAC (Sections 85306,85307)
The Model Law prohibits individuals and entities from contributing more than $25,000
and small contributor PACs more than $100,000 to all legislative candidates or committees in
any two-year period. (Individuals may not give more than $1,000 and small contributor PACs
not more than $5,000 per candidate per election.) Contributionsto or from political parties or
legislative caucuses are exempted from this provision.
The purpose behind this provision is to limit the influence of large contributors who are
financially able to saturate a slate of candidates with maximum contributions. If a small
contributor PAC gives $5,000 to each of 100 incumbents (a total of $500,000), for example,that
PAC's influence over the legislative process could be enormous.
Opponents of this proposal welcome the participation of wealthy contributorsin the political process, particularly when those contributors contribute only $1,000 (or $5,000 for small
contributor PACs) to any candidate each election. They believe that total contribution limits
will lead organizations to encourage their officers and employees to increase their individual
contributions up to $25,000 each. Large membership organizations such as labor unions
which rely upon many small contributions may be put at a disadvantage.
The Model Law provision parallels federal law which prohibits an individual from making
more than $25,000 in total contributions to all federal candidates and committees. Seven
states also limit overall individual contributions. Federal law does not, however, limit total
contributions by PACs.
The Commission believes candidates should be encouraged to approach a wider range of
contributors,and that wealthy individuals or organizationsshould be discouraged from dominating an entire slate of candidates. Contributions to and from the political parties and legislative caucuses should be encouraged, however; for this reason the Commission does not
include such contributions within the limitations of this section.
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C. Limited Public Matching Funds Will Encourage Acceptance of
Expenditure Ceilings and Smaller Contributions
Candidates who voluntarily agree to accept expenditure ceilings would be entitled to
receive limited public matching funds for small contributions.
1. Mmimum Amounts per Candidate (Section 85504)

Table 13.2

I
MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF MATCHING FUNDS
UNDER THE COMMISSION’S PROPOSAL

Assemb I y
Senate

P r lmary

Genera I

Tota 1

S 75,000

$ 1 12,500
175,000

$1 87,500
300,000

125,000

Source: C a l l f o r n l a Commlsslon on Campalgn F i n a n c i n g

The maximum matching funds provided to any candidate would be 50% of that candidate’s expenditure ceilings. Each candidate would thus qualify for a substantial sum of money
with no strings attached, but this money would only be available to match contributionsfrom
smaller private donors. This proposal might cost the state from $2.6 to $6.6 million a year to
fund. Estimates are based on California’s 1980,1982and 1984 elections and repeal of California’s current political tax deduction. (See discussion below and Chapter 12, “Commission’s
Recommendations.”)

2. Qualification Threshold for Matching Funds:Assembly $20,000 and
Senate $30,000 (Section 85501)
To qualify for matching funds, a candidate must demonstrate his or her seriousness by
meeting several criteria. First, candidates must demonstrate their viability by raising a
threshold amount of money in contributionsof $1,000or less. Assembly candidates must raise
at least $20,000 and Senate candidates at least $30,000. Second, only contributions received
after the Declaration of Candidacy is filed are counted. Declarations of Candidacy are filed in
late February and early March of the election year. Third, even if candidates have raised the
qualifymg threshold amounts, they will not receive matching funds in the primary election
unless another candidate is also running for the same nomination and has either qualified for
matching funds or has raised, spent or has cash on hand of at least $35,000. Similarly, before a
candidate can receive any matching funds in the general election, the candidate must have an
opponent who has either qualified for matching funds or has raised, spent or has cash on hand
of at least $35,000 in the general election.
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These qualification requirements are unique. They ensure that only candidates opposed
by serious competitors will receive matching funds. The requirement that an opponent raise
or spend a certain amount or be eligible for matching funds substantiallyreduces the cost of
the proposal.
Loans, pledges and non-monetary contributions are not considered to be contributions for
purposes of this section. Only monetary contributionsactually received and not borrowed will
trigger the availability of matching funds.

3. Matching Ratios with an In-District hcentive (Section 85502)
Matching funds are given for all contributions of $250 or less at a ratio of 3-to-1,except for
individual contributions from inside the candidate’s own district which are encouraged by a
higher matching ratio of 5-to-1.Thus, a $100 out-of-district contribution will be matched with
$300, whereas a $100 in-district contribution will be matched with $500. Candidates will have
a greater incentive to fundraise within their districts. Candidates in poorer communities may
still have difficulty raising money within their districts, so all candidates are allowed to raise
money outside their districts and still receive matching funds.
No other state provides incentives for in-district contributions. States with public financing laws generally match funds on a 2-to-1 basis. The presidential public financing law
matches contributions up to $250 on a 1-to-1basis.
4. Tax Checkoffsto Raise Matching Fund Revenues (Section 18775 of the
Revenue & Taxation Code)
The Commission estimates its matching funds proposal may cost an average of $4.6 million a year, ranging from a low of $2.6 million to a high of $6.6 million. (See Chapter 12,
“Commission’sRecommendations.”) The Model Law’s matching grants would be funded by
state income tax checkoff provisions, similar to the present federal system. ‘Pdxpayers could
voluntarily earmark a certain amount of money that they are already obligated to pay in taxes
for assignment to a matching fund. California will need a checkoff of about $3 per taxpayer
($6 per married couple) to finance the Commission’sproposal. This projection is based on the
high-estimate annual cost of $6.6 million and an expectation that 25% of California’s ten
million taxpayers will use the checkoff each year. (Approximately 25% of federal taxpayers
use the checkoff; over 40%use it in New Jersey.)
5. Repeal of Tax Deduction for Political Contributions (Section 17245 of the
Revenue & Taxation Code)
Under current law, California taxpayers can deduct up to $100 a year on their state income
tax returns for political contributions.Since the current tax rate is 11%for those in the highest
income bracket, the maximum savings per taxpayer is $11. The Franchise ’pax Board estimates that the state loses $2 million a year in tax revenues because of this deduction. The
Commission’s Model Law repeals this deduction, thus reducing the cost of the Commission’s
proposal to approximately $4.6 million a year.
6. Return of Surplus Funds (Section 85506)
In some cases candidates will have surplus funds after the election has been completed.
The Federal Election Commission requires presidential candidates to return surplus funds on
a pro rata basis to the federal government. The ratio used is the percentage of federal funds
received compared to private funds. If candidates receive 40% of all their financing from
public matching funds,then they have to return 40% of their surplus funds to the Tkeasury.The
Commission’s proposal tracks federal law
An alternative approach would require candidates to return all surplus funds to the public
treasury.However,this approach might encourage candidates to spend all their money wastefully, knowing that they would otherwise have to return the surplus.
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D. Additional Model Law Provisions Are Required for Adequate
Enforcement
1. Disclosure of PAC Identities (Section 84106)
PACs in California are not required to disclose the identities of PAC sponsors in their
official names. The Acme Corporation, for example, can call its PAC the “Good Government
PAC” and the contribution disclosure forms filed by a candidate would not reveal Acme’s
identity.
The Commission’s proposal would require a PAC’s name to disclose the identity of its
principal sponsoring organization. The Acme PAC, for example, would have to be called “The
Acme Good Government PAC” or something comparable. This approach is similar to current
federal law. Attempts in California to improve the identification of PAC sponsors have failed.
Legislators have expressed little concern over PAC names. Some legislators themselves control PACs which fail to disclose the legislators’ involvement.
2. Administration and Enforcement by the Fair Political Practices
Commission (Sections 85700,83122.5)
The provisions of the Model Law would be enforced by the California Fbir Political Practices Commission. The FPPC would be required to prepare studies describing the impact of
the Act’s provisions. The FTPC would be appropriated $500,000 each year to implement the
Act. (This $500,000 cost is part of the estimated $4.6 million average annual cost for limited
public matching funds described above.) The FPPC has been in existence ten years, has a
record of enforcement success and political neutrality and is experienced in all aspects of
campaign finance.Both the 1984Vasconcellos-Lockyerbill (S.B. 87) passed by the Legislature
and Proposition 40 (the Ross Johnson Initiative) would have given enforcement responsibilities to the F’PPC.

3. Cost of Living Increases (Section 85700(a))
The contribution limits, expenditure limits and matching fund amounts are indexed for
inflation. They will be adjusted upwards in reasonable increments based on the consumer
price index for California.
4. Legislative Caucus Committees (Section 85201)
The Model Law allows each caucus in the Legislature to establish one committee which
will be permitted to make substantial contributionsto legislative candidates. The caucus may
vote on the candidates it will support or may delegate that decision to a subcommittee. The
caucus committee is not considered to be candidate-controlledeven though legislative candidates may actually exercise working control.
The caucus is permitted to make contributions to any candidate running for legislative
office whether that candidate is a member of the same party as the caucus or in the same
house. In the 1984 election, for example, the Senate Democratic Caucus supported incumbent
Senator Ray Johnson (I-Chico), who was running against another incumbent Senator Republican John Doolittle. Similarly, in 1982 Speaker Brown’s campaign fund contributed substantial sums to Assemblyman Art Torres who was running for State Senate against
incumbent Senator Alex Garcia. The Model Law would allow such contributions.
6. Qualified Campaign Expenditures (Section 85203)
This important section defines those expenditures which are subject to the Model Law’s
expenditure ceilings (Sections 85400-85405).Non-monetary contributions given to a legislative candidate at the candidate’srequest or with the candidate’sapproval are considered to be
expenditures (Subsection 85203(a)(3)). A non-monetary contribution would include supplying a car, office space or printing.
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Subsection 85203(a)(4) defines the portion of slate mailings which are attributable as
expenditures. Expendituresare considered to be the greater of either the cost to the candidate
(what the candidate actually paid for the slate mailing) or the candidate’s share of the cost. If
a candidate does not pay for a slate mailer which is neverthelessprepared at his or her request
or with his or her approval,the candidate may still be charged with a proportional share of the
slate mailer as an expenditure.

6. Definition of Intermediary (Section 84302.6)
This section requires individuals or organizations who bundle contributions from others
to disclose their activities as intermediaries. Bundling occurs when a person gathers contributions from different individuals and delivers them at one time in a bundle to a candidate.
Bundlers use this technique to avoid contribution limitations while still receiving credit for
collecting large sums for a candidate. The section specifically defines an intermediary as a
person who delivers a contribution from another person to a candidate. It excludes persons
who deliver contributions from their employers,members of their immediate families or associations to which they belong. It also excludes the candidate and treasurer of the campaign
committee. Under current law a person who bundles contributions is not disclosed as an
intermediary. The Model Law does not limit these contributions but merely requires their
disclosure.

7. Return of Contributions (Section 86311)
This section allows candidates to return contributions if they are not deposited, used,
negotiated or kept more than 14 days after receipt. If candidates are given contributions which
exceed the prescribed maximums, they can return the excess within 14 days without violating
the Model Law This section is similar to current California law which allows candidates to
return contributions in cash, the receipt of which are illegal?

8. Aggregation of Contributions (Section 85312)
This section is similar to federal law and is designed to prevent associations or groups
from splitting up and making a number of individual contributions which in the aggregate
amount to more than the applicable contribution limitation.Any local unit of an organization
is considered to be part of that organization and cannot make’separateContributions.Subsidiaries or branches of any organization are also considered to be part of the main organization.
9. Loans (Section 85313)
This section deems loans to be contributions and subject to the contribution limitations.It
also defines loan guarantees as contributions even though the guarantor may not have paid off
the loan. All loans must be made by written agreement and these agreements must be filed
with campaign statements. Extensions of credit by vendors which exceed 30 days are subject
to contribution limitations.
Loans can be used to avoid contribution limitations unless they are strictly regulated. This
section ensures that loans from lending institutions are bona fide by requiring that the loans
be guaranteed or secured.

10. Family Contributions (Section 85314)
This section provides that contributions by husband and wife are considered separate
contributions and are not aggregated for purposes of the contribution limitations. Contributions by children under 18,however, are attributed proportionately to each parent (one-half to
each parent or the total amount to a single custodial parent). In Massachusetts children are
not allowed to contribute more than $25 each. The Massachusetts provision is designed to
prevent parents from using children’s names to evade the contribution limitations. The Commission’s Model Law allows minors under 18years of age to make contributions but attributes
them to their parents.
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11. Candidates f o r Statewide or Local Office (Section 85315)
In some cases incumbent legislators may run for statewide or local offices. Since limitations are not imposed on contributions to other candidates for these offices, it would be unfair
to limit contributions to legislators raising money for the same non-legislative office. This
provision allows incumbent legislators to set up separate committees to run for non-legislative offices and receive contributions in excess of the legislative limitations. These committees cannot expend funds in legislative races.
12. One Campaign Committee and One CheckingAccountper Candidate
(Section 85316 )
This section prohibits legislative candidatesfrom controllingmore than one committee or
one checking account. It also requires that all campaign expenditures be made from this
checking account. Current law does not regulate the number of controlled committees or
checking accounts. Auditors find it difficult to audit campaigns which transfer funds back
and forth between multiple committees and checking accounts.
13. Time Periods for Primary and General Election Contributions (Section
8531 7 )
Contributions made before July 1 of the election year are considered primary election
contributions. Contributions made from July 1through December 31 are considered general
election contributions. This section is designed to prevent candidates from raising money well
after the primary election is over and attempting to designate the contributions as primary
contributions. San Diego, for example, has a contribution limitations ordinance, but candidates have tried to attribute contributions received in August and September back to the
primary election period.
14. Time Periods for Primary and General Election Expenditures (Section
85405)
This section states that expenditures made any time before June 30 of an election year are
considered primary election expenditures. Expenditures made from July 1through December
31 are considered general election expenditures. If purchases are made in April, for example,
but the items or services are not used until September, then the payments are considered
expenditures for the time period in which they are used. This prevents candidates from frontloading expenditures. If a candidate purchases 10,000 bumper stickers but only uses 1,000
during the primary election, the remaining 9,000 should be counted as general election
expenditures.
15. Candidate Requests for Payment (Section 85503)
This section gives the Fhir Political Practices Commission the authority to determine
what information candidates must submit in order to qualify for payment of public matching
funds. Candidates may not ask the disbursing agency for payments of less than $10,000 at any
one time, except during the last 14 days of the election. During this 14-day period candidates
may not request less than $5,000 in payments. According to the Federal Election Commission,
this section is important to prevent the administering agency from being swamped by small
requests of $500 or $1,000 each day. This provision also prevents candidates who drop out of a
race after qualifying for matching funds from continuing to submit small requests for these
funds.
16. Timing o f Payments to Candidates (Section 85505)
After candidates submit their requests for public matching funds, they must be paid as
soon as possible. This section requires the disbursing agency to make payments to candidates
within three business days.
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17. hdependent Expenditures for Mass Mailings (Section 85600)
This section requires any person who makes independent expenditures for mass mailings
(200 or more pieces of mail) to be identified on the face of the mailing. The statement must be
in at least ten point type which is not subject to a half tone or screening process.
18. Limits on Contributions to Independent Expenditure Committees
(Section 85601)
Persons making independent expenditures may not receive contributions of more than
$1,000 from any source. Small contributor PACs which can contribute up to $5,000 to candidates or controlled committees of candidates may only give $1,000 to independent expenditure committees.
19. Limitations on Persons Who Make Independent Expenditures and
Contribute to Candidates (Section 85602)
This section provides that persons making contributions of $100 or more to candidates are
deemed to be acting in concert with those candidates. They are then prohibited from making
any combination of independent expenditures and contributions in excess of the basic $1,000
contribution limit. The independent expenditures of persons who do not make contributions
to candidates are not limited.
20. Reproduction of Materials (Section 85603)
This section states that persons who reproduce or broadcast material which has been
prepared or broadcast by a candidate may not call those expenditures independent.They must
report them as non-monetary contributions to the candidate.
21. Notice of Independent Expenditures (Section 85604)
This section requires persons who make independent expenditures of more than $10,000
on behalf of a candidate to notify the FPPC and all opponents of the candidate.
22. Amendments to the Text of the LegMative Election Reform Act of 1985
(Section 9 )
This section permits the Legislature to amend this Act in the same manner as it may
amend the Political Reform Act-by a two-thirds vote of the Legislature. This section is only
needed if the proposal is drafted in the form of an initiative.
23. Enforcement (Sections 91000,91005,83116 )
Violation of any of the provisions of this Act may be a felony or misdemeanor, depending on
the seriousness of the crime. In addition,a civil action for up to three times an illegal contribution or expenditure may be assessed. Finally, the FPPC can impose fines of up to $2,000 per
violation in administrative actions.

NOTES
1. Daniel Lowenstein, Money W s in Politics, and We Must Cut Its Jabbering, Los Angeles Times, Nov. 9,
1982.
2. CAL.GOV’TCODE@34300(a)(West Supp. 1985).
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The
C o n s t i t u t i o n a l i & yof
the C o m m i s s i o n ’ s
Recommended
Model Law
[Clontribution and expenditure limitations operate
in an area of the most fundamental First
Amendment activities.. .. The First Amendment
affords the broadest protection to such political
expression in order ‘to assure [the] unfettered
interchange of ideas f o r the bringing about of
political and social changes desired by the people.’
-Buckley v. Valeol

ampaign finance regulations often pose First Amendment considerations. The Su,premeCourt has held that restrictions on the flow of money into and out of political
campaigns can affect the “[d]iscussion of public issues and debate on the qualifcations of candidates.. .[which is] integral to the operation of the system of government established by the Constitution.. ..”’Campaign finance reforms must thus be designed to further
important governmental concerns and be drafted as narrowly as possible to avoid infringing
First Amendment freedoms of speech and association.
In Buckley K Valeo, t$e landmark 1976 campaign financing decision, the United States
Supreme Court ruled that money in certain political contexts was tantamount to “~peech.”~
Candidates use money to buy radio and television ads, campaign literature, direct mail brochures and other expensive forms of communication. “[V]irtuallyevery means of communicating ideas in today’s mass society requires the expenditure of m~ney.”~
Restrictions on
campaign expenditures,the Court reasoned, abridge the ability of candidates to communicate
their views fully to the public. The Court thus invalidated expenditure ceilings on federal
campaigns, holding that the government lacked the “compelling”justifcation necessary to
support them.

C
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On the other hand, the Court acknowledged that candidates typically find it necessary to
finance their campaigns with private contributions. When these contributions are large, the
public often receives the impression that candidates have entered quid pro quo arrangements
with wealthy contributorsin which contributionsare traded for influence.The Court therefore
ruled that the government did have a “compelling”interest in preventing the “corruption”or
“appearance of corruption”caused by a campaign finance system in which candidates were
dependent on very large contributions. The Court drew an important distinction between
contributions and expenditures. Contributions could be limited; expenditures could not.
The Court also held that the government could offer candidates public financing to help
defray the costs of elections. The Court viewed public financing as a constitutionally legitimate effort to upgrade the quality of the electoral process. Most significantly,the Court ruled
that candidates accepting public financing could properly be required to limit their expenditures. Although expenditure ceilings could not be imposed on candidates against their will,
candidates could voluntarily accept them as a condition for the receipt of public financing.
The Commission’sModel Law complies with the First Amendment parameters defined by
the Supreme Court? The Commission’s proposed contribution limits are constitutional because they are necessary to prevent the “appearance of corruption.” Expenditure ceilings are
not forced upon candidates but are to be accepted voluntarily by candidates in exchange for
limited public matching funds.

A. The Commission’s Contribution Limits Are Valid Attempts to
Eliminate Actual or Apparent “Corruption” in the Political Process
Buckley K Vale0and its progeny have held that contribution limits are valid if supported by
a “compelling”governmental interest in eliminating “corruption”or its appearance from the
political process? The contribution limits proposed in the Commission’sModel Law are reasonably designed to reduce the influence of large contributors on candidates and elected
officeholders. They are constitutional restrictions on the flow of money into political
campaigns.

1. General Principles
A contribution of money to a candidate or political committee involves two First Amendment rights, freedom of speech and freedom of association. Freedom of speech is involved
because a contributor’s donation of money embodies a symbolic expression of support for a
particular candidate or organization.The speech interests embodied in a monetary contribution, however, are relatively weak. Contributions are an “attenuated form of speech” or
“speech by p r o ~ y because
”~
“the transformation of contributions into political debate involves speech by someone other than the contributor.”8
A limitation on the size of a contribution.. .entails only a marginal restriction upon the contributor’s
ability to engage in free communication.A contribution serves as a general expression of support for
the candidate and his views, but does not communicate the underlying basis for the support. The
quantity of communication by the contributor does not increase perceptibly with the size of his contribution,since the expressionrests solely on the undifferentiated,symbolicact of contributing..A limitation on the amount of money a person may give to a candidate or campaign organizationthus involves

little direct restraint on his political communication....
Contribution limits do not violate freedoms of speech.
Contributions also involve First Amendment freedoms of association. Contributions “affiliate a person with a candidate” and enable “like-minded persons to pool their resources in
furtherance of common political goals.”’’ Yet contribution limits do not improperly abridge
associational freedoms because the limits still leave the contributor free to “become a member of any political association and to assist personally in the association’s efforts on behalf of
candidates.” Political organizations also remain free to gather “large sums of money” from a
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broad range of contributors. Contribution limitations, therefore, do not burden freedoms of
association.”
The government, on the other hand, has a “compelling”interest in limiting contributions
to prevent “corruption and the appearance of corruption spawned by the real or imagined
coercive influence of large financial contributions on candidates’ positions and on their actions if elected to office.”12Candidates may be forced to sacrifice their independence of judgment for large private contributions:
To the extent that large contributions are given to secure a political quid pro quo from current and
potential officeholders, the integrity of our system of representational democracy is ~ndermined.’~

Moreover, the mere “appearanceof corruption stemming from public awareness of the opportunities for abuse inherent in a regime of large individual contributors” is also a matter of
serious and legitimate governmental ~0ncern.I~
In short, Buckley K Valeo allowed the government to place limits on the amount of campaign contributions, both because the burden on the contributor’s speech and associational
rights is small, and because the governmental interest in preventing corruption or its appearance is great. Other asserted governmental interests, such as a desire to reduce overall
campaign spending,to equalize the ability of candidatesto appeal to voters or to decrease the
advantages of incumbents or of wealthy candidates, are not constitutionally sufficientjustifications for limiting contributions or expenditures-although they are sufficientjustifications
for limited public financing of campaign^.^'
2. The $1,000 Limit on Contributions by Individuals and Groups
The Commission’s recommended law would limit all individual, corporate, labor union
and group contributions to candidates or political committees to $1,000 for the primary election and another $1,000 for the general election. The Supreme Court has upheld comparable
$1,000 limits on contributionsto federal candidates.16Such limits are appropriate to “limit the
actuality and appearance of corruption resulting from large individual financial contribution~.”’~
Moreover, “[tlhe overall effect of.. .contribution ceilings is merely to require candidates and political committees to raise funds from a greater number of persons.. ..”I8 In the
Court’s view, contribution limits still leave individuals free to express their views independently, to associate with specific campaigns by volunteering their services and to make contributions to other candidates and committees.
The Court has rejected argumentsthat contribution limits favor incumbents.To the extent
that incumbents are more able to raise extremely large contributions than challengers,limits
would have “the practical effect of benefiting challengers as a class.”’’
The Court has also stated it will not second-guessthe establishmentof a particular dollar
limit. ‘“If it is satisfied that some limit on contributions is necessary, a court has no scalpel to
prove, whether, say, a $2,000 ceiling might not serve as well as $1,000.’ [cite]Such distinctions
in degree become significant only when they can be said to amount to differences in kind.””
The Commission’sproposed $1,000 limit on corporate, labor and other organizational contributions is thus constitutional.

3. The $25,000 Total Contribution Limit
The Commission’s Model Law would place a total limit of $25,000 on all contributions
from any person (including individuals, corporations, businesses and labor unions, but excluding small contributor PACs discussed below) to all candidates or organizations during
one year. A person could thus make twenty-five $1,000 contributions or fifty $500 contributions but could not exceed the $25,000 total limit.
An identical limit for individual contributions is contained in federal lamz1In Buckley K
Valeo, the Court approved the federal total contribution limit, concluding that it was necessary to prevent individuals from evading the basic contribution limit. Without such a total
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limit, persons could make dozens of contributions to political committees which could then
rechannel those contributions to one candidate?’ The Commission’sproposed limit is also
designed to prevent such evasion and is thus constitutional.
4. The $5,000 and $100,000 Small Contributor PAC Limits
The Commission’sModel Law would allow small contributor PACs to make contributions
of up to $5,000in the primary and general elections. It would also limit these PACs to $100,000
in total contributions to legislative candidates over any two-year period. Small contributor
PACs must receive all of their contributions in amounts of $50 or less. This $50-maximum
criterion is designed to ensure that groups making larger contributions are truly broad-based
and not alter egos for a few wealthy contributors.
The Supreme Court has upheld a comparable $5,000 limit for PAC contributions at the
federal level. The Court viewed the higher contribution limit as enhancing the opportunity of
PAC members and “bona fide groups to participate in the election proce~s.”’~
The Commission’s proposal differs from federal law by requiring all contributions to small contributor
PACs to be $50 or less and limiting total small contributor PAC contributions to $100,000
every two years. These additional factors are not of constitutional significance. The $50 requirement enhances the political participation of broad-based organizations with many
smaller supporters. The $100,000 total limit is comparable to the $25,000 total limit on
individuals.

5. Limits on Contributions to PACs, Parties and Caucuses
The Commission’sModel Law would place a $1,000 limit on all contributions to PACs and a
$5,000 limit on contributions to political parties and legislative caucuses. Limits on contributions to such organizations are necessary to prevent evasion of the basic contribution limit.
Without such a restriction, an individual,corporation, labor union or other organization could
give $1,000 to a candidate and then make many additional contributions to a series of PACs or
political committees which could then re-transfer that money to the same candidate. The
Supreme Court has upheld the validity of a $5,000 limit on contributions to PACs and other
organizations as necessary to preserve the integrity of the basic contribution limits ~cheme.’~

6. Aggregate Non-Individual Contribution Limits
The Commission’s Model Law would place an aggregate cap on the total contributions a
candidate could receive from all non-individual contributors. Corporations, labor unions,
PACs, small contributor PACs and other organizations could give Assembly candidates no
more than a total of $50,000 and Senate candidates no more than $75,000. Once a candidate
has received this maximum, the candidate can receive no additional contributions from nonindividuals. The political parties and legislative caucuses are not included in the non-individual contribution totals and can make additional contributions within their own special
limitations.
Aggregate limits for non-individual contributors are a relatively new idea. Legislation has
been introduced in Congress to restrict aggregate PAC contributions to congressional candidates but this legislation has not yet been ad0pted.2~
Only Montana,which places an aggregate
limit on the total amount of money a candidate can receive from all PACs combined, has
No court has reviewed the constitutionality of aggregate contriadopted such an
bution limits.
The Commissionbelieves its aggregate non-individualcontributionlimit is one of the most
important aspects of its overall recommendation.The proposed aggregate limit is designed to
reduce the appearance or actuality of corruption that flows from a massing of interest group
contributionsbehind a particular candidate or legislativeproposal. The aggregate limit would
thus reduce the apparent influence of many contributions from the same industry or group of
interests. (See discussion in Chapter 4,“PACs,”and Chapter 7, “NegativeConsequences.”) It
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would also diminish the public perception that certain corporate and labor PACs and other
non-individual contributors exert an unhealthy influence over state g0vernment.2~
The aggregate limit concept, however, poses new constitutional questions. It might be
argued, for example,that an aggregate contributionlimit is tantamount to a flat ban on contributions from certain organizations.Once a candidate has received the maximum in contributions from non-individuals,other organizationswould be barred from contributing at all. This
might arguably suppress the right of such organizations to make campaign contributions.
Moreover, if corruption is not deemed to result from 35 corporationseach contributing $1,000
to a candidate, then arguably a 36th corporate contribution of $1,000 should also not be
corrupting.
Despite these arguments,the Commission believes its aggregate limit is constitutionalfor
several reasons. First, the Supreme Court has clearly held that contributions can be limited to
prevent actual or apparent corruption in the legislative and electoral processes.2"Corruption
or its appearance can flow just as easily from a grouping of contributions by a collection of
interest groups as it can from a single large contributor.In Federal Election Commission v.
National Right to Work Committee? the Supreme Court upheld a prohibition on all contributions by corporations, labor unions and national banks to federal candidates? commenting:
[I]tis the potential for such influence that demands regulation.Nor will we second guess a legislative
determinationas to the need for prophylactic measures where corruption is the evil feared?'
Legislation curtailing the power of contributors to aggregate wealth should also warrant
Court approval.
Second, the decision to receive non-individual contributions is essentially made by each
candidate. Candidates wishing to receive contributions from a large number of PACs need
only accept them in smaller amounts. If an organization is barred from making any contribution because the candidatehas reached the aggregatelimit,then that organizationstill has the
option of making independent expenditures.
Third, Buckley v. Valeosustained the notion that one contribution limit can be upheld if it
supports the integrity of another. The aggregate contributionlimit supports and enhances the
operation of the basic contribution limit. Each limit is designed to eliminate actual or apparent corruption. The individual limit places a cap on very large donations of money, and the
aggregate limit prevents many non-individuals from massing their contributions behind a
particular candidate or piece of legislation. The aggregate proposal does not limit the total
amount of money candidates can potentially raise. It simply requires candidates to raise
money from a larger number of individual contributors.
7. The Aggregate $50,000 Political Party andor Legislative Caucus Limits
The Commission's Model Law places an aggregate $50,000limit on contributionsby political parties and/or legislative caucuses combined. Partykaucus contributions can only be
made in the general election. Contributions from these sources in primary elections are
prohibited.
The Commission's aggregate partykaucus contribution limit poses three significant issues. First, should parties and/or caucuses be limited to $50,000 contributions?Second, does
an aggregate partykaucus contribution limit impermissibly prevent a party or caucus from
contributing to a candidate where that candidate has already received his or her $50,000
maximum? Third, is it proper to prohibit party/caucus contributions during primary
elections?

a. The $50,000 Limit
In Buckley K Valeo,the Court upheld federal limitations on contributions by the national
political parties?' Federal law places $50,000limits on national and state party contributions
to candidates for the House of Representatives. Ten states also limit party contributions to
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candidates. The Commission believes a $50,000 upper limit on partykaucus contributions is
reasonable and necessary for two reasons.
First, such limits reduce the danger of coercion over candidates by large party or caucus
contributors. A legislator or candidate may be faced with the threatened withdrawal of party
or caucus support if he or she fails to adopt a particular position. This is a particular danger
where some candidates today receive up to 70%or more of their contributions from parties or
caucuses. (See Chapter 5, “Partisan Sources.”)
Second, limits on partykaucus contributions are necessary to preserve the integrity of
other contribution limitations. If party/caucus leaders can accept contributions in exchange
for favorable action on legislation and then withhold financial support from party/caucus
members unless they also support that legislation, the appearance of corruption might reemerge. Party or caucus leaders with substantial control over large amounts of campaign
funding could become pressure points for influence-seekers and interest group contributors.
For these reasons, some limitation should be placed on party and/or caucus contributions to
candidates.
The Commission believes that $50,000 is an appropriate sum. This amount will allow
parties and caucuses to play a significant role in campaigns, yet will prevent them from becoming too dominant a source of funding.
b. The Aggregate Limit
Under the Commission’s proposed aggregate limit, a candidate could not accept more
than $50,000 from a party and/or a caucus in combination.A large party contribution would
require the caucuses to make smaller contributions;conversely,a $50,000caucus contribution
would prevent the party from making any contribution. Wisconsin is currently the only state
which places an aggregate limit on combined party/caucus contributions.33The courts have
upheld federal law which places a joint contribution limit on Republican or Democratic senatorial campaign committees and their respective national committees.34
An aggregate partykaucus limit is appropriate in California for two reasons. First, an
aggregate limit is politically neutral and does not favor one party over another. California
Democrats make most of their partisan contributions through their legislative caucuses but
relatively little through their party organization. (Although Democrats convey most of their
partisan money through caucus contributions, these are technically described as transfers
because Assembly Speaker Willie Brown signs the caucus disclosure form as the responsible
caucus official. (See Chapter 5, “Partisan Sources.”) The Democratic Party organization is
relatively weak and contributes little to political campaigns.
In contrast, Republicans make relatively equal contributions through their caucuses and
their party organization. Two $25,000 limits, one on the party and one on the caucus, would
favor Republicans. The Democratic Party might be unable to raise sufficient funds to reach the
maximum party contribution limit. An aggregate limit allows Democrats and Republicans to
utilize their favored fundraising and contribution vehicles yet retains relative parity between
them.
Second, party and caucus contributions are typically made by the same groups of party
leaders. There thus seems little point in creating separate individual limits for parties and
caucuses. Because each candidate has only one party and caucus and because the parties and
caucuses are closely related, the proposed aggregate limit is comparable to a single higher
limit on party and caucus contributions.
The Commission believes an aggregate party/caucus contribution limit is constitutional,
even though it may infrequently prevent a party or caucus from contributing to a candidate
who has already received the maximum sum. A candidate’sdecision to accept a $50,000 party
contribution, for example, and thus bar any caucus contributions, is essentially one for the
candidate to make. A candidate may choose to accept $25,000 each from the party and the
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caucus, $32,000 from one and $18,000from the other, or $50,000from one and nothing from the
other. Any imbalance between party or caucus contributions is the result of the candidate’s
decision.
A persuasive analogy exists in the set of facts underlying the decision in Republican
National Committee K Federal Election Commission. The court ruled that a federal law barring any contribution to presidential candidates receiving public financing did not infringe
potential contributors’speech rights. In the court’s view, the law simply allowed the candidate
to “’voluntarilylimit the size of the contributionshe chooses to accept....”’35Any
complaint by
the contributor lay with the candidate and not federal law. If a candidate chooses to accept
public financing and reject private contributions, that is a matter solely within the candidate’s
discretion.
c. Primary Elections
The Commission also proposes to prohibit party/caucus contributions during the primary elections.This restriction is consistent with current California law.36Allowing parties or
caucuses to make contributions in the primary elections would enable them to throw their
support to incumbents who have had the time to develop party and caucus support. Newcomers or challengers would be seriously disadvantaged.
A federal district court has recently ruled that California cannot prevent party endorsements in partisan primary ele~tions.3~An
argument might be made that prohibitions on party/
caucus contributions during the primary elections would similarly be unconstitutional.Contributions, however, have been accorded a lesser degree of First Amendment protection than
“pure”forms of speech such as party endorsements. A contribution is “speech by proxy” and
thus subordinate to other governmental interests in reducing actual or apparent corruption.
Contributions by political parties and caucuses can appropriatelybe limited to prevent undue
influence over primary elections, even though party endorsements might receive a higher
degree of First Amendment protection.

8. Ban on Transfers
The Commission proposes to prohibit transfers of campaign contributions from one candidate to another or from one candidate to a political party or legislative caucus. Four other
states prohibit or restrict transfers. Connecticut and Michigan ban them altogether? Massachusetts imposes a $100 limit on transfers.3’ Hawaii allows candidates to use campaign
money to buy a maximum of two tickets to another candidate’s fundraiser.4’
No court has yet addressed the question whether a ban on transfers is constitutional.The
Supreme Court has, however upheld flat prohibitions on contributions by corporations and
labor unions:’ The Court has also observed:
The differing restrictions placed on individuals and unincorporated associations, on the one hand, and
on unions and corporations, on the other, reflect a judgment by Congress that these entities have
differing structures and purposes, that they therefore may require different forms of regulation in order
to protect the integrity of the electoral process.4’

The Commission believes the special nature of transfers also warrants different forms of
regulation to protect the electoral process.
’Ikansfers do not actually affect the transferor’s own speech rights since a transfer involves the relay of another contributor’s money. A transfer is thus one step removed from the
speech interests involved in the original contribution. A prohibition on transfers does not
affect the original contributor’s ability to participate in campaigns since that contributor can
still give money to any candidate. Candidates can still contribute their own money to the
campaigns of others.A prohibition on transfers only stops the retransmittal of original contributions through middlemen.
A prohibition on transfers does not, therefore, directly affect the original contributor’s
right to give money to candidates. It simply prohibits the brokering of contributions by candiPRODUCED 2003 BY UNZ.ORG
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dates and incumbents. Candidates can still approach contributors directly instead of receiving their contributions through middlemen.

9. Ban on Off Year Contributions
The Commission proposes to prevent candidates or incumbents from receiving any contributions during a non-election year. This restriction is justified for two basic reasons. First,
off year contributions are significantly more “corrupting” of the legislative process than contributions made at any other time. (See Chapter 6, “Off Year F’undraising.’’)Contributions
made to candidates 18to 24 months before the next election (or, in the case of State Senators,
up to four years before the next election) are typically made to influence legislation and not to
assist an incumbent in an upcoming campaign.
Second,a prohibition on off year fundraising would not deprive contributorsof the chance
to make contributions,nor would it deprive candidates of the chance to receive them. A moratorium on off year fundraising would, however,very substantiallyalleviate both the actuality
and the appearance of corruption in the legislative process while simply deferring fundraising
to a later time.
An off year fundraising prohibition is thus similar to a “time, place and manner” restriction which channels speech into certain places or time periods, yet it imposes no substantive restrictionson speech content.” Presidential candidates who accept public financing,
for example, may receive no private contributions whatsoever during the general election.
This federal restriction does not prohibit contributions to presidential candidates; it simply
requires the contributor to make them during a different time period.
10. The $35,000 Seed Money Exemption
The Commission proposes to allow candidates to raise up to $35,000 in “seed money.”
This provision would allow candidates to raise money from any source and in any amount
until the $35,000 limit was reached. All contributions raised thereafter would have to be
received in amounts complying with other contribution limitations. The seed money exemption will allow candidates to raise a few large contributions to start up their campaigns.
N o other state has adopted a seed money exemption to its basic contributionlimitsand no
court has yet reviewed the concept. The Commission believes, however, that the seed money
concept is desirable and well within constitutional limitations. The seed money concept is
merely a limited exemption from other contributionlimitations.Because the exemption would
apply only at the beginning of the campaign and would cease as soon as the candidate’s first
$35,000 was raised, the potential for corruption is reduced.

B. The Commission’s Expenditure Ceilings Are Voluntary and
ConstitutionallyValid
In Buckley K V‘eo, the Supreme Court drew an important distinction between contribution limits and expenditure ceilings. In the Court’sview, contributions were an indirect form of
“speech by proxy.” Contributions could thus be limited to prevent corruption or its appearance without actual damage to the First Amendment rights of contributors or candidates.
On the other hand, the Court concluded that expenditure limitations “restrict the quantity
of campaign speech by individuals,groups,and candidates” and thus strike at “the core of our
electoral process and of the First Amendment freedoms.’’44Moreover, the legitimate governmental interest in reducing the actuality or appearance of corruption is not served by expenditure limits. A candidate might be corrupted by a contribution,but that candidate could not be
corrupted by an expenditure.
Although mandatory expenditure ceilings were ruled invalid, the Court concluded that
expenditure ceilings could be voluntarily accepted by candidates in exchange for additional
governmental benefits. The Court observed:
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Congress...may condition acceptance of public funds on an agreement by the candidate to abide by
specified expenditurelimitations.Just as a candidatemay voluntarilylimit the size of the contributions
he chooses to accept, he may decide to forego private fundraising and accept public financing.’6

The Commission’s proposed expenditure ceilings fit within these parameters. They are
not mandatory but are to be voluntarily accepted by candidates as a condition for receiving
limited public matching funds. Expenditure limits are a constitutional limitation placed on
receipt of publicly offered benefits.
The Supreme Court has also held that independent expenditures made for or against a
candidate by individuals or committeesnot controlled by that candidate cannot be restricted.
Such expenditures are viewed as direct expressions of speech and association and cannot be
abridged without some “compelling”governmental i n t e r e ~ tThe
. ~ ~Commission’sproposal
does not limit independent expenditures and thus does not contravene the Court’s guidelines.
The Commission’sproposal does provide, however, that the expenditure ceilings for candidates in specific races will be lifted whenever independent expenditures of $50,000 or more
are made for or against any one of the candidates in that race. The purpose of this proposal is
to eliminate the unfairness that might result if independent political groups spent large sums
attacking candidates who, because they had voluntarily agreed to limit their expenditures,
might be barred from presenting an adequate response. Lifting expenditure ceilings in such
circumstances would not abridge the right of political groups to make independent expenditures, yet would still allow candidates to defend themselves against attack. The Commission’s
proposal is thus consistent with the Court’s constitutional rulings.
Expenditure ceilings serve important public goals. As Justice White has commented
Without limits on total expenditures,campaign costs will inevitablyand endlesslyescalate.Pressure to
raise funds will constantlybuild and with it the temptationto resort in “emergencies”to those sources
of large sums,who, history shows,are sufficientlyconfident of not being caught to risk flouting contribution limits:’
The Commission’s proposed voluntary expenditure ceilings are thus desirable and consistent
with the First Amendment.

C. Limited Public Matching Funds Are Constitutionally Valid Because
They Further Important Governmental Interests
The Commission has proposed that matching funds be made available to candidates on a
limited basis. In Buckley K Valeo, the Supreme Court upheld a comparable system for presidential elections. The Court viewed limited public financing as “a means of eliminating the improper influence of large private contributions” which “furthers a significant governmental
interest”:
In addition,the limits on contributionsnecessarily increase the burden of fundraising,and Congress
properly regarded public financingas an appropriate means of relieving major-partyPresidential candidates from the rigors of soliciting private contributions.48
A federal court elaborated on the Supreme Court’s reasoning in Republican National Committee v. Federal Election Commission. The court explained that limited public financing
furthered two important governmental concerns:
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...to give candidatesthe opportunityto lessen the ‘greatdrain on [their]time and energies’required by
fundraising ‘at the expense of providing competitive debate on the issues for the electorate’ and to
‘eliminatereliance on large private contributions’that may arise from such reliance without decreasing
the ability of the candidatesto get their message to the people.. ..If the candidate chooses to accept
public financing he or she is beholden unto no person, and, if elected, should feel no post-election
obligationtoward any contributorof the type that might have existed as a result of a privately financed
~ampaign.4~
Offering a candidate matching funds does not require a candidate to “sacrifice”constitutional
rights-even though expenditure ceilings must be accepted as a condition for receipt of public
funds. Instead, matching funds offer the candidate a choice between “two methods of exercising the same constitutionalright.”The candidate remains “free to choose”between them.%As
the Supreme Court concluded in Budley K Valeo,public financing

...is a congressionaleffort, not to abridge,restrict, or censor speech,but rather to use public money to
facilitate and enlargepublic discussionand participation in the electoralprocess...[andit] furthers,not
abridges, pertinent First Amendment values.6’
The court in Republican National Committee
also rejected the argument that limited
public funding “compelled”the candidate to accept expenditure limitations as an unconstitutional “condition”on the candidate’sfreedom of speech. Rather, the effect of public financing
was to “facilitate and enlarge.. . [candidates’] exercise of free speech over what it would
The court added:
otherwise be rather than to inhibit or reduce their speaking
If a candidate were permitted, in addition to receipt of public funds, to raise and expend unlimited
private funds, the purpose of public financingwould-bedefeated.. ..[C]andidateswould no longer be
relieved of the burdens of soliciting private contributions and of avoiding unhealthy obligations to
private contributors.Thus the conditionsplaced on the expenditureof publicfundsare necessaryto the
effectiveness of a program which furthers sigruficant state interests.=
The court also rejected the argument that a flat prohibition on private contributions in the
general election to presidential candidates accepting public financing would abridge the
rights of candidates or contributors. Contributors can still make independent expenditures
and candidates are left with control over the choice of their funding sources. Limited public
financing thus provides “an alternative to private funding with its burdens and unhealthy
influences.”” Moreover public financing

...offers the presidential candidate an alternative that may enhance his or her FirstAmendmentpowers
of communication, “free[s]candidatesfrom the rigors of fundraising,”...and eliminatesthe “dangerof
corruption,”... without barring a candidate from deciding to adhere to private rather than public
finan~ing.6~
The Commission thus believes that its limited matching funds proposal is not only constitutionally supportable but affxmatively desirable.Matching funds are not imposed on candidates. Only candidates limiting their expenditures will qualify. Limited matching funds will
make candidates less dependent on private contributions,reduce improper contributor influence, lessen candidates’ fundraising burdens, increase their responsiveness to constituents
and enlarge public discussion.
The Commission also believes that it is appropriate to limit the expenditures of candidates
receiving matching funds. Otherwise candidates would still experience mounting pressures
to raise additional private funding. Expenditure ceilings are thus necessary to achieve the
goals of a matching funds system.56
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Buckley v. Valeo, 424 US. 1,14 (1976) (citing and quoting Roth v. United States, 354 US. 254,270 (1957)).
Buckle5 424 US. at 14.
Id. at 1.
Id. at 19.
The genesis of modern constitutional law affecting political campaigns is found in Buckley v. Valeo, supra.
For other leading court decisions in the area of campaign finance, see Federal Election Comm’n v.
National Conservative Political Action Comm., 105 S. Ct. 1459 (1985) (independent PAC expenditures);
Federal Election Comm’n v. National Right to Work Comm., 459 US. 197 (1982) (solicitation of money by
corporate PACs); Citizens Against Rent Control v. City of Berkeley, 454 US. 290 (1981) (contributions to
ballot measure committees); California Medical Ass’n v. Federal Election Comm’n,453 US. 182 (1981)
(contributions to political committees); Republican Nat’l Comm. v. Federal Election Comm’n, 461 E Supp.
570 (S.D.N.Y. 1978), 487 E Supp. 280 (S.D.N.Y. 1980) (by a threejudge court), a f f d ,616 E2d 1(2d Cir. 1980)
(en banc), a f f d mern., 445 US. 955 (1980) (independent expenditures); First Nat’l Bank v. Bellotti, 435 US.
765 (1978) (corporate expenditures on ballot measures); United States v. UAW, 352 US. 567 (1957)
(prohibition on corporate and labor union contributions); Mott v. Federal Election Comm’n, 494 E Supp.
131(D.D.C. 1980) (limits on contributions to PACs and overall limits on individual contributions).
Buckley, 424 US. at 20-29, and cases cited in note 5, supra.
California Medical Ass’n v. Federal Election Comm’n, 453 US. at 196 & n.16.
Buckle5 424 US. at 20.
Id. at 20-21.
Id. at 22.
Id.
Id. at 25.
Id. at 26-27.
Id. at 27.
Id. at 38-49, 91-96.
Id. at 23-35.
Id. at 26.
Id. at 21-22. The Court has also upheld a flat prohibition on corporate and labor contributions. See Federal
Election Comm’n v. National Right to Work Comm., 459 US. 197 (1982). A fortiorari a $1,000 limit on
corporate and labor contributions is constitutional.
Buckle5 424 US. at 32.
Id. at 30.
2 U.S.C.A. §441a(3) (West 1985).
Buckle5 424 US. at 38; see Mott v. Federal Election Comm’n, 494 E Supp. 131(D.D.C. 1980). Although
federal law prohibits contributions by corporationsand labor unions, the Commission’sproposal allows
such contributions up to $1,000. For this reason the $25,000 total contribution limit is also applied to
corporate and labor donations.
Bucklex 424 US. at 35.
California Medical Ass’n v. Federal Election Comm’n, 453 US. 182 (1981); see Mott v. Federal Election
Comm’n,494 E Supp. 131(D.D.C. 1980);Florida Police Benev. Ass’n v. Florida Election Comm’n, 430 So.
2d 483 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1983).
Obey-Leach Bill, H.R. 4428,98th Cong., 1st Sess. (1983).
MONT.CODE ANN. §§13-37-101to 13-37-308(1983).
See Harris Survey, May 31,1984; Roper Report 82-8, Oct. 1982.
Buckle5 424 US. at 20-29.
See note 5, supra.
2 U.S.C.A. 8441b (West 1985).
Nat’l Right to Work Comm., 459 US. at 210.
See 2 U.S.C.A. §441a(d),(h) (1985).
WIS. SWT.ANN. tit. 17 §§11.001-11.67(west SUpp. 1984-1985).
Republican Nat’l Comm. v. Federal Election Comm’n, 461 E Supp. 570 (S.D.N.Y. 1978), 487 F! Supp. 280
(S.D.N.Y. 1980) (by a threejudge court), affd, 616 E2d (2d Cir. 1980) (en banc), a f f d mem., 445 US. 955
(1980).
Republican Nat’l Comm., 487 E Supp. at 284 (quoting Buckley v. Valeo, 424 US. at 57 n.65).
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36. Political parties in California cannot “support”or “oppose”candidates in the primary elections. CAL.
ELEC.CODE411702 (West 1977).
37. San Fkancisco County Democratic Central Comm. v. March Fong Eu, No. 83-5599 (N.D. Cal. 1983), stay
granted, No. 84-1851 (Apr. 24,1984); see Abrams v. Reno, 452 E Supp. 1166 (S.D. Fla.1978); cf. Urger v.
Superior Court, 37 Cal. 3d 612 (1984) (political parties may make endorsementsin non-partisan races).
38. CONN. GEN.STAT. ANN. 499-333to 9-34 (west 1958& Supp. 1985); MICH.COME h W S $§169.201-169.282
(West Supp. 1984-1985).
39. MASS. ANN.LAWSch. 55 441-42, ch. 55A $§1-12 (Michie/Law Co-op 1978& Supp. 1985), ch. 10 443 (Michie/
Law Co-op 1980), ch. 62 46C (Michiehw Co-op Supp. 1985).
40. HAWAII REV.STAT. $$11-191to 11-229 (SUpp. 1984), @2357(g), 235102.5 (SUpp. 1984).
41. See Nat‘l Right to Work C o r n . , 459 US. 197 (1982); United States v. UAW, 352 US. 567 (1957).
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permissible); FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, 438 US. 726 (1978) (zoning of protected speech into late
evening broadcast hours is permissible).
44. Buckley, 424 US. at 39.
45. Id. at 57 n.65.
46. Federal Election Comm’n v. National ConservativePolitical Action Comm., 105 S. Ct. 1459 (1985).
47. Buckley, 424 US. at 264,265 (dissenting opinion).
48. Buckley, 424 US. at 96.
49. Republican Nat’l C o r n . , 487 E Supp. at 284.
50. Id. at 284-85.
51. Buckley, 424 US.at 92-93.
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54. Id. at 297.
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THE COMMISSION’S
PRINCIPAL
CAMPAIGN FINANCE PROPOSAL
FOR CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS
Expenditure Limitations, Contribution Limitations and Limited Matching Funds

1.

111. Limited Matching Funds

Expenditure Limitations
Primary

General

Total

Assembly $150,000 $225,000 $375,000
Senate
250,000 350,000 600,000

II. Contribution Limitations (per election)
Basic limit (individual, business,
labor union, PAC)

$1,000

PACs receiving all contributions
in amounts of $50 or less
(“Small Contributor PACs”)

$5,000

Transfers

Prohibited

Legislative Caucus and/or Party
$50,000
(general election only)
Off year contributions

Prohibited

Aggregate contributions received from
non-individuals per election
Assembly candidates
$50,000
Senate candidates
$75,000
Limit on total contributions in a
2-year period to all candidates by:
- Individual, business,
labor union, PAC
$25,000
-Small Contributor PAC
$100,000
Contributions to PACs/year

$1,000

Contributions to parties
and caucuseslyear

$5,000

Seed Money (exempted from
basic contribution limits)

$35,000

Threshold amount candidate must raise
(in contributions up to $1,000)
to qualify for matching funds:
Assembly candidate
$20,000
Senate candidate
$30,000
Candidates cannot receive limited
matching funds unless at least
one opponent raises or spends
at least $35,000
Contributions matched at following ratios:
$250 or under
3:l
$250 or under
from in-district sources
5:l
Maximum amount of funds per candidate:
Primary

General

Total

Assembly $ 75,000 $1 12,500 $187,500
Senate
125,000 175,000 300,000

IV. Miscellaneous
Limits on receipt of gifts, honoraria and
contributions in any 2-year period from:
-Individual, business,
labor union, PAC
$2,000
-Small Contributor PAC
$10,000
Improved identification of PAC
sponsoring organizations
FPPC administration and enforcement
Income tax checkoff to finance limited
public matching funds:
maximum $3 per person
Cost of living adjustments
Return of surplus matching funds to
government on a pro rata basis
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APPENDIX A

The Legislative Election Reform Act of 1986 is a
comprehensive statutory amendment to the Political Reform Act of
1974--Government Code Sections 81000 et seq. Therefore, the
Political Reform Act should be consulted for enforcement
provisions (Sections 91000 et seq.), auditing provisions
(Sections 90000 et seq.), regulatory authority of the FPPC
(Sections 83111 et seq.), and definitions of such words as
"contribution" (Section 82015), "committee" (Section 820131,
"independent expenditure" (Section 82031), "loan" (Section
84216), and "person" (Section 82047). "Commission" means the
Fair Political Practices Commission.
The headnotes for each section are for informational
purposes only and are not part of the actual statutory language.
SECTION 1. Chapter 5 is added t o Title 9 of the Government Code
as follows:
TER 5
CT OF 1986
Article 1
FINDINGS AND PURPOSES
85100.

Title

This chapter shall be known as the Legislative Election
Reform Act of 1986.
85101.

*

.

and Declara t ions

The people find and declare each of the following:
(a) Monetary contributions to political campaigns are a
legitimate form of participation in the American political
process, but the financial strength of certain individuals or
organizations should not permit them to exercise a
disproportionate or controlling influence on the election of
legislative candidates.
(b) Campaign spending for California legislative campaigns
is escalating to dangerous levels. The average legislative race
cost nearly $450,000 in 1984. Million dollar electoral contests
for seats which pay $33,000 a year are increasingly common.
(c) The rapidly increasing costs
forced many legislative candidates to
sums of money from statewide interest
financial stake in matters before the

of political campaigns have
raise larger and larger
groups with a specific
Legislature. This has
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caused the public perception that legislators' votes are being
improperly influenced by monetary contributions. This perception
is undermining the credibility and integrity of the Legislature
and the governmental process.
(d) The average legislative candidate now raises over 90% of
his or her campaign contributions from sources outside his or her
own district. This has caused the growing ublic perception that
legislators are less interested in the prob ems of their own
constituents than the problems of wealthier statewide
contributors.

T

(e) Legislative candidates are raising less money in small
contributions and more money in large individual and
organizational contributions. This has created the public
impression that the small contributor has an insignificant role
to play in political campaigns.
(f) High campaign costs are forcing legislators t o spend
more time on fundraising and less time on the public's business.
The constant pressure t o raise contributions is distracting
legislators from urgent legislative matters.
(9) Legislators are responding t o high campaign costs by
raising large amounts of money in off-election years. This
fundraising distracts legislators from important public matters,
encourages contributions which may have a corrupting influence
and gives incumbents an unfair fundraising advantage over
potential challengers.
(h) Incumbents are raising far more money than challengers.
In the 1984 general election, Assembly incumbents outspent their
challengers by a 14-to-1 ratio and won 100% of their contests.
In 1983, a non-election year, incumbent legislators raised $14.3
million while their challengers raised less than $50,000,
In
1984, out of 100 legislative races in the primary and general
elections, only two incumbents were defeated. The fundraising
advantages of incumbency are diminishing electoral competition
between incumbents and challengers.
(i) The integrity of the legislative process, the
competitiveness of campaigns and public confidence in legislative
officials are all diminishing.
85102.

m o a e of

The people enact this Act to accomplish the following
purposes:
(a) To ensure that individuals and interest groups in our
society have a fair and equal opportunity t o participate in the
elective and legislative processes;
(b) To reduce the influence of large contributors with a
specific financial stake in matters before the Legislature, thus
countering the perception that legislation is influenced more by
the size of contributions than the merits of legislation or the
best interests of the people of California:
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(c) To assist candidates in raising enough money t o
communicate their views and positions adequately t o the public
without excessive expenditures or large contributions, thereby
promoting public discussion of the important issues involved in
pol it i ca 1 campa ign s ;
(d) To limit overall expenditures in legislative campaigns,
thereby reducing the pressure on legislative candidates t o raise
large campaign war chests beyond the amount necessary to
communicate reasonably with voters;

(e) To provide a neutral source of campaign financing by
allowing individual taxpayers voluntarily t o dedicate a portion
of their state taxes to defray a portion of the costs of
legislative campaigns;
(f) To increase the importance of in-district contributions;

(9) To increase the importance of smaller contributions;
(h) To eliminate off year fundraising;
(i) To reduce excessive fundraising advantages of incumbents
and thus encourage competition for elective office;

( 5 ) To allow candidates and legislators t o spend a lesser
proportion of their time on fundraising and a greater proportion
of their time discussing important legislative issues;
(k) To improve the disclosure of contribution sources in
reasonable and effective ways;
(1) To ensure that candidates are able to raise enough money
to communicate their views and positions adequately t o the
public, thereby promoting public discussion of the important
issues involved in political campaigns; and
(m) To help restore public trust in the state's legislative
and electoral institutions.

DEFINITIONS
85200. no-

of this

Unless the term is specifically defined in this chapter or
the contrary is stated or clearly appears from the context, the
definitions set forth in the Political Reform Act of 1974
(Government Code Sections 81000 et seq.) shall govern the
interpretation of this chapter.
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85201.

C

-VP

w

-C

"Legislative caucus Committee" means a committee controlled
by the caucus of each political party of each house of the
Legislature. Each party of each house may establish only one
such committee which shall not be considered t o be a
candidate-controlled committee. A "legislative caucus committee"
may make contributions t o any candidate running for legislative
off ice.
85202.

S m a l l t o* r P

. .

"Small contributor political action committee" means any
committee which meets all of the following criteria:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
85203.

all the contributions it receives are $50 or less;
it has been in existence at least six months;
it contributes to at least five candidates; and
it is not a candidate-controlled committee.

Dualified

(a) "Qualified campaign expenditure" for legislative
candidates includes all of the following:
(1) Any expenditure made by a candidate for
legislative office, or by a committee controlled
by such a candidate, for the purpose of
influencing or attempting t o influence the actions
of the voters for or against the election of any
candidate for legislative office;

(2) Any transfer of anything of value made by the
legislative candidate's controlled committee t o
any other committee;
(3) A non-monetary contribution provided at the
request of or with the approval of the legislative
candidate, legislative officeholder or committee
controlled by the legislative candidate or
legislative officeholder; and

(4) That portion of a slate mailing or other campaign
literature produced or authorized by more than one
legislative candidate which is the greater of the
cost actually paid by the committee or controlled
committee of the legislative candidate or the
proportionate share of the cost for each such
candidate. The number of legislative candidates
sharing costs and the emphasis on or space devoted
t o each such candidate shall be considered in
determining the cost attributable t o each such
candidate.
(b) "Qualified campaign expenditure" does not include any
payment if it is clear from the surrounding circumstances that it
was not made for political purposes.
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-

"Two-year period" means the period commencing with January 1
of an odd-numbered year and ending with December 31 of an
even-numbered year.

Article 3
CONTRIBUTION LIHITATIORS
85300.

W .t .i o n s on Cantributions f r a P

e

w

(a) No person shall make to any candidate for legislative
office and the controlled committee of such a candidate and no
such candidate and the candidate's controlled committee shall
accept from each such person a contribution or contributions
totaling more than $1,000 for each of the following elections in
which the candidate is on the ballot or is a write-in candidate:
a primary election, a general election, a special election or
special runoff election.
(b) No person shall make to any committee which supports or
opposes any legislative candidate and no such committee shall
accept from each such person a contribution or contributions
totaling more than $1,000 in a two-year period.
85301.

. .
Llmltations
on-

C

f

r

w- C

(a) No small contributor political action committee, as
defined in Section 85202, shall make to any candidate for
legislative office and the controlled committee of such a
candidate, and no such candidate and the candidate's controlled
committee shall accept from a small contributor political action
committee a contribution or contributions totaling more than
$5,000 for each of the following elections in which the candidate
is on the ballot or is a write-in candidate: a primary election,
a general election, a special election or special runoff
elect ion.
(b) No small contributor political action committee shall
make to any committee supporting or opposing a legislative
candidate and no such committee shall accept from a small
contributor political action committee a contribution or
contributions totaling more than $5,000 in a two-year period.
85302.

. .
Llmlrations
on -oC
tive Caucus- C

to P

. .

No person, including a small contributor political action
committee, shall make to any political party or legislative
caucus, and no such party or legislative caucus Committee shall
accept from each such person a contribution or contributions
totaling more than $5,000 in a two-year period.
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85303.

Parties and

on C o n t r i b u t i o n s from -tical

w

No legislative candidate and the controlled committee of
such a candidate shall accept a contribution or contributions
totaling more than $50,000 in a general election or special
runoff election from a legislative caucus committee and/or a
political part
No legislative caucus committee or political
party shall ma e a contribution to a legislative candidate
running in a primary election or special election.

f.

The limitations in Sections 85300 and 85301 shall not apply
t o contributions t o a candidate for legislative office until the
candidate has raised $35,000 in the election year.
85305.

. .

-

on C

0

.

S

No more than a total of $50,000 in the case of an Assembly
candidate, and a total of $75,000 in the case of a Senate
candidate, for either a primary, general, special or special
runoff election, shall be accepted in contributions from
non-individuals by any candidate and the controlled committee of
such a candidate. Contributions from political parties and
legislative caucuses shall be exempt from this provision.
85306.

Lrmltations on Total- oC
a

.

Persons

No person, including an individual, committee, corporation,
labor union, business entity or non-profit organization, shall
make to legislative candidates or to committees supporting
legislative candidates contributions aggregating more than
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) in a two-year period.
Contributions to and contributions from political parties and
legislative caucuses shall be exempt from this provision.
85307.

. .

-o
C

Acuon C

from Small
m

No small contributor political action committee shall make
t o legislative candidates or t o committees supporting legislative
candidates contributions aggregating more than one hundred
thousand dollars ($100,000) in a two-year period. Contributions
t o and contributions from political parties and legislative
caucuses shall be exempt from this section.
85308.

a
e

.

.

(a) No candidate and no committee controlled by a candidate
or candidates for legislative office or controlled by a
legislator or legislators, other than a legislative caucus
committee or political party, shall make any contribution to a
candidate running for legislative office or to any committee
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supporting such a candidate including a legislative caucus
committee or party committee.
(b) This section shall not prohibit a candidate from making
a contribution from his or her own personal funds t o his or her
candidacy or to the candidacy of any other candidate for
legislative office.
85309.

-on

. . .

on 0-

Contributions

(a) No legislative candidate or legislator or any controlled
committee of such a candidate or legislator shall accept any
contribution in any year other than the year in which the
legislative candidate or legislator is listed on the ballot as a
candidate for legislative office.
(b) No legislative caucus committee shall accept any
contribution in an odd-numbered year.
85310.

. .
Llmltations
on Pav-ts

of Gifts.

No legislator or legislative candidate and any fund
controlled by such a person shall receive more than $2,000 in
honoraria, gifts and contributions in a two-year period from any
person or more than $10,000 in any two-year period from a small
contributor political action committee. Payments from political
parties and legislative caucuses and payments made t o committees
established pursuant to Section 85315 shall be exempt from this
section.

85311.

Return of -oC

A contribution shall not be considered to be received if it
is not negotiated, deposited, or utilized, and in addition it is
returned to the donor within fourteen (14) days of receipt.
85312.
For purposes of the limitations in Sections 85300-85307 and
Section 85310:
(a) All payments made by a person or small contributor
political action committee whose contributions or expenditure
activity is financed, maintained or controlled by any
corporation, labor organization, association, political party or
any other person or committee, including any parent, subsidiary,
branch, division, department or local unit of the corporation,
labor organization, association, political party or any other
person, or by any group of such persons shall be considered to be
made by a single person, committee or small contributor political
action committee.
(b) Two or more corporations shall be treated as one person
when such corporations:
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(1)

Share the majority of members of their boards of
directors:

(2)

Share two or more corporate officers;

(3) Are owned or controlled by the same majority
shareholder or shareholders; or

(4) Are in a parent-subsidiary relationship.
(c) An individual and any general partnership in which the
individual is a partner, or an individual and any corporation in
which the individual owns a controlling interest, shall be
treated as one person.
(d) No committee which supports or opposes a candidate for
legislative office shall have as officers individuals who serve
as officers on any other committee which supports or opposes the
same candidate. No such committee shall act in concert with, or
solicit or make contributions on behalf of, any other committee.
85313.

Loans

(a) A loan shall be considered a contribution from the maker
and the guarantor of the loan and shall be subject t o the
contribution limitations of this chapter.
(b) Every loan to a candidate or the candidate's controlled
committee shall be by written agreement and shall be filed with
the candidate's or committee's campaign statement on which the
loan is first reported.
(c) The proceeds of a loan made to a candidate by a
commercial lending institution in the regular course of business
on the same terms available t o members of the public and which is
secured or guaranteed shall not be subject to the contribution
limits of this chapter.
(d) Extensions of credit, other than loans pursuant to
subsection (c), for a period of more than thirty (30) days are
subject to the contribution limitations of this chapter.
85314.

w

v Contributions

(a) Contributions by a husband and wife shall be treated as
separat-e contributions and shall not be aggregated.
(b) Contributions by children under 18 shall be treated as
contributions by their parents and attributed proportionately t o
each parent (one-half to each parent or the total amount to a
single custodial parent).
85315.

m

o

r St-

or

The contribution limitations shall not apply t o any
contributions to a candidate for legislative office where such
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contributions are made to support the candidate's campaign for a
statewide or local elective office, and the following conditions
are met:
(a) A separate committee and account for the non-legislative
office being sought shall be established for the receipt of all
contributions and the making of all expenditures in connection
with the non-legislative office:
(b) The contributions to be exempted from the contribution
limitations in this chapter are made directly t o this separate
committee's account: and
( c ) No expenditures from such an account shall be made to
support the legislative candidate's campaign, or any other
candidate's campaign for legislative office.

85316.

w

e

e w

e Che-nt

A legislative candidate shall have no more than one campaign
committee and one checking account out of which all expenditures
shall be made.
85317.

P

For purposes of the contribution limitations, contributions
made at any time before July 1 of the election year shall be
considered primary contributions, and contributions made from
July 1 until December 31 of the election year shall be considered
general election contributions. Contributions made at any time
after the seat has become vacant and up through the date of the
election shall be,considered contributions in a special election,
and contributions made after the special election and up through
fifty-eight (58) days after the special runoff election shall be
considered contributions in a special runoff election.

Article 4
EXPENDITURE LIHITATIONS
85400.

a

-

. .

1

~

(=andidates

No candidate for State Assembly who files a statement of
acceptance of financing from the Campaign Reform Fund and any
controlled committee of such a candidate shall make qualified
campaign expenditures above the following amounts:
(a) $150,000 in a primary election: and
(b) $225,000 in a general, special, or special runoff
elect ion.
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E

No candidate for State Senate who files a statement of
acceptance of financing from the Campaign Reform Fund and any
controlled committee of such a candidate shall make qualified
campaign expenditures above the following amounts:
(a) $250,000 in a primary election; and
(b) $350,000 in a general, special or special runoff
elect ion.
85402.

e

d

--Prhazy E l e ~ t i ~ r s

In the primary election, if a candidate who declines t o
accept payments from the Campaign Reform Fund makes qualified
campaign expenditures in excess of the expenditure limits, or if
an independent committee or committees spend more than $50,000 in
support of or in opposition to any legislative candidate, the
expenditure limitation shall no longer be applicable t o all
candidates who seek the party nomination for the same seat. In
addition, each candidate, other than the candidate who exceeded
the expenditure limits, shall be permitted to receive an
additional $35,000 free of contribution limitations, in
accordance with Section 85304.

If a candidate in the general, special or special runoff
election makes qualified campaign expenditures in excess of the
expenditure limits, or if an independent expenditure committee or
committees spend more than $50,000 in support of or in opposition
t o any legislative candidate, the expenditure limitations shall
no longer be applicable t o all candidates running for the same
seat in the general, special or special runoff election. In
addition, each candidate, other than the candidate who exceeded
the expenditure limits, shall be permitted t o receive an
additional $35,000 free of contribution limitations, in
accordance with Section 85304.
85404.

. .
Notlflcation
bv Candidate

a

A candidate who exceeds the expenditure limitations shall
notify all opponents and the Commission by telephone and by
confirming telegram the day the expenditure limitations are
exceeded.

85405.

I%
P e rA
m f o rU
P
P
s

e

s

a

For purposes of the expenditure limitations, qualified
campaign expenditures made at any time before June 30 of the
election year shall be considered primary election expenditures,
and qualified campaign expenditures made from July 1 until
December 31 of the election year shall be considered general
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election expenditures. Qualified campaign expenditures made at
any time after the seat has become vacant and up through the date
of the election shall be considered expenditures in a special
election, and qualified campaign expenditures made after the
special election and up through fifty-eight (58) days after the
special runoff election shall be considered expenditures in a
special runoff election. However, in the event that payments are
made but the goods or services are not used during the period
purchased, the payments shall be considered qualified campaign
expenditures for the time period when they are used. Payments
for goods or services used in both time periods shall be
prorated

.

Article 5
CAHPAIGN REFORM FUND
85500.

Candidate Ac-e

or-eR

Each candidate for legislative office, at the time of filing
his or her Declaration of Candidacy, shall file a statement of
acceptance or rejection of financing from the Campaign Reform
Fund. If a candidate agrees to accept financing from the
Campaign Reform Fund, the candidate shall comply with the
provisions of Article 4 of this Act. A candidate who agrees to
accept financing from the Campaign Reform Fund may not change
that decision. A candidate who does not agree to accept such
financing shall notify all opponents and the Commission by
telegram on the day such a candidate raises, spends or has cash
on hand of more than $35,000.
85501.

e

In order to qualify to receive payments from the Campaign
Reform Fund, a candidate shall meet the following requirements:
(a) The candidate has raised at least $20,000 in
contributions of $1,000 or less if running for the Assembly, or
at least $30,000 in contributions of $1,000 or less if running
for the Senate. Only contributions received after the
Declaration of Candidacy is filed may be counted for the above
threshold. For purposes of this subsection, a loan, a pledge or
a non-monetary contribution shall not be considered a
contribution:
(b) In the primary election, the candidate is opposed by a
candidate running for the same nomination who has qualified for
payments from the Campaign Reform Fund or has raised, spent or
has cash on hand of at least $35,000; and
(c) In the general election, the candidate is opposed by a
candidate who has qualified for payments from the Campaign Reform
Fund or has raised, spent or has cash on hand of at least
$35,000.
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85502.

Qm@gn

-eR

A candidate who is eligible to receive payments from the
Campaign Reform Fund shall receive payments on the basis of the
following formulas:

(a) For a contribution of $250 or under from a single source
received after a Declaration of Candidacy is filed, a matching
ratio of three dollars ($3) from the Campaign Reform Fund for
each dollar received.
(b) For a contribution of $250 or under from an individual
who is a registered voter in the candidate's district and whose
contribution is made after the candidate's Declaration of
Candidacy is filed, a matching ratio of five dollars ($5) from
the Campaign Reform Fund for each dollar received.
(c) For purposes of this section, a loan, a pledge or a
non-monetary payment shall not be considered a contribution.
85503.

W

t

e Beguest for

The Commission shall determine the information needed t o be
submitted t o qualify for payment from the Campaign Reform Fund.
A candidate may not request less than $10,000 in payments at any
one time from the Campaign Reform Fund; provided, however, that
in the fourteen (14) days preceding an election, a candidate may
not request less than $5,000 in such payments.
85504.

W to Candidate

No candidate shall receive payments from the Campaign Reform
Fund in excess of the following amounts:
(a) For an Assembly candidate, $75,000 in the primary
election and $112,500 in the general, special or special runoff
elect ion.
(b) For a Senate candidate, $125,000 in the primary election
and $175,000 in the general, special or special runoff election.
85505.

. .
Tlmlna

of -ts

to

Candidates

The Controller shall make payments from the Campaign Reform
Fund in the amount certified by the Commission. Payments shall
be made no later than three (3) business days after receipt of
the request by the candidate.
85506.
Surplus funds remaining after all obligations are met by the
candidate shall be returned to the Campaign Reform Fund after the
general election based on a ratio of the public funds received by
a candidate compared to the private funds raised by the candidate
for each election.
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Article 6
INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES
85600.

-es

for

(a) Any person who makes independent expenditures for a mass
mailing which supports or opposes any candidate for legislative
office shall put the following statement on the mailing:
NOTICE TO VOTERS
(Required by State Law)
This mailing is not authorized or approved by
any legislative candidate or election official.
It is paid for by
(name)
Address, City, State

(b) The statement required by this section shall appear on
the envelope and on each page or fold of the mass mailing in at
least 10-point type, not subject to the half-tone or screening
process, and in a printed or drawn box set apart from any other
printed matter.
85601.
Any person who makes independent expenditures shall not
accept any contribution in excess of the amounts set forth in
Section 85300 (b)

.

85602.

Llmltations on P-P
a

.

Any person who makes a contribution of one hundred dollars
($100) or more to a candidate for legislative office at any time
after the candidate has filed a Declaration of Candidacy shall be
considered t o be acting in concert with that candidate and shall
not make independent expenditures and contributions in excess of
$1,000 per election in support of that candidate or in opposition
to that candidate's opponent.
85603.

of Matetials

Any person who reproduces, broadcasts or distributes any
material which is drafted, printed, prepared or previously
broadcast by a legislative candidate or a committee controlled by
such a candidate shall report such an expenditure as a
non-monetary contribution t o such candidate or committee.
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85604.

Notice

of h d g g m d ~ n f ExDenditures

Any person who makes independent expenditures of more than
$10,000 in support of or in opposition t o any legislative
candidate shall notify the Commission and all candidates in that
legislative district by telegram each time this,threshold is met.

Article 7
AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES
85700.

Duties of th=+F

a

i

r

c

e

s

a

.

The Fair Political Practices Commission, in addition to its
responsibilities set forth in Sections 83100 et seq., shall also:
(a) Adjust the expenditure limitations, contribution
limitations and public financing provisions in January of every
even-numbered year to reflect any increase or decrease in the
Consumer Price Index. Such adjustments shall be rounded off t o
the nearest hundred for the limitations on contributions and the
nearest thousand for the limitations on expenditures and the
public financing provisions;
(b) Prescribe the necessary forms for filing the appropriate
statements;
(c) Verify the requests for payment for Campaign Reform
Funds; and
(d) Prepare and release studies on the impact of this title.
These studies shall include legislative recommendations which
further the purposes of this title.
85701.

m e s of

the F r a n c h i s e

The Franchise Tax Board shall audit each candidate who has
received payments from the Campaign Reform Fund in accordance
with the procedures set forth in Sections 90000 et seq.

SECTION 2. Chapter 18.6 (commencing with Section 18775) is added
t o Part 10 of Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, t o
read:

Every individual whose income tax liability for any taxable
year is three dollars ( $ 3 ) or more may designate an amount up t o
three dollars ($3) of that tax liability t o be deposited into the
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Campaign Reform Fund. In the case of a joint return of husband
and wife having an income tax liability of six dollars ($6) or
more, each spouse may designate that an amount up t o three
dollars ($3) of that tax liability shall be paid t o the Fund.
Taxpayer designations of funds shall not increase that taxpayer's
tax liability. Money in this Fund shall be available for
distribution in accordance with the rovisions of Chapter 5 of
Title 9, commencing with Section 851 0 of the Government Code.

B

SECTION 3. Section 17245 of the Revenue and Taxation Code (which
currently reads as follows) is repealed:
17245.
In computing taxable income there shall be allowed as a
deduction political contributions by any person in excess of one
hundred dollars ($100) (two hundred dollars ($200) on a joint
return) in any year, except that no deduction shall be allowed
for contributions which are designated pursuant to Section 18720.
SECTION 4,
read:
83122.5.

n
o
-

Section 83122.5 is added to the Government Code t o

. .

*

I

t o Fair P o l l t r c a l a c t i c e s -C

. .

There is hereby appropriated from the Campaign Reform Fund
to the Fair Political Practices Commission a sum of $500,000,
adjusted for cost of living changes, during each fiscal year, for
expenditures to support the operations of the Commission to carry
out its responsibilities pursuant to the Legislative Elections
Reform Act. The expenditure of funds under this appropriation
shall be subject t o the normal administrative review given to
other state appropriations. The Legislature shall appropriate
additional amounts t o the Commission and other agencies as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this title.
SECTION 5,
read:
91000.

Viol-

Section 91000 of the Government Code is amended t o
C

. .

m

title- c
(a) Bnv v i o U o n of CIxu2-k~
P
P
Sectinn 85100 is a gublic 0f-e
te ~risonor in a countv ;Ufor a Deriod not e x c e e d h a one
a

.

Y=L*

fa)-Any-petsen-nha-knewing*y-e~-ui~~fu**y-vie*atta-any
ptevisien-ef-this-tit*e-~s-gui*ty-af-a-mi~demeane~.
Ib) Anv violation of any other section of this title is

a

fW
In addition t o other penalties provided by law, a fine
of up to the greater of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) or three
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times the amount the person failed to report properly or
unlawfully contributed, expended, gave or received may be imposed
upon conviction of each violation.

Idl Prosecution for violation of this title must be
commenced within four years after the date on which the violation
occured.
SECTION 6.
read:
91005.

Section 91005 of the Government Code is amended t o

. . for Violations
W i l Liabllltv

(a) Any person who makes or receives a contribution,
gift or expenditure in violation of Section 84300,
84304, 85300. 85301. 85302. 8 5303. 85305. 85306, 85307, 85308,
85309. 85310- 85400. 85401. 85405. 85500. 85501, 85 502. 85 504
85506. 85600. 85601, 85602. 85603. 85604, 86202, 86203 or 86264
is liable in a civil action brought by the civil prosecutor or by
a person residing within the jurisdiction for an amount up t o
f i v e - h a n d t e d - d a ~ ~ a t s - + ~ 5 0one
9 ~ thodollars ($1.000) or
three times the amount of the unlawful contribution, gift or
expenditure, whichever is greater.

-,

(b) Any designated employee or public official specified in
Section 87200, other than an elected state officer, who realizes
an economic benefit as a result of a violation of Section 87100
or of a disqualification provision of a Conflict of Interest Code
is liable in a civil action brought by the civil prosecutor or by
a person residing within the jurisdiction for an amount up t o
three times the value of the benefit.
SECTION 7.
read:

Section 83116 of the Government Code is amended t o

83116.

o

w

n of T i m

When the Commission determines there is probable cause for
believing this title has been violated, it may hold a hearing t o
determine if such a violation has occurred. Notice shall be
given and the hearing conducted in accordance with the
Administrative Procedure Act (Government Code, Title 2, Division
3, Part I, Chapter 5, Sections 11500 et seq.) The Commission
shall have all the powers granted by that chapter.
When the Commission determines on the basis of the hearing
that a violation has occurred, it shall issue an order which may
require the violator to:
(a) Cease and desist violation of this title:
(b) File any reports, statements or other documents or
information required by this title:
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(c) Pay a monetary penalty of up to two thousand dollars
f o r pad^ violation to the General Fund or cne state.

($2,000)

When the Commission determines that no violation has occurred, it
shall publish a declaration so stating.
Section 84106 is added to the Government Code to

SECTION 8.
read:

. .

-84106. Identlflcation

of -C

The name of any committe shall include or be accompanied by
the name of any individual, entity or other person by which the
committee is controlled. Any committee required to file a
statement of organization shall amend its statement to comply
with this section within thirty (30) days of the effective date
of this Act.
SECTION 9.
read:
84302.5.

Section 84302.5

is added t o the Government Code t o

. . .

Defrnltlon of -nI

A person is an intermediary for transmittal of a
contribution if he or she delivers to a candidate or committee a
contribution from another person unless such contribution is from
the person's employer, immediate family or an association to
which the person belongs. No person who is the treasurer of the
committee to which the contribution is made or is the candidate
who controls the committee to which the contribution is made
shall be an intermediary for such a contribution.
SECTION 10.

Severability Clause

If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to
any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of
this Act, to the extent it can be given effect, or the
application of those provisions to persons or circumstances other
than those as to which it was held invalid, shall not be affected
thereby, and t o this end, the provisions of this Act are
severable.
SECTION 11. Legislative Amendments (if Model Law is adopted as
an initiative measure)
The provisions of Section 81012 of the Government Code which
allow legislative amendments t o the Political Reform Act of 1974
shall apply to the provisions of this Act.
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THE COMMISSION’S
ALTERNATIVE
CAMPAIGN FINANCE PROPOSAL
FOR CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS
Contribution Limitations, Expenditure Limitations and Tax Credits

1. Contribution Limitations (per election)
Basic limit (individual,
business, labor union, PAC)

$1,000

PACs receiving all contributions
in amounts of $50 or less
(“Small Contributor PACs”)

$5,000

Legislative Caucus and/or
Party (general election only).
(Will be increased for those
candidates accepting
expenditure limitations.)

Primary

$1 0,000

Transfers

Prohibited

Off year contributions

Prohibited

Aggregate contributions received from
non-individuals per election
Assembly candidates
$50,000
Senate candidates
$75,000
Limit on total contributions in a
two-year period to all candidates by:
-Individual, business,
labor union, PAC
$25,000
-Small Contributor PAC
$100,000
Contributions to PACs/year

$1,000

Contributions to parties
and caucuses/year

$5,000

Seed Money (exempted from
basic contribution limits)

II. Expenditure Limitations

$35,000

General

Total

Assembly $1 50,000 $225,000 $375,000
Senate
250,000 350,000 600,000
111. Incentives for Accepting
Expenditure Limits
Tax credit for contributions of $100 or less
to parties, caucuses and in-district
legislative candidates: state credit is 50%
plus federal credit of 50% for $100
contribution.
Disincentives for wealthy candidates,
those who exceed expenditure limitations,
and independent expenditure committees.
(Unlimited party/caucus money and no
expenditure limitations for opponents.)
Maximum contributions from
party/caucus:
General Election
Assembly
Senate

$1 12,500
175,000

IV. Miscellaneous

Limitations on all gifts, honoraria and
contributions in any two-year period from:
- Individual, business,
labor union, PAC
$2,000
-Small Contributor PAC
$10,000
Improved identification of PAC
sponsoring organizations
FPPC administration and enforcement
Cost of living adjustments
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APPENDIX B
AN ALTERNATIVE -P

. .
elbairaVdna-rC
.
.
as an A l t e r n a t i v e t o e d Public F b a z i n .g :.
C-tntiwty
P r o v m

1.

Background and Summary of the Alternative Proposal
a.
b.

Background
Overview
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

2.

Political Tax Credits Analyzed
a.
b.
C.

3.

Contribution Limits
Expenditure Ceilings
Tax Credits
Variable Party and/or Caucus Contribution
Limits
Independent Expenditures and Opponents Who
Reject Expenditure Ceilings

Other Jurisdictions
The Potential Costs for California
Tax Credits in Other Areas

The Pros and Cons of Political Tax Credits
a.
b.

Arguments for Political Tax Credits
Arguments Against Political Tax Credits

4.

Variable Political Party and/or Legislative Caucus
Contributions Analyzed

5.

The Pros and Cons of Variable Contribution Limits
a.
b.

6.

Arguments for Variable Contribution Limits
Arguments Against Variable Contribution Limits

The Constitutionality of the Alternative Proposal
a.
b.

Tax Credits
Variable Contribution Limits

7.

Conclusion

8.

Statutory Provisions for the Alternative Proposal
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. .

Creditsand V a r W. e. Contr-

as an 1
F l n a n c l n. a :.
tUtlWltV

1.

-marv

Provlslons

of the A1 ternative PKODOsa 1

The Commission's main proposal (described in the foregoing
Report and drafted as a model statute in Appendix A, "Model Law")
contains expenditure ceilings, contribution limits and limited
matching funds. The Commission believes, and this belief is
supported by many of the experts interviewed in the course of its
research, that only such a combination will fully address
California's serious campaign finance problems. Expenditure
ceilings will cap the escalating demand for campaign funds.
Contribution limits will curtail the influence of large
contributors. Limited matching funds will encourage candidates
to accept expenditure ceilings, decrease the pressures of
fundraising, increase the time candidates spend on important
issues, replace large private interest contributions with a new
and totally neutral source of funding and increase competition
between challengers and incumbents.
This Appendix describes an alternative campaign financing
proposal. The Commission's alternative proposal also contains
expenditure limitations and contribution limitations for State
Assembly and Senate campaigns. It omits limited matching funds
of the type included in the main proposal and substitutes two new
concepts in its place: (1) 100% tax credits for small in-district
contributions, and (2) "variable' or large political party and/or
legislative caucus contributions. Although this alternative
lacks the comprehensiveness of the Commission's main proposal,
the Commission believes it warrants careful consideration. The
alternative is summarized in the accompanying chart and is fully
drafted as a model law at the end of this Appendix.

Some experts and political observers have questioned whether
public opinion will support a proposal containing limited
matching funds. They suggest that Proposition 40 on California's
1984 general election ballot may have been defeated because it
contained a small amount of public financing. ,/(See Appendix F,
"Analysis of Proposition 40.") They point to/opinion polls which
suggest the public may resist the donation of tax funds directly
to candidates. However, they concede that other opinion polls
indicate support for public financing when it is combined with
other comprehensive reforms.
(See Appendix H, "Public Opinion
Polls. " )
At the same time, many experts in the state support
expenditure limitations on campaigns. They believe that campaign
spending on certain legislative races is much higher than
necessary and that only expenditure ceilings will cap the
currently unlimited demand for contributions.
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The Commission agrees that expenditure ceilings are
essential to any adequate campaign finance reform proposal.
However, the United States Supreme Court has made the adoption of
expenditure ceilings difficult. In Bucklev v. V u , J./ the
Court held that mandatory expenditure ceilings improperly
restrict candidates' freedom of political speech. But the Court
acknowledged that expenditure ceilings can be attached as a
legitimate condition to a candidate's receipt of public
financing.
W e v v. Vthus poses a dilemma: if, as the Supreme
Court has ruled, expenditure ceilings cannot be imposed and
candidates must voluntarily accept them in exchange for limited
public financing (or, possibly, some other benefit); and if, as
some think, the public may not support limited matching funds as
recommended in the Commission's main proposal: then expenditure
ceilings are neither legally nor politically feasible.
The Commission believes an informed public may accept
limited matching funds as a necessary component of comprehensive
campaign reform. However, the Commission has worked out and
drafted for consideration an alternative proposal designed to
encourage candidates to accept expenditure ceilings without
offering them matching funds. This alternative proposal is
described below.

The alternative proposal shares certain features of the
Commission's main proposal. It contains both contribution limits
and voluntary expenditure ceilings. In the place of limited
matching funds, and as an incentive for candidates to accept
expenditure ceilings, it substitutes state income tax credits for
small in-district contributions and large "variable" party/caucus
contributions.
(See the summary chart at the beginning of
Appendix B and statutory provisions in Section H below.) The
alternative proposal has the following key features:
* .
Cont r ibut-i
1)
All candidates whether or not they agree to expenditure
limitations must comply with contribution limits. They include a
maximum of $1,000 on all contributions from individuals,
corporations and labor unions and $5,000 on contributions from
small contributor PACs. Contributions from a political party
and/or legislative caucus committee are limited to $10,000.
Transfers and off year contributions are prohibited. Assembly
candidates cannot receive more than $50,000 and Senate candidates
more than $75,000 in total aggregate contributions from all
non-individuals (PACs, businesses and labor unions).
Individuals, businesses and PACs can contribute no more than a
total of $25,000 to all legislative candidates. Small
contributor PACs can give no more than a total of $100,000 to all
legislative candidates.
2)

ure C

. e.

u

Candidates may voluntarily accept overall expenditure limits
on their campaigns in exchange for the benefits described in (c)
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and (d) below. These expenditure ceilings are the same as in the
Commission's main proposal. Expenditure limitations for an
Assembly candidate are $150,000 in the primary election and
$225,000 in the general election. For a Senate candidate,
expenditure limitations are $225,000 in the primary and $350,000
in the general election.
3)

parr Credits

A candidate who agrees to limit his or her expenditures may
authorize contributors who reside in the candidates' home
district to receive a state tax credit of 50% for contributions
up to $100 a person or $200 for a married couple. Contributors
to such candidates can thus make virtually "cost-free"
contributions since their contributions will entitle them to both
a 50% state tax credit and the current 50% federal tax credit.
The resulting 100% tax credit will reduce the contributor's taxes
by the same amount as his or her contribution. The 100% combined
tax credit will also be available for $100 contributions (or $200
per couple) t o political parties or legislative caucuses. If the
50% federal tax credit is repealed, the state tax credit would be
increased t o 100%.

. .

e Partv nnd/or C a w u s Conkubution Luuks

4)

Candidates who accept expenditure limitations will also
qualify for political party and/or caucus contributions during
the general election in amounts up to $112,500 for Assembly
candidates and $175,000 for Senate candidates. These amounts are
one-half of the candidates' total expenditure ceilings.
Candidates who decline expenditure limitations will only be able
to receive party and/or caucus contributions up to the basic
contribution limit of $10,000 per candidate.
5)

ODD-

Expenditure ceilings and limitations on party/caucus
contributions will not apply t o a candidate in a campaign where
more than $50,000 in so-called "independent expenditures" are
expended for O K against m y candidate in that campaign, or where
that candidate's opponent spends more than the voluntary
expenditure limits. Candidates in such campaigns can still
receive large party/caucus contributions and may also qualify
their in-district contributors for state tax credits.
6)

Svmmarw

The alternative proposal is innovative and untested.
Neither the federal government nor any state has adopted such an
approach. The courts have not ruled on its key provisions.
However, several bills have been introduced in Congress which
permit contributors to take 100% tax credits if they contribute
to candidates who agree t o limit their expenditures. 2/
The Commission believes the alternative proposal holds
considerable promise. It accomplishes many of the basic goals of
campaign finance reform, yet does so without raising-the
politically sensitive issue of direct, limited m a t c h m g funds.
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The alternative proposal is less comprehensive than the
Commission's main recommendation. However, the alternative
proposal appeals to some members of the Commission as more
practical than the Commission's main recommendation.
ts W v z e d

2.

Tax credits for political contributions have been utilized
to a limited degree in other jurisdictions. Their costs are
relatively modest. Tax credits have also been used in areas not
involving campaign finance to implement desired national policy.
Although tax credits have several disadvantages, the Commission
believes they should be considered in connection with campaign
finance reform in California.
a.
Under current federal law, individuals making contributions
of up to $100 to any candidate (federal, state or local) receive
a 50% tax credit on their federal income tax returns. A married
couple can receive a 50% tax credit for contributions up to $200.
Approximately 6.6% of federal tax returns claim an average
political tax credit of $51.45.
(See Chapter 10, "Laws of Other
States," and Chapter 11, "Federal Experience.")
The District of Columbia and four states (Idaho, Minnesota,
Oregon and Rhode Island) allow additional state tax credits for
political contributions. Only Minnesota, the District of
Columbia and Oregon provide a 50% tax credit on contributions up
to $100. When combined with the federal tax credit, state tax
credits in Minnesota and the District of Columbia give
contributors a 100% total tax credit on their contributions (50%
state and 50% federal). Oregon allows taxpayers to take a tax
credit only if the taxpayer has not claimed a credit on the
federal return. In Minnesota, contributors receive a state tax
credit only if the recipient candidate has accepted expenditure
ceilings. Approximately 6.5% of Minnesota's taxpayers use the
credit for an average of $41.65 per return. A fifth state,
Alaska, does not require acceptance of any expenditure ceilings
and nevertheless gives contributors 100% reimbursement for their
contributions from state revenues which, when added to the 50%
federal tax credit, gives Alaskans a 150% return1 (See Chapter
10, "Laws of Other States.")
Current California state law does not provide tax credits
but permits tax deductions for contributions up to $100 a person
or $200 a married couple. These deductions are available only to
those taxpayers who itemize their contributions. The maximum
deduction available, depending on the contributor's income, is
11% of the contribution. A $100 contribution by a contributor or
couple in the highest tax bracket would reduce an individual's
taxes by $11 and a couple's taxes by $22.
The Commission's alternative proposal would provide
California taxpayers with a total tax credit of 100% (50% state
and 50% federal) for in-district contributions to legislative
candidates of up t o $100 (or $200 for a married couple).
Contributions of $100 or less ($200 or less for a married couple)
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to parties or caucuses would also qualify for a tax credit
amounting, in total, to 100%. An individual could thus make a
"free" tax credit qualifying contribution of $100 to a candidate
running in the contributor's district, a political party or a
legislative caucus, or divide a $100 contribution among all
three.
b.

2he Potential Costs fo r Cal if-

Approximately 7% of federal taxpayers now claim the existing
50% federal tax credit for political contributions. If this 7%
participation rate is used as a guide for California,
approximately 750,000 state taxpayers (out of more than 10
million) might claim the additional tax credit of up t o $50 on
their state income tax returns--thereby triggering a $37 million
state reimbursement for contributions t o legislative campaigns,
parties and caucuses. Tax credits thus amount to an indirect
form of limited public financing.
California's participation percentage will undoubtedly be
lower than the federal participation percentage f o r several
reasons. The 7% federal figure includes contributions t o
presidential and congressional candidates. Californians would
probably make fewer contributions t o state legislative candidates
because they are less visible. The federal tax code does not
require contributors to attach a receipt for the contribution to
their tax return. The Commission's alternative proposal would
require such a receipt. Both factors would diminish California's
participation below the 7% level.
More significantly, the Commission's alternative proposal
only permits tax credits for contributions t o legislators located
in the contributor's district. The actual cost of tax credits
would thus be far less than $37 million. Assuming that 160
Assembly candidates averaged 300 contributors per district at
$100 each, then the cost t o the state would be $2.4 million.
(The federal government would defray the other SO%.)
Forty
Senate candidates raising contributions of $100 from 500 people
would cost an additional $1 million. The total state cost for
legislative races would be approximately $3.4 million dollars
every two years or $1.7 million each year.
Assuming that both major political parties can raise
contributions of $100 each from 50,000 people every two years,
then the additional cost t o the state (of a $50 credit) would be
$5 million. The highest estimated combined cost of legislative
and party contributions would thus be $8.4 million every two
years, or $4.2 million a year. If the parties were allowed to
raise funds in the off year as well (legislative candidates are
prohibited from off year fundraising under the alternative
proposal), the cost could be an additional $5 million for a total
cost of $13.4 million every two years or $6.7 million every year.
The alternative proposal would also repeal California's tax
deduction for political contributions, thus saving the state $2
million a year. The final cost of the tax credit program t o the
state is thus estimated to be approximately $9.4 million every
two years, or $4.7 million each year. This is less than the $5.1
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million the state currently spends on advertising to promote
tourism in California. 3/
One important question, of course, is whether the additional
contributions which could be expected by legislative candidates
under this proposal would be sufficient to induce them
voluntarily to accept the Commission's proposed expenditure
limitations.
(See "Arguments Against Political Tax Credits"
below. )
C.

Credits in Other Areas

The use of tax credits to encourage members of the public to
support socially or economically meritorious activities dates
back to the enactment of the investment tax credit in 1962.
Since then a number of special purpose incentive tax credits have
been enacted at the federal level: the political contribution
credit, the work incentive credit, the credit for purchase of a
new principal residence, the new jobs credit, the energy tax
credit, the credit for producing fuel from nonconventional
sources, the credit for alcohol used as fuel, the credit for
incremental research expenditures and the historic buildings
preservation credit. 4/
Critics of incentive tax credits typically argue that direct
government expenditures are superior to tax credits. Stanley
Surrey contends, for example, that direct government expenditure
programs avoid the waste, inefficiency and inequity of tax credit
systems. He argues that the major advantages of tax
incentives--encouraging private decision-making and reducing
detailed administrative requirements--can be achieved by direct
expenditure programs. li/
However, supporters of tax incentive programs acknowledge
the considerable evidence that tax incentives do in fact
encourage desired behavior. Energy tax credits have encouraged
taxpayers to install energy-saving devices in their homes. 6/
The 25% historic preservation tax has increased the
rehabilitation of historic buildings. v It is reasonable to
assume that tax credits for political contributions in California
would also attract additional financial support for legislative
candidates. As noted above, there remains the question whether
it would be enough.
3.

. .
a
Credia.

ts for P W . c . a l Tax Credits

A combined 100% state and federal tax credit for in-district
contributions to California legislative candidates would have a
number of significant advantages. First, such a tax credit would
allow each individual contributor/taxpayer to decide where to
direct his or her tax money. The state treasury would not
provide money to each and every qualifying candidate. This
feature may encourage contributors t o participate more directly
in the political process. Contributors can direct their
contributions to the candidates they support.
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Second, the tax credit proposal will encourage candidates to
seek small contributions from individual constituents in their
own districts. Small individual constituent contributions may be
the cleanest and best source of campaign money. They are
generally given without strings and they enhance the individual's
involvement in the electoral process.
Third, the tax credit proposal will encourage political
parties t o build an established base of support from individuals
around the state. Tax credits will strengthen the political
parties and allow them t o play a more active role in California
state politics.
Fourth, tax credits may create a new source of funding for
legislative campaigns. Campaign costs are so high in California
that many candidates must receive their contributions from
organized interest groups, thereby often creating an appearance
of impropriety. A new source of campaign money would counter
this trend. A statewide poll conducted by USC at the request of
the Commission reported that 35% of California residents would
either increase their political contributions or contribute for
the first time if a 100% tax credit were available to them. (See
Appendix H, "Public Opinion Polls.")
Fifth, tax credits are an incentive for candidates t o accept
expenditure ceilings. They are arguably more acceptable to many
than matching funds. The use of tax credits may thus present an
acceptable compromise t o those who seek expenditure ceilings yet
resist limited matching funds in any amount.
b.

. . W Crew
t s A q g i n s t Political

Tax credits also have a number of disadvantages. First,
they only benefit individuals who pay taxes. Those who do not
file returns will not qualify and would have no incentive under
the proposal to become more involved in the political process.
Tax credits also benefit only those who are financially able to
make contributions. The prospect of a small 100% tax refund
several months in the future may not provide lower income groups
with a sufficient incentive t o part with up to $100. The
Commission's own poll, however, indicates that large numbers of
lower income Californians would take advantage of the tax credit
proposal.
Second, tax credits are an inefficient way of creating a new
source of campaign financing. Tax credits may give a windfall to
contributors who already make campaign contributions.
Third, the proposal may face opposition from federal and
statewide officeholders whose contributors would not qualify for
the 50% state tax credit. These officeholders may fear that
their contributors will redirect their contributions to
legislative candidates.
Fourth, tax credits may not initially be "party neutral."
The Republican Party currently raises substantial sums from small
contributors who would qualify for tax credits. The Democratic
Party has no equivalent base of small contributors. Tax credits
may thus favor Republicans, although possibly only in the short
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run. Democrats may be able to change their fundraising
strategies to build a large base of smaller contributors.
Fifth, President Reagan has submitted a tax proposal t o
Congress which would eliminate the current 50% federal tax credit
for political contributions. If adopted, this would dilute the
effectiveness of the tax credit proposal. However, the
Commission's proposal incorporates a contingent increase in
California's tax credit if the federal credit is eliminated or
reduced.
Sixth, there is a significant question whether in-district
tax credits, even if combined with the opportunity t o receive
larger party or caucus contributions than would otherwise be the
case (see below), could be expected to bring enough new money to
a particular candidate to induce that candidate to accept
expenditure limits. (As to the advantages and disadvantages of
variable party/caucus contributions, see below.)
Finally, tax credits are not immune from the charge that
they are an indirect form of "public financing." Although tax
credits allow individuals to contribute directly t o candidates,
credits involve a drain on the public treasury. Those who oppose
any use of public monies for political campaigns may oppose tax
credits to contributors as well as limited public financing.
4.

Var-

. .

Partv and/or

Under the alternative proposal, candidates accepting
expenditure limitations would not only qualify their in-district
contributors for 100% tax credits, but would also become eligible
themselves for larger political party and/or legislative caucus
contributions in amounts up to one-half of their expenditure
ceilings. The available contributions from the party and/or
caucus would amount to $112,500 for Assembly candidates and
$175,000 for Senate candidates. These contributions may come
from either the party, the caucus or both, but the total may not
exceed the prescribed limits. Candidates who do not accept
expenditure limitations may only receive combined party/caucus
contributions of up to $10,000 in the general election.
This "variable" contribution limit proposal is new and has
not been tested in any jurisdiction. It essentially involves two
contribution limits. First, a basic limit of $10,000 is placed
on combined party/caucus contributions. This $10,000 limit is
designed to eliminate actual or apparent corruption in the
political process. The limit is then lifted for candidates
accepting overall expenditure ceilings on their campaigns. A
higher or "variable" limit is then placed on the amount
qualifying candidates can receive from parties and/or caucuses.
Although this higher limit would allow the actuality or
appearance of a & & p r o aup between candidates and parties
and/or caucuses (which the Commission's main proposal is designed
to prevent), the overall benefits from expenditure ceilings may
outweigh the disadvantages of modified higher contribution
limits.
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a.

for v-1~

. .

-noC

There are several advantages to the variable party/caucus
contribution limit proposal. First and foremost, it encourages
candidates to accept expenditure ceilings without the use of
matching funds as an incentive. Unlike proposals which contain
only straight contribution limits, the variable contribution
limits approach allows the infusion of large sums of money into
political campaigns. Such a source of money is arguably
necessary if campaigns are t o remain competitive.
Second, variable contribution limits acknowledge the current
realities of California's campaign fundraising. Legislative
caucuses and political parties already provide a major portion of
competitive candidates' campaign contributions and the role of
partisan political contributions is increasing.
(See Chapter 5,
"Partisan Sources.")
In some races, the Democratic Assembly
Caucus acting through the Speaker's controlled funds has
contributed up to 70% of Democratic candidates' contributions.
The alternative proposal thus uses partisan political
contributions as a large funding source and as a partial
substitute for matching funds. So long as contributions
the
parties and caucuses are limited to $5,000, the parties and
caucuses will not be as subject to the same special interest
influences as would individual legislators.
Third, a variable contribution limits proposal is simpler
than matching funds. It eliminates the need for a matching funds
mechanism to be administered by the Fair Political Practices
Commission and the State Controller's office.
Fourth, the proposal may strengthen the historically weak
political parties in California. If parties are able to raise
and contribute larger sums of money to candidates, their ability
to formulate general party policy may be enhanced. Party
caucuses may also be able to enforce greater legislative
discipline if their fundraising abilities are supplemented by
smaller individual contributions.
b.

Var i&le

ConWb-

. .

The variable contribution limits proposal also has several
potential disadvantages. First, it does not allow large
party/caucus contributions in the primary elections for fear that
they would flow primarily to incumbents.
(However, the proposal
does require candidates to accept expenditure ceilings in both
the general and primary elections to qualify for larger
party/caucus grants in the general election.) Without access t o
larger funding sources, some candidates (particularly
challengers) may not be able t o mount competitive campaigns.
Second, the proposal gives the parties and caucuses
considerable power to determine which candidates will receive
large amounts of campaign money. Candidates who dissent from
party philosophy or personally clash with party leaders may
receive no money. Parties and caucuses may also feel greater
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pressure to raise money and thus be tempted to exchange their
legislative influence for contributions.
Third, legislative leaders may be encouraged to assert
greater control over the political parties. Party officials have
indicated the parties are relatively free of legislative control
precisely because they raise and contribute little money to
candidates. Should their fundraising abilities increase, the
parties might become more attractive takeover candidates.
Fourth, permitting very large party/caucus contributions
gives rise to the possibility of legislative corruption which the
Commission's main proposal is intended to prevent.
Fifth, there is some question whether a variable
contribution limit would be held constitutional by the courts.
Under Buckley v. ValeO, candidates may accept expenditure
ceilings in return for the benefit of public financing. The
variable contribution limit might be viewed as a penalty imposed
on candidates who reject expenditure ceilings.

A combined 100% tax credit (50% state and 50% federal) and a
variable contribution limit are relatively untested in
constitutional law. Although 100% tax credits are used by a few
states, their constitutionality has not been reviewed. Variable
party/caucus contribution limits pose new constitutional
problems. The Commission nonetheless believes that both aspects
taken together will more likely than not withstand constitutional
attack.

a.

Credits

The tax credit proposal is designed to encourage constituent
support of candidates with small contributions, thus enhancing
the candidate's base of support and responsiveness to constituent
concerns. Tax credits will enable candidates to decrease their
reliance on special interest contributions. The "real or
imagined coercive influence of large financial contributions on
candidates' positions and on their actions if elected to office" 8/
will diminish. A tax credit proposal also helps candidates to
run competitive campaigns without drawing on large personal
wealth.
In Bucklev v. Valeq, the Supreme Court held that the federal
government could legitimately offer public financing to political
candidates. The Supreme Court and lower courts have rejected the
argument that public financing compels a candidate to sacrifice
basic constitutional rights (that is, the right to expend
unlimited amounts of money on a campaign). Instead, public
financing simply offers candidates a "choice" between "two
methods of exercising the same constitutional right." e/
Candidates are free to accept or reject public financing. The
existence of an additional public subsidy is not a form of
compulsion t o require a candidate to accept expenditure ceilings. U/
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The Commission believes that tax credits are
constitutionally indistinguishable from direct public
Under both public financing and tax credit proposals,
revenues are tapped to support political candidates.
credit proposal simply uses public funds to reimburse
contributor for his donation.

financing.
public
A tax
the

The Commission also believes a candidate's acceptance of
expenditure ceilings is an appropriate condition t o place on the
receipt of tax credit qualifying contributions. Candidates are
not "compelled" to accept expenditure ceilings. They are merely
given a "choice" of two funding methods: totally private funding
or private funding plus an indirect public subsidy to their
contributors. Because direct public financing is constitutional,
a fqst1ora.U tax credits are constitutional as well.
b.

e Contbution

. .

The Commission's alternative model imposes a basic $10,000
limit on contributions from the political parties and/or
legislative caucuses.
(For a discussion of the constitutionality
of aggregate limits, see Chapter 14, "Constitutional Analysis.")
For candidates accepting expenditure ceilings and tax credits,
these limits would be raised. Qualifying candidates could
receive up to $112,500 for Assembly races and $175,000 for Senate
races. The Commission's alternative model thus raises the
question whether its "variable" or higher contribution limit is
constitutional.
In Bucklev v. Val-,
the Supreme Court ruled that limits
could be placed on contributions only to eliminate the appearance
or actuality of a "corrupting"
gro ~ U exchange
Q
of
contributions for legislators' votes. Variable contribution
limits might be attacked on the ground that higher contribution
limits demonstrate the invalidity of the lower $10,000 limit. If
some candidates can receive large contributions from the parties
or caucuses, how can other candidates be restricted t o only
$10,000? The existence of a higher limit, in other words, may
show that a lower limit is unnecessary t o prevent corruption or
its appearance. JJJ
There is nothing in First Amendment law, however, to suggest
that a state mu& impose contribution limits to eliminate
apparent or actual corruption. Indeed, some states (currently
including California) have no contribution limits at all. A
state that can limit contributions to eliminate actual or
apparent corruption can also arguably choose not t o impose, or to
lift, those contribution limits. Here, the Commission's
alternative model allows low limits to be partially lifted in
exchange for expenditure ceilings and tax credits--benefits which
any legislature adopting the proposal could find outweigh the
resulting potential for corruption.
An analogous variable contribution limit exists in federal
election law. Individuals can contribute only $1,000 t o
presidential candidates. If candidates accept public financing,
however, individuals can make M private contributions in the
general election. The contribution limit for candidates
accepting public financing drops to.zero. J.Z/
The Supreme Court
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and other federal courts have upheld this variable limit. W If
a contribution limit can be reduced to zero at the federal level,
there seems no significant difference from a contribution limit
that can be increased at the state level. In both instances the
basic contribution limit is varied. Under the Commission's
alternative proposal, candidates accepting expenditure ceilings
and tax credits would receive laraer contributions (from parties
and/or caucuses), not smaller ones.
7.

The alternative proposal serves several basic purposes of
campaign finance reform. It creates an incentive for candidates
to limit their overall expenditures. It limits the influence of
large contributors through the imposition of contribution limits.
It creates a new source of money (tax credit qualifying donations
and large party/caucus contributions) to replace the money lost
by the imposition of contribution limits. It encourages small
contributions from candidates' own districts. And it supports
the growth of state political parties. However, it poses some
disadvantages outlined in the text above. The Commission
believes the alternative proposal is a useful addition to ongoing
discussions over campaign finance reform.
8.

v Prov-

. .

for the A l t e m t i v e ProDosal

The Legislative Election Reform Act of 1986 is a
comprehensive statutory amendment to the Political Reform Act of
1974--Government Code Sections 81000 et seq. Therefore, the
Political Reform Act should be consulted for enforcement
provisions (Sections 91000 et seq.), auditing provisions
(Sections 90000 et seq.), regulatory authority of the FPPC
(Sections 83111 et seq.), and definitions of such words as
"contribution" (Section 82015), "committee" (Section 82013),
"independent expenditure" (Section 82031), "loan" (Section
84216), and "person" (Section 82047). "Commission" means the
Fair Political Practices Commission.
The headnotes for each section are for informational
purposes only and are not part of the actual statutory language.
SECTION 1. Chapter 5 is added t o Title 9 of the Government Code
as follows:

OF 1986

IVE

Article 1
FINDINGS AND PURPOSES
85100.

Title

This chapter shall be known as the Legislative Election
Reform Act of 1986.
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85101.

. .

e
D

The people find and declare each of the following:
(a) Monetary contributions t o political campaigns are a
legitimate form of participation in the American political
process, but the financial strength of certain individuals or
organizations should not permit them to exercise a
disproportionate or controlling influence on the election of
legislative candidates.
(b) Campaign spending for California legislative campaigns
is escalating to dangerous levels. The average legislative race
cost nearly $450,000 in 1984. Million dollar electoral contests
for seats which pay $33,000 a year are increasingly common.
(c) The rapidly increasing costs of political campaigns have
forced many legislative candidates to raise larger and larger
sums of money from statewide interest groups with a specific
financial stake in matters before the Legislature. This has
caused the public perception that legislators' votes are being
improperly influenced by monetary contribution's. This perception
is undermining the credibility and integrity of the Legislature
and the governmental process.
(d) The average legislative candidate now raises over 90% of
his or her campaign contributions from sources outside his or her
own district. This has caused the growing public perception that
legislators are less interested in the problems of their own
constituents than the problems of wealthier statewide
contributors.
(e) Legislative candidates are raising less money in small
contributions and more money in large individual and
organizational contributions. This has created the public
impression that the small contributor has an insignificant role
to play in political campaigns.
(f) High campaign costs are forcing legislators to spend
more time on fundraising and less time on the public's business.
The constant pressure to raise contributions is distracting
legislators from urgent legislative matters.
(9) Legislators are responding to high campaign costs by
raising large amounts of money in off-election years. This
fundraising distracts legislators from important public matters,
encourages contributions which may have a corrupting influence
and gives incumbents an unfair fundraising advantage over
potential challengers.
(h) Incumbents are raising far more money than challengers.
In the 1984 general election, Assembly incumbents outspent their
challengers by a 14-to-1 ratio and won 100% of their contests.
In 1983, a non-election year, incumbent legislators raised $14.3
million while their challengers raised less than $50,000.
In
1984, out of 100 legislative races in the primary and general
elections, only two incumbents were defeated. The fundraising
advantages of incumbency are diminishing electcrral competition
between incumbents and challengers.
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(i) The integrity of the legislative process, the
competitiveness of campaigns and public confidence in legislative
officials are all diminishing.
85102.

Purpose of u

s

The people enact this Act to accomplish the following
purposes :
(a) To ensure that individuals and interest groups in our
society have a fair and reasonable opportunity t o participate in
the elective and legislative processes;
(b) To reduce the influence of large contributors with a
specific financial stake in matters before the Legislature, thus
countering the perception that legislation is influenced more by
the size of contributions than the merits of legislation or the
best interests of the people of California;
(c) To assist candidates in raising enough money to
communicate their views and positions adequately to the public
without excessive expenditures or large contributions, thereby
promoting public discussion of the important issues involved in
political campaigns;
(d) To limit overall expenditures in legislative campaigns,
thereby reducing the pressure on legislative candidates to raise
large campaign war chests beyond the amount necessary to
communicate reasonably with voters;
(e) To provide a neutral source of campaign financing by
allowing individual taxpayers voluntarily to dedicate a portion
of their state taxes to defray a portion of the costs of
legislative campaigns;
(f) To increase the importance of in-district contributions;
(9) To increase the importance of smaller contributions;

(h) To eliminate off year fundraising;
(i) To reduce excessive fundraising advantages of incumbents
and thus encourage competition for elective office;
(j) To allow candidates and legislators to spend a lesser
proportion of their time on fundraising and a greater proportion
of their time considering and discussing important legislative
issues:

(k) To improve the disclosure of contribution sources in
reasonable and effective ways; and
(1) To help restore public trust in the state's legislative
and electoral institutions.
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Article 2
DEFINITIONS
85200.

m e t a t i o n of U C h a D t e r

Unless the term is specifically defined in this chapter or
the contrary is stated or clearly appears from the context, the
definitions set forth in the Political Reform Act of 1974
(Government Code Sections 81000 et seq.) shall govern the
interpretation of this chapter.
85201.

L@&&tive

-us

C

m

"Legislative caucus committee" means a committee controlled
by the caucus of each political party of each house of the
Legislature. Each party of each house may establish only one
such committee which shall not be considered t o be a
candidate-controlled committee. A "legislative caucus committee"
may make contributions to any candidate running for legislative
office.
85202.

Small Contributor

P

.o .

w Action C

w

"Small contributor political action committee" means any
committee which meets all of the following criteria:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
85203.

all the contributions it receives are $50 or less;
it has been in existence at least six months;
it contributes to at least five candidates; and
it is not a candidate-controlled committee.

. .

Ouallfledan

ExDenditure

(a) "Qualified campaign expenditure" for legislative
candidates includes all of the following:
Any expenditure made by a candidate for
legislative office or by a committee controlled by
such a candidate for the purpose of influencing or
attempting t o influence the actions of the voters
for or against the election of any candidate for
legislative office;
Any transfer of anything of value made by the
legislative candidate's controlled committee to
any other committee;
A non-monetary contribution provided at the

request of or with the approval of the legislative
candidate, legislative officeholder or committee
controlled by the legislative candidate or
legislative officeholder; and
That portion of a slate mailing .or other campaign
literature produced or authorized by more than one
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legislative candidate which is the greater of the
cost actually paid by the committee or controlled
committee of the legislative candidate or the
proportionate share of the cost for each such
candidate. The number of legislative candidates
sharing costs and the emphasis on or space devoted
to each such candidate shall be considered in
determining the cost attributable to each such
candidate.
(b) "Qualified campaign expenditure" does not include any
payment if it is clear from the surrounding circumstances that it
was not made for political purposes.
85204.

-

Two Year P e r i o d

"Two-year period" means the period commencing with January 1
of an odd-numbered year and ending with December 31 of an
even-numbered year.

Article 3
CONTRIBUTION LIMITATIONS
85300.

. .
n

o

n

s

(a) No person shall make to any candidate for legislative
office and the controlled committee of such a candidate and no
such candidate and the candidate's controlled committee shall
accept from each such person a contribution or contributions
totaling more than $1,000 for each of the following elections in
which the candidate is on the ballot or is a write-in candidate:
a primary election, a general election, a special election or
special runoff election.
(b) No person shall make to any committee which supports or
opposes any legislative candidate and no such committee shall
accept from each such person a contribution or contributions
totaling more than $1,000 in a two-year period.
85301.

. .
Llmltations
1 -on
noC

Contributor

i c d A c b o n C-ttees
(a) No small contributor political action committee, as
defined in Section 85202, shall make t o any candidate for
legislative office and the controlled committee of such a
candidate, and no such candidate and the candidate's controlled
committee shall accept from a small contributor political action
committee a contribution or contributions totaling more than
$5,000 for each of the following elections in which the candidate
is on the ballot or is a write-in candidate: a primary election,
a general election, a special election or special runoff
elect ion.
(b) No small contributor political action .committee shall
make to any committee supporting or opposing a legislative
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candidate and no such committee shall accept from a small
contributor political action committee a contribution or
contributions totaling more than $5,000 in a two-year period.
85302.

. .
u .t a. t i o n s on Contributions t o Polltlcal
Parties and
tteea

No person, including a small contributor political action
committee, shall make to any political party or legislative
caucus, and no such party or legislative caucus committee shall
accept from each such person a contribution or contributions
totaling more than $5,000 in a two-year period.
85303.

Z

. .

o
n
tive Caucuses

. .

s frclmJaLakcU-

Except as provided in Section 85501, no legislative
candidate and the controlled committee of such a candidate shall
accept a contribution or contributions totaling more than an
aggregate of $10,000 in a general election or special runoff
election from a legislative caucus committee and/or a political
party. No legislative caucus committee or political party shall
make a contribution to a legislative candidate running in a
primary election or special election.
85304.

Seed k&mey

The limitations in Sections 85300 and 85301 shall not apply
to contributions t o a candidate for legislative office until the
candidate has raised $35,000 in the election year.
85305.

. .

. a. t i o n s
mt

frqm Non - Indlvlduals

No more than a total of $50,000 in the case of an Assembly
candidate, and a total of $75,000 in the case of a Senate
candidate, for either a primary, general, special or special
runoff election, shall be accepted in contributions from
non-individuals by any candidate and the controlled committee of
such a candidate. Contributions from political parties and
legislative caucuses shall be exempt from this provision.
85306.

-ns

. .

on Total- C

f r w e r s m

No person, including an individual, committee, corporation,
labor union, business entity or non-profit organization, shall
make to legislative candidates or to committees supporting
legislative candidates contributions aggregating more than
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) in a two-year period.
Contributions to and contributions from political parties and
legislative caucuses shall be exempt from this provision.
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85307.

Contributions

No small contributor political action committee shall make
to legislative candidates or t o committees supporting legislative
candidates contributions aggregating more than one hundred
thousand dollars ($100,000) in a two-year period. Contributions
to and contributions from political parties and legislative
caucuses shall be exempt from this section.
85308.

. . .

-ion

on Transfers

(a) No candidate and no committee controlled by a candidate
or candidates for legislative office or controlled by a
legislator or legislators, other than a legislative caucus
committee or political party, shall make any contribution to a
candidate running for legislative office or to any committee
supporting such a candidate including a legislative caucus
committee or party committee.
(b) This section shall not prohibit a candidate from making
a contribution from his or her own personal funds to his or her
candidacy or to the candidacy of any other candidate for
legislative office.
85309.

. . . on Off
Prohlbltlon
- Y

(a) No legislative candidate or legislator or any controlled
committee of such a candidate or legislator shall accept any
contribution in any year other than the year in which the
legislative candidate or legislator is listed on the ballot as a
candidate for legislative office.
(b) No legislative caucus committee shall accept any
contribution in an odd-numbered year.
85310.
s

-

e

.

of Gifts.Honoraria

a.nd

No legislator or legislative candidate and any fund
controlled by such a person shall receive more than $2,000 in
honoraria, gifts and contributions in a two-year period from any
person or more than $10,000 in any two-year period from a small
contributor political action committee. Payments from political
parties and legislative caucuses and payments made to committees
established pursuant to Section 85315 shall be exempt from this
sect ion.
85311.
A contribution shall not be considered to be received if it
is not negotiated, deposited, or utilized, and in addition it is
returned to the donor within fourteen (14) days of receipt.
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85312.

of Pav-

For purposes of the limitations in Sections 85300-85307 and
Section 85310:
(a) All payments made by a person or small contributor
political action committee whose contributions or expenditure
activity is financed, maintained, or controlled by any
corporation, labor organization, association, political party or
any other person or committee, including any parent, subsidiary,
branch, division, department or local unit of the corporation,
labor organization, association, political party or any other
person, or by any group of such persons shall be considered to be
made by a single person, committee or small contributor political
action committee.
(b) Two or more corporations shall be treated as one person
when such corporations:
(1) Share the majority of members of their boards of
directors:
(2) Share two or more corporate officers;

(3) Are owned or controlled by the same majority
shareholder or shareholders; or

(4) Are in a parent-subsidiary relationship.
(c) An individual and any general partnership in which the
individual is a partner, or an individual and any corporation in
which the individual owns a controlling interest, shall be
treated as one person.
(d) No committee which supports or opposes a candidate for
legislative office shall have as officers individuals who serve
as officers on any other committee which supports or opposes the
same candidate. No such committee shall act in concert with, or
solicit or make contributions on behalf of, any other committee.
85313.

Loans

(a) A loan shall be considered a contribution from the maker
and the guarantor of the loan and shall be subject t o the
contribution limitations of this chapter.
(b) Every loan to a candidate or the candidate's controlled
committee shall be by written agreement and shall be filed with
the candidate's or committee's campaign statement on which the
loan is first reported.
(c) The proceeds of a loan made to a candidate by a
commercial lending institution in the regular course of business
on the same terms available to members of the public and which is
secured or guaranteed shall not be subject to the contribution
limits of this chapter.
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(d) Extensions of credit, other than loans pursuant to
subsection (c), for a period of more than thirty (30) days are
subject t o the contribution limitations of this chapter.
85314.

W

v Con-

(a) Contributions by a husband and wife shall be treated as
separate contributions and shall not be aggregated.
(b) Contributions by children under 18 shall be treated as
contributions by their parents and attributed proportionately to
each parent (one-half to each parent or the total amount to a
single custodial parent).
85315.

Candidate for Statewide or Local Office

The contribution limitations shall not apply to any
contributions to a candidate for legislative office where such
contributions are made to support the candidate's campaign for a
statewide or local elective office, and the following conditions
are met:
(a) A separate committee and account for the non-legislative
office being sought shall be established for the receipt of all
contributions and the making of all expenditures in connection
with the non-legislative office:
(b) The contributions to be exempted from the contribution
limitations in this chapter are made directly to this separate
committee's account: and
(c) No expenditures from such an account shall be made to
support the legislative candidate's campaign, or any other
candidate's campaign for legislative office.
85316. eet-

One

A legislative candidate shall have no more than one campaign
committee and one checking account out of which all expenditures
shall be made.

85317.

Timp PeLFOds for Pr-y

CWutio-

on ConFor purposes of the contribution limitations, contributions
made at any time before July 1 of the election year shall be
considered primary contributions, and contributions made from
July 1 until December 31 of the election year shall be considered
general election contributions. Contributions made at any time
after the seat has become vacant and up through the date of the
election shall be considered contributions in a special election,
and contributions made after the special election and up through
fifty-eight (58) days after the special runoff election shall be
considered contributions in a special runoff election.
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Article 4
EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS
85400.

f

.l
.

Candidates

for v-

No candidate for State Assembly and any controlled committee
of such a candidate who agrees to limit expenditures shall make
qualified campaign expenditures above the following amounts:
(a) $150,000 in a primary election: and
(b) $225,000 in a general, special, or special runoff
elect ion.
85401. e-

. .

State S-te

Candidates

No candidate for State Senate and any controlled committee
of such a candidate who agrees to limit expenditures shall make
qualified campaign expenditures above the following amounts:
(a) $250,000 in a primary election: and
(b) $350,000 in a general, special or special runoff
election.
85402.

E x P e n d i t u r a .L l.m l t a t i o n s t e d --Pr-cti-

In the primary election, if a candidate who makes qualified
campaign expenditures in excess of the expenditure limits, or if
an independent committee or committees spend more than $50,000 in
support of or in opposition to any legislative candidate, the
expenditure limitation shall no longer be applicable t o all
candidates who seek the party nomination for the same seat. In
addition, each candidate, other than the candidate who exceeded
the expenditure limits, shall be permitted to receive an
additional $35,000 free of contribution limitations, in
accordance with Section 85304.
85403. e-

-Lifted.

.

---rv -

Electi-

If a candidate, including his or her controlled committee,
in the general, special or special runoff election makes
qualified campaign expenditures in excess of the expenditure
limits, or if an independent expenditure committee or committees
spend more than $50,000 in support of or in opposition t o any
legislative candidate, the expenditure limitations shall no
longer be applicable to other candidates running for the same
seat in the general, special or special runoff election. In
addition, such opponents shall be permitted to receive unlimited
contributions from a political party or legislative caucus
committee.
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85404.

. .

e t C a n d i d a t e llho R x c w d s ExDenditure

A candidate who exceeds the expenditure limitations shall
notify all opponents and the Commission by telephone and by
confirming telegram the day the expenditure limitations are
exceeded.
85405.

and

Time Peripds for se-tce-rP
General Election ExDenditures

For purposes of the expenditure limitations, qualified
campaign expenditures made at any time before June 30 of the
election year shall be considered primary election expenditures,
and qualified campaign expenditures made from July 1 until
December 31 of the election year shall be considered general
election expenditures. Qualified campaign expenditures made at
any time after the seat has become vacant and up through the date
of the election shall be considered expenditures in a special
election, and qualified campaign expenditures made after the
special election and up through fifty-eight (58) days after the
special runoff election shall be considered expenditures in a
special runoff election. However, in the event that payments are
made but the goods or services are not used during the period
purchased, the payments shall be considered qualified campaign
expenditures for the time period when they are used. Payments
for goods or services used in both time periods shall be
prorated.

Article 5
BENEFITS FOR CANDIDATES WHO ACCEPT EXPENDITURE LIHITATIONS
85500.

Candidate AcceDtggce or R e w o n of W i t u r e

Each candidate for legislative office, at the time of filing
his or her Declaration of Candidacy, shall file a statement of
acceptance or rejection of expenditure limitations. If a
candidate agrees to limit expenditures, the candidate shall
comply with the provisions of Article 4 of this Act. A candidate
who agrees to limit expenditures may not change that decision. A
candidate who does not agree to limit expenditures shall notify
all opponents and the Commission by telegram on the day such a
candidate spends more than $35,000 in qualified campaign
expenditures.
85501.

Benefits for Candidates Who -aJ

. .

A candidate who limits his or her expenditures pursuant to
Sections 85400 or 85401 shall be permitted to receive the
following benefits:
(a) Notwithstanding Section 85303, a candidate running for
the Assembly in the general or special runoff election may
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receive up t o $112,500 in contributions from a political party
and/or legislative caucus committee.
(b) Notwithstanding Section 85303, a candidate running for
the state Senate in the general or special runoff election may
receive up t o $175,000 from a political party and/or legislative
caucus committee.
(c) All contributors to such candidates may receive a state
tax credit of 50% for contributions totalling $100 or less or a
total of two hundred dollars ($200) or less on a joint return if
they are registered voters in the candidates' districts t o whom
they make such contributions. For purposes of this section, a
loan, pledge or non-monetary payment shall not be a contribution.

Article 6
INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES
85600.

ln&gm&nt

. .

E x g e u U u e s for

(a) Any person who makes independent expenditures for a mass
mailing which supports or opposes any candidate for legislative
office shall put the following statement on the mailing:

NOTICE TO VOTERS
(Required by State Law)
This mailing is not authorized or approved by
any legislative candidate or election official.
It is paid for by
(name)
Address, City, State

(b) The statement required by this section shall appear on
the envelope and on each page or fold of the mass mailing in at
least 10-point type, not subject to the half-tone or screening
process, and in a printed or drawn box set apart from any other
printed matter.

. .

85601.

Any person who makes independent expenditures shall not
accept any contribution in excess of the amounts set forth in
Section 85300 (b)

.
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on P
PS

e

andContrlbutlons to -C

m

Any person who makes a contribution of one hundred dollars
($100) or more t o a candidate for legislative office at any time
after the candidate has filed a Declaration of Candidacy shall be
considered to be acting in concert with that candidate and shall
not make independent expenditures and contributions in excess of
$1,000 per election in support of that candidate or in opposition
to that candidate's opponent.
85603.

ReDroduction of Materials

Any person who reproduces, broadcasts or distributes any
material which is drafted, printed, prepared or previously
broadcast by a legislative candidate or a committee controlled by
such a candidate shall report such an expenditure as a
non-monetary contribution to such candidate or committee.
85604.

m t i c e of

Any person who makes independent expenditures of more than
$10,000 in support of or in opposition to any legislative
candidate shall notify the Commission and all candidates in that
legislative district by telegram each time this threshold is met.

Article 7
AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES
85700.

Duties of

P o h .t i.c a l Practices C

.o .

w

The Fair Political Practices Commission, in addition to its
responsibilities set forth in Sections 83100 et seq., shall also:
(a) Adjust the expenditure limitations and contribution
limitations provisions in January of every even-numbered year to
reflect any increase or decrease in the Consumer Price Index.
Such adjustments shall be rounded off to the nearest hundred
dollars for the limitations on contributions and the nearest
thousand dollars for the limitations on expenditures; and
(b) Prepare and release studies on the impact of this title.
These studies shall include legislative recommendations which
further the purposes of this title.
SECTION 2. Chapter 18.6 (commencing with Section 18775) is added
to Part 10 of Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, to
read:
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CHAPTER 18.6
CAMPAIGN REFORM FUND DESIGNATION
18775.

Tax Credict

(a) Every individual whose income tax liability is fifty
dollars ($50) for any year in which there is an election for
legislative office may receive a state tax credit of 50% on a
contribution of one hundred dollars ($100) or less on an
individual return (or two hundred dollars ($200) or less on a
joint return) to legislative candidates who are candidates in the
taxpayer's district and who file a statement of acceptance of
expenditure limitations, a political party or legislative caucus
committee. No taxpayer shall receive a total credit of more than
fifty dollars ($50) on an individual return or a total of one
hundred dollars ($100) on a joint return. A taxpayer claiming
this credit shall attach t o his or her tax return a receipt from
each legislative candidate, political party or legislative caucus
committee.
(b) In the event that the federal tax credit for state
political contributions is modified, the state tax credit in
subsection (a) shall be adjusted accordingly so that the tax
credit to contributors is always 100%.
(c) For purposes of this section, a loan, pledge or
non-monetary contribution shall not be a contribution.
SECTION 3. Section 17245 of the Revenue and Taxation Code (which
currently reads as follows) is repealed:
17245.
In computing taxable income there shall be allowed as a
deduction political contributions by any person in excess of one
hundred dollars ($100) (two hundred dollars ($200) on a joint
return), in any year, except that no deduction shall be allowed
for contributions which are designated pursuant to Section 18720.
Section 83122.5 is added t o the Government Code to

SECTION 4.
read:
83122.5.

n
o
-

.

.

to Fair Po-

. .

P r u t i c e s W s . i o. n

There is hereby appropriated to the Fair Political Practices
Commission a sum of $500,000, adjusted for cost of living
changes, during each fiscal year, for expenditures t o support the
operations of the Commission to carry out its responsibilities
pursuant to the Legislative Elections Reform Act. The
expenditure of funds under this appropriation shall be subject to
the normal administrative review given to other state
appropriations. The Legislature shall appropriate additional
amounts to the Commission and other agencies as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of this title.
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Section 91000 of the Government Code is amended t o

read:
91000.
1

l

.

(a) Any v i d L a L i m a f C k t e r 5 of fhis title cammencina w i t h
Pnt i n a
. .
C
riod not exceedin q one

Ye=.

faj-~y-petsen-whe-knewing~y-e?-w~~~fu~~y-vie~&tes-eny
ptevisien-ef-this-tit~e-~s~gui~ty-ef-a-mi8demeene?.
on of anv other section of w

e is

a

fW

&
In
l addition to other penalties provided by law, a fine
of up to the greater of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) or three
times the amount the person failed to report properly or
unlawfully contributed, expended, gave or received may be imposed
upon conviction of each violation.

fe+
Jdl Prosecution for violation of this title must be
commenced within four years after the date on which the violation
occ u r ed

.

SECTION 6.

Section 91005 of the Government Code is amended t o

read:
91005.

Uvil W

. .

t

v for Vi-

(a) Any person who makes or receives a contribution,
gift or expenditure in violation of Section 84300,
84304, 85300. 85301. 85302. 85303. 85305. 85306. 85307. 85308.

-,
8

8

~ 5 5 0 6 . 85600. 85601. 85602. 85603. 85604, 86202, 86203 O K 86204
is liable in a civil action brought by the civil prosecutor or by
a person residing within the jurisdiction for an amount up to
five-handted-da~~ats-f~50ej
pne thousand dollars tS1,OQOI or
three times the amount of the unlawful contribution, gift or
expenditure, whichever is greater.
(b) Any designated employee or public official specified in
Section 87200 other than an elected state officer, who realizes
an economic benefit as a result of a violation of Section 87100
or of a disqualification provision of a Conflict of Interest Code
is liable in a civil action brought by the civil prosecutor or by
a person residing within the jurisdiction for an amount up t o
three times the value of the benefit.
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SECTION 7.
read :
83116.

Section 83116 of the Government code is amended t o

Violatian of T i t k

When the Commission determines there is probable cause for
believing this title has been violated, it may hold a hearing t o
%determine if such a violation has occurred. Notice shall be
given and the hearing conducted in accordance with the
Administrative Procedure Act (Government Code, Title 2, Division
3, Part I, Chapter 5, Sections 11500 et seq.) The Commission
shall have all the powers granted by that chapter.
When the Commission determines on the basis of the hearing
that a violation has occurred, it shall issue an order which may
require the violator to:
(a) Cease and desist violation of this title;
(b) File any reports, statements or other documents or
information required by this title; U
(c) Pay a monetary penalty of up to two thousand dollars
violation
*
to the General Fund of the state.

( $ 2 , 0 0 0 ) f o r each

When the Commission determines that no violation has
occurred, it shall publish a declaration so stating.
SECTION 8.
read:
84106.

Section 84106 is added t o the Government Code t o
e

.

of Quamittem

The name of any committe shall include o r be accompanied by
the name of any individual, entity or other person by which the
committee is controlled. Any committee required t o file a
statement of organization shall amend its statement t o comply
with this section within thirty (30) days of the effective date
of this Act.
SECTION 9.
read :
84302.5.

Section 84302.5 is added t o the Government Code t o

. . . of
Deflnltlon

Intermediarv

A person is an intermediary for transmittal of a
contribution if he or she delivers to a candidate or committee a
contribution from another person unless such contribution is from
the person's employer, immediate family or an association to
which the person belongs. No person who is the treasurer of the
committee to which the contribution is made or is the candidate
who controls the committee to which the contribution is made
shall be an intermediary for such a contribution.
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SECTION 10.

Severability Clause

If any provision of this Act or- the application thereof to
any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of
this Act, to the extent it can be given effect, or the
application of those provisions to persons or circumstances other
than those as to which it was held invalid, shall not be affected
thereby, and to this end, the provisions of this Act are
severable.
SECTION 11.
an initiative measure)

(if Model Law is adopted as

The provisions of Section 81012 of the G,overnment Code which
allow legislative amendments to the Political Reform Act of 1974
shall apply to the provisions of this Act.

424 U.S. 1 (1976).
For example, Obey-Leach Bill, H.R.
Sess. (1983).

4428, 98th Cong.,

1st

Nancy Rivera, "State Tries to Stem Loss of Tourists, Jobs
and Money," Los Angeles Times, Dec. 23, 1984.
R. Hoff, The -iate
Role for Tag C r e w in an Income
W S v s t m , 35 Tax Lawyer 339 (1982).

Note, I

,

t

i

n
on wi-ect
83 Harv. L. Rev. 705 (1970);

q
Government
m Hoff,

note 4.
o r s and W t r v w o r t Enerav Tax Credlts, 20
Tax Notes 327 (1983); but see Treasurv ODDoses E x k ~ n ~ h n
19 Tax Notes 1199 (1983); See a l w CBS
erav
C r e w , 18 Tax Notes 259
(1983).

c Pr-on
m t i v e s Are EffeCtive. StTax Notes 917 (1983); -es
mtoric
vation
I n c m , 23 Tax Notes 329 (1984); m
alw Clotfelter and Steuerle, "Charitable Contributions,"
in aOw T a x e s e c t Economic Behav i o E 403 (1981); NBER
DeductiReports, 25 Tax Notes 1252 (1984);. Charitable
on ,-viG .
26 Tax
Notes 367 (1985).

w, 21

Federal Election Comm'n v. Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Corn., 454 U.S. 27, 41 (1981).
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Republican Nat'l Comm. V. Federal Election Comm'n, 487 F.
Supp. 280, 284-85 (S.D.N.Y.
1980) (by a three-judge
445
court), aff'd, 616 F.2d 1 (2d Cir. 1980), aff'd mpm
424 U.S. at 92-93.
U.S. 955 (1980); m -,

.,

LQ/

Offering tax credits as a condition for expenditure
ceilings does not create "unconstitutional conditions."
Cf. Grove City College V. Bell, 104 S. Ct. 1211 (1984);
Regan v. Taxation with Representation of Washington, 103
S. Ct. 1997 (1983).

W

C L Bu&hy

424 U.S.

J.2/

26 U.S.C.A.

§9003(b) (2) (West Supp. 1985).

JJJ

Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976); Republican Nat'l
Comm. v. Federal Election Comm'n, 487 F. Supp. 280
(S.D.N.Y.
1980) (by a three-judge court), aff'd, 616 F.2d
1 (2d Cir. 1980), nff'd mem
445 U.S. 955 (1980).

at 20-28.
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APPENDIX C

The Commission wishes to thank the many individuals who
offered their valuable advice and comments to the Commission and
its staff as this report was prepared. A list of those persons
consulted appears below. The Commission also wishes to
acknowledge the efforts of a number of persons who were
particularly generous with their time and made special
contributions to the Commission's work:
Professor Herbert E. Alexander, Director of the Citizens'
Research Foundation and Professor of Political Science at the
University of Southern California, made perceptive and helpful
comments to the Commission throughout its research. Professor
Edwin M. Epstein, School of Business, University of California at
Berkeley, provided valuable assistance, particularly in
connection with the preparation of Chapter 4 ("PACs"). Professor
Ruth Jones, Department of Political Science at Arizona State
University, made many important contributions to the Commission's
research and assisted in the preparation of Chapter 10 ("Laws of
Other States"). Professor Daniel H. Lowenstein, former Chairman
of the California Fair Political Practices Commission and
currently Professor of Law at the UCLA School of Law, made useful
contributions at the outset of and throughout the Commission's
work. Marilyn Fuller Newquest and Roy M. Ulrich were
particularly helpful in the preparation of Chapter 9 ("California
History").
Dan Stahford, the current Chairman of the FPPC, was generous
with his time and comments. John Greenwood and many members of
the FPPC staff contributed helpful ideas for research. Michael
Berman, Berman and D'Agostino Campaigns, provided many valuable
insights from his campaign experiences. Bill Cavala, Assembly
Speaker's Office of Majority Services, Timothy A. Hodson, Senior
Consultant, State Senate Office of Research, Tony Quinn, former
Consultant, Assembly Minority Caucus and Greg Schmidt, State
Senator Bill Lockyer's office, all offered perceptive political
insights. Tom Houston, former Chairman of the FPPC and currently
Deputy Mayor of the City of Los Angeles, contributed many helpful
ideas at all stages of the Commission's work. John Phillips,
Center for Law in the Public Interest, provided valuable advice
during the organization of the Commission.
Helpful as these
below have been, they
final conclusions and
inadvertent omissions
offers its apologies.

individuals and the many others listed
bear no responsibility for the Commission's
recommendations. In the case of any
from the following list, the Commission

Assemblyman Art Agnos
Assemblyman Richard Alatorre
Professor Herbert E. Alexander, Director, Citizens' Research
Foundat ion
Anthony Alperin, Los Angeles City Attorney's Office
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Betty Andrews, ABC/California Teachers Association
Richard A. Armstrong, Public Affairs Council
Assemblyman Charles Bader
Assemblyman Tom Bates
Mike Bennett, United Teachers, Los Angeles
Cliff Berg, Executive Officer, State Senate Rules Committee
Congressman Howard Berman
Michael Berman, Berman and D'Agostino Campaigns
Ron Biron, Director of the Senate Mail Data Center: former
Director of the State Senate Republican Caucus
Leah Bishop, O'Melveny & Myers
Joan Bloch, California State Employees Association
Patrick M. Boarman, former legislative candidate
Larry Boyle, Federal Election Commission
Jim Branham, State Senator Jim Nielsen's Office
Barry Brokaw, State Senator Dan Boatwright's Office
Lou Bromley, Consultant to the State Senate Constitutional
Amendments Committee
Roger Brown, Enforcement Director for the Fair Political
Practices Commission
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown
Dr. John H. Burton, Vice President for Corporate Relations, Fluor
Corp.
Bill Butcher, Butcher-Forde Consulting
Professor E. David Butler, Oxford University
Lewis H. Butler, California Tomorrow
Dr. Bruce Cain, California Institute of Technology
, Beth Capell, California Manufacturers Association

Steven A. Capps, San Francisco Examiner
Bill Cavala, Speaker's Office of Majority Services
Joe Caves, State Senator Gary K. Hart's Office
Otis Chandler, Chairman of the Board and Editor-in-Chief, Times
Mirror Corp.
Peter Clarke, Dean, Annenberg School of Communications,
University of Southern California
Gale Cook, San Francisco Examiner
Kent Cooper, Federal Election Commission
Gloria Cornette, Administrative Assistant to the Citizens'
Research Foundation
Geoffrey Cowan, Chairman, California Common Cause
Danny Curtin, California Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO PAC
Frank Dale, former Publisher, Los Angeles Herald Examiner
Alan Davis, President, Conservatree Paper Company
Roberto Delacruz, National United Farm Workers PAC
Tom Dey, former Director of the Assembly Minority Consultants
Mike Ebert, Citizens' Research Foundation
Fred Eiland, Press Officer, Federal Election Commission
State Senator Jim Ellis
Melvyn C. Embree, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
William Endicott, Sacramento Bureau Chief, Los Angeles Times
Professor Edwin M. Epstein, School of Business, University of
California, Berkeley
Tom Epstein, Chief of Staff, State Senator John Garamendi
Dee Ertukel, Center for the Study of Law and Politics
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Susan H. Evans, Director, Academic Development, Annenberg School
of Communications, University of Southern California
Representative Reid Ewing, Arizona State Legislature
Robert Fairbanks, former Editor, California Journal
Mark Fall, State Senator Art Torres' Office
Assemblyman Sam Far r
Professor James Fay, California State University, Hayward
Houston I. Flournoy, USC Public Affairs Center
State Senator John Garamendi
Jeffrey Garfield, Executive Director of the Connecticut State
Elections Enforcement Commission
J. Patrick Garner, Vice President, Southern California Gas
Company
Paul Gillies, Vermont Deputy Secretary of State
Professor Robert Girard, Stanford University Law School
Laurie Glenn, former Project Director, Initiatives for Campaign
Reform
Jack Gonzales, Executive Director of the Hawaii Campaign Spending
Commission
Michael Gordon, former Executive Director of the California
Democratic Party
John Greenwood, Legislative Coordinator for the Fair Political
Practices Commission
Arlen Gregorio, former State Senator
Loni Hancock, Executive Director, The Shalan Foundation
State Senator Gary K. Hart
Ellen Stern Harris, Executive Director, Public Access Producers
Academy
Brenda Haskins, California Dental PAC
Jerry Haleva, State Senator Bill Campbell's Office
Jasper Hempel, Vice President of Governmental Affairs, Western
Growers PAC
Margaret Herman, Legislative Advocate, League of Women Voters of
California
Robert Herstek, graphic designer and lecturer
Dr. Alan Heslop, The Rose Institute, Claremont-McKenna College
Amy Hewes, Assemblyman Tom Bates' Office
Timothy A. Hodson, Senior Consultant, State Senate Office of
Re sea r ch
Allen Hoffenblum, campaign manager, Hoffenblum & Mollrich
Steve Hopcraft, Lieutenant Governor Leo McCarthy's Office
Tom Houston, Deputy Mayor, City of Los Angeles
Barbara Howard, PACE/California School Employees Association
Bill Howe, California Certified Public Accountants PAC
Jackie Huckaby, California Republican Party
Dolores Huerta, National UFW PAC
John Huerta, President, Mexican-American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund (MALDEF)
Shirley Hufstedler, Hufstedler, Miller, Carlson & Beardsley
Wayne Imberi, Political Reform Division, Secretary of State's
Off ice
Charles Imbrecht, Chairman, California Energy Commission
Assemblyman Philip Isenberg
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Brooks Jackson, The Wall Street Journal
Professor Gary C. Jacobson, Department of Political Science,
University of California, San Diego
Dennis Jensen, Councilman Ernani Bernardi's Office, City of Los
Ang e 1e s
Graham Johnson, Executive Director of the Washington State Public
Disclosure Commission
Assemblyman Ross Johnson
Professor Ruth Jones, Department of Political Science, Arizona
State University
Professor William T. Jones, California Institute of Technology
Bruce Kelly, California Tomorrow
Peter Kelly, former Chairman, California Democratic Party
John Keplinger, Executive Director of the Fair Political
Practices Commission
George David Kieffer, Manatt, Phelps, Rothenberg & Tunney
Professor Rod Kiwi, California Institute of Technology
Allyn 0. Kreps, Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue
Thomas H. Kuchel, Wyman, Bautzer, Rothman, Kuchel & Silbert
Professor Kay Lawson, Department of Political Science, San
Francisco State University
Congressman Me1 Levine
Rich Leib, Field Representative to State Senator Gary K . Hart
Donald Livingston, Vice President for Public Affairs, Carter
Hawley Hale Stores, Inc.
State Senator Bill Lockyer
Professor Daniel 8. Lowenstein, UCLA School of Law
Ignacio Lozano, Owner, Director and Publisher, La Opinion
Dennis Mangers, Vice President of Governmental Affairs,
California Cable Television Association
Hal Mayer, Skil-Set Typographers
Jack Mayesh, former aide to Assemblyman Howard Berman
Ann McBride, Common Cause
Mary Ann McCoy, Executive Director, Minnesota Ethical Practices
Board
Leo McCarthy, Lieutenant Governor
Walter McGuire, Executive Director, Center for the Study of Law
and Politics
Ken McQuinn, political consultant
John Means, Southern Controller, California Democratic Party
Steve Merksamer, Chief of Staff, Office of the Governor
Anthony Miller, Chief Deputy Secretary of State
E. Peter Miller, Vice President and Counsel, Government Affairs,
Ticor
Representative Michael Miller, Alaska State Legislature
Barbara Milman, General Counsel to the Fair Political Practices
Commission
Lynn Montgomery, Media Director for the Fair Political Practices
Commission
Mike Montgomery, Commissioner, Fair Political Practices
Commis s ion
Bob Mulholland, Campaign for Economic Democracy PAC
Dr. Julian Nava, former United States Ambassador to Mexico
Assemblyman Robert Naylor
Marilyn Fuller Newquest, educator/author
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Assemblyman Jack O'Connell
Pierce O'Donnell, O'Donnell h Gordon
Louise Olson, Western International Media Corp.
David Panush, Administrative Assistant to Assemblywoman Jean M.
Duffy
Jerry Partain, Director, California State Department of Forestry
Professor John Petrocik, Department of Political Science,
University of California, Los Angeles
John Phillips, Center for Law in the Public Interest
Joy Picus, Councilwoman, City of Los Angeles
Theda S. Pittman, Executive Director of the Alaska Public Offices
Comm is s ion
Joe Placentia, UAW Region 6 PAC
George Pollock, Administrative Technician, Texas Office of
Secretary of State
Carl Pope, Executive Director, Sierra Club of California
A. Alan Post, former Legislative Analyst, State of California
Ted Prim, Deputy Attorney General, State of California
Jeanne Pritchard, Division Chief of the Technical Assistance and
Analysis Division, Fair Political Practices Commission
T. Anthony
Research
Assembly
Tom Quinn,

Quinn, Director of the California Office of Economic
of the Department of Commerce; former consultant,
Minority Caucus
City News Service

Frank Reiche, Commissioner, Federal Election Commission
Clinton Reilly, Clinton Reilly Campaigns
Ed Reinecke, former Chairman of the California Republican Party
John Rico, Washington State Senate Republican Caucus: former
Political Director of the California Republican Party
Professor Doug Rivers, California Institute of Technology
Steve Rivers, former aide to Assemblyman Tom Hayden
State Senate President pro Tem David Roberti
Mary Robinson, Chairman, Election, Laws and Reapportionment
Issues Committee, California Federation of Republican Women
Stanley M. Roden, Commissioner, Fair Political Practices
Commission
James M. Rogers, Attorney, Berkeley, California; Vice Chair of
California Common Cause
Harvey Rosenfield, former Director, CalPIRG
Richard Ross, Director of the Speaker's Office of Majority
Services
Bill Saracino, Assemblyman Pat Nolan's office
Greg Schmidt, State Senator Bill Lockyer's Office
Frank Schubert, former Director of the Assembly Republican PAC
Jim Shultz, former lobbyist for California Common Cause
Charles Scully, General Counsel, California State Federation of
Labor, AFL-CIO
Stanley Sheinbaum, economist
Nancy Sheppard, Assistant Treasurer, Bankers Responsible
Government Committee
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Assemblyman Byron Sher
Jerry Simpson, California Medical PAC
Jim Smith, Twentieth Century Fund
Martin Smith, Sacramento Bee
Gayle Smookler, California Trial Lawyers PAC
Donald R. Spuehler, O'Melveny & Myers
Dan Stanford, Chairman, Fair Political Practices Commission
Mary Anne Sterling, Pat Penney Public Relations
Philip Stern, author
Charlie Steele, General Counsel to the Federal Election
Commission
Galen Streamer, Associated General Contractors PAC
William Sullivan, Deputy Director, Massachusetts Office of
Campaign and Political Finance
John Surina, Staff Director of the Federal Election Commission
Cynthia Suzuki, California Chamber of Commerce
Joel Swerdlow, author
Susan Swatt, aide to Assemblyman Ross Johnson
Peter Szego, consultant to the State Senate Elections Committee
Peter Tagger, direct mail consultant
Kathy Taylor, California Association of Health Facilities PAC
Mark Timmerman, Assembly Republican Caucus
Stuart Tobisman, O'Melveny & Myers
Jim Tucker, consultant to the Assembly Elections Committee
John Turnquist, Deputy Director, Michigan Campaign Finance
Reporting Section, Secretary of State's Office
Roy M. Ulrich, public interest lawyer/broadcaster/California
Common Cause board member
Jesse M. Unruh, California State Treasurer
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos
Bill Walsh, Evergreen Association
Dan Walters, Sacramento Bee
John B. Warner, Managing Director, J. Burton Company
Mark Edward Warren, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
Doug Watts, political consultant, Russo-Watts Consulting
Congressman Henry Waxman
Tom Weinberg, President, Evans Weinberg Advertising
Elizabeth Whitney, Assistant State Treasurer
Harold Williams, Chief Executive, J. Paul Getty Trust
Chuck Winner, Winner/Wagner Associates
Jim Wisely, Southern California Executive Director, California
Democratic Party
Jim Wood, Assistant Executive Secretary-Treasurer, Los Angeles
County Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO
Lois Woodruff, League of Women Voters of California
Richard Zeiger, Editor of the California Journal; former
correspondent for the Riverside Press-Enterprise
Walter A. Zelman, Executive Director, California Common Cause
Mickey Ziffren, former Commissioner, Fair Political Practices
Comm i ss i on
Bill Zimmerman, Zimmerman, Galanty t Fiman
Ed Zuckerman, Editor and Publisher, PACs & Lobbies
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APPENDIX D
ATIVE

TOM:

STUDY
The following is a schematic outline of guidelines that a
typical candidate for the California Legislature might follow t o
raise campaign funds today. It provides a highly simplified yet
useful overview of the campaign fundraising process. This
hypothetical outline by no means applies t o every legislator or
candidate. Many do not involve themselves in all of the steps
discussed. However, an aggressive legislator who aspires to a
leadership position or higher office is likely t o engage in most
of these activities.
A.

You are a candidate attempting to unseat an incumbent of
another party. The district is one in which party registration
is close enough so that a challenge could be successful. The
incumbent has not developed a distinguished record. You must
overcome opposition in your own party's primary before you can
meet the incumbent in the general election. The incumbent you
confront has the following advantages:
a.

Name recognition;

b.

Quarterly newsletters from Sacramento;

c.

Columns placed in local newspapers;

d.

Press releases;

e.

An active district office with several

.

full-time staffers;

.

f.

$100,000 raised from various sources (primarily
special interests--see below)

1.

Your problem is finding the $100,000 needed t o wage an
effective primary campaign. Sources:

B.

--

Your own money--perhaps $25,000.

--

Friends--another

$20,000.

--

Statewide special interests--most are in Sacramento
and are reluctant t o get involved in primary
battles. They will tend to support the incumbent,
hence very little money is available--perhaps $5,000
to $10,000.

--

Other legislators--they like to pick winners and
sometimes give early t o pick up "chits"--perhaps
$5,000. It will help if you are a former
legislative aide with Sacramento contacts.
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--

Local special interests--if you are a city council
member or county supervisor you have a special
advantage because you can tap local special
interests--real estate developers, people seeking
permits, etc. They will contribute for two reasons:
(i) in case you lose, you will still be in a
decision-making role; (ii) they may have permit
applications or other matters before you.
So--$45,000.
m: State legislators have tried to
stack the deck against local city council members,
precisely because they have local fundraising
abilities. The Legislature has passed a law that
local elections in General Law Cities must be held
in April of election (even) years. One-half of
local officials must thus decide whether t o run for
local reelection or for the Legislature--they can't
do both. Supervisors have the same problem: half
are up for reelection in the June primary in
even-numbered years.

You win the primary.

2.

You raise $95,000 t o $100,000.

1.

You have zero cash and a deficit; you must pay off
your debts and raise $250,000 (generally necessary to
wage an effective contested general election campaign).
Sources :

C.

--

----

Party and caucus leaders will give significant
amounts of money if they think you can win. They
will make this decision on their own timetable,
often late in the campaign.
Statewide special interests--you are introduced to
their representative by party and caucus leaders.
If you are a Republican, business PACs will give
$500 t o $1,000 contributions; if you are a Democrat,
you ask for support from labor unions.
Approximately 92% of your money will come from
outside your district. Most will come from PACs,
businesses or partisan sources. Only four t o six
percent will come in small contributions under $100.
Party and caucus leaders may run your campaign from
Sacramento: if so, they will design your brochures
and mailings. Frequently they will send consultants
to act as campaign managers.

2.

Host of your money is spent on direct mail--very little
on radio/TV (unless you are running in a small media
market) and very little on newspaper ads or billboards.

3.

You win, even though the incumbent outspends you.
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1.

You have zero cash and a huge deficit which must be
paid off or substantially reduced.

2.

Typical technique--fundraiserso

-- You

can charge higher prices for Sacramento
fundraisers than for ones in your district. Reason:
special interest PACs are located in Sacramento.

--

--

--

--

Many fundraisers are held in the early part of the
legislative session--in December, January or
February; $250/plate dinners are typical (can be up
t o $1,25O/plate).
This is when you will be drafting
your first legislation. People attend because they
seek access and want t o make a good impression on
the new legislator.
You will personally call special interests and
invite them t o attend the fundraiser.
Your legislative leadership will assist in planning
the event.
You pay off your deficit.

E.
Usually several are held in the off year to build up a war
chest for the next election, t o build a power base in the
Legislature (for transfers to other candidates) or to give money
to the Speaker or your party caucus for them to transfer to
favored candidates.

F.

G.

t on the U t i v P

Process

1.

If a special interest group wants legislation, it will
come t o you and suggest that you introduce a bill.

2.

At hearings, especially when you don't care ($.a,,
an
equal battle between banks and savings and loans), you
may cast your vote in favor of the side which made the
largest contributions in the past. You intimate to the
losing side that you did this so they will increase
their contributions next time.

3.

If you are the chair of a committee or in a leadership
position, you are much more attractive to special
interests.

Y
Election

1.

. .

If you are worried about challengers by the beginning
of the election year, you will have raised at least
$100,000 to scare off potential opponents.
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2.

You will engage in another round of fundraising at
the beginning of the year.

3.

You will hope that there is a "money bill" pending
before the Legislature where both sides are heavy
spenders and are willing t o bid against each other. If
not, you consider introducing one. You stay
uncommitted, playing off each side against the other.

4.

Even if you don't expect a strong opponent, you will
attempt to raise lots of money, either for a rainy day,
for new equipment in your district offices or to
transfer t o other candidates you support.

5.

There is intense competition among legislators as to
who can raise the most funds. Big fundraisers are
rewarded with key leadership positions.

1.

As the incumbent you should have scared off any
significant primary or general election challengers,
provided you have not been tarred by scandal or do not
have a marginal district. In a safe seat you don't
have to worry about the June or November election.

2.

In a marginal seat your opponent will be using up his
or her resources in the primary if faced with strong
primary opponents.

3.

You will spend a limited amount of money in the primary
election, just t o keep your name before the public.
Your prime goal is t o conserve your resources for the
November election.

4.

By law you are not allowed to send out state-funded
newsletters once you have filed for office in March.

8.

I.

Election (assuming an active opponent)
1.

You increase your fundraising, particularly as the
Legislature winds up in August. The special interests
are desperate t o get their legislation passed (or
killed) and you talk t o them about your upcoming tough
campaign

.

2.

You hold a series of fundraisers in your district,
not so much t o raise significant funds but t o build up
your mailing list and to increase your in-district
visibility.

3.

At the end of a tough campaign you solicit support from
the legislative leadership. You let them run your
campaign as part of their financial support.

4.

You are on the phone constantly, trying t o get money
for a last-minute "hit piece" against your opponent.
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J.

You win, but have huge deficit and zero cash.
cycle begins again.
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The

General Election (weak opponent)

1.

You send out one mailer just to let your constituents
know you exist.

2.

You stockpile money in case you decide t o run for
higher office.

3.

You transfer last-minute money to your legislative
colleagues, hoping that they will support you in the
future.

4.

You send out mailings to show opponents in the next
election that you can't be beaten.

5.

You coordinate slate mailings.

6.

You back local candidates so that you can build a loyal
local base.

7.

You win, and you have a comfortable surplus. But
because you are worried that you may be targeted at the
next election, you begin raising funds immediately.
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APPENDIX E

mW L E W A T I V E CAM)-IM
N'S RECOMMENDED MO-

A -S

The following scenario outlines the ste s typical candidates
might follow, and the sources candidates mig t approach, to raise
sufficient funds for a competitive campaign under the
Commission's Model Law.
(See Appendix A, "Model Law.") The
scenario assumes that the hypothetical candidate is a local
elected official running in the primary for an Assembly seat and
that the winner of the primary will have a reasonable chance to
beat the incumbent in the general election. The scenario
continues with a look at a general election campaign for a
challenger and the primary and general election campaigns for an
incumbent.

R

The following estimates are inevitably speculative. One
candidate may be able t o draw more on family and friends, another
may be able to draw on a wider circle of professional associates.
The figures below, however, may provide a relatively concrete
sense of the approaches a candidate might take in raising
specific sums under the Model Law.
The following is a brief overview of the Model Law for
Assembly candidates:

. .

ution Lunlts

----

Individuals, PACs, corporations and labor unions may give
up to $1,000.
Small contributor PACs may give up to $5,000.
Parties and caucuses may give up to $50,000 in the
general election.

-- Off year money
-- Candidates may

is prohibited.
only accept $50,000 in non-individual

contributions.

--

Before the contribution limitations apply, candidates may
accept $35,000 in larger amounts for the primary.

--

Total expenditures by candidates are limited to a maximum
of $150,000 in the primary election and $225,000 in the
general election.

--

Maximum amount: $75,000 in the primary and $112,500 in
the general election.

--

Candidates may receive matching funds after they have
raised $20,000 in contributions of $1,000 or less and at
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least one opponent has qualified for matching funds or
has raised or spent at least $35,000.

---

Contributions up t o $250 are matched at a ratio of
3-to-1.
In-district contributions are matched 5-to-1.

--

A.
1.

You make your decision t o run for the Assembly known t o
friends and family in February. You give $20,000 of your
own money t o your campaign. Your parents (who live outside
your district) give another $15,000. This is the total
allowable seed money.
Amount Raised - $35,000
Seed Money
Maxed Out
Matching Funds Threshold
Not Met
Amount Counted Towards Matching Funds Threshold

-

2.

-

-

$3,000

You make phone calls to arrange a series of visits with
close friends t o ask for money. Six give $1,000, four give
$500, ten give $250, and ten (five of whom live in your
district) give $100,

-

Amount Raised
$11,500
Matching Funds Threshold - Not Met
Amount Counted Towards Matching Funds Threshold
CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
3.

-

$14,500

$46,500

You make a series of phone calls and visits to relatives to
ask for money. Two give $1,000, four give $250, and four
(two of whom live in your district) give $100.

-

Amount Raised
$3,400
Matching Funds Threshold
Not Met
Amount Counted Towards Matching Funds Threshold
CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
4.

-

-

-

-

$17,900

$49,900

You hold a major fundraiser and invite constituents
(individual developers, businessmen, labor officials) with
whom you have dealt in your capacity as a local elected
official. Six give $1,000, five give $500, eight give $250
and twelve give $100: all the $100 contributors live in your
district.

-

$11,700
Amount Raised
Matching Funds Threshold
Matching Funds
$48,100

-

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED

-

Reached ($29,600)
$109,700

Now you have reached the qualification threshold for limited
matching funds. Because one of your opponents has also
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qualified for matching funds, you can receive funds for all
contributions received to date in the following amounts:
For each $100 contribution-----------------$300
For each $1,000, $500 or $250 contribution--$750
If the contribution comes from an in-district source, use
the following higher amounts:
For each $100 contribution-----------------$500
For each $1,000, $500 or $250 contribution--$1,250
5.

You send a mail appeal for funds t o more distant friends and
relatives, and some community leaders. Two give $100, ten
give $50, thirty (ten of whom live in your district) give
$25 and twenty (half of whom live in your district) give
$10.
Amount Raised - $1,650
Matching Funds - $5,650
Total Matching Funds
$53,750

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
6.

-

$117,000

You hold a series of small fundraisers in your district.
These are attractive because of the high matching ratio.
You charge $50 for a cocktail party, $10 for a barbecue, $10
for a spaghetti feed and $5 for a coffee. Three-quarters of
those attending live in your district. These contributions
qualify you for the maximum allowable matching funds for an
Assembly primary campaign ($75,000), and as a result, some
of these contributions are not matched.
12
40
4
120
80

at
at
at
at
at

$100
$50

$25
$10
$5

-

Amount Raised
$4,900
Matching Funds - $21,250
Total Matching Funds
$75,000

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
7.

-

$143,150

Late in the campaign you ask all contributors who haven't
yet maxed out at $1,000 t o give again. Additional
contributions are not eligible for matching funds.
Nevertheless, six people give another $500 each and six give
$250 each, all from within the district.
Amount Raised

-

$4,500

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED

-

$147,650

CONGRATULATIONSJ You have come within $2,350 of your fundraising
oal--the $150,000 limit on primary campaign expenditures. You
%ave outspent all your opponents and win your primary
convincingly.
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You are the party nominee, but your treasury is empty. On
the positive side, you are not required to meet a threshold
for matching funds a second time; you are eligible to
receive matching funds immediately since the incumbent has
over $35,000 in his war chest. You start by kicking in
$1,000 of your own money, and you receive $1,000 from each
of your parents.

-

Total Raised
$3,000
$2,750
Matching Funds

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
2.

-

$5,750

Next, go back to all your friends who gave you money in the
primary. They are excited that you won and are willing to
give again.
6
4
9
6
6

at
at
at
at
at

-

$1,000 each (out-of-district)
$6,000
$500 each (out-of-district)
$2,000
$250 each (out-of-district)
$2,250
$100 each (out-of-district)
$600
$100 each (in-district)
$600

-

-

Total Raised - $11,450
Matching Funds
$19,050
Total Matching Funds
$21,800

-

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
3.

-

$36,250

You ask your relatives to give again. Some don't like your
asking them for more money, but a few come through anyway.

-

$2,000
2 at $1,000 each (out-of-district)
$200
2 at $100 each (out-of-district)
$200
2 at $100 each (in-district)

-

-

-

$2,400
Total Raised
Matching Funds - $3,100
Total Matching Funds - $24,900
CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
4.

-

$41,750

Since you are considered by observers to have a good shot at
winning, political action committees are now willing to back
you. Four small contributor PACs give $5,000 apiece, eight
give $1,000, nine give $500 and ten give $250.

-

Total Raised
$35,000
Matching Funds
$23,250
Total Matching Funds - $48,150

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
5.

-

$100,000

You go back to the local interest groups that gave before.
Most, though not all, match their previous contribution.
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10
2
5
8

at
at
at
at

$1,000 each (in-district) - $10,000
$500 each (in-district) - $ 1,000
$250 each (in-district) - $ 1,250
$100 each (in-district)
$
800

-

Total Raised - $13,050
Matching Funds - $25,250
$73,400
Total Matching Funds

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
6.

-

$138,300

You send another appeal for funds to your smaller
contributors.
2
10
30
20

at
at
at
at

$100 (out-of-district) - $200
$50 (out-of-district) - $500
$25 (half in-district)
$750
$200
$10 (half in-district)

-

Total Raised - $1,650
Matching Funds - $5,900
Total Matching Funds - $79,300
CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
7.

-

$145,850

You hold a second series of small fundraising events.
these require substantial amounts of time and energy,
generous matching funds make it all worthwhile.
4
40
4
120
80

at
at
at
at
at

While

$100)
$50 )
$25 ) (three-quarters in-district)
$10 )
$5 )

-

Total Raised
$4,100
Matching Funds
$18,450
$97,750
Total Matching Funds

-

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
8.

-

$168,400

Your party and legislative caucus have targeted your race;
they give you maximum financial support.
1 at $47,000 (out-of-district)
1 at $3,000 (out-of-district)

-

$50,000
Total Raised
Matching Funds - $1,500
Total Matching Funds - $99,250
CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
9.

-

$219,900

In the closing days of the campaign, you once again return
to your most faithful supporters who have yet to give $1,000
during the general election period, and ask for more money.
Note that contributions from people who have previously
given $250 or more cannot be matched.
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2
2
4
2

at
at
at
at
11 at

$500
$250

-

$1,000 (no match)
$500 (no match)
$100 - $400 (out-of-district)
$50 (in-district) - $100
$25 (six in-district)
$275

-

--

Total Raised
$2,275
Matching Funds
$2,825
Total Matching Funds
$102,075

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
CONGRATULATIONS!

-

$225,000

You defeat the incumbent in a close race.

C.
As an incumbent Assemblymember facing only token opposition
in the party primary but expecting a tough fight in the general
election, you might raise funds from the following sources:

QlxJEu
You are delighted to learn that you are free of fundraising
for one year. You concentrate on learning the legislative
process.
ction
1.

Ten businesses who appreciate your record in the Assembly
contribute $2,000 each.
10 at $2,000 each

-

$20,000

-

Seed Money
$20,000
Matching Funds Threshold
Not Met
Amount Counted Towards Matching Funds Threshold

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
2.

-

$8,000

$2Or000

You hold a $250-a-plate dinner. Eighty individuals attend
(half from your district). You reach the threshold needed
to qualify for matching funds but none of your opponents has
qualified.

-

Total Raised
$20,000
Seed Money
Maxed Out
Matching Funds Threshold

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
3.

-

- Reached
-

($28,000)

$40,000

You hold an event in your district to strengthen your
community relations.
200 at $200 each (in-district)

Total Raised

-

-

$40,000

$40,000

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED

-

$80,000
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Some political action committees show their support,
providing the maximum in contributions from non-individuals.
2
10
10
20

-

small contributor PACs at $5,000 each
at $1,000 each - $10,000
$5,000
at $500 each
$5,000
at $250 each

$10,000

-

Total Raised

-

$30,000

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED

-

$110,000

No opponent qualifies for matching funds or raises or spends more
than $35,000, so you fail to receive any matching funds. Your
overwhelming renomination surprises no one. You carry over some
of your surplus funds ($30,000) because you expect a tough
reelection campaign.

1.

Now entering the general election stretch, you want to raise
the maximum allowable funds with a minimum amount of effort.
Your general election opponent has qualified for matching
funds. You hold a large fundraiser in your district during
the July legislative recess. Matching funds make this most
lucrative.
12 at $50 (three-quarters in-district)
210 at $25 (three-quarters in-district)

-

$600
$5,250

Total Raised - $5,850
$26,350
Matching Funds

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
2.

-

$32,200

You hold a Sacramento fundraiser during the August
legislative session.

-

4 at $1,000 each (out-of-district)
$4,000
90 at $250 each (out-of-district)
$22,500

-

-

$26,500
Total Raised
Matching Funds
$70,500
Total Matching Funds
$96,850

-

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
3,

-

$129,200

A small neighborhood fundraiser generates good publicity and
more matching funds.

4 at $100 each (in-district)
45 at $15 each (in-district)

- $400
- $675

Total Raised - $1,075
Matching Funds - $5,375
Total Matching Funds - $102,225
CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED

-

$135,650
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You hold your last major fundraiser in your district. Note
that this set of contributions qualifies you for the maximum
you may receive in matching funds for an Assembly general
election.
70 at $250 (in-district)
140 at $125 (in-district)

-

$17,500
$17,500

-

Total Raised
$35,000
Matching Funds - $10,275
$112,500
Total Matching Funds

-

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
5.

-

$180,925

Your party and caucus are concerned about your reelection;
they provide the remaining funds you need t o reach the
maximum you are allowed t o spend.
1 at $10,000
1 at $4,075
Total Raised

-

$14,075

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RAISED
CONGRATULATIONS!
E.

-

$225,000 (including $30,000 from
the primary)

You are narrowly reelected.
over the S

t

u

The Commission's proposed Model Law gives candidates a
number of advantages over current fundraising practices.
1.

Expenditure ceilings give each candidate a reasonable
and realistic fundraising goal. Expenditure limits
will also cap the campaign finance "arms race."
Candidates are relieved of considerable pressure t o
enage in continuous fundraising.

2.

The importance of any single contribution is reduced.
No one contribution can exceed $1,000 for an individual
or $5,000 for a small contributor PAC. Contributions
this small are less likely to be rewarded with
influence.

3.

The total amount of money candidates can receive from
non-individual contributors is limited in the
aggregate. Assembly candidates can receive no more
than $50,000 from PACs, corporations and labor unions.
This will prevent candidates from paying undue
deference t o organized interest groups.

4.

In many competitive races, overall campaign costs will
be reduced.

5.

Candidates will be encouraged to raise more funds from
residents within their own districts.
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6.

Incumbents will be prohibited from engaging in
fundraising activities during the off-election year.

7.

Incumbents' fundraising advantages will be reduced in
competitive campaigns. Incumbents will not be able to
spend more than the expenditure ceilings, and
challengers will receive public money to offset the
incumbents' inherent fundraising advantage.

8.

Serious candidates will receive a substantial new
source of "clean" campaign funding. They will not have
to compromise legislative positions in exchange for
contributions.

9.

The appearance of corruption in the legislative process
will be significantly reduced. Extremely large
contributions will disappear. PACs, corporations,
labor unions and other organized special interests will
be able to give only limited contributions. The
appearance of a
Dro auQ exchange of money for
legislative influence will dissipate.
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APPENDIX F
SIS OF PROPOSITION 40:
ON W G N F I W C E INITIATIVE

Assemblyman Ross Johnson (R-La Habra) qualified an
initiative on campaign finance which appeared as Proposition 40
on the November 1984 ballot. The measure was soundly defeated by
the voters after a wide variety of groups opposed it for various
reasons. The following analysis (1) summarizes the initiative's
main provisions, (2) lists some of its major potential impacts,
(3) discusses supporting and opposing arguments, and (4) briefly
describes some of the legal questions it raised.

A.
1.

An individual could not have contributed more than

$1,000 per state candidate (legislative and statewide)
per fiscal year (July 1 through June 30).
2.

A political party could not have contributed more than
$1,000 per state candidate per fiscal year. The party
could not have accepted any contribution of more than
$250 per fiscal year from an individual.

3.

A PAC could not have contributed more than $1,000 per
state candidate per fiscal year. PACs could not have
accepted contributions of more than $250 per fiscal
year from an individual.

4.

Contributions would have been prohibited from
corporations, labor unions, partnerships, legislative
caucuses and other legislators ("transfers"). Only
contributions from individuals, PACs and political
parties could have been accepted by candidates for
state off ice.

5.

No individual could have contributed more than a total
of $10,000 in a fiscal year to all state candidates,
PACs and political parties combined. On the other
hand, PACs and parties could have contributed t o
candidates an unlimited number of $1,000 contributions.

6.

Candidates could not have borrowed more than $250 per
vendor or creditor to finance their campaigns and would
have had to repay these loans within 30 days.
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1.

Any funds in possession of a candidate, PAC or party
when this law would have become effective (November 7,
1984) could not have been used for future state
campaigns

.

2.

Candidates would have been required to declare which
office they were seeking before receiving any
contributions.

3.

Candidates would have had to establish one checking
account for all contributions and expenditures.

4.

Funds could only have been used for the one office for
which the candidate declared.

5.

Surplus funds left over after an election for a
particular office could not have been used for personal
purposes or for future elections to any other office.
of Free W

C.

U

Each individual making any contribution--no matter how
small--to a candidate or PAC would have had t o sign a Declaration
of Free Will, under penalty of perjury, for each contribution
(identifying the name, address and occupation of the contributor,
as well as whether the contributor was a registered voter). The
Declaration would have stated that the individual was making the
contribution of his or her own free will, without coercion, and
with his or her own funds.
D.
1.

Candidates who wished t o spend their own personal money
on their election would have had t o deposit their
personal funds into their campaign's checking account.

2.

Candidates would have had t o notify opposing candidates
within one hour of depositing their own personal money
into their campaign's checking account.

1.

If a candidate contributed his or her own money into
the campaign, all opponents of the candidate would have
been eligible for public funds based on the following
formula: once the opponents had raised a minimum amount
of money ($200,000 for candidates for Governor;
$100,000 for other statewide candidates; $25,000 for
Board of Equalization candidates and $7,500 for
legislative candidates), they could receive $1 of
public money for each $1 of personal money put in by
any candidate running for the same office.

2.

No more than $1 million per fiscal year could have been
given by the state to all candidates.
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3.

The purpose of this provision was to have discouraged
wealthy candidates from contributing to their own
campaigns.

1.

An independent expenditure would have been defined as
an expenditure which was not made to or at the behest
of a candidate.

2.

Only individuals could have made contributions to an
independent expenditure committee.

3.

An independent committee could not have received more
than $250 from any individual per fiscal year.
(As
indicated above, no individual could have made total
contributions of more than $10,000 to independent
committees, PACs, political parties or candidates.)

4.

An individual or committee which had contributed to a
candidate during any calendar year in which an election
was held would have been considered to be acting in
concert with that candidate and could not have made
independent expenditures on behalf of that candidate.

5.

A p e r s m making an independent expenditure for a mass
mailing would have had to identify himself or herself
on the inside and outside of the mailing and would have
had to put on the inside and outside a notice that the
independent mailing was not authorized or approved by
the candidate.

1.

PACs could only have received contributions from
individuals in amounts of $250 or less per fiscal year.
Corporations and labor unions would have apparently
been prohibited from contributing toward PACs'
administrative and overhead costs.

2.

A PAC could not have had as an officer any person who

F.

G.

was an officer of another PAC which supported or
opposed the same state candidates.

H.

3.

No PAC could have acted in concert with any other PAC.

4.

PACs could not have transferred funds to other PACs.
an C

a

A candidate would have been made personally responsible for
campaign ads produced by his or her own committee and would have
been personally responsible for any libelous materials.
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Enfarcement

The initiative would have amended California's Political
Reform Act, and would have been implemented by the Fair Political
Practices Commission, with its full range of enforcement and
regulatory powers.

A.
1.

The contribution limitations would have significantly
reduced candidates' campaign funds. An average
legislative candidate in 1982, for example, would have
had 62% of all his or her campaign funds cut by the
measure (FPPC analysis). One candidate would have had
a reduction of 89% of his funds (Commission analysis).
Governor Deukmejian and Mayor Bradley, respectively,
would have had 69% and 60% of their campaign funds cut
by the measure (Commission analysis).

2.

Labor and corporate participation in elections could
have been drastically reduced. Direct contributions
could have been prohibited altogether. Labor PACs,
such as the United Farm Workers PAC, would have been
able to contribute relatively small amounts. PACs
which received their contributions from corporations,
such as United for California, would have had t o cease
operations.

3.

Up to 90% of the funds contributed t o candidates by the
political parties would have been eliminated.

4.

Transfers and legislative caucus contributions, which
comprise over 20% of the average legislator's funds,
would have been eliminated. The effect of this
prohibition could have been softened if legislators and
caucuses urged their contributors t o give directly to
other favored candidates.

E.

ect on -ition

. .

1.

Many experts predicted the measure would decrease
electoral competition for legislative seats and make it
more difficult for challengers to unseat incumbents.
They also warned that many candidates would lack the
funding to communicate effectively with the public.

2.

The FPPC estimated, for example, that Assembly
candidates need a minimum of $100,000, and Senate
candidates $150,000, t o communicate their messages to
voters. If the measure had been in effect during'the
1982 election, and if candidates could not replace lost
revenues from other sources, then in only one 1982
legislative race would both candidates have been able
to raise these minimum amounts. Only five candidates
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in California would have met these minimal thresholds
(FPPC analysis).
C.

RoM

t in Cont-r

1.

Individual contributors provide about 14% of
legislative candidates' cam aign funds. Under the
measure, it appeared that t ey would have supplied a
larger proportion--up to one-third of overall campaign
contributions (FPPC analysis)

R

.

2.

Organizations that were able to influence their members
to make direct contributions t o candidates could have
increased their influence. This was likely to be true
of such groups as real estate brokers, doctors and
trial lawyers. Individuals who could "broker" many
individual contributions would have grown in
importance.

3.

The overall percentage of PAC contributions to
candidates would have been likely t o remain the same as
the percentage coming from PACs and corporations,
combined, before the measure was t o have become
effective (FPPC analysis). The total dollar amounts of
PAC contributions, however, would have dropped--unless
PACs could have multiplied their numbers t o compensate
for the low contribution limits.

4.

The effectiveness of some labor or corporate-employee
PACs could have diminished because their administrative
expenses could not have been subsidized by unions or
corporations. Existing PACs would not have been able
to expend previously collected funds on candidates or
overhead

.

5.

Independent expenditure committees could have grown in
numbers and importance. Some labor, corporate-employee
and other PACs could have converted themselves into
independent expenditure committees t o avoid
restrictions on their contributions.

6.

Each party's legislative candidates would have had t o
replace a similar proportion of their campaign funds
had the measure been in effect in 1982, according to
the FPPC.
Sbent on F

D.

. .

W

1.

Candidates in competitive races now spend a great deal
of time raising money. Under this measure, they would
have had t o spend more time, for they would have had to
receive contributions in smaller amounts.

2.

Candidates in non-competitive races would have been
able t o spend less time fundraising, if their
challengers had been unable to raise enough money to
campaign effectively against them.
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E.

es of

Own &ney

1.

In 1982 candidates spent $2,263,000 of their own money
on their campaigns. (This figure includes
contributions of $1,288,000 to Tom Hayden's campaign
from his wife.)
The measure could have discouraged
ractice, because the opponents of these
candif;ates would have received equal public matching
this
funds.

2.

If the $1 million public matching fund were depleted,
its deterrent effect would have disappeared.
Candidates would have been able to contribute funds to
their own campaigns without their opponents receiving
matching funds.
on of

F.

Any candidate or officeholder with a surplus after the
November 1984 election would have been barred from using it on
any future state campaigns.
G.

Beduction in War Chests for Future E l e c t i o n s

Current officeholders often build large war chests t o use,
not for reelection, but for higher elective office. The measure
would have prevented candidates from raising money for one office
and spending it on another office.
vs in- F

A.

. .

Uncertainties of interpretation would have delayed
fundraising until the FPPC was able t o issue interpretative
regulations.

The following are some of the arguments that were raised for
and against Proposition 40:

. . .

in Favor of the J b o n Inltlatlve

A.

1.

The $1,000 contribution limitations would have:
a.

Diminished the influence of large contributors on
campaigns and on legislation;

b.

Lessened the appearance of corruption (a
exchange of money for votes);

c.

Reduced overall campaign expenditures;

d.

Encouraged candidates t o seek small contributions;
and
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e.

2.

Allowed individual $1,000 contributors to match
the largest possible contribution of the most
powerful PAC.

Several provisions would have encouraged PACs to
operate in a more egalitarian fashion:
a.

Contributions

PACs were limited (to $250).

b.

Sponsoring corporations and labor unions were
barred from providing funds for administration.

c.

A "Declaration of Free Will" had t o be signed by
each contributor to prevent employees from being
coerced into giving to PACs.

3.

The initiative would have prohibited corporations and
unions from making contributions because they are
organized for specific, narrow purposes.

4.

Money given to a candidate for office in one district
should not be transferred to support a different
candidate in a different district. Eliminating
transfers would have made last-minute infusions of
money into campaigns unlikely, thus reducing
incumbents' apprehensions that they had to raise
substantial funds to defend themselves from such an
eventuality.

5.

Large debts make candidates susceptible to special
interest influence. Loans t o candidates would have
therefore been strictly limited.

6.

Eliminating stockpiles of campaign funds when this
measure was to have taken effect would have put
incumbents and challengers on a more equal footing.
Both would have had to raise new funds afresh under the
limits for the 1986 election.

7.

Wealthy candidates should not have an unfair advantage
over their opponents. Candidates would not spend
personal funds on their campaigns if they knew their
opponents could then receive comparable amounts of
public money as was required under the measure's
provisions.

8.

The incumbents' advantage over challengers might have
increased slightly but incumbents now win 98% of their
races anyway. The impact on the legislative process
could have been so beneficial that it would have far
outweighed any possible negative impact on the
electoral process.

9.

This measure was so drastic that it could have had the
beneficial effect of encouraging the Legislature to
enact further reforms.
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. . .

Imposing low contribution limits of $1,000, without
providing a new source of campaign funds, would have
had the following undesirable results:
a.

Incumbents would have become nearly invulnerable.
Their opponents would have found it impossible to
raise enough money to challenge them.

b.

Candidates would have become more beholden t o
outside interests. They would have needed t o
pressure an even broader range of businessmen and
labor leaders for money and would have thus
encumbered their votes on even more issues.

c.

Candidates and officeholders would have been
forced t o spend even more time than the large
amount now spent on fundraising. For
officeholders this would have meant less attention
to their governmental duties.

d.

The low contribution limits would have stimulated
the proliferation of PACs and independent
expenditure committees.

e.

Limits based on the fiscal year (July through
June) instead of election cycles would have had
unintended effects. If special elections were
called t o fill vacancies and both elections were
scheduled in the same fiscal year, candidates
could receive only $1,000 per contributor for both
primary and runoff elections.

f.

Incumbents, especially those with four-year terms,
who solicited $1,000 contributions from donors
every fiscal year, could have still built large
surpluses to deter potential challengers from
running.

g.

Limitations would have given the public the
illusion that substantial reforms had curbed the
influence of special interest money, yet the
collective impact of special interests would have
actually increased.

2.

A $1,000 limitation on political parties would have
hindered their operation.

3.

Direct contributions from corporations and labor unions
should have been limited, not prohibited. These
organizations have a legitimate interest in legislative
business. Similar prohibitions at the federal level
have caused a proliferation of PACs.

4.

The prohibition of transfers and caucus contributions
would have had undesirable results:
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a.

It would have removed a source of funds which has
fewer strings attached than direct contributions
from special interests.

b.

It would have driven transfers "underground,"
resulting in less disclosure of sources of
campaign funds

.

c.

It would have protected incumbents from those
challengers who are only competitive if they have
access to transfers.

d.

It could have initially hurt Democrats more than
Republicans because Democrats are more dependent
on transfers.

5.

The severe limitation on loans to candidates would have
suppressed competition since candidates typically
receive the bulk of their campaign funds just before
the election, yet have to pay for some items earlier.

6.

Prohibiting the use of all campaign funds raised before
November 1984 would have pushed incumbents into frantic
fundraising in 1985 and thus left them more dependent
on special interests.

7.

The $1 million limit on public funds in each fiscal
year would have created serious problems in any
election where these funds were exhausted. A single
candidate (Tom Hayden) would have broken the bank in
1982.

8.

Many provisions were unnecessarily burdensome:
requiring even the smallest contributor to execute a
"Declaration of Free Will" and to make contributions by
check, requiring public matching funds for a
candidate's personal contributions of even one dollar
and prohibiting all anonymous contributions.

9.

Small fundraising events would have been crippled. A
$2 admission ticket and the sale of a $1 hot dog at a
political fundraising event, for example, would each
have had to be paid for with a check and accompanied by
a Declaration of Free Will (assuming the profits were
going t o the campaign).

10.

If the initiative were to have been adopted by the
voters, its detailed provisions would have been "etched
in stone" since it could not have been amended without
a second vote of the people.

11.

Passage of the Johnson Initiative would have damaged
future opportunities for other types of campaign reform
for years to come.
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A number of constitutional and legal questions were raised
concerning the validity or interpretation of provisions of
Proposition 40. Many of these required fairly intricate analyses
and definitive resolution by the courts. The following provides
an abbreviated list of some of the more important questions.
A.
The initiative prohibited individuals from making
independent expenditures on behalf of a candidate, whenever that
individual also made a contribution directly to the same
candidate. The courts have consistently ruled, however, that
independent expenditures (A,
expenditures not made at the
request of, or coordinated with, the candidate) cannot be
limited. w e v v. V w , 424 U.S. 1 (1976); PEC v.
105
S. Ct. 1459 (1985).

a,

B.

on Contrlbutlons to

The initiative prohibited individuals from contributing more
than $250 to an independent committee. Although courts have
upheld limits on contributions to candidates (stating they were
necessary t o prevent "corruption" or its "appearance"), they
might possibly rule that contributions to independent committees
cannot corrupt candidates and thus cannot be limited.
U
C;
i t i z e n s t Rent Cm
€
kBerk-,
454 U.S. 290 (1981).

u.

C.

on v
t
o
P

*

.

Contrlbutlons

The initiative prohibited political parties from
contributing more than $1,000 to a candidate. Although the
Supreme Court has upheld significantly higher contribution limits
on political parties, it might conclude that a $1,000 limit was
lower than necessary to prevent corruption of candidates.
D.

C-ut

iqILs

The initiative prohibited cash or anonymous contributions.
It also required individuals t o sign a "Declaration of Free Will"
stating their name, address, occupation and voter registration
status. If these provisions deterred contributions by low-income
individuals who lacked checking accounts or were reluctant to
sign a Declaration, they might violate the First Amendment and
the Equal Protection Clause.

E.

- for Libel

The initiative made candidates personally responsible for
all political advertisements or communications distributed by
their campaign staff. If this provision subjected candidates to
libel suits for materials they did not know were false, it could
violate First Amendment standards protecting individuals against
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improper libel litigation. &Y Y o r k s v - U L U G L n , 376 U . S .
254 (1964); c€. Smith v - California , 361 U.S. 147 (1959).
F.

of Persanal F u n d s

The initiative sought to deter candidates from spending
their own money on their campaigns by giving their opponents an
equal matching grant of public money. The courts could
invalidate such a provision, however, holding that a candidate's
right t o spend his or her own money was improperly affected. C€.
- 0

G.

Funds

The initiative imposed several restrictions on the use of
campaign funds. It forbade candidates from spending on state
campaigns any funds received before the effective date of the
measure (November 7, 1984); it required candidates t o pay unused
funds to the state; and it prevented candidates from spending
funds raised for one office on an election to another office.
These restrictions could be deemed unconstitutional restraints on
"expenditures."
Alternatively, if they were viewed as restraints
on contributions, they could be invalid unless shown necessary to
prevent the actual or apparent corruption of candidates.

H.
The initiative limited contributions to $1,000 in any fiscal
year. If a special election primary and runoff were scheduled in
the same fiscal year, candidates could be unable t o raise
sufficient funds for the second election t o communicate
adequately with the voters. The Supreme Court has suggested that
restrictions placing a "dramatic adverse effect on the funding of
campaigns" might be unconstitutional. Bllcklev v. V U .
I.
It was unclear whether the initiative could have been
amended by the Legislature. The initiative contained no language
permitting legislative amendment, and the California Constitution
(art. 11, 510) prohibits amendments without specific
authorization. On the other hand, the initiative amended the
1974 Political Reform Act which does allow legislative amendment
by a two-thirds vote. A definitive court ruling would have been
necessary to determine whether or not the Legislature could amend
the initiative.
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APPENDIX G

-LOL-

OF THE VAS-

(S.B.

871

The Vasconcellos-Lockyer bill (S.B. 87), authored by Senator
Bill Lockyer (D-Hayward) and Assemblyman John Vasconcellos (D-San
Jose), was passed in 1984 by both houses of the Legislature, but
it was vetoed by Governor Deukmejian. The bill provided for
expenditure limitations, partial public financing and (before its
last amendment) contribution limitations in legislative races.
A.
The bill contained strict expenditure limitation provisions
for both the primary and the general elections.

Primarv

Assembly

Assembly
General

$103,500

$207,000

Senate

Senate

PrimarvGeneral
$345,000

$207,000

These proposed limits would have clearly reduced spending in
at least some races. Applying these limits t o the 1982
elections, 12% to 24% of the candidates would have been affected.

B.

lic Monev in the -a1

Election

The bill called for public funding in the general election
only. The bill rewarded small contributions by providing for
public funding at a greater matching ratio for the smaller
grassroots contributor. The first $100 was matched at a ratio of
3-to-1; from $101 - $500, the ratio was 2-to-1; and from $501
$1,000, the ratio was l-to-1. Thus, for a $1,000 contribution,
public money amounted t o an additional $1,600 for a total of
$2 ,600.

-

The maximum amount of public money which could have been
received by a candidate was two-thirds of the possible total
expenditures:
lic F
As semb 1y
a 1 Election
$138,00 0

W

Senate
$230,000

Before a candidate was eligible to receive any public funds,
the candidate first had t o meet a threshold level of private
fundraising. Under the bill, these thresholds were $40,000 (for
an Assembly candidate) and $60,000 (for a Senate candidate) in
contributions of $1,000 or less after the June primary election.
This extremely high threshold would have eliminated public
funding for at least 46 of the 150 Assembly candidates in the
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1982 general election. In the Senate, at least 14 of the 38
candidates in 1982 might have failed t o qualify. These 60
candidates failed to raise the threshold in any amounts,
including contributions of over $1,000.
The public financing of legislative campaigns would have
come from a fund consisting of mone contributed by state tax
checkoffs (similar t o the federal cgeckoff) by which a taxpayer
could designate up t o $5 (for a single taxpayer) or $10 (for a
married couple) to the fund. This checkoff would not have cost
the taxpayer any additional taxes.
Candidates could only receive public money for the general
election, but the expenditure limitations applied t o both the
primary and general elections. Thus during the primary the
candidate had to decide whether or not to opt for public money in
the general--and expenditure limitations for both.
The FPPC estimated that the bill would have cost $18 million
for general election public financing.
C.

. .
Contribution Llmltations

The bill, before it was amended to conform its provisions to
the Ross Johnson Initiative, limited individual contributions t o
$1,000 per candidate per election, and PACs to $3,000 per
candidate per election, but only after the candidate had raised
"seed money" (unlimited contributions of up to $20,000 for the
Assembly and $40,000 for the Senate). The "seed money" provision
applied in the primary election and then again in the general
elect ion.
The bill prohibited transfers from one candidate to another.
But while the bill prohibited transfers, it permitted caucus and
party contributions up to one-third of the total expenditures
allowed:

Assembly

Assembly
Senate
General--

$34,721

$69,441

$69,442

Senate
$115,736

In addition, the bill placed no restrictions on
contributions made t o the caucuses. The Speaker and other
legislators could solicit unlimited funds from the major interest
groups so long as these contributions were made directly t o the
caucus.
Finally, the bill limited how much candidates could receive
from PACs in the aggregate. Candidates could not receive more
than one-third of their overall expenditure limitations from
PACs. (These limitations were the same as the caucus-party
limits in the chart above.)
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Candidate P r o w

The bill attempted t o limit the impact of wealth in
campaigns by placing limitations on wealthy candidates. Those
candidates who accepted public money were limited to spending
$20,000 of their own money for Assembly contests and $40,000 for
Senate races. For those candidates who did not accept public
money, the bill required candidates to provide advance notice to
all opponents of their intention t o spend more than $20,000 ( f o r
Assembly candidates) or $40,000 (for Senate candidates) of their
own money in the campaign. Once this notice was given, all
opponents were freed from the contribution and expenditure
limitations, and were entitled to receive additional public
funding as well.
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APPENDIX E
PUBLIC OPINIQN P Q W S ON

v

m

A number of recent public opinion polls have surveyed public
reactions to various campaign finance reform measures, including
limitations on contributions, ceilings on expenditures, limited
public financing and tax credits for small individual
contributions. These polls indicate that a majority of the
public will support a Dackaae of campaign finance reforms which
includes contribution limits, expenditure ceilings and limited
public matching funds.

--F-rv

A.

11

1
9
a

A recent Field Poll surveyed California attitudes toward
various campaign finance reform measures. It found that the
public supported limits on individual or organizational
contributions t o candidates (76% t o 22%), limits on PAC
contributions (86% to 12%), aggregate limits on the amounts
candidates can receive from PACs (81% t o 14%), limits on
transfers of money from one candidate to another (56% t o 38%) and
overall limits on campaign expenditures (81% t o 18%).
The specific Field Poll questions and responses were as
follows:
(1) "There shouldn't be any limit put on how much money any
one individual or group can give t o a political candidate in
an election.'
Agree
Disagree

-

22%
76%

(2) 'There ought to be limits on how much money a political
action committee can give to a candidate in an election."
Agree
Disagree

-

86%
12%

(3) "The amount of money which candidates should be allowed
to receive from political action committees should be
limited to a certain percentage of the candidate's campaign
budget. '
Agree
Disagree

-

81%
14%

(4) 'If a candidate for office in one district has raised
more money than is needed for a campaign, it is all right
for that candidate to donate the money to another candidate
running in another district."
Agree
38%
Disagree
56%

-

(5) "There should be upper limits put on the amount of money
that political campaigns can raise and spend in an
election.'
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81%
18%

(6) "Political campaigns should be funded entirely by the
public using tax money."
Agree
Disagree

--

26%
72%

(7) "There should be some minimum level of public financing
of political campaigns using tax dollars."
Agree
Disagree

-

60%
35%

The public drew a distinction between total and limited
public financing of political campaigns. The public opposed
total funding of campaigns by the use of tax money (72% t o 26%),
but agreed that
of w
d be
d ( 6 0 % to 35%).
a

.

te of P 0 l. l .t l c s - L

B.

A recent Common Cause/USC poll reached conclusions that were
similar to those of the Field Poll. The Common Cause/USC poll
determined that a "sizable majority" of Californians support the
idea of limited public financing for state legislative campaigns,
but only if it is coupled with contribution and spending
limitations.

Two relevant questions were asked:
(1) "Some people say that candidates for public office in
California are too dependent on special-interest
contributions t o their campaigns and that the solution is t o
give qualifying candidates the option of accepting some
government funding. Others say that giving government funds
to candidates is an inappropriate use of public dollars and
takes money away from other programs. Which comes closer t o
your opinion?"

-

Provide government funds
27%
Do not provide government funds
No opinion
13%

-

- 61%

(2) "Would you support or oppose a law that placed a limit
on how much money any individual or group could contribute
to a political candidate, placed a limit on the amount of
money a candidate could spend, and provided qualifying
candidates with some public funds to help pay the costs of
political campaigns?"
support
Oppose
No opinion

-

63%
28%
10%
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For the last 11 years, a national Gallup poll has asked
Americans whether they think congressional campaigns should be
publicly financed if private contributions are also barred. The
first poll, conducted in June 1973 during the Watergate hearings,
indicated that 58% of the public approved. In July 1984, 52% of
the public approved--a fairly long-term level of support for
public financing when coupled with other reforms.
The Gallup question and responses were as follows:
"It has been suggested that the federal government provide a
fixed amount of money for the election campaigns of
candidates for Congress and that all private contributions
from other sources be prohibited. Do you think this is a
good idea or a poor idea?"
Good idea
Poor idea
No opinion
D.

-

-

52%
36%
12%

ce. Inc. Poll

--F-rv

1985

A nationally conducted CSI poll indicates the public opposes
public financing for congressional campaigns when it is not
combined with other spending and/or contribution limitations.
One question was phrased as follows:
"It has been proposed in Congress that the federal
government provide public financing for congressional
campaigns for the U . S . House of Representatives and Senate.
Would you approve or disapprove of the proposal t o use
public funds, federal money, to pay the costs of
congressional campaigns and how strongly do you feel?"
Strongly approve
Approve
Disapprove
Strongly disapprove
No opinion

E.

-.

4.3%

- 23.3%
- 38.8%
- 26.2%
- 8.4%
t Poll

--FebrUgEv

1981

At the request of the California Commission on Campaign
Financing, the California Public Interest Poll conducted a survey
of California attitudes towards tax credits for political
contributions. Respondents were asked whether they would take
advantage of a proposal which would allow them t o make up to a
$100 contribution to a political candidate and receive all of it
back in the form of an income tax credit. Approximately 35%
replied that they would either increase their current
contributions or give for the first time if they could receive a
100% tax credit.
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The questions and responses were as follows:
"Which statement would best describe respondent if a law
were passed allowing individuals who contribute up to $100
to get all of their money back as a tax credit?"
"I currently make campaign contributions and a tax
reduction would not change my contribution level."--18%

"I currently make campaign contributions and would give
more if I could get it all back in the form of a tax
reduction."--14%
"I do not make campaign contributions but would if I
could get it all back in the form of a tax
reduction."--21%
"I do not make campaign contributions now and wouldn't
even if I could get it all back in the form of a tax
reduction."--43%

"Don't know/no answer"--4%
The demographic breakdowns were also noteworthy. Of those
responding that they would either increase their contributions or
give for the first time if 100% t a x credits were available for
$100 contributions, 37% were Democrats and 31% were Republicans;
39% were liberals, 28% were moderates and 40% were conservatives;
35% earned under $10,000, 39% earned from $10,000-$20,000, 33%
earned from $20,000-$35,000 and 35% earned over $35,000; and 30%
were white, 57% were black and 49% were Hispanic.
F.
Poll results often vary depending on the survey questions
posed. Poll results a l s o change after the public is exposed t o
the arguments for and against a specific proposition. Definitive
conclusions based on polls are thus difficult.
Nevertheless, the polls discussed above suggest several
conclusions. First, the public perceives campaign financing t o
be a problem and is willing to support a range of solutions
including expenditure ceilings and contribution limits. Second,
the public is willing to support limited public financing if it
is part of a comprehensive package of reforms that includes
contribution limits and expenditure ceilings. Third, a sizable
minority (35%) would contribute for the first time or increase
their contributions if they could receive a 100% tax credit for
small contributions up t o $100.
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During the Commission's review of campaign financing in
California, it became aware of a number of related issues which
merit possible further research. The Commission takes no
position on any of these issues. It lists .them only for future
investigation. These issues include the following:
1.

In the opinion of many, ballot measures are seriously
affecting the orderly passage of legislation in the state. Many
ballot measures are poorly written, unconstitutional in whole or
in part and contain clauses that, if fully understood by the
voters, might never be adopted. Others are defeated by
misleading campaigns which are financed by those most directly
affected.
Between 1978 and 1982, spending on ballot measures increased
145%. In 1982, $10 million was spent on one ballot initiative
alone (Proposition 15, "Handgun Control"). Of 10 initiatives
approved by the voters between 1964 and 1980, six were struck
down by the courts in whole or in part for legal insufficiency.
In 1984, two initiatives were invalidated by the courts before
they could even be voted on by the electorate.
The Legislature is considering reforms of the initiative
process. Various bills would attempt to improve the quality of
the drafting of ballot measures, reduce one-sided spending and
improve the information available to the voters before they make
their ultimate decisions. An independent study of these bills
and the ballot measure process might make a significant
contribution toward increasing the quality of legislative and
Constitutional amendments in this state.
2.

a1 E l e c t i o m

Campaign expenditures in local elections vary widely. In
some localities an expensive campaign may cost $6,000 while in
others it could cost $1 million. Yet the average costs of local
elections are rising around the state. Candidates for California
city and county offices spent $46 million between 1979 and 1981.
These expenditures represented an 88% increase in just two years.
Much of this campaign money is raised from local real estate
developers, public employees, cable television companies and
others who have a direct economic stake in the decisions made by
the city council or county board of supervisors.
"[Mlore and more local entities are considering reforms now
that the campaign spending arms race has invaded local
elections," concludes Tom Houston, former Chairman of the Fair
Political Practices Commission. About 50 cities and counties
have adopted reform measures to date. A review of campaign
spending in local elections could study the impact these
ordinances have had on recent races and propose solutions for
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those cities and counties which are considering ordinances.
model ordinance might be drafted for cities and counties
throughout the state.
3.

A

During the 1982 California gubernatorial election, Tom
Bradley and George Deukmejian, the two general election
contenders spent more than $18 million, a 120% increase over the
gubernatorial campaign four years earlier. Candidates for other
statewide offices--Lieutenant Governor, Attorney General, State
Treasurer, State Controller, Secretary of State and
Superintendent of Public Instruction--spent $23 million. These
high costs have not increased as dramatically as costs for
legislative offices; however, statewide Candidates complain about
the constant need t o raise funds in order to run a credible race.
In most races incumbents are elected.
Statewide campaigns differ in their importance, visibility,
costs and sources of funds. A study of each office could analyze
the unique problems confronted by statewide candidates and
officeholders. Solutions might differ significantly. For
example, expenditure limits might be appropriate for
gubernatorial candidates but inappropriate for state controller
candidates; if adopted, expenditure ceilings might differ between
offices; or limits might be placed on contributions from
companies doing business with particular offices.
4.

California legislators are currently paid approximately
$33,000 per year, and they will be paid approximately $37,000 per

year in 1987. Legislators also receive a tax-free per diem, a
car, a generous retirement plan and telephone privileges. Their
total compensation package is thus worth approximately $55,000 a
year. The California Constitution allows legislators to raise
their own salaries by no more than five percent a year, although
the Legislature has frequently decided it would be politically
unwise to do so.
Some observers believe legislative salaries are too low t o
compensate for the quality of work expected by the public. They
point to salaries for superior court judges which are
approximately $73,000 a year, and they argue that legislators'
salaries should be comparable. Many legislators today supplement
their salaries with outside incomes
from law practices),
and some observers believe these outside incomes place
legislators in compromising positions. Legislative salaries
might warrant review by an independent group unconnected with the
Legislature. Consideration might be given to raising salaries
and simultaneously prohibiting outside income.
5.

Legislators have expenses such as weekly travel to their
districts which are not reimbursed by the state. In many cases
they draw on campaign funds to cover these non-reimbursed
expenses. Some legislators believe the pressures to raise
campaign money would ease if they were reimbursed for all
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legitimate office-related expenses. A review of legislative
expense reimbursements might be warranted.
6.
In 1981 the Legislature passed a bill prohibiting candidates
and officeholders from using campaign funds to defray personal
expenses. It also prohibited legislators from taking campaign
funds with them when they retired. Enforcement authority for
this bill was given to the Attorney General. Some observers
believe the bill left loopholes which allow legislative
candidates t o use campaign funds for personal activities which
have at least some arguably political or governmental purpose. A
study of possible evasion of the law might be useful.
7.

The use of slate mailers endorsing legislative candidates
has escalated dramatically. A slate mailing simultaneously
endorses many candidates or measures in the same election.
Candidates for Governor, the Legislature or school board, for
example, may all be listed on one mailer. Voters are encouraged
to take the mailer to the polls and vote for the entire slate.
Although slate mailers are often prepared by private
organizations which charge candidates a fee for inclusion, in
some cases the mailers may be labeled "Democratic Voting Guide"
or "Republican Voting Guide." These mailers have been criticized
as being misleading since they do not represent official
Democratic or Republican Party positions.
Some observers have suggested that slate mailers should
contain disclosures t o lessen their potential for deception. The
disclosures might identify the candidates, persons or
organizations paying for the mailers or selecting the candidates
or issues to be included in the mailer. Some observers would
also require disclosure of all expenditures by slate mailer
committees.
8.
A mail debate would permit two or more candidates in an
election to submit their campaign literature t o the state. The
state would then mail the candidates' literature in a single
envelope to all voters in the district. The state would pay for
postage but would have no power of censorship over the
literature, Mail debates might save candidates significant
postage costs and allow voters to compare competing candidates'
views at the same time.
9.

an Con-

Orange County requires public officials t o disqualify
themselves if they have received a campaign contribution of over
$1,400 from any person appearing before them. Other local
entities have similar requirements. In addition, the Political
Reform Act requires non-elected officials to be disqualified if
they have received or raised contributions of $250 or more from
any source appearing before their agency. This disqualification
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remedy is sometimes used as an alternative to contribution
limitations. Contribution limitations affect all contributors
while disqualification requirements, such as those enacted in
Orange County, only affect those contributors who appear before
the official's agency. A study of the disqualification approach,
particularly at the local level, would be useful.
10.

t Commission

Many campaign experts believe that reapportionment is a
prime reason for lack of competition in legislative races. In
many districts, one party's registration is so overwhelming that
it is virtually impossible for other parties' candidates to win.
If districts are reapportioned t o increase competition, however,
then fundraising and overall campaign expenditures will rise.
Many observers argue that legislative reapportionment raises
the ultimate conflict of interest, since reapportionment affects
the personal future of every legislative incumbent. Some have
called for a non-partisan commission to reapportion the state.
Two attempts t o adopt such a commission have been rejected by the
voters. Reapportionment and campaign finance are clearly
related, although reapportionment has been beyond the purview of
this Commission's report. An independent study of the
reapportionment process might be of significant benefit.
11.

State Treasurer Jesse Unruh has been a longtime advocate of
a unicameral legislature. He believes it would be less costly
and far more efficient than a bicameral legislature. Nebraska is
the only state at present that has a unicameral legislature. A
unicameral legislature in California might decrease overall
campaign costs by eliminating overlapping State Assembly and
Senate districts (u,
by creating only 100 legislative
districts instead of 80 Assembly and 40 Senate districts).
12.

Several political observers have suggested that limiting
legislators to one or two terms would increase competition for
political office. Challengers rarely unseat experienced
incumbents. Limiting legislators' terms, however, would increase
the turnover of seats and enhance competition. On the other
hand, the public might lose experienced legislators who would be
forced t o retire, even though they might be highly regarded by
their constituents. This issue might also warrant further
analysis.
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The California Commission on Campaign Financing was formed in 1984 as a
private, non-profit organization funded by a grant from the
Weingart Foundation of Los Angeles.
The bipartisan Commission is comprised of 21 Californians from the state's
business, labor, agricultural, legal, political and academic communities.
This is the final report of the Commission's 18-month study of
campaign financing in the California State Legislature. The Commission
hopes that its recommendations for improving California's system of
campaign financing will contribute to public debate and encourage
constructive change in the best interest of the citizens of this state.
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